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 ABSTRACT 
Cultural Re-presentation and Translation: 
Chinese and English Anthologies of Tang Poetry 
 
by 
CHAN Chi Man Cecilia 
Master of Philosophy 
Due to its unique prestige, classical Chinese poetry written during the Tang 
dynasty is often anthologised. These anthologies serve various purposes (e.g. 
recreational, educational, or both), but they are generally expected to feature works 
high in aesthetic value, and represent the culture wherein they are produced. While the 
functions of anthologies are seldom contested, representations of Tang poetry in 
anthologies have many different manifestations. 
Using China’s most famous anthology, Tangshi sanbaishou 唐詩三百首 , as an 
opening case study, research shows that within its home culture, the anthologising of 
Tang poetry has a long history by itself, and anthologists negotiate between 
ideological agendas, aesthetic judgments, and cultural norms to form representations 
which suit their purposes best. Complex as the anthologising behaviour in the source 
culture is, the considerations involved in anthologising translated Tang poetry in the 
Anglo-American culture are even more complicated, since target-cultural 
concerns/demands (such as translatability, aesthetic predilection of the target 
readership, social norms, etc.) are introduced. This study attempts to delineate the 
differences in various source and target cultural representations of Tang poetry, and 
explicate the contributing causes engendering such differences. A survey of 
anthologies of translated classical Chinese literature/poetry reveals that key factors 
governing anthologising decisions include: the target cultural condition, the intended 
service to a mostly uninformed, non-native readership, the anthologist-translators’ 
personal preferences and missions, among others. The canonical landscape of Tang 
poetry changes often in the West even though the principle of representativeness 
demands a degree of conformity to the source tradition. The complexity of 
anthologising is further amplified when the activity of translation takes place. 
Translation may enhance or discount the aesthetic appeal of poets and poems, thus 
implicating their claim for canonicity. Besides, questions of form and prosody also 
shape the target-culture product, and hence the readership’s perception. The 
representations of Tang poetry and Chinese culture in anthologies are often taken for 
granted due to the sense of authority attached to anthologies. It is therefore important 
to take note of and examine how anthologist-translators have shaped literary 
perceptions by negotiating between source and target cultures. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
 
Originating from Greek and defined as “a collection of ‘flowers’ of verse by 
various authors” by the Oxford English Dictionary, the term “anthology” signifies a 
selective quality in its nature. Therefore, the appearance of a piece of literary work in 
anthologies would imply that it is a “flower” worth preserving, either being 
aesthetically superior or culturally important (or both). Since anthologies are 
associated with quality and authority, they are often taken for granted. It is unlikely 
for the general reader or an uninitiated student to inquire why certain entries find their 
way into an anthology, which pieces of literary work miss the cut, what are the 
circumstances under which the anthologising decisions are made, and if those 
decisions are fair and justified. In fact, researchers of anthologies observe that 
 
… [s]cholars and students alike rely on anthologies for accurate topologies of 
their disciplines. Initiates generally receive an anthology as if they had been 
handed a recently published atlas of the world: just as one does not question 
the atlas’s placement of cities and countries, one does not question the 
anthology’s mapping authors and writings. (Di Leo 2004: 1) 
 
The statement attests to the authority of the anthology, which does not usually invite 
doubts, questions or deep reflections. 
However, it is important to bear in mind that anthologies are human-made 
products which do not come into being in a vacuum. In China and the West, 
anthologies have long served as a venue for literary appreciation and criticism (Ferry 
2001: 31-38, Zou 2002: 1-11). The act of anthologising entails choices — selecting 
and excluding certain materials and authors, organising the chosen materials so that a 
coherent narrative may emerge, deciding if and how paratextual materials should be 
offered to facilitate comprehension and appreciation, etc. These choices, together with 
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the context in which they are made, should be examined. Whether there are ideological 
forces at work, aesthetic values which gatekeep, academic missions to be fulfilled or 
commercial interests that incentivise are just some of the potential parameters an 
anthologist must negotiate among. At the end of the anthologising process, the final 
product is actually a sum of the anthologist’s personal interpretations and evaluations 
of a literature (or parts thereof, such as a specific genre, theme or epochs), balanced 
against the circumstances which condition his work.  
 As can be seen, the compilation of an anthology is not easy; but when one is 
compiling an anthology of translated literature, “the difficulties are naturally 
compounded” (Mair 1995: 231). Not only do the above considerations continue to 
demand the anthologist’s attention; he must also be attentive to “the quality and 
representativeness of the translated literary pieces that will be included [and] … the 
tastes of one’s audience as well as their ability to comprehend and appreciate what one 
is offering up [sic] to them.” (ibid.) Translation becomes yet another factor of concern 
for the anthologist. Also, as can be expected, the source culture also exerts its influence 
over the anthologising behaviour in the target (in this case, Anglo-American) culture 
as well, thereby adding to the long string of considerations which anthologists must 
juggle around.  
 The special nature of the audience of translated anthologies1 makes the burden 
of anthologising heavier as well. Generally speaking, an anthology of translated 
literature is not intended for those who know the source language or have expertise in 
its literature and culture. Common readers of translated anthologies usually have no 
                                                          
1  To avoid being cumbersome, I use “anthologies of translated literature” interchangeably with 
“translated anthologies”. However, it should be acknowledged that the two are not the same. 
“Anthologies of translated literature” denote collections of translated texts compiled by target-culture 
anthologists, while “translated anthologies” point more towards collections configured in the source 
culture and then translated into the target language in its entirety, involving no process of selection in 
the target culture. 
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means or knowledge to evaluate whether the criteria for anthologising are fair. There 
is also no way for them to know if the representation is adequate. Furthermore, for 
some anthology users (such as university students2), an anthology may be their first 
and only means of contact with a foreign literature and culture. Given that the 
readership is totally dependent on the anthology, it thus stands even more 
authoritative, putting more pressure on the anthologist to produce a representative and 
fair representation of the foreign literary tradition in question. 
 This thesis offers an overview of the development of anthologising and 
translating classical Chinese poetry into English. Using Tang poetry as the subject of 
inquiry, the focus of this research project is the cultural representation embodied in 
anthologies of translated Tang poetry, or the Tang sections in anthologies of translated 
classical Chinese poetry/literature.  
 The prestige of classical Chinese poetry can hardly be overstated when one is 
concerned with the study of Chinese culture and literature. It is a celebrated art form 
and mode of expression employed “by virtually everyone in the educated class until 
recently.” (Hinton 2008: 143) Such popularity across history has led to the 
accumulation of a very massive corpus. Poems from the Tang Dynasty (618-
907) alone, as documented in Quan Tangshi 全唐詩 (The Complete Tang Poems), 
already amount to more than 55,000 poems (Chen 1992: 6). This figure from just one 
dynastic period, only a fraction of the actual output, is indicative of the astonishing 
size of the poetic corpus in one of the world’s biggest literary systems. To attempt to 
                                                          
2 The reasons behind anthologies being commonly used in the academic setting are enumerated by 
Hopkins as follows: “The rapid proliferation of modular degree courses, together with a widespread 
shift from tutorial to seminar teaching, rising prices of individual literary texts, a general unwillingness 
of students to buy many books, and dwindling library resources, have combined to make single 
textbooks, containing between two covers all the necessary primary material for a particular module, 
and acquired by all students as their one obligatory purchase, an attractive proposition for many 
university teachers and course directors.” (2008: 286) 
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cover the entire span of this voluminous literature would be imprudent. Accordingly, 
poems (shi) from the Tang period, commonly agreed as the time when the genre 
reached its peak of development, are chosen the as the focal point of this thesis. 
 An empirical approach is adopted for this study. By carrying out quantitative 
and qualitative surveys of translated Tang poetry anthologies compiled overseas, this 
study will try to answer questions such as the following: Who are the anticipated 
readers? What is the purpose underlying the anthologising and translating activities, 
and what kind of relationship exists between the two? What are the parameters that 
have affected the work of anthologist-translators? What kind of adjusting 
arrangements, if any, are made to the translated poems so that Tang poetry (and the 
Chinese culture embedded within it) can travel across temporal and cultural 
boundaries, and be appreciated by the Anglo-American readership? In what ways are 
the target cultural representation of Tang poets and poems similar to or different from 
that of the source culture? To contextualise the discussion about the anthologising 
activities, considerations and norms in the Anglo-American culture, those in the 
source culture will be given a general account as well.  
In a word, this thesis is an attempt to learn how Tang poetry is re-presented to 
foreign readers as a translated literature in the form of an anthology. It aims at 
understanding how these anthologies shape the Western readership’s perception of 
Tang poetry, determining how that perception is different from the one formed in the 
source culture, and identifying how anthologist-translators negotiate between cultures 
to introduce Tang poetry to an audience with little (or no) knowledge of China, its 
language, literature, and/or culture. The structure of the thesis is organised as follows: 
Chapter 2 investigates the anthologising behaviour of Chinese anthologists, 
with particular reference to that of Sun Zhu 孫洙 (1711-78), the anthologist of the 
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immortalised Tang poetry anthology Tangshi sanbaishou 唐詩三百首. This chapter 
examines the specific details of the anthology in relation to other volumes which 
precede it, in order to gain an understanding of the major factors and considerations 
which inform the anthologising process. The identified governing principles and 
norms of the anthologising activities in the source culture will serve as a foundational 
reference when the discussion moves on to examine Western representations of 
translated Tang poetry.  
The first part of Chapter 3 is a survey of nine anthologies (either containing 
only Tang poems or wherein Tang poetry constitutes a significant portion).3 The 
examination will shed light on the anthologist-translators’ mentalities in compiling 
their collections, and provide insights into their purpose, strategies, emphases and so 
on. After examining the anthologies individually, the second part of the chapter 
considers them collectively, and tries to draw summarising observations about the 
trend and development of anthologising and translating Tang poetry in the Anglo-
American context. 
Chapter 3 is followed by a case study on Han Shan 寒山 (fl. 9th century), a poet 
heavily anthologised in the West but virtually neglected in China. Besides illustrating 
once more (through a focused example) the complicated series of factors anthologist-
                                                          
3  This survey of Tang poetry in English translation focuses on book-length publications of 
representative significance. It excludes, regrettably but necessarily, occasional pieces in journals, 
dissertations and the internet, even published books with a selection that is too small. The purpose of 
the survey is to delineate how Tang poetry and the Chinese poetic tradition are presented to the Anglo-
American readership as a complete unit. As a result, undertakings which introduce only small fragments 
of the complete whole, such as publications focusing on a single poet, theme or particular era (like the 
early, high, mid- or late Tang) are not examined as well. But even though the survey only considers 
book-length publications, there are still too many available anthologies. Subsequently, only volumes 
meeting the threshold requirements stated in Chapter 3(a) are studied. Deciding where the minimum 
threshold for admission lies entails a degree of arbitrariness, but it ultimately ensures that attention is 
aimed towards studying relatively comprehensive and adequate representations of Tang poetry. It is 
also relevant to note that the survey is not intended as an exhaustive bibliographical study, since that 
would be a large-scale exercise perhaps better suited for another project.  
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translators negotiate between, the case study also demonstrates the power wielded by 
anthologist-translators, and highlights the reshaping of literary perception which takes 
place during cross-cultural transposition. Finally, a conclusion in Chapter 4 
summarises the findings of this thesis.  
Nine appendices are given. They each cover a translated anthology and provide 
information such as the original and translated titles of the Tang poems included, the 
author of the source poem and the page numbers of the anthology where the translated 
poems can be located. These appendices provide concrete statistics which will help to 
avoid impressionistic judgments in discussing anthologising behaviour in the target 
culture.  
  
   7 
Chapter 2 Anthologising in the Source Culture 
  
 In this chapter, the selection and organising principles of Tangshi sanbaishou 
are investigated. Examined with reference to other Tang poetry anthologies, this part 
of the thesis aims to ascertain the various concerns factoring into the compilation of 
the anthology. As Tangshi sanbaishou is commonly considered as the most 
representative collection of Tang poetry, it will thus make a good reference point for 
foreign compilations to be evaluated against. Since no cross-cultural comparison is 
possible without a solid understanding of the topic area in the source culture, this 
chapter sets the context in preparation for analysis of translated anthologies in the next 
chapter. 
 
The anthologising of Tang poems has a long and rich history within the source 
culture. According to Sun Qin’an’s 孫琴安 bibliographical research in 2005, more 
than 600 Tang poetry anthologies were compiled in a 1200-year period from the mid-
Tang to the Qing dynasty — or one every two years on average (Sun 2005: 1). 
Regrettably, about half of the 600 anthologies suffered from fire, censorship, war or 
poor maintenance (ibid.: 1-2). Of those which are extant, a certain number are 
renowned or anthologised by famous compilers.4 Yet, however well-known they are, 
                                                          
4 Examples include Heyue yingling ji 河嶽英靈集 (Collection of Eminences of Our Rivers and Peaks, 
compiled in 753) by Yin Fan 殷璠 (fl. 727–755), Wang Anshi’s 王安石(1021-86) Tang baijiashi xuan
唐百家詩選 (Anthology of One Hundred Poets of the Tang, compiled in 1060), Gao Bing’s 高棅 
(1350 - 1423) Tangshi pinhui唐詩品彙 (A Critical Anthology of Tang Poetry, compiled in 1398), Li 
Panlong’s 李攀龍(1514-70) Tangshi xuan 唐詩選  (Anthology of Tang Poetry, compilation date 
uncertain but the collection was not completed until after Li’s death in 1570, and one of the earlier 
versions of the text is dated to 1620), Wang Shizhen’s 王士禎(1634–1711) Tangxian sanmeiji 唐賢三
昧集 (Anthology of Samadhi Poetry by Tang Worthies, compiled in 1688), and Shen Deqian’s 沈德潛
(1673-1769) Tangshi biecaiji 唐詩別裁集 (Collection of Selected Tang Poems, compiled in 1717 and 
revised in 1763). 
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none can rival Tangshi sanbaishou 唐詩三百首 (Three Hundred Tang Poems) in 
terms of printings and size of readership (Zhang 1985: 76). 
Tangshi sanbaishou was compiled by a little-known anthologist Sun Zhu 孫洙 
(1711-1778). Other than the fact that he was from Wuxi 無錫 and worked as a local 
bureaucrat, little else can be ascertained about him.5 But despite his obscurity, the 
anthology has achieved a wide circulation. From the anthology’s initial launch in 1763 
to 2015, 37 different versions of the text were produced by various publishers and 
reprinted multiple times (Zhou 2015: 33-50). Past studies found that in the second half 
of 1956 alone, over 700,000 copies of Tangshi sanbaishou were printed (Zhang 1985: 
76). Given the collection’s lasting popularity and wide readership, it is chosen to be a 
paradigmatic case for the current study. In what follows, Sun Zhu’s purpose for 
anthologising, his selection and organising principles and factors exerting influence 
over his decisions will be examined.  
The compilation of Tangshi sanbaishou is a response to the perceived 
inadequacies in Qianjiashi 千家詩 (Poems by A Thousand Masters).6 Therefore, a 
number of Sun’s compilation decisions are based on the earlier collection. The 
anthology’s preface begins with criticisms of Qianjiashi: 
 
When children are sent to school, they are taught Qianjiashi, since the poems 
in it are easy to learn by rote. As a result, the book is widely circulated. But 
the compiler of that book, seeming not to differentiate the well-wrought from 
the uncouth, appeared to have just picked up whatever came to hand. Besides, 
there are only two metrical forms in the book: five-or-seven-character regular 
verse, five-or-seven-character quatrain. Also, works by Tang poets are 
                                                          
5 Past researches have found information on Sun Zhu from two sources. The first is Liangxi shichao 梁
溪詩鈔 (Collection of Poems by Wuxi Poets), and the second is Mingru yanxing lu 名儒言行錄 
(Records of Words and Deeds of Famous Scholars). Both sources provide only a brief paragraph on 
the scholar-official-anthologist (see Sun 2000: 372). 
6 Qianjiashi was compiled in the Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279) by Liu Kezhuang 劉克莊 (1187-
1269). The original anthology did not survive, but it is known that about 1200 poems were selected and 
organised under 14 categories such as flowers, bamboo, the sky, the earth, etc. The anthology was 
revised and rearranged in the Qing dynasty by Wang Xiang 王相 (Red Pine 2003: 4-5). 
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mingled inordinately with those by Song poets. This deviates so much from 
the proper framework.7  世俗兒童就學，即授《千家詩》，取其易於成誦，
故流傳不廢。但其詩隨手掇拾 ，工拙莫辨，且止五七律絕二體，而唐
宋人又雜出其間，殊乖體制。 (Sun 2000: 1) 
 
Sun is primarily upset with Qingjiashi because of 1) the uneven artistic standard of 
the chosen poems, 2) the exclusion of the old-style genre, and 3) the jumbling up of 
Tang and Song poems. As a rectification, Sun Zhu limits his scope to include only 
Tang poems, featuring both ancient- and recent-style poems and selecting only “the 
most important Tang poems which are best loved” 專就唐詩中膾炙人口之作，擇
其尤要者 (ibid.). 
 Just as Qingjiashi is intended for young readers, so too is Tangshi sanbaishou 
compiled with the needs of schoolchildren in mind. Sun’s original preface establishes 
the anthology as “a homeschooling textbook for children that will hold good till old 
age” 爲家塾課本，俾童而習之，白首亦莫能廢 (Sun 2000: 10). His intention to 
educate with the anthology is manifested in its organisation and selection. 
 As a way to accomplish the goal of instruction, Tangshi sanbaishou is 
organised according to the poems’ formal type. The anthology features five- and 
seven-character old-style verse 五言/七言古詩 (gushi), five- and seven-character 
regulated verse 五言/七言律詩 (lüshi), and five- and seven-character quatrain 五言
絕句 (jueju). At the end of each segment dedicated to a poetic form, selections of yuefu 
樂府 , or folk-style poems, are also introduced. In sum, Sun’s organisational 
arrangements can be outlined as the following: old-style (古體) precedes recent-style 
(近體), and five-character line poems are to be read before seven-character line poems. 
                                                          
7 Adapted from Xu Yuan-zhong’s 許淵沖 translations in his 300 Tang Poems: A New Translation 
(1987:11). 
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The sequential arrangement of the poetic forms is a calculated arrangement intended 
to facilitate learning:  
 
Such an organisation of poetic forms —  old-style poems preceding regulated 
verse and quatrain —  is, on the one hand, a reflection of the development of 
Tang poetry, and on the other, an adherence to the poetry-learning tradition 
developed since the Tang dynasty. 這種先古體後律體、絕句的詩體安排一
方面是唐代詩歌發展歷程的體現，另一方面也是對自唐以來要求從古體
入律體的詩學傳統秉承。 (Gu 2009: 4, my translation8) 
 
And among different recent-style forms, regulated verse is purposefully presented 
before quatrain also to further the educational aim:  
 
Shi Buhua from the Qing dynasty said, in his Xianyong shuoshi, “Poetry 
learning should begin with five-character regulated verse. One can progress 
from it to seven-character old-style verse, extend it into seven-character 
regulated verse, truncate it into five-character quatrain, extend and truncate it 
into seven-character quatrain.” Though Shi lived during the reign of Emperor 
Tongzhi [1856-1875], which is after Sun Zhu’s lifetime, his opinion likely 
represented a percentage of contemporary views, thus carrying pedagogical 
significance for beginning learners. 清人施補華在《峴傭說詩》中曾說：
「學詩須從五律起，進之可為七古，充之可為七律，截之可為五絕，充
而截之可為七絕。」施氏是同治間人，時代后於蘅塘退士，但他的這種
說法，恐也代表當時一部分人的觀點，故對初學者有指導意義。 (Jin 
2000: 5) 
 
 Tangshi sanbaishou’s organisation of the poetic genres corresponds almost exactly 
with the contemporary approach to poetry learning, and the correspondence attests to 
Sun’s intention for the compilation to serve as a guidebook for students learning to 
write poetry. It is probably due to Sun’s confidence in the anthology’s capability to 
instruct which prompts him to claim, in his prefatory statement, “The saying goes, 
‘Learning Tang poems three hundred by heart, and you can write poems though you 
                                                          
8 All translations are mine unless otherwise specified.  
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know not the art.’9 Please test its validity with my compilation”. 諺云：「熟讀唐詩
三百首，不會吟詩也會吟。」請以是編驗之 (Sun 2000: 10)  
 Another component of Tangshi sanbaishou supporting its education mission 
is the inclusion of poems relating to the imperial civil service examination. Pauline 
Yu believes that the anthology’s publication is “surely not unrelated to the reinstitution 
of a poetry section in the civil service examination ...” (1994: 122). In this context, the 
anthology is useful to students for more than one reason. It offers poetic models to be 
studied by aspiring poets, and informs want-to-be officials of what lies ahead if they 
seek careers in the bureaucracy. Tangshi sanbaishou covers a range of topics relevant 
to taking the exam and the bureaucratic career after it: from poems written for the 
examination10 to poems about failing it (such as Wang Wei’s “Song Qiwu Qian luodi 
huanxiang” 送綦毋潛落第還鄉 “Seeing Qiwu Qian Off to Home After His Failure in 
The Civil Service Examination”); and from poems written for exchange between 
officials (Wang Wei’s “Zeng Guojishi” 贈郭給事, “To Supervising Secretary Guo”) 
to those about career setbacks (Liu Changqing’s 劉長卿 “Jiangzhou chongbie Xueliu 
Liuba er yuanwai” 江州重別薛六柳八二員外 , “Parting Again from the Two 
Officials Xueliu and Liuba, in Jiangzhou”). The anthology performs a pragmatic, 
informative function preparing its young readers for the various possibilities in their 
futures.  
Sun’s pedagogical purpose for anthologising is well documented in his short 
but informative preface. It is also reflected in the organisational arrangements he 
employs, and the specific topics he selects. His aesthetic and ideological views, 
                                                          
9 Adapted from Xu Yuan-zhong’s translation in his 300 Tang Poems: A New Translation (1987:11).  
10 Known as shitie shi 試帖詩. Examples include Zu Yong’s 祖詠 “Zhongnan wang yuxue” 終南望餘
雪 (“Looking at Snow Left on Zhongnan Mountain”) and Bai Juyi’s “Cao”草 (“Grass”). 
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however, are not as straightforwardly stated. In what follows, Tangshi sanbaishou will 
be examined alongside its predecessors. It is hoped that when specific details of 
Tangshi sanbaishou — those regarding the chosen poets, Sun’s commentaries and the 
selected Tang period(s) emphasised — are contrasted against those of other 
anthologies, the aesthetic and ideological concerns governing Sun’s anthologising 
decisions will surface. 
In his selection, Sun Zhu shows that he is informed by various Ming and Qing 
schools of poetic theories. Some scholars have observed that Sun Zhu’s collection is 
substantially influenced by earlier anthologies of Tang poetry. For example, Huang 
Yongwu 黃永武, in his Tangshi sanbaishou jianshang 唐詩三百首鑑賞 (Critical 
Appreciation of The Three Hundred Tang Poems), says that  
 
… a successful anthology [like Tangshi sanbaishou] cannot come about in one 
step. Since the Tang dynasty, there have been over 100 Tang poetry 
anthologies, which provided hundreds of years of wisdom and sound 
judgement. Among these anthologies, Li Panlong’s Tangshi xuan from the 
Ming dynasty, Qing scholar Wang Shizhen’s Tangxian sanmeiji, and Tangshi 
biecaiji compiled by Sun Zhu’s contemporaneous peer Shen Deqian, have the 
greatest impact on Sun’s compilation of Tangshi sanbaishou. 成功的選本，
往往不是一蹴可幾的，唐代以還，唐詩的選本有百餘種，提供了千百年
來的智慧與眼光，其中尤以明人李攀龍的「唐詩選」、清人王士禎的「
唐賢三昧集」、以及與孫洙年代相近的沈德潛「唐詩別裁」，對孫洙編
選「唐詩三百首」時影響最大… (Huang 1990: 1)  
 
The various poetic theories and preferences concretised in these earlier anthologies 
found their way into Tangshi sanbaishou, but as will be shown in the following, Sun 
Zhu is not an exclusive subscriber to any of them; instead, he manages to produce a 
relatively less biased representation of Tang poetry.  
An ideological concern which informs the compilation of Tangshi sanbaishou 
is the valorisation of High Tang poetry. In line with several other anthologies, Sun’s 
selection foregrounds High Tang poetry and poets. Of the 310 poems by 77 poets 
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recorded in Tangshi sanbaishou,11 over half of them (162 by 27 poets12) are from the 
High Tang period.13 The statistics will lead one to form an impression that Sun is 
promoting the High Tang epoch by giving it prominence. This impression may be 
further cemented when one learns that the three poets who figure most prominently in 
the collection are Du Fu (36 poems included), Li Bai (29) and Wang Wei (29) — all 
from the High Tang period. 
The orientation towards the High Tang calls to mind the dictum for archaism 
put forward by the Ming dynasty Former and Latter Seven Masters (Qianhou qizi 前
後七子): “Prose-writing must be modelled after Qin and Han forms, and poetry must 
imitate High Tang style.” 文必秦漢，詩必盛唐 It should be noted, however, that the 
elevation of High Tang poetry actually first took shape in the Southern Song dynasty 
(Yu 1998: 76). The critic Yan Yu opens his collection of critical essays, Canglang 
                                                          
11 As noted by Zhu Ziqing朱自清and other scholars, Sun Zhu’s  original version of Tangshi sanbaishou 
contains 310 poems because it is modelled after the Shijing (Zhu n.d.: 356, He 2010: 15). Other editors 
have later added to Sun Zhu’s original collection, resulting in versions containing different numbers of 
poems. One of the earliest annotated versions known as Zhangxie zhushu ben章燮注疏本 (published 
in 1834), for example, records 321 poems. In another version called Sitengyinshe ben 四藤吟社本 
(first seen during the reign of Guangxu 光緒, around 1875 to 1908), 313 poems are found. This 
collection is later adopted by present-day annotator Jin Xinyao 金性堯, whose annotated version, first 
published in 1980 by Shanghai guji chubanshe上海古籍出版社 and subsequently by Chung Hwa Book 
Co 中華書局 in 1987, becomes “one of the most widely circulated version” 上海古籍出版社版金性
堯注本，… 是近年來流傳最廣的版本之一 (Wang 1995:17-8). As way to accurately reflect and 
examine Sun Zhu’s mind-set as an anthologist, this study is based on the original 310-poem version.   
12 Refer to Table 1 “Periodic and Generic Classification of Poems in Tangshi sanbaishou”. 
13 The High Tang period is about 713-765 (Wang 2014: 409). It should be noted that there is no precise 
agreement on the periodisation of Tang poetry. The practice began with Southern Song critic Yan Yu 
嚴羽 (ca. 1194-1245), who classifies Tang poems into 5 periodic styles, namely the Early Tang Style 
(Chutang ti 初唐體), High Tang Style (Shengtang ti 盛唐體), Dali Style (Dali ti 大曆體), Yonghe Style 
(Yonghe ti 永和體) and Late Tang Style (Wantang ti 晚唐體) (Yan 1986: 45-6). Later, the Ming 
anthologist Gao Bing 高棅 proposes another format of division, which has become the customary 
convention: the Early, High, Middle and Late Tang. (Gao 1982: 8) (Yan and Gao’s respective 
approaches to periodisation actually serve different purposes. The former distinguishes between poetic 
styles and the latter is more of a demarcation of historical periods which outline the Tang dynasty poetic 
development.) The scheme of division commonly accepted nowadays is as follow: Early Tang (618-
712), High Tang (713-765), Mid-Tang (766-835) and Late Tang (836-907) (Wang 2014: 409). Slight 
variations of same schema are also presented by Pauline Yu (1994: 117), Burton Watson (1971: 109-
110) and Zhu Ziqing, in his “Guide to Reading Three Hundred Tang Poems” (“Tangshi sanbaishou 
dufa zhidao” 《唐詩三百首》讀法指導). 
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shihua滄浪詩話 (Canglang’s Discussion of Poetry), with an appeal urging students 
to learn poetry composition from the best available examples: 
 
A poetry learner should take as his main principle the ability to discern: 
entering the gateway properly, setting the goal high, regarding the poets of the 
Han, Wei, Jin and High Tang as teachers, not aiming to become poets after the 
Kaiyuan and Tianbao eras.14 夫學詩者以識為主：入門須正，立志須高；
以漢、魏、晉、盛唐為師，不作開元、天寶以下人物。(Yan 1986:16)  
 
Yan’s initiative calls are later put into action in the compilation of anthologies such as  
Tangshi pinhui 唐詩品彙 and Tangshi xuan 唐詩選, as both collections recognise 
High Tang poetry as the finest model for learning.  
In Tangshi pinhui 唐詩品彙,15 seven out of the ten best represented poets are 
from the high Tang period. Du Fu ranks first with 513 poems included, and Li Bai has 
400 poems, Wang Wei 165, Cen Shen 岑參 145, Gao Shi高適 131, Meng Haoran 孟
浩然 106 and Wang Changling王昌齡 104  (Wang 1995: 9).16 The works of these 
High Tang poets alone already account for almost 30% of the anthology. Coupled with 
the fact that Gao Bing evaluates High Tang poems with such affirmative terms as 
“Orthodox Patriarchs” 正宗, “Great Masters” 大家, and “Famous Masters” 名家 (Gao 
1982:14),17 his inclination to label High Tang poetry as the proper standard to strive 
for is evident. In Gao Bing’s compilation, Yan Yu’s critical assertions are actualised, 
and from then on, they gain a lasting acceptance (Yu 1998: 79). Owing to its wide 
                                                          
14 Adapted from Ruey-shan Sandy Chen’s translation in her An Annotated Translation of Yan Yu’s 
Canglang Shihua: An Early Thirteenth-Century Chinese Poetry Manual (1996: 73-4).  
15 Compiled by Gao Bing from 1384 – 1398. Recorded 6723 poems by 681 Tang poets (Shi 1987: 775). 
16 The three top-ten poets not from the High Tang period are Liu Changqing 劉長卿 (with 197 poems 
in the collection), Qian Qi 錢起 (181 poems) and Wei Yingwu 韋應物 (163). 
17 Translation by Richard John Lynn in unpublished manuscript “The Canon of Tang Poetry: Gao 
Bing’s Tangshi pinhui”, cited in Pauline Yu’s “The Chinese Poetic Canon and its Boundaries” (1994: 
118).  
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circulation, the anthology had a broad sphere of influence, including the Ming dynasty 
Former and Latter Seven Masters (Sun 2005:74-6).  
Li Panlong 李攀龍 (1514-1570), leading figure of the Latter Seven Masters, 
continues to champion Yan and Gao’s promulgation in his anthology Tangshi xuan. 
In fact, the anthology18 is considered as one of the most effective illustrations of the 
Ming archaism movement (Zou 2002: 154). Li idealises High Tang poetic norms, and 
as Stephen Owen puts it, his “[l]ove for the poetry of one period seem[s] to demand 
contempt for the poetry of other periods” (1985: 145). Li is extremely biased against 
poems from the later Tang periods. In his various discussions of poetry, Mid and Late 
Tang poems are often belittled: “I cannot bear having the poetry of the mid-Tang even 
reach my ears.” (詩自) 唐中葉不堪復入耳19; “Poems written after the Tinbao era 
[742-756, during Emperor Xuanzong’s reign] have nothing remarkable about them.” 
詩自天寶而下，俱無足觀 (Zhang 2004: 254). Li’s polarised views of High Tang 
poems and those that came after it is reflected in the selection of Tangshi xuan. Of the 
742 poems, close to 60% (445 in total) are from the High Tang period (Zou 2002: 
154). The Mid and Late Tang are represented only by 140 poems, less than one-fifth 
of the compilation (ibid.). Beyond the imbalanced representation, another staggering 
fact about Tangshi xuan is that esteemed Mid- and Late Tang poets such as Bai Juyi, 
Li He and Du Mu are completely ignored (Sun 2005: 108). From this information 
about the collection, one learns of the severity of Li Panlong’s bias and how heavily 
                                                          
18 In its conception, Tangshi xuan is not an anthology in its own right. It is a dynastic section belonging 
to an all-encompassing (from ancient times to Ming dynasty) anthology entitled Gujinshisan 古今詩刪 
(An Edition of Ancient and Modern Poetry). The seven chapters of Tang poems are extracted from the 
collection and published under a new title. Tangshi xuan achieved an independent status as it was 
circulated widely in China and Japan during its time (Shi 1987: 776). It has also been subjected to 
continuous academic attention, for examples see Yang (1981) and Chan (2001). 
19 Quoted from Li Panlong’s Cangming ji 滄溟集 (The Collected Works of Cangming) and translated 
by an unidentified translator in Classical Chinese Literature: An Anthology of Translations (Lau & 
Minford 2000: 847). 
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it informs his choice of works for the anthology. Tangshi xuan is not an innocent 
selection of “the best poems” ; it is a venue for Li to institutionalise and propagate his 
revivalist agenda.   
Different from the two examples examined above, Tangshi sanbaishou is more 
open towards Mid and Late Tang periods. Since the resurrection of archaic values 
persists as an important intellectual pursuit in traditional China, and the High Tang 
poetic models universally revered, High Tang poems are quantitatively foregrounded 
in Tangshi sanbaishou as well, as noted earlier. But a closer inspection of the 
collection shows Sun is not slavishly conformist. Not only do poems from the Mid-
and Late Tang occupy over 44% of the collection’s space (82 poems from the Mid-
Tang and 56 from the Late Tang), but Li Shangyin 李商隱, from the Late Tang, 
actually follows Du Fu, Li Bai and Wang Wei as the fourth most featured poet, with 
24 poems selected. Other poets who could have been passed over but instead acquire 
a certain prominence include Wei Yingwu 韋應物 (12 poems), Liu Changqing劉長
卿 (11) and Du Mu杜牧 (10). While tradition does exercise its influence, it is not the 
sole factor which dictates the compilation of Tangshi sanbaishou. Sun has chosen to 
liberalise the collection’s adherence to the common practice of Tang poetry 
anthologisation, and thus High Tang poetry is not the only focus of the collection. 
Other periods receive proper coverage as well.  
Sun Zhu has revised the compositional representation of Tang poetry prevalent 
in Ming anthologies. Similarly, he also modifies the Tang literary landscape presented 
in Qing anthologies. In the early Qing period, Wang Shizhen’s 王士禛 notion of 
shenyun 神韻  (translated as “spiritual resonance” or “ineffable essence and 
resonance”) gained national followers (Chang & Owen 2010: 163). Wang Shizhen 
sees ill in the habitual preference for the grand and forceful poetic style which has 
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been almost been equated with Hang Tang poetry.20 To balance the representation, he 
promotes poems which are “antique and placid” 古澹, “serene and distant” 閑遠21 
(Wang 1963: 87). More specifically, Wang thinks that poems should convey the poet’s 
inner consciousness and character through the depiction of landscape (Lynn 1975: 
244-7). The ideal poem should also be charged with “an other-worldly atmosphere or 
transcendental tone … [so that it] lack[s] any personal reference to the poet, but 
somehow his presence is still felt there.” (Lynn 1975: 248-9) The shenyun theory leads 
Wang to prefer Wang Wei over Li Bai and Du Fu (Wang 1963: 38), as the former 
excels in writing “contemplative landscape poetry” (Lynn 1975: 241). In addition to 
Wang Wei, another poet held in high regard is Meng Haoran (Wang 1963: 73). Wang’s 
personal preferences are articulated in his Tang poetry anthology Tangxian sanmeiji
唐賢三昧集. 22 Wang Wei, the best represented poet, takes up around one-fourth (111 
poems) of the compilation. He is then followed by Meng Haoran, whose work amount 
to 11 percent (48 poems) of the collection (Zou 2002: 235).23 
An even more important point to note is that Li Bai and Du Fu — two literary 
giants whose commanding prestige are long established — are left out of Tangxian 
                                                          
20 Wang Shizhen is recorded to have said that “…people who prized High Tang poetry only aim their 
attention at [poems with] grand expressions such as ‘gateways to heaven’ and ‘envoys of thousands 
states’. They are considered as elegant and splendid, but their spirit is dull. Sanmeiji is thus compiled 
… so it will be shown that High Tang poetry is not just empty expressions and exaggerated speech…” 
依附盛唐者，但知學為「九天閶闔」、「萬國衣冠」之語，而自命高華白矜為壯麗，按之其
中毫無生氣。故有《三昧集》之選，…以見盛唐之詩原非空殼子、大帽子話… (Zhang 2000: 2) 
21 Translated by Richard John Lynn in “Orthodoxy and Enlightenment: Wang Shih-chen’s Theory of 
Poetry and Its Antecedents” (1975: 244).  
22 Compiled in 1688, Tangxian sanmeiji gathers 446 poems by 43 poets, all from the High Tang period 
(Zuo 2002: 235).  
23 Further details regarding the choice of poets in Tangxian sanmeiji are in Table 2 “Most-Selected 
Poets in Chinese Anthologies of Tang Poetry”. The table lists the five most-picked poets in all the 
anthologies examined in this chapter. It is shown in Table 2 that immediately after Wang Wei and Meng 
Haoran, Wang Changling, Li Qi and Cen Shen follow them as another group of most-selected poets. 
The latter group is primarily known for their frontier poems (biansai shi 邊塞詩), which may seem to 
contradict Wang Shizhen’s preference for the serene and distant style. However, the selected poems by 
these authors are “mostly pure and sublime” (Liu 2013: 58), thus still serving Wang’s purpose for 
anthologising.  
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sanmeiji. Allegedly, the exclusion of Li Bai and Du Fu is a practice modelled after 
Wang Ahshi’s王安石 anthology Tang baijia shixuan 唐百家詩選. But the omission 
is later attributed to Wang’s aesthetic preference for the “pure and distant” 清遠 style24  
(Zhang 2000: 3); Tangxian sanmeiji is characterised as “a textbook for the ‘shenyun’ 
poetic theory” (Zou 2002: 236). Thus it is seen that though the anthology intends to 
show the real images of the High Tang period 剔出盛唐真面目 (ibid.: 234), it actually 
presents a rather theoretically-driven and skewed representation. 
The impact of the shenyun theory on Sun Zhu can be seen in his annotations. 
Certain terminologies and concepts related to the shenyun theory are applied in his 
evaluative remarks on some poems. Next to Song Zhiwen’s 宋之問 “Ti Dayuling 
beiyi” 題大庾嶺北驛 (“Written at the Post-house, North of Dayu Pass”), for example, 
Sun writes, “In four lines meanders one breath, with an endless spiritual charm.” 四
句一氣旋折，神味無窮 On Bai Juyi’s 白居易  “Wen Liushijiu” 問劉十九 
(“Invitation to Liu the Nineteenth”), Sun comments, “[This poem] came about with 
ease and embodied marvelous enlightenment. This is what sanmei25 poetry ought to 
be.” 信手拈來，都成妙諦，詩家三昧，如是如是 Traits of Buddhist influence 
from the shenyuan school are clear in these evaluations, showing that Wang Shizhen’s 
poetics is present in Tanshi sanbaishou. However, Sun Zhu has not excluded 
                                                          
24 The Qing scholar Weng Fanggang 翁方綱 (1733-1818) says that “[Tangxian sanmeiji] aims at 
focusing on poetic qualities such as serenity, harmony, placidity and distance, not those of vigour, 
solemnity, profundity and erudition. But if one chooses from Li Bai and Du Fu’s bodies of work, will 
it be possible/sensible to avoid works which are vigorous, solemn, profound and erudite?” 翁方綱《七
言詩三昧舉隅》中說: “… 蓋專以沖和淡遠為主，不欲以雄鷙奥博为宗。若選李、杜而不取雄
鷙奥博之作，可乎？…” (Zhang 2000: 3, my translation)  
25 Sanmei in Sanskrit is samadhi, and it means “‘putting together’, ‘composing the mind’, ‘intent 
contemplation’, ‘perfect absorption’, and ‘union of the meditator with the object of mediation’.” (Lynn 
1975: 241) 
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poems/poets based on partisanship, like another fellow Qing anthologist Shen Deqian 
沈德潛.  
In Shen’s anthology Tangshi biecaiji 唐詩別裁集 (compiled first in 1717 and 
then revised in 1763, the same year Tangshi sanbaishou was published), the bias of 
Tangxian sanmeiji is addressed. Shen does not reject Wang Shizhen’s assertions, but 
he points out the inadequacies in Wang’s anthology. He writes that Tangxian sanmeiji 
demonstrates suggestiveness and transcendence in Tang poems, but fails to 
acknowledge and cover the grand and forceful style (Shen 1979: 3). As compensation, 
Tangshi biecaiji places Li Bai and Du Fu above all other poets 以李杜為宗 (Shen 
1979: 2).26 Generous examples of Li and Du’s poems are given so that readers will 
know there are styles of Tang poetry grand and forceful as “whales in the blue sea” 
and “high-rises reaching heaven” 使人知唐詩中有「鯨魚碧海」、「巨刃摩天」
之觀 (Shen 1979: 4). Though Shen is the leader of another Qing poetic school known 
as gediao 格調,27 he does not reject poets whose work is valorised by the shenyun 
school of poetics. Wang Wei, as an example, follows Li Bai as the third most selected 
poet in Tangshi biecaiji.  
Following Shen Deqian’s example, Sun Zhu also includes the preferred poems 
of both shenyun and gediao poetic schools. In Tangshi sanbaishou, the Li-Du pair 
(commonly acknowledged as examples of “grand and forceful” style) accounts for 
21% of the collection. At the same time, representatives of the “pure and distant” style, 
                                                          
26 Du Fu has 255 poems and Li has 140 in Tangshi biecaiji (Wang 1995:14). Together, the two account 
for 20% of the collection. 
27 Though Shen has never discussed the concept of gediao specifically and systematically, he is still 
acknowledged as the leading figure of the poetic school (Zou 2002: 243). Shen “advocates a poetic that 
is morally didactic and classically refined … [and emphasises that] the meter should be modelled after 
great poems of the past.” (Kao 1986a: 679)  
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Wang Wei and Meng Haoran, are also prominently featured as the third and fifth best 
represented poet respectively.  
Another similarity between Tangshi sanbaishou and Tangshi biecaiji lies in 
their mutual adoption of the concept wenrou dunhou 溫柔敦厚 as a yardstick to 
determine a poem’s suitability for inclusion. Central to Shen’s poetic theory, in 
addition to the promotion of gediao, is the concept wenrou dunhou (Qian 1997: 1298), 
which refers to a literary mode that is moderate, gentle, sincere and magnanimous. 
This Confucian ideal demands that poetry, whether written on a personal or public 
level, ought to exhibit ya雅 (refinement) in its content and way of expression (Liu 
1962: 67). Now conventionally understood as “elegance”, the original connotations of 
ya include “correctness” as well (ibid.: 67-8). In addition to being elegantly worded, 
the ideal poem should also be free from “vulgar and inordinate feelings, seditious 
thoughts, and extravagant languages” (ibid.: 68). Personal feelings such as joy and 
grief are to be expressed in a moderate tone, and social criticisms should be voiced in 
a manner which reflects social and political ills without inciting rebellion (ibid.: 67). 
The concept of wenrou dunhou discourages politically subversive works and also 
guards against excessive personal emotions which could disrupt the Confucian ethical 
order. The stress on moderation and restraint in poetry writing is also an aesthetic 
standard which parallels its moral and political significance. 
Shen Deqian’s philosophy of anthologising exemplifies wenrou dunhou as a 
multi-meaning concept. Described as “a typical didactic critic” (ibid.), Shen holds an 
orthodox view towards poetry and expects it to function as a means of moral and 
political regulation. 28  In the preface to the revised edition of Tangshi biecaiji 
                                                          
28 That poetry should be an instrument of moral instruction is a time-honoured cultural expectation 
which can be traced back to Confucius. In the “Jingjie” (“Interpretations of the Classics”) chapter of 
Liji (Book of Rites) 禮記‧經解, he says that: “[if the people of a state are] moderate, gentle, sincere 
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(Chongding Tangshi biecaiji xu 重訂唐詩別裁集序), he writes that: “The best 
outcome of studying poetry is moderating the disposition, strengthening human 
relationships, lending service to politics, and connecting with Heaven …”  詩教之尊，
可以和性情，厚人倫，匡政治，感神明… (Shen 1979: 4) In addition, he believes 
that  “the responsibility of an anthologist is to discard the licentious [zheng] and retain 
the refined [ya]… [so that] those of like mind may leaf through the pages back and 
forth and rely on them to bring themselves in contact with what’s proper [feng and 
ya]…”29 夫編詩者之責，能去鄭存雅 … 同志者往復是編，而因之以遞親乎風
雅 … (Shen 1979: 1-2). Shen’s general literary views and attitude towards 
anthologising illustrate his orthodox Confucian stance as a scholar and anthologist. 
Correspondingly, the selections for Tangshi biecaiji reflect this conservative position. 
Given his insistence on moderation and propriety, Shen has taken great care in 
scrutinising poems involving romantic sentiments. He does not discriminate against 
poems about pure love, but omits those deemed overly provocative and licentious 
(Rickett 1975: 154). As such, well-known poems such as Li Shangyin’s series of 
“Wuti” 無題 (“Untitled”) and Du Mu’s “Zengbie” 贈別 (“Farewell”), which modern 
readers would expect to see, are rejected (Jin 2000: 7). Moreover, in order to “lend 
                                                          
and magnanimous, then they have learnt from The Book of Poetry. … If in addition to conducting 
themselves in a moderate, gentle, sincere and magnanimous manner they are also discerning, then they 
have a deep understanding of The Book of Poetry…” 溫柔敦厚，《詩》教也 … 其為人也：溫柔敦
厚而不愚，則深於《詩》者也 … Confucian orthodoxy holds that the study of poetry will mould 
character and discipline emotions and behaviour. And “since governance by moral influence is a 
Confucian political ideal” (Liu 1962: 65), the moral influence of poetry extends itself to a political level 
as well.  
29 Adapted from Adele Austin Rickett’s translation (1975: 153). “Zheng” 鄭, since Confucius’ time, is 
associated with licentiousness. Confucius is recorded to have said “the sounds of Zheng are licentious 
(yin)” 鄭聲淫 in The Analects. Although what “sounds of Zheng”鄭聲 refer to and what “yin”淫
philologically denotes are debated (Li 2001: 39), scholars such as Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) interpret 
Confucius’s remark as “ ‘poems of the Zheng state’ in Shijing 詩經‧鄭風 are licentious” (Wong & Li 
1986: 214). Zhu’s criticisms towards “licentious poems” are related to his advocacy of moral self-
regulation. This is due to the fact that “[i]n Zhu Xi’s Neo-Confucian vocabulary, ‘licentious’ means 
‘excessive human desires’, which he treats as evil…” (Chen 2005: 143). The moralistic Shen Deqian 
shares the same stance.  
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service to politics”, Shen has included a notable number of yingzhi shi 應制詩 (poems 
composed to the emperor’s command) and  shitie shi試帖詩 (poems composed for 
and during the civil service examination). These poems flatter the ruling class and 
function as instructive examples for examination candidates aspiring to join the 
bureaucracy. As can be seen, Shen Deqian is doing more than gathering artistically 
refined poems in Tangshi beicai ji. He also uses the collection to moralise and by 
extension serve the interests of the regime.  
Due to the sensitive political background Sun Zhu and his Tangshi sanbaishou 
are situated in, Sun maintains the poetics of wenrou dunhou in a political sense. The 
early years of the Qing dynasty witnessed an insecure ruling class attempting to 
control the literary circle. Scholars and literati are at once incentivised to conform to 
the official propaganda and threatened by speech crime. 30  Under a political 
atmosphere which demanded submissiveness, some of Sun Zhu’s anthologising 
decisions are inevitably appeasing. An example illustrating Sun’s compliance with the 
official propaganda is his comment on Zheng Tian’s 鄭畋  “Mawei Po” 馬嵬坡 
(“Mawei Hill”), which reads, “Tang poets wrote many poems on Mawei31, but this is 
the only one which embodies wenrou dunhou, and thus it is selected.” 唐人馬嵬詩極
                                                          
30 Emperors of early Qing encouraged a literary style they call qingzhen yazheng 清真雅正 (“pure, 
earnest, refined and correct”), which is a variation of the concept wenrou dunhou (Chan 2011: 92). An 
example of the regime rewarding literary writings in agreement with the official literary policy is a 
decree made by Emperor Yongzheng 雍正, in which examiners are reminded to recruit candidates 
whose written examinations are composed in a pure, correct, well-reasoned and proper manner. 雍正
十年始奉特旨，曉諭考官，所拔之文，務令清真雅正，理法兼備 (Liang 2001: 13) It is illustrated 
here that a civil service career is only accessible to those who subscribe to the official position/stance. 
Failure to do so will not only jeopardise one’s chance at recruitment, but also bring threats of speech 
crime. Early Qing intellectuals are persecuted for writings which question (or seemed to question) the 
legitimacy of Manchu rule over China. For example, the 60-year reign (1735-96) of the Qianlong 
Emperor, during which Tangshi biecaiji and Tangshi sanbaishou were compiled, saw over 130 cases 
of literary inquisition (Chan 2011: 87). 
31 Place of Yang Guifei’s 楊貴妃 death. Poems on Mawei are usually about the love affair between 
Yang and Xuanzong 玄宗.  
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多，唯此詩深得溫柔敦厚之旨，故錄之。 (Sun 1961: 17 [of the 8th fascicle]) In his 
poem, Zheng Tian flatters Xuanzong as a brilliant ruler for sacrificing his beloved 
Yang Guifei to appease the angered troops despite Xuanzong’s undeniable 
responsibility for the outbreak of the An Lushan Rebellion. Zheng’s poem 
whitewashes the emperor of wrongdoing and publicises his “virtues”. Sun Zhu’s 
approval of it as “embodying wenrou dunhou” shows that he is insuring for political 
safety by avoiding poems which criticise the ruling class. In fact, critics have noticed 
and commented on the paucity of politically/socially critical works in Sun’s 
anthology:   
 
Wenrou dunhou is the principle that governs the compilation of Tangshi 
sanbaishou. Throughout the collection, there are hardly any selections which 
would upset the regime. Even poems which ‘only protest against corrupted 
officials and not the emperor are rejected as well. 溫柔敦厚的詩教是貫穿於
《唐詩三百首》編選的始終的，全書中幾乎沒有一篇會讓最高統治者看
了不高興的作品，連一些「只反貪官，不反皇帝」… 的作品也無一入
選。(Wang 1995: 13)  
 
 
Specifically, poems considered worthy of inclusion, such as Du Fu’s series of “Three 
Officials” (“Sanli” 三吏 ) and “Three Partings” (“Sanbie” 三別 ) and Bai Juyi’s 
collection of new yuefu (“Xin yuefu” 新樂府) poems, among others, are conspicuous 
by their absence (Jin 2000: 8, Zhang 1985: 80). Meanwhile, poems which are not of 
the highest aesthetic value but glorify the ruling class, such as Wang Wei’s “Fenghe 
shengzhi cong Penglai xiang Xingqingge daozhong liu chunyu zhong chunwang 
zhizuo yingzhi” 奉和聖制從蓬萊向興慶閣道中留春雨中春望之作應制 
(“Composed to the Emperor’s Command in Response to his ‘Viewing the Spring 
Scene in Rain on the Way from Penglai to Xingqing Pavilion”), are selected into the 
anthology (ibid.). Sun Zhu has embraced the notion of wenrou dunhou and attempted 
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to be politically non-subversive (even appeasing at times) with his selections, much 
like his immediate predecessor Shen Deqian. 
 But while Sun is politically docile like Shen Deqian, he is less dismissive 
towards poems of romance. Tangshi sanbaishou includes poems of sensuous allure 
dismissed by Shen as “inappropriate”. Some examples are Du Mu’s “Qianhuai” 遣懷 
(“A Confession”) and “Qiuxi” 秋夕 (“Autumn Evening”), Zhu Qingyu’s 朱慶餘 
“Gongzhong ci” 宮中詞 (“Poem Written Within the Palace”), and Li Shangyin’s 
“Wuti” 無題 (“Untitled”), all of which are regarded as poems evoking amorous and 
sensual emotions (yanqing shi豔情詩) (Wang 1948: 29, Zhang 1985: 82, Jin 2000:7). 
This relatively liberal attitude towards “licentious” poems is likely Sun’s response to 
the xingling 性靈 poetic school led by Yuan Mei 袁枚 (1716-98) during the early Qing 
period.32 
Yuan is critical of the didactic interpretation of poetry as a vehicle of moral 
instruction, and argues that poetry is above all an individual expression of emotions 
and sentiments (Wang 1990: 61). To Yuan, “[p]oetry is the nature and feelings of 
humans”33 詩者人之性情也 (Yuan 1982: 565), and need not necessarily be a means 
to the moral edification end. As long as a poem “moves the heart, … grabs the eye, … 
                                                          
32 Yuan Mei regrettably does not define clearly the term xingling. Wang Yingzhi 王英志 thinks that 
xingling is synonymous with “personality” and “emotions” (1990: 62-3). Guo Shaoyu 郭紹虞 writes 
that xing is the manifestation of one’s emotions, while ling is that of one’s genius (1982: 150). Since 
the meaning of xingling lacks consensus, its translation differs at the hands of various translators as 
well. James Liu translates the term as “native sensibility” (1983: 74), J.D. Schmidt renders it as “nature 
and inspiration” (2003: 180), and in The Indiana Companion to Traditional Chinese Literature, xingling 
becomes “natural sensibility” (Kao 1986a: 679). At its core, the xingling poetic theory contends that 
poetry is a form of self-expression. Yuan Mei thus finds fault with Shen Deqian’s functional 
understanding of poetry as vehicle of moral instruction. It ought to be noted, though, that the concept 
of xingling does not begin with Yuan Mei. Yuan is but one of the major champions of the poetic theory, 
others include Yang Wanli 楊萬里(1127-1206) and Yuan Hongdao 袁宏道(1568-1610) (Guo 1982: 
100).  For detailed discussions on the xingling poetic school, see Guo (1982) and Wang (1990). 
33 Translated by J.D. Schmidt in his Harmony Garden: The Life, Literary Criticism and Poetry of Yuan 
Mei (1716-1798) (2003: 164).  
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suits the mouth, and … pleases the ear”, 34 Yuan would regard it as good. 其言動心
，其色奪目，其味適口，其音悅耳，便是佳詩 (ibid.) He also claims that it does 
not matter whether or not a poem is “proper” or “orthodox”, because if it fails to move 
the reader, it is not good poetry. 無論貞淫正變，讀之而令人不能興者，非佳詩也
(ibid.: 542) Yuan values the sensual appeal and emotional effects of poetry, so he does 
not object to expressions of romantic sentiments in poems as “the feelings between 
man and woman precede all other emotions.” 情所最先，莫如男女 (Yuan 1988: 
1802) In fact, while conservative critics read and revered the poems of Shijing as moral 
and political allegories which instruct, Yuan states that “half of them [poems in the 
Classics of Poetry] are about laboring men or yearning women speaking of their love 
without reserve.”35《三百篇》半是勞人思婦率意言情之事 (Yuan 1982: 2) From 
this liberal understanding and acceptance of romantic love comes the recognition of 
yanqing poems as a legitimate poetic theme. He asserts that “[l]ove-poetry and poetry 
about court ladies are recognised categories of literature”36 豔詩宮體，自是詩家一
格 (Yuan 1988: 1505), and thus he insists that they deserve a place in anthologies as 
well.  In a letter written to Shen Deqian, Yuan opposes Shen’s censorship of yanqing 
poems and contends that: 
 
The work of an anthologist is similar to that of a historian. He ought to record 
every kind of poetry that was produced in the age with which he is dealing, 
and not let prejudice limit his choice. … Poetry characterised as strange, plain, 
sensual and unadorned are all legitimate options for anthologising, one need 
not restrict his scope to only what is “proper”. … Love-poetry and poetry about 
court ladies are recognised categories of literature. Given that Confucius did 
not exclude love poems [from Shijing], doesn’t your rejection of Wang Cihui’s 
poems37seem extreme? … Not only should sensual poems be included in an 
                                                          
34 ibid. 
35 ibid.  
36 Translated by Arthur Waley in his Yuan Mei: Eighteenth Century Chinese Poet (1970: 170). 
37 Wang Cihui 王次回 (or formally Wang Yanhong王彦泓, 1593-1642) is a late Ming poet whose 
collection of poems Yiyu ji 疑雨集 abounds with love poems. Allegedly, Shen Deqian rejects Wang’s 
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anthology, even strange ones should be anthologised too. Only then are the 
categories of poetic themes comprehensively represented, and an anthology 
complete.38 選詩之道，與作史同。一代人才，其應傳者皆宜列傳，無庸
拘見而狹取之。… 詩之奇平豔樸皆可採取，亦不必盡莊語也。… 豔詩
宮體，自是詩家一格。孔子不刪鄭、衛之詩，而先生獨刪次回之詩，不
已過乎？… 一集中不特豔體宜收，即險體亦宜收。然後詩之體備而選
之道全。(ibid.: 1504-5) 
 
 Yuan’s liberality towards romantic content and his call for an inclusive 
anthologising policy are actualised in Tangshi sanbaishou. Li Shangyin, who is 
popularly remembered for his romantic poems (Tang 2013: 7), is prominently featured 
as the fourth most-selected poet. Besides that, a notable number of works previously 
dismissed as overly sensual is also included in Tangshi sanbaishou. Besides the 
examples already given, another poem which illustrates Sun’s acceptance of love 
poems is Han Wo’s 韓偓 “Yiliang” 已涼 (“Already Chilling”), selected from the 
Han’s collection Xianglian ji香奩集 (Collection of Poems from the Scented Dressing 
Case). Poems such as “Yiliang” had been pointedly criticised by Shen Deqian: “[the 
series of poems] ‘Ziye’ and ‘Duqu’ focus heavily on evocative romance, and the 
Xianglian poems from the late Tang period are even more so, having departed far from 
the proper roots of poetry.” 子夜、讀曲，專詠艷情，而唐末香奩體，抑又甚焉，
去風人遠矣 (Shen 1979: 5) Though Shen’s influence over Sun Zhu is substantial, Sun 
follows Yuan Mei’s advocacy for comprehensiveness, and makes room for love 
poems in his anthology. “Yiliang” is not only allowed into the collection, but met with 
compliments from Sun Zhu: “the entire poem depicts only the scene speaking of 
                                                          
works from appearing in his anthology Qingshi biecaiji 清詩別裁集 (Collection of Selected Qing 
Poems) due to their “improper” nature, and Yuan Mei disagrees with Shen’s anthologising decision, 
hence his letter to Shen. However, as Chan Ngon Fung 陳岸峰 has noted, while Yuan’s protests against 
the censorship of love poems are valid, it is perfectly natural for Shen Deqian to exclude the works of 
a Ming poet in an anthology of Qing poetry (Chan 2011: 113).  
38 Adapted from Arthur Waley’s partial translation in his Yuan Mei: Eighteenth Century Chinese Poet 
(1970: 170). 
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feelings and thoughts, but it manages to achieve a deeply sentimental effect.” 通首布
景，並不露情思，而情愈深遠 (Sun 1961: 18 [of the 8th fascicle]) This positive 
evaluation shows that, like Yuan Mei, Sun Zhu also values the emotional appeal and 
artistic effect of poetry, and poems that embody these qualities are anthologised 
despite their preconceived “incorrectness”. In Sun Zhu’s judgement of suitability for 
anthologisation, aesthetic judgement overrides moral concerns of propriety.  
 By situating Tangshi sanbaishou in the tradition of anthologising Tang poetry, 
one learns that Sun Zhu has reinforced certain traditional literary views while bringing 
revision to others. No literary critic or anthologist can be completely free of bias, but 
Sun Zhu has made notable efforts to achieve periodic and thematic balance with his 
selections; and while some compilers have taken the opportunity of anthologising as 
a way to publicise their personal preferences and/or literary beliefs, Sun Zhu has by 
and large refrained from engaging in literary propaganda.  
Sun Zhu has inherited the traditional penchant for High Tang poetry — which 
is artistically justifiable — but he has also balanced the periodic representation of Tang 
poetry, thus making Tangshi sanbaishou a more comprehensive anthology of Tang 
poetry. Reflecting a popular trend of poetic criticism, all of the Ming and Qing 
anthologies examined in this chapter focus mainly or even solely on High Tang poetry. 
Yet unlike precursors such as Li Panlong and Wang Shizhen who neglect periods after 
the High Tang and thus present slanted representations, Sun Zhu has chosen to cover 
all periods of the Tang dynasty, and acted against the habitual prejudice attached to 
mid-and late Tang poetry. His efforts to redress the unbalanced representation of 
periods have made a lasting impact, as scholars have observed that “present-day 
readers owe their familiarity to late Tang poets such as Li Shangyin and Du Mu largely 
to Tangshi sanbaishou” (Wang 1995: 15)  
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 The Confucian sense of morality plays a significant role in Sun Zhu’s 
anthologising process, but he does not discriminate against poems not written with the 
intention to edify, thus making his collection more thematically rounded. As a member 
of the literati-official class under a precarious political climate, Sun Zhu’s inclination 
for poets and poems accentuating morality, social and political order is natural. It is 
especially telling that Sun assigns the “poet-sage” Du Fu a leading status in the 
collection, and praises his poem “Yueye yi shedi” 月夜憶舍弟 (“Thinking of My 
Brothers on A Moonlit Night”) as a “genuine expression of emotions conforming to 
morality and social structure” 綱常倫紀間至性至情流露之語 (Sun 1961: 12 [of the 
5th fascicle]). Such a promotion of Du Fu above all other poets not only perpetuates 
the Confucian social and political order, but also reinforces the customary practice of 
valorising Du in anthologies.39 But while Sun Zhu is traditional and conservative in 
some ways, he shows progressiveness, liberality of mind and independence of 
judgment in others. The inclusion of love poems de-stigmatises the poetic theme 
                                                          
39 Since the compilation of Tangshi pinhui in 1398, Du Fu is rarely surpassed by anyone in anthologies 
of Tang poetry. Besides Du Fu, Li Bai and Wang Wei also figure prominently in many collections. In 
all the anthologies examined in this chapter (with the only exception being the iconoclastic Tangxian 
sanmeiji), the trio has consistently occupied top 5 positions a fixed hierarchical order: Du Fu – Li Bai 
– Wang Wei. The habitual preference for Du Fu over Li Bai and other poets stems from the moral 
engagement and disciplined mastery exhibited in Du’s poetry. Du Fu shows a deep concern for the fate 
of the people and country in his poems, epitomising the benevolent Confucian scholar. As a result, even 
though Li Bai is also distinguished as an important Tang poet to be acknowledged, he suffers a certain 
disadvantage compared to Du Fu because his poems “dwell too much on wind, moon, plants and trees, 
and on whimsical tales about spirits and immortals, thus not helpful to moral education”. 白之詩多在
於風月草木之間、神仙虚無之說，亦何補於教化哉！ (Zhao 2003: 464) The two are often pitted 
against each other as a binary opposition, and the traditional opinion favours the socially responsible 
poet-sage over Li Bai, the fanciful “banished immortal” (Varsano 2003: 46-60). Artistically, Li Bai’s 
poems are also valued less because his elusive, ineffable genius resists analytical description, and is 
considered unattainable (ibid.: 34). Bai Juyi, as an instance, has written to Yuan Zhen in “Yu Yuanjiu 
shu” 與元九書 (“Letter to Yuanjiu”) and said that “Li Bai’s poems displays talent and fancy, but it 
cannot be attained!” 李之作，才矣，奇矣，人不逮矣！ (Bai 1988: 2791) In comparison, Du Fu’s 
poetry combines erudition, discipline and careful craft. His analysable craftsmanship is generally 
appreciated more than Li Bai’s unteachable free spirit (Varsano 2003: 40). Sun Zhu’s continuation of 
the conventional “exaltation of Du Fu at the expense of Li Bai” (yi Li yang Du 抑李揚杜) thus serves 
two purposes at once: Du’s poems provide attainable examples of technical excellence for aspiring 
poets to learn from and promote morality.    
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traditionally considered “improper”, and shows that Sun has not let moral 
considerations of “propriety” dictate the compilation of Tangshi sanbaishou. 
Aesthetic beauty and emotional appeal would also qualify a poem for anthologisation. 
The collection, as a result, reads less didactic compared to its antecedents, and a more 
colourful but often-suppressed aspect of Tang poetry is introduced to readers, making 
it a more thematically comprehensive representation of the literary tradition. With 
hindsight, it can be stated, with reason, that Tangshi sanbaishou is the most 
comprehensive and fair-mindedly compiled anthology of Tang poetry compared to its 
Ming and Qing predecessors. 
The fair-mindedness Sun Zhu exercises likely stems from his wish for Tangshi 
sanbaishou to be a collection with lasting value like Shijing. Containing 311 poems in 
total (though six are without text), Shijing is also commonly referred to as Shi sanbai
《詩三百》  (Three Hundred Poems). By naming his own anthology Tangshi 
sanbaishou (Three Hundred Tang Poems) and selecting 310 poems, Sun Zhu is in all 
likelihood attempting to emulate the lastingly influential Shi sanbai. This lofty 
aspiration is not explicitly communicated to the readership probably because Sun Zhu 
is not a prominent figure who commands authority (like Wang Shizhen, Shen Deqian 
and Yuan Mei). As such, an ambitious statement from him expressing desire for the 
compilation to be on a par with Shijing would be ridiculed as conceited and criticised 
as overstepping his authority (Zhu n.d.: 356). This probable eagerness to emulate is 
left unsaid, but from the similarities in their titles and the number of poems 
anthologised, it is more difficult to negate the connection between Shijing and Tangshi 
sanbaishou than otherwise.  Having understood Sun’s mentality and high hopes for 
his compilation, his efforts to achieve a balanced and comprehensive representation 
are then intelligible. Slanted and ideologically-biased collections only circulate for a 
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limited period before being replaced by other fashionable compilations propagating 
another literary theory/ideology. To work towards a durable currency, Sun has adopted 
an eclectic approach towards various theoretical currents at his time and remained 
relatively impartial. The inclusion and recognition of love poems shows that Sun has 
overcome the moral stigma of “impropriety”. Though Tangshi sanbaishou cannot be 
described as completely free of bias, Sun based his anthologising decisions on 
aesthetic considerations and the goal of representativeness, and has made the 
collection more objective and less biased. That the collection is still relevant and 
circulated to date further attests to the soundness of Sun Zhu’s literary judgement. 
In sum, the compilation of Tangshi sanbaishou is governed by a pedagogical 
interest joined together with moral considerations and aesthetic judgement. Set out as 
an improved alternative to Qianjiashi, the anthology identifies young readers as its 
audience. With a purposeful arrangement and selection, Tangshi sanbaishou is 
expected to help the anticipated readership learn lessons about poetry writing and the 
civil service career. As Sun Zhu decides what literary works would best suit his 
pedagogical objective, he also manoeuvres between the weight of heritage (customary 
anthologising practices and established literary opinions) and the various poetic 
theories prevalent during the early Qing period. Sun’s ambition for the anthology to 
be timeless necessitates an open and discerning mind to find the right balance between 
traditional views, contemporary influences and independent judgement. Tangshi 
sanbaishou is thus a product of negotiation: it owes its survival of government 
censorship and popular reception till the present day to the fair and eclectic nature of 
the anthology.  
The anthologising of Tang poetry is complicated and has an extended history 
which can only be briefly discussed in this case study concerning Tangshi sanbaishou. 
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But it is hoped that the current chapter has illustrated some major concerns of Tang 
poetry anthologists, in addition to differences in the representations which exist on 
account of the anthologists’ compilation objectives, theoretical biases and aesthetic 
preferences. Tangshi sanbaishou is not a flawless compilation.40 However, having 
seen that it is a comparatively fair and representative selection of Tang poetry, the 
collection will serve as a convenient point of reference to measure if, and how, foreign 
(Anglo-American) anthologies of the Tang poetry bear resemblances to or deviate 
from the authoritative source representation. This comparison is necessary because 
when Tang poetry is transposed across space and time into the Anglo-American world, 
the foreign audience, inhabiting a different literary, cultural and historical 
environment, may require adjustments in selection and organisation to suit its specific 
needs and taste. Moreover, the language and cultural differences between China and 
the Anglo-American world pose challenges to the comprehension and appreciation of 
Tang poetry, thus further deepening the need for tailored anthologising principles, as 
well as facilitative translations. Specific details of various strategies designed to 
overcome language and cultural barriers are investigated in Chapter 3, together with 
differences and similarities in the anthologising activities carried out in China and 
overseas.  
  
                                                          
40 Shortcomings of the anthology commonly mentioned include its scope of selection (the rejection of 
certain poets, such as Li He, and certain themes, such as social and political criticism, are frequently 
identified as inadequacies of the collection; for recent examples, see Liu 2016 and Zhang 2016) and 
specific selections which appear incompatible with his purpose to educate the young (Han Yu’s “Shigu 
ge” 石鼓歌, or “Song of the Stone Drums”, for example, is criticised as too obscure for young readers. 
See Zhou 2015: 89-90). Tangshi sanbaishou is critically acclaimed in general, but limitations do exist. 
A fair point to remember is that no anthology can completely satisfy the needs and tastes of all readers, 
and with the benefit of hindsight, one sees that Sun Zhu is perhaps the most successful anthologist of 
Tang poetry; his collection is still popular among a broad segment of the reading public today, while 
many other anthologies have either faded into oblivion or receive attention only in academia. 
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Chapter 3 Anthologising and Translating in the Target Culture  
 
This chapter is divided into two halves. Part (a) surveys nine Anglo-American 
anthologies of translation. The general goal of the survey is to acquire basic facts and 
information regarding the individual anthologies such as the size and composition of 
their collections, and the methods used to introduce a body of foreign literature. After 
a general sketch of the anthologies is obtained, part (b) then steers the discussion to a 
wider framework in order to consider the norms and trends in anthologising and 
translating, how and why these foreign representations differ from their source culture 
counterpart (namely Tangshi sanbaishou), and the factors which inform the 
anthologists’ decision. 
 
3(a) Survey of Anthologies 
 
Since the 19th century, Tang poetry has been a popular subject for translation 
and introduction. One of the earliest attempts to transpose Tang poems to the Anglo-
American world is by Robert Morrison in 1815 (Jiang 2013:6), when he rendered a 
poem by Du Mu, “Jiuri Qi’an denggao” 九日齊安登高 (translated as “Take the Bottle, 
and Ascend”). 41 After Morrison, scholars and poets such as John Francis Davis, 
Launcelot Cranmer-Byng, Ezra Pound and Arthur Waley continue to introduce 
Chinese/Tang poems to the West through translation or elucidative monographs.42  
Admirable as their efforts may be, these initial attempts do not necessarily offer a 
comprehensive overview of Tang poems. Collectively, they are better described as 
                                                          
41 Available in Classical Chinese Literature: Anthology of Translations (Lau & Minford 2000: 919). 
42 See John Francis Davis, trans. The Poetry of the Chinese (1870), Launcelot Cranmer-Byng, trans. A 
Lute of Jade (1909), Ezra Pound, trans. Cathay (1915) and Arthur Waley, trans. A Hundred and Seventy 
Chinese Poems (1918), More Translations from the Chinese (1919), The Temple and Other Poems 
(1923). 
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desultory introductions to Chinese literature which touched upon Tang poems. The 
first extensive selection of Tang poems appeared in 1898, when Herbert Giles 
published his Chinese Poetry in English Verse. Since Giles, collections of translated 
Tang poems have been published till the present, showing that Western interest in 
classical Tang poetry is persistent. 
This part of the thesis surveys translated Tang poems chosen into anthologies 
of Tang poetry, or Tang sections in anthologies of translated classical Chinese 
literature/poetry. Due to the great number of available anthologies which would 
overwhelm the current study, some gatekeeping standards are established to gauge 
their eligibility for examination. Quantitatively, this survey will only inspect 
collections with at least 100 poems by 30 poets from all periods of Tang dynasty 
(early, high, mid and late). This is to ensure that Tang poetry is sufficiently represented 
in the collections, since little benefit can be reaped from examining narrow or 
specialised selections. Qualitatively, only anthologies displaying identifiable 
principles of selection and organisation are examined. Mere compendia of translated 
poems by certain translators will not be considered, as they do not necessarily involve 
a clear perception or judgement of literary merit and prestige. Translations of Tangshi 
sanbaishou will also be excluded because the key objective here is to learn how 
anthologist-translators design their own body of work to represent the literary 
tradition. Finally, since this survey intends to find out how classical Chinese poetry is 
(re-)presented and perceived in Anglo-American culture, anthologies produced by 
mainland Chinese anthologists are left out of the discussion.  
 This survey will focus on three aspects: the content, organisation and 
translation of anthologies. Before delving into them, each examination will begin by 
offering background bibliographical information. The anthology’s content will then 
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be described: the total number of selected poems and poets will be reckoned, 43 and 
the paratextual information supplied will be listed and studied. A basic grasp of the 
anthology’s content is expected to help determine its orientation — scholarly or 
leisurely — and its anticipated audience. The examination will then move on to inspect 
the anthology's organisation: whether the volume is organised chronologically, 
according to genre, or in some hybrid form will be noted. If special editorial means 
are employed, those means and the effects they bring will be discussed as well. Lastly, 
an attempt to sum up the main characteristics of the translations will be made. The 
compatibility, or lack thereof, between those translational characteristics and the 
anthology’s intended purpose will be evaluated. Evaluated too will be the translator 
and editor’s presence in the collections and texts. 
The attention of this survey is aimed mainly at shi 詩, as it is, by common 
agreement, the most important literary form in the Tang period. But since ci詞 are 
sometimes introduced alongside shi (some anthologies even fail to differentiate 
between two genres) because it enters into a developmental stage at the end of the 
dynasty, it will also be included in the discussion, though not of central importance.  
 
Gems of Chinese Verse and More Gems of Chinese Poetry  
 
Gems of Chinese Verse was first published in Shanghai by Commercial Press 
in 1918, then supplemented by an additional volume More Gems of Chinese Poetry in 
1919 (Zhu 2009: 19). The two collections were both translated and edited solely by 
                                                          
43 Nine appendices are produced to cover each examined anthology. In the appendices, all translated 
and original titles of the selected Tang poems are listed, together with the page numbers in which the 
translated poems can be located.  
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William John Bainbridge (W.J.B.) Fletcher. In total, the two volumes contain 286 
translated poems, written by 71 poets. 
 Noticeably in their organisation, Fletcher’s collections are slanted in favour 
of Li Bai and Du Fu. The two poets each claim individual chapters devoted to their 
works, while other Tang poets are grouped under the heading “Poems by Various 
Authors”. Beyond that, the chapters “Poems by Li Po” and “Poems by Tu Fu” also 
account for almost 45% of the total content, consisting of 51 and 74 poems 
respectively.  Wang Wei comes as a distant third in the collection, with 20 poems 
selected.  
 As evident in the various translational means employed, Fletcher translates 
with the general readership’s interests in mind. An example is “The Lover of Scenery” 
(originally Li Bai’s “Duzuo Jingtingshan” 獨坐敬亭山, “Sitting alone in Jingting 
Mountain”), in which Fletcher offers explicit interpretations to help readers cope with 
the subtle messages of the poem: 
 
獨坐敬亭山 
 
眾鳥高飛盡， 
孤雲獨去閒。 
相看兩不厭， 
只有敬亭山。 
 
 
The Lover of Scenery 
 
All the Birds had flown away. 
One Cloud its aimless circle ran, 
Unwearied gazing on each other,  
It and Ching-ting Shan. (Fletcher 1919: (a) 3244) 
                                                          
44 The copy of Gems of Chinese Verse currently referenced here is a reprint by Paragon Book Reprint 
Corp. (in 1966), which combines Fletcher’s first collection with his second one, More Gems of Chinese 
Poetry. To differentiate between the two volumes, page numbers from Gems of Chinese Verse will be 
marked as (a) p. x, while page numbers from More Gems of Chinese Poetry will be marked as (b) p. x. 
For example, page 10 from Gems of Chinese Verse will be (a) p.10; the same page from More Gems of 
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Other than capitalising items of nature (birds, cloud) to stress their suggestive quality, 
Fletcher’s personal interpretations of the suggestions are also spelt out in the footnotes, 
which reads: “Birds: the seekers of worldly pleasures and profit, who, having obtained 
their desire, fly elsewhither. One Cloud: The writer in his pure love of Nature 
compares himself to the solitary cloud pouring unwearied on the hills.” Fletcher’s 
interventions suggest an expectation of people without extensive knowledge of 
Chinese culture as readers, which tallies with Fletcher’s introductory remarks: “I shall 
be repaid for the labor [of translating] if the average foreign resident in China can 
glean from my siftings some further insight into the heart and feelings of the Chinese 
(my italics)” (i). 
Equally, if not more, indicative of the two collections’ target-oriented nature 
is that the translations conform to the formal structures of English verse. For most 
poems in the collections, rhyme and/or metrical patterns are established. One of the 
most neat and tidy examples, from a prosodic point of view, is the translation of Du 
Fu’s pentasyllabic regulated verse: 
 
春夜喜雨 
 
好雨知時節， 
當春乃發生。  
隨風潛入夜， 
潤物細無聲。  
野徑雲俱黑， 
江船火獨明。  
曉看紅溼處， 
花重錦官城。 
 
 
 
                                                          
Chinese Poetry will be (b) p. 10. Also, for the sake of simplicity, only the page number(s) of the 
anthology under discussion will be noted hereafter.  
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Kindly Rain 
 
The kindly rain its proper season knows.  
     With gentle Spring aye born in fitting hour.  
Along the Wind with cloaking Night it goes. 
     Enmoistening, fine, inaudible it flows.  
 
The clouds the mountain paths in darkness hide.  
     And lonely bright the vessels' lanterns glower.  
Dawn shows how damp the blüshing buds divide.  
     And flowers droop head-heavy in each bower. (Fletcher 1919: (a) 95) 
 
Fletcher’s translation uses an alternating rhyme scheme, and the end rhymes neatly 
follow the pattern abaa cbcb. Furthermore, all lines are set in iambic pentameter, the 
most commonly used type of metrical line in classical English poetry. As a result, even 
though all translations are given alongside their source poems, reminding readers that 
the verses they read are of Chinese origin, their foreignness is softened since the 
translations read, in terms of prosody, like an English poem. The domestication of the 
poems buffers the readership from excessive culture shock (engendered by both 
content and form), but it requires considerable textual manoeuvrings that often 
sacrifice fidelity to the original sense. For example, the mountain paths in line 5 are 
made to “hide” (its rhyming mate “divide” is also an extra addition supplied to create 
rhyme) while Jinguan city (錦官城) is omitted in exchange for “bower” in which the 
flowers droop. In order to sustain the rhyme scheme, Fletcher has added to, omitted 
and altered the original sense. He also relies heavily on the inversion of syntax to 
maintain the metrical structure. These painstaking efforts show how much Fletcher 
values keeping in line with conventional English prosodic design. Possibly, its 
employment as the medium to translate is intended to avoid overwhelming “the 
average foreign resident in China”, as the foreignness of Chinese poetry is filtered 
through a poetic form familiar to the targeted readers.  
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Another textual instrument with similarly acculturating effects is the excerpts 
of Western literary texts which appear in tandem with the source and translated poems. 
Together with many of the translated poems, excerpts of canonical Western literature 
(such as Shakespeare’s plays and poems and The Decline and Fall of the Roman 
Empire) which parallel the sentiments or theme of the original poem are provided. 
Fletcher preaches to the readers that “[s]ympathy is the bond of human union]” (i). 
These quotations thus mark the universal essence of humanity underlying the literature 
of both China and the West. The comparative gestures shorten the distance between 
source and target cultures, and help readers understand the foreign in relation to the 
familiar. 
Equally worthy of note is the significance attached to the notion of peace 
communicated through the poems. In his introduction to Gems of Chinese Verse, 
Fletcher notes that all the poems included in the collection come together to “form 
China’s great ideal, great charm —Peace”, and that poems about war “dwell only on 
its disgust” (ii). He further suggests that the collection will allow readers to “find 
Peace” through it (iii). This emphasis on the peaceful quality of the poems is likely a 
literary response to the post-war situation. Published within the year after the first 
world war ended, Fletcher’s representation of Chinese poetry is linked to the 
significant world event. He underscores the peaceful and calm scenes depicted in the 
selected poems and the lack of “clatter, noise, steam or hurry” in them, and as a 
previous research notes, the tranquil ambience and natural imageries are expected to 
satisfy the audience’s yearning for peace in a historical moment marked by conflict 
and turmoil (Liao 2012: 52-3).  
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Gems of Chinese Literature: Verse 
 
Prior to Gems of Chinese Literature: Verse, Herbert Giles had published 
Chinese Poetry in English Verse in 1898.  Giles later revised the collection, and 
expanded it by one-third to offer a relatively more rounded selection of Chinese 
poetry. The revision was finalised and published in 1923, newly entitled as Gems of 
Chinese Literature: Verse. Since the bulk of the material in Gems is repetitive, Giles 
can arguably be seen as the earliest anthologist-translator who extensively introduced 
Chinese (and Tang) poetry to the West. 
The collection is organised chronologically. The sweeping temporal range — 
from 1000BCE to the 19th century — is represented by “works of the most famous 
writers of all ages, upon which time has set an approving seal” (i).  
In terms of its content, the collection records 244 poems by 131 poets. The 
Tang dynasty is foregrounded in Gems as it occupies over half of the anthology’s space 
(132 poems by 62 poets). Li Bai is the most prominent Tang poet represented, with 21 
poems selected. After Li Bai, Du Fu and Bai Juyi are best represented, each with 12 
poems included. Most poets are very briefly introduced by information on their years 
of birth and death, their official titles, and occasionally a few interesting anecdotes.45  
Though claiming that he has “not catered for any particular taste” (ii) in his 
translations, Giles is attentive in cushioning the general public against foreign cultural 
content. For example, the potentially taxing “allusions which for the most part would 
                                                          
45 Giles sometimes simply notes “No record that I can find” under the (then) enigmatic poets’ names in 
the translated text. But for those with available information, sporadic efforts to provide more than just 
facts and figures are observable. As an example, Li He is introduced as “[a] poet and a military official 
who was noted for his small waist, joined eyebrows, long fingernails, and for the speed at which he 
could write. He began to compose poems at the age of seven. 791-817 A.D.” (145) 
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be shorn of all meaning and point” are eliminated. Also omitted are the “long strings 
of unpronounceable names” (ii). These changes can be understood as domesticating 
attempts to retain/recreate the delight in poetry reading. To the same end, and also to 
serve Giles’s notion of fidelity, the poems are rendered into rhymed verse following 
English poetic structures. Noting in the preface that rhyming is an important formal 
feature in Chinese poetry, Giles imparts an impression that he felt obligated to bring 
both the meaning and stylistic spirit of the chosen poems to his readers:  
 
“It [i.e. reproduction of rhymed verse] is a much more difficult feat to achieve 
than a prose rendering, further involving, as it does, considerable ‘labour of 
the file;’ that is, if the meaning, which is essential in both cases, is to be 
retained in approximately all its fullness, — a consummation unfortunately 
denied to the spirit, whether the vehicle can be verse or prose.” (preface) 
 
 
Giles's translation has been repeatedly criticised: David Hawkes thinks 
versifying translations “show limitations” (1989b: 243), and Kenneth Rexroth even 
describes them as “doggerel verses” (2003: 209). However, what needs to be taken 
into consideration is all translators work under the influence of his/her contemporary 
environment. In fact, Hawkes also recognises that Giles belongs to “an earlier 
generation of translators (that) invariably used rhymed verse”, and “it would never 
have occurred to them to do otherwise” (1989b: 243). A fair description of Giles’s 
translated poems, based on textual evidence and without hasty value judgement, would 
be that his pursuit of formal correspondence necessitates some deviation from the 
original sense, as in his version of Li Bai’s “Jingye si” 靜夜思 (“Thoughts on a Quiet 
Night”): 
 
靜夜思 
 
床前明月光， 
疑是地上霜。  
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舉頭望明月， 
低頭思故鄉。  
 
 
Night Thoughts 
 
I wake, and the moonbeams play around my bed, 
Glittering like hoar-frost to my wandering eyes; 
Up towards the glorious moon I raise my head, 
Then lay me down — and thoughts of home arise. (77) 
 
An “abab” rhyming scheme is employed here, and Giles thus ends the first and 
third line with “bed” and “head” respectively. While “Up towards the glorious moon 
I raise my head” is a fairly accurate portrayal of the original 舉頭望明月, the rest of 
the translation is more active and assertive than the original poem. “I wake, and the 
moonbeams play around my bed” not only adds an extra whimsical touch to unadorned
床前明月光, the added verbs “wake” and “play” also introduce movements which 
intrude upon the quiet atmosphere of the source poem. Similar things can also be said 
of the added adjectives “glittering” and “wandering”. They insert unnecessary motions 
and adornments to the “effortless simplicity and naturalness, soft touch and deep 
feeling [which] are indeed the poem’s core artistic qualities” (Kwong 2009: 210). 
Nevertheless, it is arguable that the essential content of “Jingye si” — yearning 
thoughts of home evoked by the moon on a sleepless night — is by and large conveyed 
in “Night Thoughts”. Giles’s versifying translations require a certain degree of poetic 
license, yet if one recalls his initial disclaimer, which states that he translated “with 
due regard to the requirements of the general public” (ii), then his inclination for 
readability over fidelity is not insensible. Considering the common practice of poetry 
translation then and the audience Giles intends to cater to, his translated verse makes 
more sense than he is given credit for.  
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The White Pony  
 
 The White Pony was first printed in New York by a commercial publisher, The 
John Day Company, in 1947. Its subtitle, An Anthology of Chinese Poetry from the 
Earliest Times to The Present Day, shows that it has an all-encompassing time frame. 
Beginning with excerpts from the Shijing and ending in post-1949 modern Chinese 
poetry, the temporal parameters set by the anthologist, scholar-poet Robert Payne, is 
an ambitious one. But due to practical limitations of space, Payne also admits that the 
anthology is “no more than an attempt to suggest the immensity that lies behind even 
the briefest exploration of Chinese poetry.” (viii) Rather than an in-depth and 
specialised instruction on Chinese poetry, The White Pony reads more like a general, 
broad-based introduction.  
 The anthology follows a chronological order, and the 35 selected Tang poets 
from Li Shimin 李世民 to Li Yu李煜 are organised accordingly.46 Of the 222 Tang 
poems, Li Bai and Du Fu receive special attention as they have 51 and 39 poems 
included the anthology respectively.47 Besides the two, Bai Juyi (27 poems), Li He 
(19 poems) and Wang Wei (14 poems) also have a significant presence in the 
anthology. It is worth noting that religion, more specifically Chan Buddhism 禪, is 
specially chosen to be the topic of a small section. Under the title “The Song of 
                                                          
46 In its table of contents, White Pony actually lists only 30 poets because Payne has mistaken the works 
of  6 authors –Meng Haoran 孟浩然, Li Yi, 李益, Liu Fangping 劉方平, Liu Zhongyong 柳中庸, Liu 
Yuxi 劉禹錫 and Li Jing 李璟– as someone else’s; details are given in Appendix 3. Also, Li Yu (937
－978), being the last emperor of the Southern Tang Kingdom, is technically not a poet from the Tang 
dynasty. Nevertheless, Payne still places him under the heading “Tang Dynasty” probably due to 
organisational convenience. This is a practice repeated later in two other anthologies, namely The 
Columbia Anthology of Traditional Chinese Literature and The Anchor Book of Chinese Poetry, 
showing that different anthologist-translators have different periodisation decisions.  
47 White Pony attributes 53, instead of 51, poems to Li Bai. However, “Spring Dawn” 春曉, is actually 
the work of Meng Haoran, and “A Song of the War” 夜上受降城聞笛 is by Li Yi. See Appendix 3.  
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Experiencing the Tao” 永嘉證道歌 , 10 poems are listed and accredited to their 
putative author Xuan Jue 玄覺, a monk.  
The entire anthology and each sub-section on individual poets are preceded by 
introductions and commentaries. Payne begins the anthology with an overarching 
introduction describing Chinese cosmology, psychology, culture and literature. The 
introduction enumerates recurring subject matters (e.g. nature, war, social distress and 
love) frequently encountered in Chinese poetry. Inside the individual sections, 
prefatory remarks on the author are offered. Sometimes they provide only factual 
biographical information; other times, especially when the poet is credited with certain 
literary importance (such as those emphasised above), the introductions are 
accompanied by comments on their stylistic traits. The critiques often compare the 
Chinese poet with Western ones. Du Fu, for example, is put alongside the French poet 
Baudelaire:  
 
If one could compare Tu Fu with anyone — though he is incomparable — it 
would be with Baudelaire, for his strange suggestive images derived from 
poverty and spiritual exhaustion … And like Baudelaire, too, he was possessed 
of an extraordinary tenderness and sensitivity, especially towards suffering, 
while at the same time and almost in the same breath he could evoke a sense 
of majesty and dignity and regal splendour. (184-185)  
 
Payne praises Du Fu’s poetic accomplishments in the quote above; Li Bai, Li He and 
Wang Wei’s poetry also receive positive evaluations in the prefaces to their respective 
sections. But such is not always the case. As an example, Bai Juyi encounters 
criticisms:  
 
He is not dull, but he sometimes verges on dullness … he wrote far too many 
poems on subjects of no value at all. Most of his verse is, in the best sense, 
occasional, and it suffers precisely from his passion for the moment. There is 
nothing timeless or eternal; he never goes outside the gates of this world. (206-
207) 
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Woven into the introductions, the subjective voice of the anthologist is constantly 
heard. His presence as a literary critic is therefore overt, and it can be expected that 
Payne’s subjective opinion will likely condition the readers’ perception of the poets 
and their appreciation of the poems as well. 
 However strong Payne’s personal opinions may be, the selection of materials 
in White Pony abides by certain conventional standards of tradition. Despite Payne’s 
disapproval for Bai Juyi, Bai is nonetheless highlighted in the collection. The generous 
number of Bai’s poems (27 in total) included do not seem to be in line with the 
anthologist’s subjective taste. The inconsistency is only intelligible when Bai’s 
generally unchallenged stature in the source culture is taken into consideration. 
Commonly acclaimed to be “one of the most well-loved and widely read of all Chinese 
poets” (Watson 1971:184), Bai perhaps attains prominence in Pony due to obligation 
more than genuine approval, reflecting that the anthologist bowed to the weight of 
heritage.48 
 In terms of its translation, White Pony identifies itself as a scholarly 
compilation which tries to offer accurate, literal translations. Unlike previously 
surveyed volumes which are translated by only one person, White Pony is translated 
by group effort. “Chinese scholars were asked to translate the poems they believed 
they were most fitted to translate on the basis of their experience and scholarship” 
                                                          
48 If the reader recalls that Bai Juyi only has six poems selected into Tangshi sanbaishou, one might 
wonder exactly how important Bai Juyi is in the source cultural tradition. But it is important to take 
note that while the number of Bai’s poem in the anthology is not large, some of them are significantly 
longer. “Changhen ge” 長恨歌 (“Song of Unending Sorrow”), as an example, is 840 words long. “Pipa 
xing” 琵琶行  (“Song of the Lute”) is another poem of considerable length, totalling 754 words 
(preface included). In terms of occupied space, Bai Juyi cannot be belittled as unimportant. Besides, 
Bai’s literary prominence is not solely defined by his presence in just one anthology. Bai is frequently 
anthologised, appearing in at least 39 other anthologies of Tang poetry compiled between Tang to Qing 
dynasty (Chen 2017: 118). That the collection of Bai’s poetry was edited and collated 10 times during 
his lifetime and even more so after his death is also an indication of Bai’s notable stature (ibid.: 117).  
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(xix). Payne forsakes rhyme, and attempts “wherever possible to translate a line of 
Chinese into simple, accurate and rhythmic English prose because it seemed better 
and more scholarly to be as accurate as possible. (emphasis added)” (xix). That 
Chinese scholars were recruited to translate, and accuracy was prioritised over poetic 
appeal, denote that this anthology emphasises knowledge over poetry.  
Translation issues in White Pony intervene with the choice of material. Li He’s 
poems, for example, are characterised as “hard and … almost untranslatable” (235). 
The difficulty thus prevents inclusion of some of Li’s poems, however worthy they 
might be. As an instance, an unfinished translation (three lines) of Li’s “Wuquge ci 
gongmowu ge” 舞曲歌辭·公莫舞歌 appears in the preface to Li’s section. The 
unusual editorial decision is accredited to the poem being “impossible to translate” but 
at the same time having “so much power” (236). Due to the unconventional 
accommodation given to this poem, its charm (at least in part) is accessible to readers. 
But one can imagine that this is a fortunate exception rather than the norm. One can 
also expect that there are poems which resisted translation, and hence left out of the 
collection. While Payne abides by principles of loyalty to heritage in his anthologising 
decisions, textual evidence also shows that translation, or more specifically 
translatability, is a contingent factor that exerts influence over choice of content as 
well.  
 
Sunflower Splendor  
  
 Sunflower Splendor: Three Thousand Years of Chinese Poetry is jointly edited 
by Wu-chi Liu 柳無忌 and Irving Yucheng Lo 羅郁正. It was first published by 
Anchor Books in 1975 and then reprinted in 1990 by Indiana University Press. Liu 
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and Lo were then both professors from the Department of East Asian Languages and 
Cultures at Indiana University, and Anchors books is an American publisher whose 
targeted readers include students. 49  The background of its editors and publisher 
already reveals the anthology’s scholarly inclination.  
 The pedagogical purpose of Sunflower Splendor is made even more clear in its 
appended paratextual materials. The anthology provides nearly 90 pages of 
background information on the selected poets and poems. A bibliography 
recommending more translations of Chinese poetry and books about Chinese poetics 
is also given. More importantly, Sunflower Splendor is further supplemented by a 
companion volume K’uei Yeh Chi 葵曄集, which lists the Chinese originals of all 
translated poems. Liu and Lo describe K’uei Yeh Chi as an auxiliary resource compiled 
at the request of university professors, so that students studying Chinese poetry can 
consult the sources. As can be seen, extensive historical, biographical and 
bibliographical information is provided to facilitate learning. This suggests that the 
crucial drive behind anthologising is the service to the instruction of Chinese literature, 
history and culture. In addition, students and specialists replaced the casual reader (cf. 
Fletcher’s “average foreign resident in China”) as the main intended audience of 
translated anthologies.  
The anthology’s main text is about 500 pages. They are arranged and grouped 
into 6 sections corresponding to different stages of poetic development. Each section 
is labelled with a title and subtitle which describe the period and its salient traits. The 
best represented period, 618-907 (the Tang dynasty), for example, is entitled 
                                                          
49 The company profile of Anchor Books on its official website reads: “The goal [of Anchor Books] 
was to make inexpensive editions of modern classics widely available to college students and the adult 
public.” (http://knopfdoubleday.com/imprints/#anchor) 
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“Expanding Horizons and the Full Flowering of the Shih (During the Tang Dynasty, 
618-907)”.50 In total, Sunflower Splendor includes 418 Tang poems by 53 poets.  
Compiled with the purpose of bringing corrective changes, Sunflower 
Splendor gathers an unprecedented number of translated Tang poems, many of which 
heretofore never rendered into English. In the introduction, the anthologists comment 
on the inadequacies of having “only a fragment of Chinese poetry” available in the 
West. Therefore, they propose an inclusive, balanced representation as remedy (ix). 
Their wish to balance representation manifests itself as special attention paid to poets 
who are “often neglected by scholars… and by anthologists” (xx). In the Tang section, 
Han Yu is the most high-profile poet besides Du Fu. If the number of poems selected 
is indicative of the relative importance attached to the author, then in Sunflower 
Splendor, Han Yu (36 poems) is promoted to a position above Li Bai (22 poems). 
Meng Jiao (18 poems) and Pi Rixiu 皮日休 (8 poems) would appear to be elevated as 
Bai Juyi (22 poems) and Wang Wei’s (8 poems) equals as well. By deliberately 
making room for these poets who at best receive honorary mentions in earlier 
anthologies,51 Sunflower Splendor reforms the “standard” perception of Tang poetry 
to a certain extent. Though conventional literary giants such as Du Fu and Li Bai still 
                                                          
50 One can tell that Tang dynasty is emphasised from the division of the six sections in the anthology:  
1.  In the Beginning: The Legacy of Shih and Sao (12 Century B.C. – 3rd Century B.C.),  
2.  A World Fragmented: Multiple Voices in a Period of Intellectual Foment (3rd Century B.C. – A.D. 
6th Century),  
3.  Expanding Horizons and the Full Flowering of the Shih (During the T’ang Dynasty, 618 – 907),  
4.  Cross-pollination: The Predominance of the Tz’u, or Lyric Meters (In the Five Dynasties and the 
Sung Eras, 10th – 13th Century),  
5.  The Rise of the San-Ch’ü, or Song-poems (In the Mongol-ruled Society, 1234–1368) and  
6.  In the Long Tradition: Accommodation and Challenge (Ming 1368 – 1644; Ch’ing, 1644 – 1911, 
The Republic, 1912 –   ) [sic].  
While other dynasties are either grouped together or even not mentioned by name (noted by the 
centuries they span over), Tang dynasty is assigned an exclusive chapter. 
51 Of the four anthologies already reviewed, Giles’s Gems of Chinese Literature: Verse is the only one 
which included Han Yu’s poems, and only three of Meng Jiao’s poems appear in Fletcher’s twin 
collections. Pi Rixiu is an entirely new name to the anthologising scene at that time. The fact that he is 
not even selected to be in the source culture anthology Tangshi sanbaishou makes his debut in 
Sunflower Splendor all the more significant as well. 
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occupy leading positions in the collection, they share the spotlight with poets 
commonly deemed less eminent or even minor. As the readership becomes exposed 
to commonly disregarded works, they are given the chance to reconsider existing 
(mis)conceptions about the landscape of Tang poetry. By intentionally filling the 
lacuna in the oeuvre, the anthologists improve the knowledge and understanding on 
translated Tang poems. These editorial decisions are compensational responses to a 
perceived imbalance in representation, showing that anthologising policies are 
sometimes dependent upon existing collections.  
Sunflower Splendor is the first anthology surveyed in this study which attempts 
to differentiate poetic genres. Earlier anthologies have either culled their entire 
collection from just one genre (Fletcher’s two Gems collections, for example, contain 
only shi) or made no attempt to inform the readership of the generic differences in 
their selection (White Pony includes ci詞 and fu 賦 in its Tang section, which is made 
up mostly of shi. Payne, however, largely fails to distinguish between the genres.) 
Since the formal features of classical Chinese poems, such as line length, tonal pattern 
and rhyme scheme, are often lost in translation, the poetic genres are often 
indistinguishable in English. The translated poems in Sunflower Splendor are not 
immune to this problem, but distinctions between different genres are made. The 
anthologists identify ci by affixing the word “tune” in front of translations of the tune-
title (ci pai詞牌) which are put in quotation marks. For example, Wen Tingyun’s 溫
庭筠 “Pusa man” 菩薩蠻 is translated as ‘Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”’(248). Even 
though the translated texts are incapable of conveying the formal features of the source 
poems, their titles at least signify that there are indeed formal characteristics to be 
noticed. One can therefore argue that Sunflower Splendor teaches readers to be 
conscious about the formal diversities of Tang poems. 
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Translations in Sunflower Splendor place more emphasis on fidelity to 
meaning. In keeping with its pedagogical intention, scholars and students are asked to 
pay “the most scrupulous attention” to maintain “the identity of the original” (x). One 
only needs to read the translations of Wang Wei’s “Chou Zhangshaofu” 酬張少府
(“Answering Subprefect Zhang”) in Sunflower Splendor and in Fletcher’s Gems to 
realise that the former is more concerned with the delivery of original meaning than 
poetic re-creation: 
 
酬張少府 
 
晚年唯好靜，萬事不關心。 
自顧無長策，空知返舊林。  
松風吹解帶，山月照彈琴。 
君問窮通理，漁歌入浦深。 
 
 
To Subprefect Chang: 
 
In late years, I love only the stillness, 
The world’s affairs no longer trouble my heart. 
Looking at myself: no far-reaching plans;  
All I know: to return to familiar woods— 
The pine winds blow and loosen my sash; 
The mountain moon shines upon me playing the lute. 
You ask for reasons for failure or success— 
Fisherman’s song enters the riverbanks deep. (96) 
 
 
To A Friendly Visitor 
 
A place of peace our evening years desire. 
    Our hearts unmoved the busy world survey. 
No future plans have we our souls to tire 
    We seek the woods beloved in boyhood’s day. 
 
Pine-brushing breezes at our girdles strain. 
     On bright guitar glints the hill-climbing moon. 
Will you desire all knowledge to attain? 
      Hark! down the banks their songs the fishers croon. (Fletcher 1919: 
(b)106) 
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That Sunflower Splendor is more faithful to the original is reflected in the translated 
titles: where Fletcher eschews the foreign official title shaofu少府 and adapts it into 
“a friendly visitor”, the translator of “To Subprefect Chang” preserves it.  In addition, 
while Fletcher’s rendition of the third line自顧無長策, “No future plans have we our 
souls to tire”, resembles the original only in a faint sense, a syntactical mirror image 
is constructed in Sunflower Splendor (“Looking at myself” corresponds to 自顧, and 
“no far-reaching plans” to 無長策). This juxtaposition is helpful in showing that 
translations in Sunflower Splendor stay closer to the original meaning in a comparative 
context.  
 However, being closer to the original sense in a comparative context is not 
entirely the same as achieving “accuracy as well as readability” (x), which are the 
standards set by the anthologists.  A convenient way to illustrate this point would be 
to re-examine “To Subprefect Chang” on its own. The last line of the translated poem 
raises concerns. On a linguistic level, the line reads rather awkwardly because a 
fisherman’s song may be expected to reach or be heard by the riverbanks, but it is hard 
to imagine how it enters the riverbanks deep (Raffel 1976:714). Also, if a reader is not 
already equipped with knowledge of Chinese literature, it is unlikely that s/he will 
recognise or understand the allusion of the fisherman as someone who lives free and 
easy in nature, detached from worldly concerns. The meaning of the last translated 
line is enigmatic, and the readership will likely feel puzzled. When one considers the 
translations in Sunflower Splendor on their own, troubles of obscurity surface, making 
it hard for the audience to accurately grasp the original meaning. 
While the criticism made above is based on a single piece of translation, it is 
also levelled at the whole collection: the accuracy and readability of translations vary 
from poem to poem. This opinion is echoed by others: a review in T’oung Pao reports 
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that the translations are “extremely uneven”, as “first-class work rub[s] shoulders with 
the worst kind of mistranslation” (Holzman 1978: 322, 324). Monumenta Serica says 
“[t]here are instances in Sunflower Splendor where the translation is just a jumble of 
words with little sense or meaning…” (Feifel 1976: 427). Even in a positive review in 
the New York Times, the translations cannot escape the charge of being “guilty of a 
fair amount of unidiomatic English” (Lattimore 1975).  
The large number of translators involved in the project is likely to be 
responsible for the uneven translation quality. Though the anthologists aim at 
“accuracy and readability” and has commissioned over 50 specialist contributors52 to 
translate, the repeatedly criticised textual outcomes suggest that they may have failed 
to unite the group of translators on common ground. On the one hand, there are 
translated poems which are “more specific than need be” (Lattimore 1975); on the 
other hand, there are some “more interested in being ‘poetry in its own right’ than in 
conveying the meaning of the original” (Holzman 1978: 331). Aware of the disparities 
in translation approaches and outcomes, the anthologists justify them as a means to 
“enliven a long tradition which has produced many styles too often stifled in a book 
of translation done by one person” (ix). But the reviews quoted above show that such 
intentions are not actualised as planned, and one wonders whether having a 
considerably large team of contributors is more of an asset or a liability in 
management.   
 
 
                                                          
52 The preface states that the translators “are mostly East Asian specialists on the faculty of American 
or Canadian colleges and universities who have received many years of graduate training in the 
language.” (ix) 
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The Columbia Book of Chinese Poetry 
 
Edited and translated solely by the American scholar-translator Burton 
Watson, The Columbia Book of Chinese Poetry: From Early Times to the Thirteenth 
Century (CBCP) was published by Columbia University Press in 1984. Around 2300 
years of literary development (from 1,000 B.C. to the Song dynasty) is illustrated by 
445 poems by 97 poets, divided into 12 chapters. The Tang dynasty occupies three 
complete chapters and a partial one, in which 170 poems (both shi and ci) by 41 poets 
are anthologised.  
The organisation of CBCP is subtly different from preceding anthologies. In 
most earlier anthologies, poems are grouped by authorship and presented in 
chronological order according to the poets’ dates of birth or active periods. Watson 
gives up this conventional format. He breaks away from a strictly chronological 
planning, and the chapters are no longer centred on poets only. Well-known poems 
and prominent poetic genres are selected to represent the period wherein they are 
produced or peaked. The Han dynasty chapter, for example, is partly devoted to 
rhyme-prose poems (fu 賦) and ballads (yuefu 樂府). In the three chapters of Tang 
poems, two are entitled “Major Tang Poets I and II”, each featuring three poets (Major 
Tang Poets I lists Wang Wei, Li Bai and Du Fu. Han Yu, Bai Juyi and Han Shan are 
in the next one). The two chapters are then followed by one containing an assortment 
of famous poems whose authors are less significant. This arrangement disrupts the 
chronological order slightly, as authors from the early Tang period, such Chen Zi’ang
陳子昂, are deferred to appear after the six major poets from either the high or mid-
Tang period. In this way, Watson singles out a small number of poets as leading 
figures among less renowned ones who are “remembered today only for one or two 
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famous pieces” (14). Such a method of presentation paints the Tang literary scene as 
a picture with prioritised focuses (instead of a mere string of names as in some earlier 
anthologies), and the readership is helped to “gain a better feeling for the spirit of a 
given period as a whole” (14). 
Among the six major Tang poets highlighted by Watson, Bai Juyi and Han 
Shan occupy more space than others, each having 25 poems in the volume (Du Fu has 
23 poems, Li Bai and Wang Wei 19 and 11 respectively, and Han Yu has eight). 
Though Bai Juyi has so far been one of the most anthologised poets and always claims 
considerable space in translated anthologies, he never gains top billing over Li Bai or 
Du Fu. Watson finds justification for his decision in the opinion that Bai “seems to 
come over into English more effectively than almost any other of the major Chinese 
poets” (242). Bai is known for writing poetry in language comprehensible to all walks 
of life, even old uneducated women (老嫗能解 ). For this reason, Bai appeals 
especially to Watson. In an interview with Translation Review, Watson reveals Bai to 
be his favourite Chinese poet because he is “relatively easy to understand and 
translate” (Balcom 2005: 9). Watson’s views show that accessibility and the 
anthologist’s personal preference are contributing causes for Bai’s prominence in 
CBCP.  
Other than the level of difficulty of the poems and personal taste, the 
anthologist’s previous publications may also influence the anthology’s body of work, 
as evidenced in the relatively large number of Han Shan poems included. Like Bai 
Juyi, Han Shan also has 25 poems in the anthology, more than other Tang poets. 
Although Han Shan has appeared in other anthologies (Anthology of Chinese 
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Literature53 and Sunflower Splendor), CBCP is the first to explicitly identify him as a 
significant poet despite his marginal position in the source culture.54 Several causes, 
such as language and religion,55 are responsible for the drastic elevation of Han Shan’s 
stature, but an especially interesting reason deserving attention is Watson’s earlier 
translation of Han Shan poems. Prior to CBCP, Watson published a collection of 
translated Han Shan poems (Cold Mountain: 100 Poems by the T’ang Poet Han Shan) 
in 1962. All Han Shan poems in CBCP are recycled from the earlier publication. Han 
Shan’s poems are not the only ones which are recycled. In fact, seven out of 12 
chapters in CBCP are taken out of Watson’s earlier works (14). The extensive 
inclusion of pre-existing translations does not necessarily mean that expediency 
dictates the anthologising process. However, the unusual emphasis placed on Han 
Shan, a minor poet with ready-to-use translations, does hint at the possibility that 
convenience incentivises (large-scale) selection of certain poets and texts. 
CBCP addresses the topic of poetic sub-genres, which has been largely 
overlooked or only briefly mentioned in other anthologies. Besides providing a 
glossary and an explanation of poetic forms, Watson also identifies the original sub-
genre of all translated poems. Li Bai’s “Jingye shi” 靜夜思 and “Mengyou Tianmu 
yin liubie”夢遊天姥吟留別 (“Visiting Tianmu Mountain in A Dream and Saying 
Farewell”), as examples, are marked as “5-ch. chüeh-chü” (五言絕句) and “irregular 
old style” (雜言古體) respectively. These head notes specifying source poetic forms 
                                                          
53 Anthology of Chinese Literature (1965), edited by Cyril Birch and Donal Keene, is not reviewed in 
this survey due to its small size. It will, however, be included in the discussion in the case study on Han 
Shan, which looks into the reception of the poet. 
54 Han Shan’s literary status at home and abroad will be examined in greater detail in Chapter 3(b) and 
the case study which follows it.  
55  Similar to Bai Juyi, Han Shan also writes in simple language. The poems’ easy intelligibility, 
combined with the religious messages conveyed, likely intrigue Watson, who considers himself a 
Buddhist (Balcom 2005: 10). 
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are suggestive of a will to help the audience appreciate classical Chinese poetry on its 
own terms, even though the translations do not convey them. 
The translations in CBCP are generally approachable and acclaimed. Watson’s 
translations in CBCP elicit such positive comments as “highly readable” (Idema 1985: 
295) and “‘accessible’ in the sense of requiring little explication for a reader innocent 
of ancient and medieval Chinese culture” (Kroll 1985: 132). Except on occasions 
where footnotes are used to supply cultural or historic information, the translations in 
CBCP tend to be self-sufficient. Even in the section of Du Fu’s poetry, which Watson 
considers “difficult to read [because] the language is so dense and compressed, [and 
with] many allusions to be explained” (Balcom 2005: 10), only eight short explanatory 
remarks (mostly in one sentence) are provided to facilitate the understanding of 23 
selected poems.56 Comprehension is not often dependent upon materials extrinsic to 
the translated texts. Consequently, readers are not constantly interrupted as they read, 
thereby creating a readable effect.  
Watson’s insistence on translating with “an English style that is pleasing and 
unlaboured (my emphasis)” (Balcom 2005: 8) also strengthens the lucidity of CBCP. 
Aside from the choice to “set aside the rhymes and meters of traditional English verse” 
(13), Watson’s emphasis on simplicity is also reflected in the way he handles 
challenging cultural content. As in the first lines of Du Fu’s “Zeng Wei Ba chushi” 贈
衛八處士 (“Presented to Wai Ba the Retired Gentleman”) (人生不相見，動如參與
商), “shen” 參 and “shang” 商 are similes which liken Du Fu and Wei Ba to stars that 
are only observable at different times of the night. It is thus suggested that the two 
never see each other. Other translators have taken pains to render the technical names 
                                                          
56 As a comparison, 14 of Du Fu’s poems included in Victor Mair’s The Columbia Anthology of 
Traditional Literature are annotated by 24 footnotes, one of which even occupies an entire page.  
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— Robert Payne translates the line as “We are often separated like the Dipper and the 
morning star” (1947: 194) and Kenneth Rexroth “Aldebaran and Antares move as we 
have” (1971: 11) — and bank on the readership’s astronomical knowledge to perceive 
the analogy. In comparison, the directness of Watson’s translation shines through as 
he works around the simile: “like stars at the opposite ends of the sky we move” (227). 
He brings the implied message to the fore, and readers are free from deciphering 
similes and metaphors.   
Though the easy translation benefits readers looking for a pleasurable 
introduction to Chinese poetry, more than one critic have expressed regret over the 
loss of stylistic differentiation. One reviewer notes that “while in the original they [the 
poets] speak with many different voices, in Watson’s smooth renditions it is hard to 
perceive the differences, say, … between Li Po and Tu Fu, [and] between Han Yu and 
Po Chu-i…” (Frankel 1986: 295) Another, while comparing CBCP to Sunflower 
Splendor, remarks that “the overall quality in English is, obviously consistently (and 
often incomparably) better than that of the group effort of Sunflower Splendor, but at 
the same time the sometimes artificial consistency here makes the value of the variety 
of voices in the earlier anthology clear” (Seaton 1985: 152).  These reviewers point 
out that when Watson takes on the task of translating alone, the characteristics of 
individual poets are flattened, and the stylistic diversity of the collection undermined.  
 
The Columbia Anthology of Traditional Chinese Literature  
  
 The Columbia Anthology (CA) was compiled by Victor Mair and published by 
Columbia University Press in 1994. It was one of the first anthologies published after 
the 1991 copyright infringement lawsuit Basic Books. Inc. v. Kinko’s Graphics Corp, 
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which prohibited the appropriation of copyrighted materials without permission or 
payment. Since reprinted excerpts of copyrighted publications could no longer be 
legally used as course readers and old anthologies were considered inadequate (Kroll 
2002: 986), new anthologies were compiled around the early 1990s for classroom use. 
CA is one such anthology and has a specifc intended audience: college students. 
  Students are constantly mentioned in the preface to the collection, indicating 
the special attention paid to their interests. In order to assemble a collection which will 
be “fresh, attractive and memorable for undergraduates” (xxvii), Mair claims to have 
intentionally selected never-translated works over over-anthologised pieces. In 
addition, restraint is applied to the number of texts allowed in the anthology because 
Mair believes that “it does not pay to overwhelm students with too much materials” 
(xxvii). Instead, “a few carefully chosen items by the most interesting writers” will 
better serve the readership (ibid.). Accordingly, no Tang poet, however accomplished 
or in need of introduction, has over 15 poems featured in CA. (This marks a contrast 
to other anthologies which would include over 50 poems by the same author, e.g. Li 
Bai and Du Fu in Fletcher’s Gems and Du Fu in Sunflower Splendor.) The selected 
poems are rendered by translators who are “attuned to the spirit and needs of students 
at the turn of the twenty-first century” (xxiv). Lastly, special organisational 
arrangements57 are devised to encourage topical and diachronic comparison in the 
classroom. As can be seen, throughout the compilation process — from selection and 
translation to organisation, a concern for students’ interests is well evinced.  
                                                          
57 A handy paragraph from one of CA’s reviews best sums up the organisational arrangements: “The 
book is organised into four parts: Foundations and Interpretations, Verse, Prose, and Fiction, each of 
which is further subdivided into genres, such as Classical Poetry (shih), Lyrics and Arias (tz’u and 
ch’u), Elegies and Rhapsodies (sao and fu), etc. Within each genre the sequence is strictly 
chronological.” (Mather 1997:159) 
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  Mair follows the principle of inclusiveness, and diverse text types, authors and 
subject matter are selected into the anthology. Within the Tang period, besides verse 
(105 by 41 poets), various kinds of prose and fiction are also featured.58 Efforts are 
also made to incorporate texts by and about “people from all levels and sectors of 
society in China... [such as] women, minorities, farmers, soldiers, merchants, 
physicians and many other types of people” (xxiv). Poems reflecting such efforts 
include Bai Juyi’s “Huxuan nü” 胡旋女 (“Foreign Dancing Girls”) and Li Bai’s 
“Shang yun yue” 上雲樂 (“Music in the Clouds”), both about ethnic minority art 
performances and never anthologised before. Mair chooses to accommodate materials 
which are uncommon in anthologies because he deems preconceived conceptions of 
classical Chinese literature to be “narrow and prescriptive” (xxiii).  By showing an 
unfamiliar side of China that is not centred on ethnically Chinese male literati and 
exemplified only by the shi genre, Mair is making room for non-elite and non-standard 
culture in the tradition, and enlarging the canon.59   
Translations in CA are tailored to suit its educational purpose. Over one 
hundred translators are involved in the making of CA, and they are all “sinologists 
teaching in American universities” sensitive to student needs (xxxviii). Same as in 
                                                          
58 Under the prose section, a letter by Li Bai (“Letter to Han Ching-chou” 與韓荊州書), a preface by 
Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 (Preface to the “Foolish Brook Poems” 愚溪詩序), a collection of epithets 
attributed to Li Shangyin (Miscellany 義山雜纂), and three biographies (factual and fictionalised) by 
Liu Zongyuan (“Biography of the Child Ou Chi” 童區寄傳), Han Yu (“The Biography of Fur Point” 
毛穎傳) and Lu Guimeng 陸龜蒙 ("Biography of the Vagrant of Rivers and Lakes" 江湖散人歌并傳
) are chosen. As for the fiction category, two allegories by Liu Yuxi (“Discourse on Thoroughbred”, 
source unidentifiable) and Liu Zongyuan (“The Donkey of Ch’ien” 黔驢技窮) are featured along with 
five Tang classical language short stories by an anonymous author (“Tu Tzu-ch’un” 杜子春), Xuan 
Zang玄奘 ( Records of the Western Regions 大唐西域記), Li Chaowei 李朝威 (“Liu Yi; or, Tale of 
the Transcendent Marriage of Tung-t’ing Lake” 柳毅傳/洞庭靈姻傳, Yuan Zhen 元稹 (“The Story of 
Ying-ying” 鶯鶯傳) and Li Gongzuo 李公佐 (“An Account of the Governor of the Southern Branch” 
南柯太守傳). 
59 Mair also advocates an inclusive attitude towards “peripheral” literature in his paper “Anthologising 
and Anthropologizing: The Place for Nonelite and Nonstandard Culture in the Chinese Literary 
Tradition”.   
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Sunflower Splendor, the large group of translators makes strict uniformity 
unattainable. Mair acknowledges that some translators strive more for “utmost 
accuracy” while others “felicity of expression” (xxxviii). But since the collective 
outcome is assessed as being “enormously educational” (Mather 1997: 159), it will 
not be unfair to say that the needs of beginning learners have been met.  
While the anthologist’s sense of presence is subdued in the anthology, Mair’s 
voice is still noticeable. Unlike other anthologies which offer an introduction to its 
selections, CA merges all introductory paragraphs with the footnotes at page bottoms, 
all in small print. Visually, the anthologist’s presence is not felt as obviously. Besides 
supplying introductory remarks and contextualising information, Mair also uses 
footnotes to impart his views on Chinese literature and culture to the readership. One 
of the core views which Mair highlights is that China is a cosmopolitan cultural entity 
which is “never separated from the rest of the world” (xxiv). To support his point, 
Mair introduces Cen Shen岑參 by highlighting his experiences with non-Han people 
and the impact they bring to his poetry: 
 
[Cen] served for many years as an official on the western frontiers of the 
empire. Thus he had a personal understanding of army life in remote places 
and under difficult conditions. He also became familiar with the customs of 
non-Han peoples. This experience, unusual for a reputable Chinese author, is 
reflected in his poems. (220) 
 
Interwoven with the biographical information on Cen is Mair’s message: foreign 
cultures interact with and influence Chinese literature. Another instance showing Mair 
explicitly illustrating the cosmopolitan nature of Chinese literature is in his comments 
on the origin of Chinese short stories and in particular, “Tu Tzu-ch’un” 杜子春: 
 
Many early Chinese short stories were derived from Indian tales … ‘Tu Tzu-
ch’un’ is one Chinese short story for which we can probably identify the exact 
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Indian source and even the precise means by which it was brought to China. It 
is revealing that a tale clearly of Indian origin is passed off as an ostensibly 
Taoist piece. This tells us much about the assimilation of foreign cultural 
elements in China. (my italics) (836)  
 
 
The two examples of Mair trying to break assumptions of cultural self-sufficiency 
show that footnotes play more than an auxiliary role in CA. They also provide a 
platform for Mair to bring out his point.  
 
An Anthology of Chinese Literature 
 
 American Sinologist Stephen Owen is the sole editor and translator of 
Anthology of Chinese Literature: Beginnings to 1911. ACL was published by Norton 
in 1996, just two years after Mair’s anthology.  
 A clear preponderance of poetry is apparent in ACL. Over half of the 
anthology’s main text is accorded to various forms of classical poetry. In the Tang 
portion of the anthology, 268 poems by 45 poets are collected. Owen’s focus on shi 
highlights the prestige of the genre, in contrast to the inclusive anthologising approach 
adopted by Mair, who offers a generous selection of folk and popular literature to 
balance the elitist emphasis on “only standard genres and writers” (Mair 1994: xxiii). 
Owen also expands the scope of selection to cover unusual text types: for example, 
other types of Tang writing represented include: four tales (chuanqi), two parables, 
four essays, a letter and a preface). Still, the anthology is both proportionately and 
quantitatively more focused on poetry. This is perhaps best explained by Owen’s 
specialist interest60 and/or his intention to reflect the traditional penchant for poetry.  
                                                          
60  Owen’s profile on the website of Harvard University states that his research interests lay in 
“premodern Chinese literature, lyric poetry, and comparative poetics” 
(http://complit.fas.harvard.edu/people/stephen-owen). Examples of his publication focusing 
specifically on Tang poets and poetry, such as The Poetry of Meng Chiao and Han Yü (1975), The 
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 ACL is unique in its concentrated focus illustrating the interrelationships 
within the Chinese literary tradition. Owen has a clear set of priorities: 
 
This anthology is organised to represent the literary tradition … as a family of 
texts that achieve their identity and distinctness in relation to one another. … 
Texts have been chosen because they respond to one another, either addressing 
similar issues or responding to other particular texts. … I have tried to 
incorporate works that have long been considered important, together with 
some less well-known ones. But my criterion of choice has been those texts 
which, working together, tell a story that embodies the concerns of the 
tradition and shows its coherence. (xli-xlii)  
 
The introductory statement reveals that both representativeness and freshness are 
qualities he wishes to embody in the anthology. Reviews of the anthology illustrate 
that both qualities are conveyed: “[the anthology] presents refreshing, if slightly 
surprising, English re-renderings of time-honoured as well as lesser-known gems of 
the Chinese literary tradition.” (Fuehrer 1997: 471) Above all, Owen’s prime concern 
is the illustration of literary connections. This priority informs his selection of texts as 
well as their organisation and elucidation subsequently.  
  The anthology follows a chronological timeline in general, but at times Owen 
disrupts the progression to highlight the enduring continuity of certain topics, themes 
and concerns. In between his chronological narrative, Owen interjects an editorial 
device called “Other Voices in the Tradition” to juxtapose texts from different eras to 
show literary connections. An example is when Owen introduces Wang Wei’s 
“Weichuan tianjia” 渭川田家 (“The Farming Homes by Wei River”), in which the 
poet expresses his desire to live a simple bucolic life in the last line 即此羨閒逸，悵
然吟式微  (translated as “At this moment I yearn for freedom and ease, // and 
downcast, I sing ‘Hard Straits’!”). Wang’s poem is immediately followed by a 
                                                          
Poetry of the Early T’ang (1977), The Great Age of Chinese Poetry: The High Tang (1981) and The 
Late Tang: Chinese Poetry of the Mid-Ninth Century (2006), also points to a penchant for the genre.  
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segment of “Other Voices in the Tradition”, in which “Shi wei” 式微 from Shijing and 
Tao Qin’s陶潛 “Gui yuantian ju” 歸園田居 (“Returning to Dwell in the Country”) 
are listed. Owen narrates that “Shi wei” is the source of Wang’s poem, and it is sung 
because one of its lines, 胡不歸？ (“why not return home?”), echoes Wang’s interest 
in retiring to the country from court. Owen then continues to note that the same line 
also makes its way into Tao Qin’s “Guiqu laixi ci bingxu” 歸去來兮辭並序 (“On 
Returning Home, Written with a Preface”), which tells of Tao’s “decision to give up 
service to the government and return to his farm” (388). “Gui yuantian ju” is then a 
document of Tao’s life in the gardens and fields. Here it is seen that Owen employs a 
purposeful arrangement and running commentary to illustrate that certain sentiments 
— in this case the yearning for a simple life lived in nature — are shared among 
Chinese literati through the ages. They are then conveyed with recurring classical 
allusions culled from the literary repertoire, thus imparting the impression that “the 
Chinese literary culture was one of accretion.” (Shaw 1998: 43) 
Owen tends to “English” his translations (xliv). He believes that “the 
differences of the Chinese literary tradition are profound enough that we do not need 
to exaggerate them”, therefore he “naturalises” the poems (xliii). Examples which 
show Owen adapting culturally specific items to Western conventions include his 
treatment of the lunar calendar dates, units of measures and Chinese musical 
instruments, among others. The naturalisation of foreign cultural items is not without 
controversy. For example, Owen admits that his colleague found fault with his 
treatment of jiu 酒 (Shaw 1998: 42). Ordinarily, jiu is (some would even say should 
be) rendered as “wine”. But in ACL, jiu sometimes appears as “beer” depending on 
context. Owen considers “wine” as a commodity implying cultivated refinement 
(xlvi). Thus when the poem in question involves commoners outside the literati class 
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(such as Li Bai’s “Ku Xuancheng shanniang Jisou” 哭宣城善釀紀叟, translated as 
“A Lament for Old Mr. Ji, the Finest Brewer in Xuan-cheng”), jiu is rendered as beer 
to register distinctions of social status between the “high sensibility” literati and the 
ordinary man (Shaw 1998: 42). This example shows that Owen’s translations 
sometimes stray from convention, but they are grounded by the anthology’s intention 
to illustrate Chinese culture. Besides, since ACL is prepared for students (ibid.: 41), 
the naturalising tendency holds an understandable appeal as it presents “a path of least 
resistance” for young American readers (Hung 1998:119). 
 
Classical Chinese Literature: An Anthology of Translations (Volume I) 
 
Classical Chinese Literature (CCL) was jointly edited by John Minford and 
Stephen Lau, and published by both Chinese University Press and Columbia 
University Press in 2000. The anthology is about the same size as Mair’s and Owen’s 
(around 1,200 pages), but the time frame it covers is significantly shorter because the 
volume does not document texts produced after the Tang dynasty. A shorter coverage 
enables generous samplings, and frees up space for multiple versions of translated 
texts, sometimes even in languages other than English. Remarkable examples include 
20 different translations of  “Guan ju” 關雎 (“Calls of Ospreys”), along with Wang 
Wei’s “Song bie” 送別 (“Parting”) and Du Fu’s “Chunye xi yu” 春夜喜雨 (“Happy 
about the Rain on a Spring Night”), which have eight and six different translated 
versions respectively. The purposeful inclusion of different versions of the same 
poems is intended to illustrate the “[c]hanging styles in the English language and in 
the translation process” (xli), which is one of the prime concerns of the anthologists. 
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 CCL records 410 Tang poems by 64 poets. Tang poetry takes up eight whole 
chapters and three partial ones out of 30. Of the eight complete chapters, four are 
devoted to individual poets (Wang Wei, Li Bai, Du Fu and Bai Juyi), and the 
remaining four to the four periods of Tang poems, the Early, High, Mid and Late Tang. 
All chapters are organised chronologically, except for three on female poets, religious 
(Buddhist and Daoist) poets and the ci genre. The three chapters are separated from 
the general chronological progression of the anthology, as they are picked out as 
special strands of the literary tradition to be viewed diachronically on their own. The 
chapter dedicated to female poets, for example, span a millennium from the 1st century 
B.C. to the 10th century. Tang poems account for around half of the content in all three 
chapters.  
In CCL, the translators’ presence is more apparent than that of the anthologists. 
Anthologists are usually most noticeable when introducing poets and poems, and 
supplying commentaries. CCL’s anthologists delegate all those tasks to translators:  
 
When introducing individual writers or works, we have given more or less 
rudimentary biographical sketches or other relevant information taken (unless 
otherwise stated) from the materials provided by the translator in question. … 
We have kept footnotes to a minimum … [and] they are all the translators’ … 
(lvii) 
 
The anthologists have “refrained from imposing an all-knowing editorial voice” (liii), 
and instead place translators in the spotlight. A good example showing the translators’ 
notability is Li Shangyin’s section, where the two translators, James J. Y. Liu and A.C. 
Graham comment extensively on almost all translated poems to offer relevant facts, 
explanations and interpretations. Placed in the main text, the translators’ paratextual 
inputs are always marked with the heading “Translator’s commentary”, and are thus 
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eye-catching. CCL’s translators have a high profile that contrasts their counterpart’s 
in other multi-translator anthologies. 
 As observed by a reviewer, CCL “manifests a special interest in the history of 
translation as a subject in itself.” (Kroll 2002: 988) In other anthologies, translation is 
the medium which communicates meaning; in CCL, it becomes a subject deserving 
attention in its own right. In the introduction, translators are commended as partners 
of original authors in the creation of world literature, and translation is acknowledged 
as “a celebration of the diversity and oneness of humanity.” (li) Having recognised the 
importance of translators and their work, the anthologists then aim to “present the 
literary tradition of China … seen through a Western tradition of translation and 
interpretation” (xlix), and to record “the moments when translators have been able to 
draw Chinese literature into the culture of their times.” (li) Other details of the 
anthology displaying recognition for translators and their work include: the fact that 
the anthology’s title mentions “translations”, and the anthologists’ deliberate attempt 
to shine the spotlight on translators.61 Besides, inclusion of multiple translations of the 
same poem not only functions like  “case study in translation history” (liv), but also 
encourages the readers “to read a Chinese poem through the prism of varying 
translations” (lvii).  
 
 
 
                                                          
61 In the rare occasions where CCL’s anthologists make remarks under the heading “Editor’s Notes”, 
those notes are often devoted to acquainting the readership with translators and their work. For example, 
John Francis Davis, the translation team Amy Lowell and Florence Ayscough, and the French translator 
Judith Gautier, among others, are introduced to readers, signifying the anthologists’ deliberate attempt 
to acknowledge and highlight translators.  
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The Anchor Book of Chinese Poetry 
 
 The Anchor Book of Chinese Poetry: From Ancient to Contemporary, The Full 
3,000-Year Tradition was published in 2005. Tony Barnstone and Chou Ping, both 
American scholars, co-edited the volume. Anchor Book starts off with selections from 
the Shijing and extends further into cotemporary times than any other anthologies, 
ending the collection with poems by the still-living author Ha Jin 哈金. In spite of the 
long time span, Anchor Book is portably sized, only slightly bigger than a pocket book.  
The Tang dynasty is proportionately emphasised in Anchor Book. Out of the 
420-page main content, nearly 140 pages are on Tang poems. In other words, around 
one-tenth (289 years) of the 3,000-year tradition took up one-third of the anthology, 
thus showing an emphasis on the Tang period, which both anthologists have stated, 
more than once, as “the golden age of Chinese poetry” (lxi, 91).  
The anthology is intended to be at once selective and inclusive. The 
anthologists note that they have “sought to represent in fine translation the well-
established canon of great Chinese poems, … [and] have also adjusted the canon, here 
and there, to shine a spotlight on fine poets whose work is often overlooked, and 
especially to make room for the poems of Chinese women.” (xxxv) Anchor Book 
gathers 258 Tang poems by 38 poets.  Prestigious poets like Wang Wei, Li Bai and 
Du Fu are expectedly well represented, each having 30 or more poems included. 
Selected female Tang poets, besides previously anthologised Xue Tao 薛濤 , Du 
Qiuniang杜秋娘 and Yu Xuanji’s  魚玄機, also include new and little-known poets 
Liu shi柳氏 (author of “Willow Branch”, “Yangliu zhi” 楊柳枝), Liu Caichun劉采
春 and Huarui Furen 花蕊夫人. Considering the book’s size, having 21 poems by six 
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female poets marks a significant effort to feature works by Tang women,62 which are 
still customarily passed over despite the attempts of previous anthologists.  
 In his preface on the craft of translation, Barnstone notes that he originally 
approached the craft of translation as means to “learn from the Chinese how to write 
better poems in English” (xxxix). Given his desire to expand, through translation, the 
possibilities of poetry written in English, it follows naturally that Barnstone and his 
co-translator do not restrict themselves to the exclusive use of any translation 
strategies. Liu Zongyuan’s “Jiang xue” 江雪 (“Snow on the River”) and Liu Yuxi’s 
“Zhuzhi ci” 竹枝詞 (“Bamboo Branch Song”) are good examples demonstrating the 
wide range of translation approaches adopted by the translators: 
 
江雪 
 
千山鳥飛絕， 
萬徑人蹤滅。 
孤舟蓑笠翁， 
獨釣寒江雪。 
 
River Snow 
A thousand mountains. Flying birds vanish. 
Ten thousand paths. Human traces erased.  
One boat, bamboo hat, bark cape – an old man 
Alone, angling in the cold river. Snow. (183) 
 
 
竹枝詞 
楊柳青青江水平， 
聞郎江上唱歌聲。  
東邊日出西邊雨， 
道是無晴卻有晴。 
 
Bamboo Branch Song 
 
Willows are green, green and the river water flat. 
I hear a man on the river singing me songs  
                                                          
62 Lau and Minford’s CCL, a substantially bigger collection with a separate chapter devoted entirely to 
women poets from 1st century B.C. to 10th century A.D., selected 17 poems by five Tang women.  
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and see sun on my east, rain to my west. 
The sun is shying off, but I feel his shine. (165) 
 
“River Snow” exhibits a high level of correspondence with the source poem not just 
in literal meaning, but also in the sequential order the poem unfolds and the mirroring 
syntax. The poem is translated so because its source is seen as “perfectly constructed” 
(xlii), and the translators wish to recreate the effect in English. The literalness of 
“River Snow” is one of the many ways through which Barnstone and Chow transplant 
Chinese poems into English. In other cases, as in the last line of “Bamboo Branch 
Song”, adaptive means are employed. The ending line of “Zhuzhi ci” involves a play 
on the punning word qing晴 (sunshine), which is pronounced identically as qing 情 
(love). The speaker is thus equating the singing man’s love with sunshine in the rain, 
implying that both are elusive. To communicate the playful word choice, a pair of 
similar sounding words — “shying” and “shine” is incorporated into the last translated 
line even though its inclusion leads to deviation from the original sense. The two cited 
examples are suggestive of the versatile strategies — some leaning more towards the 
service of meaning while others designed to recreate poetic features — employed in 
the translation of Anchor Book.   
  
The first part of Chapter 3 comes to a close as the examination of anthologies 
concludes here. From the detail-oriented survey, with statistics gathered and facts 
grasped, trends about anthologising and translating Tang poems begin to emerge. The 
next part will focus more on these trends, and the discussion moves onto a broader and 
higher level. In part (b), the norms and developments of various aspects of the 
anthologies (such as the readership, anthologising and translation policies) are 
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depicted and compared with the source culture where necessary. The factors 
contributing to and governing the norms will be identified as well. 
 
3(b) Norms and Governing Factors of Anthologising and Translating 
 
 
The Readership 
 
 W.J.F. Jenner once asked rhetorically, “would anyone not concerned with 
China, or not subjected to the merciless discipline of a compulsory reading list, be 
likely to explore further [into the world of Chinese literature in translation]?” (1990: 
181-2) Though Jenner was discussing the readership of modern Chinese literature, his 
observation aptly applies to that of classical Chinese literature as well. The readers of 
translated classical Chinese poetry, as demonstrated in Chapter 3(a), are mainly 
interested laymen and students. In the early decades of the 20th century, anthologist-
translators anticipated laymen as readers — Fletcher talked of the “average foreign 
resident in China”, and Giles adjusted his translations for the “general public”. 
Towards the mid-century, a turn towards an academic audience took place. Robert 
Payne, though never specifying his anthology’s intended readership, opted for literal 
translations because it is “more scholarly” and hence deemed better; and Joseph Lau 
reported that he did adopt The White Pony for classroom use in the 1960s (1984: 149). 
The gravitation towards an academic readership becomes even more apparent in 
Sunflower Splendor and subsequent anthologies, as almost all of them plainly state 
that their anticipated readers are students and even specialists. 
Besides a shift in readership demographics during the surveyed period, there 
is also a change in its familiarity with Chinese language and culture. Eugene Eoyang 
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identifies differences in the backgrounds of readers at different points in history: in 
the early years of translating from Chinese, those that Waley and Pound, Giles and 
Fletcher worked in, translators addressed “audiences almost exclusively Western: they 
made their mark with English-speaking readers who seldom knew Chinese.” (1993: 
68) But translators of a later age “respond[ed] to three audiences: first, the non-
Chinese English speaking readers who do not know Chinese; second, the non-Chinese 
English speaking readers who know (or who are learning) Chinese; third, the English-
speaking native Chinese readers.” (ibid.) The presence of the latter two categories 
denotes that anthologist-translators are no longer the sole authoritative figures who 
determine the selection and translation of materials.  
 An obvious example of readership involvement is in Mair’s CA, in which the 
interests of the academic audience are persistently used as guidelines for selection, 
organisation and translation. Owen's ACL presents still another instance of audience 
participation in anthologising. In his acknowledgements, Owen speaks of “a deep 
debt” owed to the students in his Harvard course in Chinese literature for responding 
to his translations and being “forthright with their disapproval” (Owen 1996: 1165). 
Upon introducing the translated texts in class, Owen would then observe how his 
students respond and then change or omit what the students did not like (ibid., Shaw 
1998: 41). There is a partnership between the anthologist and the audience during the 
compilation and translation, thus showing that the passive, dependent audience at the 
turn of the century has evolved into partakers of the anthologising process.  
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The Anthologist-translators 
 
Anthologist-translators of the surveyed anthologies, like their audiences, grow 
increasingly specialised, and many of them are from the United States. Early attempts 
at translating Tang poems were mostly by 19th century British missionaries and 
diplomats such as Robert Morrison (1782-1834), James Legge (1815-97), and Thomas 
Wade (1818-95) (Jiang 2013: 6-7). The first few anthologist-translators examined in 
this survey came from a similar background in the early 20th century. Giles (1845-
1935) and Fletcher (1879-1933) both initially came into contact with Chinese 
literature when they were stationed in China as diplomats (Jiang 2013: 42-3,137). 
Likewise, in 1941, Robert Payne (1911-83) served in the British embassy in 
Chongqing重慶 during the second Sino-Japanese War. He then taught English and 
architecture in the National Southwestern Associated University till 1946. The White 
Pony was compiled and co-translated during his time there (Shenker 1978). These 
three anthologist-translators are what Eoyang characterises as “sinicized Westerners” 
— they taught themselves Chinese and “acquired (or tried to acquire) a Chinese 
sensibility” while being grounded in their Western (British) cultural background 
(1993: 68).  
Subsequent generations of anthologist-translators, in general comparison, 
command a more advanced and specialised understanding of Chinese literature and 
culture. Wu-Chi Liu (1907-2002) and Irving Lo (1922-) are Chinese-born American 
scholars. Educated in the US and obtaining their tertiary degrees in English literature 
(L.A. Times 2002, He 2016: 62), the two are typical examples of “westernised Chinese 
… [whose] centres of gravity lie in Chinese traditions” (Eoyang 1993: 68). The 
Chinese background they share is likely why despite their lack of formal academic 
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credentials in Sinology, Liu and Lo both held positions in departments related to 
Chinese language and literature at American universities, such as East Asian 
Languages and Cultures at Indiana University. The anthologist-translators of 
Sunflower Splendor mark a watershed, as they are the last of their kind not 
academically trained in Chinese language and literature. After Liu and Lo, almost all 
the reviewed anthologist-translators were once students of Chinese and Chinese (or 
comparative) literature graduating from American universities.  As examples, Burton 
Watson learnt Chinese and Japanese at Columbia, Victor Mair earned a PhD from 
Harvard studying Dunhuang literature, and Stephen Owen specialised in Chinese 
literature at Yale.63 A clear trend of change in the anthologist-translators’ backgrounds 
is displayed: learned British amateurs are replaced by American academics, and more 
and more so they are equipped with a specialised education in Sinology. 
 
The Anthologising Behaviour 
 
 Since the early time of the Jesuits, translators of classical Chinese poetry work 
with the general goal of introducing China to the West, and the anthologist-translators 
examined in this study are no different. Previous research has found that when Robert 
Morrison translated Du Mu’s “Jiuri Qi’an denggao” in 1815, his objective was to help 
the West understand the Chinese custom of tomb sweeping at Qingming jie 清明節 
                                                          
63 One obvious exception is David Hawkes, professor of Chinese at Oxford. Hawkes does not enter the 
main discussion in this thesis, since he is not a general authologist-translator of Tang poetry. John 
Minford, student of Chinese at Oxford and Australian National University, is the more prominent 
exception in this context which shows the predominantly American scholarship involved in 
anthologising Chinese literature. However, his co-editor, Joseph Lau, did graduate from Indiana 
University. Another exception to the observation that “almost all the reviewed anthologist-translators 
were once students of Chinese, Chinese or comparative literature” is Tony Barnstone, who majored in 
English. But The Anchor Book is co-edited by Barnstone and his partner Chou Ping, who received his 
PhD in Asian literature from Stanford. Therefore, the point still stands — the new crop of anthologist-
translators, or anthologist-translator partnerships since the 1960s, are increasingly specialised.   
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(Jiang 2013: 6), and possibly the Confucian values underlying the traditional practice. 
Almost a century later in 1909, Launcelot Alfred Cranmer-Byng also published A Lute 
of Jade with the intention to help the West understand China. He confidently writes 
that, “[A Lute of Jade and the rest of the “Wisdom of the East” series] shall be the 
ambassadors of good-will and understanding between East and West” (1909: 8). The 
anthologist-translators reviewed in Chapter 3(a) share their predecessors’ common 
goal as well. Fletcher’s Gems aims at helping foreign readers gain “insight into the 
heart and feelings of the Chinese” (1919: (a)i); Payne wants readers to find from White 
Pony a “delight in poetry and the understanding of a foreign soul” (1947: xix); and 
Mair wishes to expose his audience to “the true richness of the Chinese literary 
tradition” (1994: xxviii). Consistently, anthologist-translators have worked towards a 
common goal to “enable Chinese writers… [and] poets to speak to the world” (Lau & 
Minford 2000: xlix).  
 While the anthologist-translators have a shared purpose of “show[ing] how the 
[Chinese] tradition works” (Owen 1996: xli), their approaches to representing the 
tradition differ. Different anthologising practices are seen in the collections reviewed, 
namely the traditional approach, as well as the eccentric and expansive approach.  
During the early stages of anthologising and translating Tang poems, the 
anthologising behaviours of western anthologists bear considerable resemblance to 
their counterparts in the source culture. Eva Hung notes that anthologist-translators 
are often governed by Chinese evaluations of individual poets and popular Chinese 
poetry anthologies such as Tangshi sanbaishou (2000: 226). Her observations are 
accurate with regard to early attempts at anthologising translated Tang poetry. A 
number of translated Tang poetry collections produced in the first half of the 20th 
century were indeed based on Tangshi sanbaishou. For example, Witter Bynner and 
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Kiang Kang-hu’s 江亢虎  The Jade Mountain, published in 1929, is a complete 
translation of Tangshi sanbaishou. Soame Jenyns’s Selections from the Three 
Hundred Poems of the Tang (1940) and Further Selections from the Three Hundred 
Poems of the Tang (1947) are also derivative of the anthology. These wholesale 
importations of the canonical anthology show that the source tradition has the potential 
to dictate what the Western readership can have access to, especially if the anthologist-
translators in question rely heavily (or exclusively) on “borrowed taste and received 
opinions” (Lau 1995: 227) from China.  
 This conservative approach to anthologising is adopted by anthologist-
translators surveyed in Chapter 3(a). Fletcher’s two Gems, as an instance, show 
considerable similarities to Tangshi sanbaishou in its selection and ranking of the top 
five poets.64 Besides honouring Du Fu, Li Bai and Wang Wei (in that exact order) like  
most Chinese anthologists (including Sun Zhu) do, Fletcher also features Li Shangyin 
as one of the top five poets like Sun in Tangshi sanbaishou. Though it cannot be 
conclusively verified if Fletcher has based his anthologising decisions on any Chinese 
anthology, it is not unreasonable to assume that he came across them while learning 
Chinese, thus coming under the influence of traditional literary opinion. The level of 
correspondence between Fletcher’s ranking of the poets and the traditional consensus 
(as exhibited in Tangshi sanbaishou) is suggestive of the informative role tradition 
played in Fletcher’s compilations.  
As the anthologising and translation of Tang poetry grew out of its early 
preliminary stage, anthologist-translators started to pay special attention to overlooked 
aspects of the tradition, and purposefully began to introduce new and little-known 
                                                          
64 Specific details and data collected from Fletcher’s anthology, as well as those from later collections, 
are listed in the Table 3 “Most-Selected Tang Poets in Translated Anthologies”. 
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poets to the Western readership. Roy Earl Teele writes that “[t]ranslators of Chinese 
poetry since the 1930s gradually abandoned the well-known lyrics of Li Po, Tu Fu and 
Po Chu-I in favour of the less famous poets…” (1949: 133). While “abandonment” of 
Li Bai and Du Fu is an overstatement because they are always amply represented in 
the examined anthologies (see Table 3), they do begin to share the canonical 
foreground with other poets. Most noticeably, Li Bai is upstaged by Han Yu and Wen 
Tingyun in Sunflower Splendor; and Han Shan and Bai Juyi even take over Du Fu, Li 
Bai and Wang Wei’s top positions in Watson’s CBCP. Li He and Meng Jiao’s portions 
are also enhanced considerably in collections such as White Pony, Sunflower Splendor, 
ACL, and CCL. These examples show that after the 1930s, anthologist-translators look 
away from the canonical centre during their selection processes, and make efforts to 
feature poets who occupy peripheral positions in the source culture.  
Various reasons, literary-related or otherwise, contribute to the anthologist-
translators’ decision to bring little-known poets to the fore. In some cases, the poets’ 
under-anthologised status is in itself a quality which attracts anthologist-translators. 
As examples, the anthologists of CA, CCL and Anchor Book deliberately make room 
to accommodate female poets because “the voices of women were largely ignored (in 
classical Chinese anthologies)” (Barnstone & Chow 2005: xxxv). Han Yu and Meng 
Jiao’s conspicuous presence in Sunflower Splendor also come about under similar 
circumstances. In source culture anthologies, the two poets have a limited presence. 
Though Meng Jiao is included in all the surveyed anthologies in Chapter 2 except 
Tangxian sanmeiji, his work never accounts for more than one percent of the 
anthologies’ total number of selected poems. Han Yu’s presence is relatively more 
noticeable than Meng Jiao in the reviewed Chinese anthologies, but is still far from 
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being conspicuous (refer to Table 4).65 Chinese anthologists’ treatment of Meng Jiao 
and Han Yu seems to have found a heightened continuance in early Western 
anthologies, as they are both left out of the Fletcher and Giles’s Gems and Payne’s 
White Pony. Seeing the poets’ lack of representation in the West, the anthologists of 
Sunflower Splendor take corrective measures: “their [Han Yu and Meng Jiao’s] poetry 
was often neglected by scholars… and anthologists, accounting for their relative 
obscurity among Western readers; hence, they are given substantial representation in 
this volume.” (Liu & Lo 1975: xx) As can be seen, certain anthologising decisions in 
Sunflower Splendor are made in response to perceived imbalances in the canonical 
landscape, and this will to balance representation becomes a recurring concern guiding 
other anthologist-translators as well. For example, Mair aims to offer “pleasant 
surprises for those who may already have become jaded by reading too much in one 
small corner of the universe of Chinese literature” (1994: xxvii); Barnstone and Chow 
want to “shine a spotlight on fine poets whose work is often overlooked” (2005: xxxv).  
 Also influencing the selection of poets and the space they occupy in 
anthologies is the contemporary cultural background, and the individual literary 
preferences it breeds, as the case of Han Shan shows. In the surveyed Chinese 
anthologies, Han Shan is altogether unrepresented, thus indicating, to a certain extent, 
                                                          
65 It ought to be mentioned that while Han Yu has a limited presence in the five Chinese anthologies 
already reviewed, he is anthologised by Wang Anshi in his Selected Poems of Four Masters (Sijia 
shixuan 四家詩選), which includes only works by Du Fu, Han Yu, Ouyang Xiu and Li Bai.  This is a 
reminder of the fact that a poet’s presence in the reviewed anthologies is not the sole, definitive indicator 
of his literary status in the source tradition. Other important formative forces shaping the Tang poetic 
canon include “such scholarly endeavors as editing and collating the poetry collections of individual 
authors, and in such discursive writings as prose essays (including prefaces and postfaces to the 
individual collection), personal letters, remarks on poetry (shihua 詩話), anecdotal accounts (biji 筆記
) and poems on poetry or poets (including poems on portraits of Tang poets).” (Yang 2010: 142-3) Han 
Yu’s literary works are assembled into collections during the Song and Ming eras, and one such 
collection, The Collected Words of Mr. Changli (Changli xianshen ji 昌黎先生集) is annotated by Zhu 
Xi. In sum, Han Yu is acknowledged as “a major figure in the history of Chinese literature” with “major 
influence on the literary and intellectual life” (Nienhauser 1986: 397), so the relatively limited number 
of his poems in the reviewed anthologies does not necessarily denote Han’s insignificance in the literary 
tradition.  
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that he “is largely overlooked in China” (Watson 2012: 984). However, his standing 
in some translated anthologies poses a stark contrast to the indifference he faces in the 
source tradition. Han Shan overshadows Li Bai in Mair’s CA (and also Du Fu and 
Wang Wei in Watson’s CBCP) and is the fourth most-selected poet in the Anchor 
Book. An explanation for the poet’s much-elevated status can be found in the Western 
post-WWII cultural condition. After WWII, there was a general trend of looking 
towards “Oriental philosophical thinking to counterbalance the dire consequence of 
European conflict” (Fung 2001: 45). Han Shan’s Buddhist poems thus have “an 
irresistible appeal to a new generation of Anglo-American readers [including 
anthologist-translators] … enthralled with Eastern religion and philosophy.” (Hung 
2000: 226) Anthologist-translators who valorised Han Shan have exhibited interests 
in Buddhism. Watson spent the early 1950s doing research at The First Zen Institute 
of America in Kyoto, and declared himself a Buddhist (Fung 2001: 52, Balcom 2005: 
10); Mair specialises in the study of Buddhist popular literature (Boucher et al. 2006: 
2-3).66 Their interests matter in the anthologising process:  Watson states that CBCP 
offers some “less well-known works that [he] happens to like” (1984: 13), and Mair’s 
selections also “reflect [his] own preference” (1994: xxxvi). Owing to anthologist-
translators’ penchant for Buddhist poems, Han Shan acquires a drastically elevated 
stature in translated anthologies. This shows that personal predilection (conditioned 
by specific cultural background) is an important factor to be acknowledged when one 
examines Western representations of Tang poetry.   
The above has shown some anthologists intentionally inflating the prominence 
of some poets in order to expand and adjust the canon; sometimes, however, the 
                                                          
66 His publications include Tun-huang Popular Narratives (in which two Buddhist bianwen 變文, or 
transformation texts, are translated) (1983), and Tang Transformation Texts: A Study of the Buddhist 
Contribution to the Rise of Vernacular Fiction and Drama in China (1989). 
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chosen works of a poet appear in anthologies due to reasons of practical expediency. 
Expediency comes in different forms; one factor which determines a poet’s presence 
in anthologies is translatability. Barnstone and Chow, for example, “cut out old 
touchstones that don’t fare well in translation in favour of including poems that read 
in English as poems in and of themselves.” (2005: xxxv). Han Shan, considered as 
having “improved in translation” (ibid.: 200), has benefited from the translatable 
nature of his poems: he is the third most-selected poet in Anchor Book. Bai Juyi also 
gains an unusual primacy over Li Bai and Du Fu in CBCP, because Watson likes his 
poems for being plainly worded and relatively translatable (Balcom 2005: 9). In cases 
such as Han Shan and Bai Juyi, translatability encourages anthologist-translators to 
liberally include their poems, thus elevating their status. 
It ought to be mentioned, however, that while anthologist-translators generally 
want to present translations high in readability, their wish may be outweighed by the 
need to properly represent the source tradition. Anthologist-translators have expressed 
eagerness to select translated poems which can “stand on their own as literary texts in 
English” (Mair 1994: xxix). Joseph Lau points out that the attentiveness to translation 
quality stems from a will to serve the source literary tradition. He explains that 
“dubious translation[s]… may do a disservice to the field” because they can cause 
readers to lose interest in Chinese literature (Lau 1995: 222), and further notes that 
“an English anthology of Chinese literature stands or falls on the quality of translation” 
(ibid.). Nevertheless, in some cases, anthologist-translators are forced to include 
inadequate translations. In White Pony, Robert Payne offers an apologia for the 
translation of Li Bai’s “Yujie yuan” 玉階怨 (“Pining by the Jade Steps”): “The 
translation, of course, is hopelessly inadequate, but we can at least follow the general 
movement of the poem.” (1947: 160) Following another translated poem, Payne also 
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apologises for “the bald literal translation in English [which] gives nothing of the 
flavour of the original” (1947: 185). These statements indicate that the Payne deems 
some translations lacking in literary merit. His decision to still include them must then 
be in a sense of responsibility to “perform … as [a] dutiful anthologist”, and the 
ensuing obligation to introduce “representative writers and works of the [Chinese] 
literature” (Lau 1995: 222) to the audience. It is likely that in Payne’s mind, “Yujie 
yuan” is a representative poem which ought to be included in an anthology of Chinese 
literature,67 so despite the unsatisfactory translation, it is included. It is shown here 
that the source tradition, or at least the anthologist-translator’s perception of it, guides 
anthologists and may carry more weight over preference for readability. 
Another form of expediency influencing the composition of anthologies is the 
inventory of ready-to-use materials. As illustrated in Chapter 3(a), the convenience of 
reusable work incentivises Watson to heavily recycle his previous translations of Han 
Shan. Besides Han Shan, Watson also devotes considerable space to Song poets Su 
Shi蘇軾 (22 poems) and Lu You陸游 (23 poems), who comprise a chapter entitled 
“Major Sung Poets”. Both poets had been the subjects of Watson’s earlier 
monographs, 68 and all their works selected into CBCP are recycled from the earlier 
publications largely as is. Reusing previously published work is not a practice unique 
to Watson’s CBCP. For example, a critic of ACL writes that “as the book unfolds, we 
find that the selections not surprisingly coincide with the author’s [Owen’s] past 
works” (Lan 1997: 26). A certain portion of ACL is indeed quoted and/or revised from 
Owen’s previous publications: the section on Meng Jiao, an unlikely candidate for the 
                                                          
67 “Yujie yuan” is indeed selected into Tangshi pinhui, Tangshi biecaiji and Tangshi sanbaishou. Its 
repeated appearance attests to the source culture’s approval of its literary merit. It is also presented in 
both Fletcher and Giles’s anthologies, which could further cement Payne’s determination to include the 
poem in White Pony. “Yujie yuan” later appears in Lau and Minford’s CCL and The Anchor Book again.  
68 Su Tung-p’o: Selections from a Sung Dynasty Poet (1965) and The Old Man Who Does as He 
Pleases: Selections from the  Poetry and Prose of Lu Yu (1973).  
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top-five position, for instance, has six poems which also appear in The Poetry of Meng 
Chiao and Han Yü, Owen’s published PhD dissertation. Meng Jiao’s prominence in 
ACL is not as inflated as the three poets in Watson’s CBCP, so it cannot be said with 
absolute certainty that readily usable materials incentivise anthologists to emphasise 
poets they had already worked on. But given the laborious nature of anthologising and 
translating the Chinese literary tradition, it is not surprising for anthologists to include 
pre-translated works by way of easing their task. The compilation of an anthology 
sometimes involves considerations not necessarily relevant to the judgement of 
literary merit nor the anthologists’ specific purposes (such as compensating for 
inadequate representations) and tastes. Convenience and practicality hold certain sway 
as well, and these factors may even promote the stature of an otherwise obscure poet 
like Han Shan.  
The introduction of fresh, new specimens of classical Chinese literature has 
become a common phenomenon in anthologies produced since the 1930s. Poets 
inconspicuous in the source culture are presented to the Western readership for various 
reasons. Sometimes they are consciously included as a dose of vitality to diversify trite 
representations of the Chinese literary tradition; sometimes they are chosen because 
they respond well to the cultural background at the time of the anthologising; and 
sometimes their rise to prominence is due to the serendipity of anthologist-translators 
taking advantage of the convenience which comes from adopting their earlier works. 
The pursuit of novelty matters considerably in some compilations, but it is also 
important to remember that the weight of heritage exerts a substantial pull over 
anthologist-translators. This is evident in outstanding positions continually assigned 
to Du Fu and Li Bai (and in most cases Wang Wei as well) in all the examined post-
1930s collections, in keeping with the source tradition. All anthologies are grounded 
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on the essential requisite of representativeness, therefore, even when anthologists wish 
to delve into the neglected and underrated aspects of Chinese literature and tradition, 
they inevitably must still include poets and poems traditionally held in high esteem 
and repeatedly anthologised.  
  The differences in anthologising practices discussed above illustrate that 
anthologists variously interpret and execute their common aim, which is to introduce 
the Chinese literary tradition and culture to the Anglo-American readership. Some 
anthologists, especially earlier ones, are more subjected to influences of the source 
tradition, making their compilations close to traditional evaluations of literary merit. 
Towards the second half of the 20th century, anthologists displayed a continued 
eccentric interest in anthologising unconventional poets, poems and literary genres. 
There is an obvious difference in anthologising strategies, but these strategies are not 
dichotomous, as anthologists rarely design their compilations to be either completely 
traditional or completely eccentric. Instead, anthologies often fall between the extreme 
ends of the spectrum, and contain selections which “explore some of the lesser-known 
regions of Chinese literature” (Birch 2000: xli) while satisfying expectations of 
representing the traditional taste. Some anthologies may lean more towards 
conservatism and others towards novelty, but the difference between them is in degree, 
not of kind.  
 Having seen the factors which influence anthologist-translator’s decisions and 
the composition of anthologies, it will perhaps be pertinent to investigate how they 
actually affect various poets’ standing in the canon of translated Tang poetry. From 
the two tables “Most-Selected Poets in Chinese Anthologies of Tang Poetry” and 
“Most-Selected Tang Poets in Translated Anthologies”, we can see directly that, as 
anthologists seek to find balance between conservatism and novelty, source cultural 
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heritage and target cultural needs, part of the source cultural consensus is adopted by 
the target culture while iconoclastic changes also take place. 
 Du Fu, Li Bai and Wang Wei are the constant figures which matter 
significantly in the Chinese tradition, and their importance is maintained in translated 
anthologies. In the five anthologies surveyed in Chapter 2, Du Fu and Li Bai occupy 
first and second place in nearly all of them (Wang Shizhen’s aesthetically-and-
ideologically-biased Tangxian sanmeiji is the only exception to the rule), reflecting 
lasting approval from the tradition. Wang Wei’s standing fluctuates a bit more 
compared to Du and Li (he ranks top in Tangxian sanmeiji and fifth in Gao Bing’s 
Tangshi pinhui), but often places behind the two as the third most-selected poet. Given 
their undeniable significance and the anthologist-translators’ usual sense of duty to 
represent the tradition with some authenticity, the trio’s prominene is maintained in 
the target culture. In Du Fu’s case, six out of nine translated anthologies foreground 
him before all other poets, reaffirming his status as the most revered Tang poet by 
common agreement. In the rare occasion where he is not the most-frequently selected 
poets, he still (co-) occupies second place (in CBCP, White Pony and Gile’s Gems, in 
which Du and Bai Juyi both come after Li Bai). Li Bai is also canonically 
foregrounded in Anglo-American anthologies. Like his treatment in the source 
tradition, in the target culture he usually follows behind Du Fu (only two earlier 
anthologies, namely Giles’s Gems and White Pony, include more poems by Li than 
Du), and is one of the most anthologised poet as well, never falling out of the top-4 
positions. In a similar vein, Wang Wei also encounters a reception like that in the 
Chinese tradition. Except in anomalous occasions, he is consistently one of the five 
most-featured poets (Sunflower Splendour is the only exception in the nine 
anthologies), regularly coming after Du Fu and Li Bai (as is the case in six anthologies: 
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both Fletcher and Giles’s Gems, White Pony, CBCP, CA and CCL. Wang only co-
occupies first place with Du Fu in Anchor Book and surpasses Li Bai in the number of 
selected poems in ACL). The trio are standard choices for extensive inclusion in source 
anthologies, and their prestige is acknowledged by anthologist-translators in the target 
culture.69 
 That the source literary opinion will be observed and followed is not 
guaranteed, as the prominence of well-received poets in the Chinese tradition can fade 
and weaken in translated anthologies. Examples of declining prominence can be seen 
in Meng Haoran and Cen Shen’s cases. The two are the only poets, besides Du Fu, Li 
Bai and Wang Wei, to occupy top-five positions in the surveyed Chinese anthologies 
more than once. However, their stature is not preserved in the target culture, as the 
percentage of Meng’s poems in translated collections declines70 and Cen ranks no 
higher than the ninth place (in White Pony, see Appendix 3), reflecting a shrinking 
presence and significance, and illustrating that the source culture exerts its influence 
only to a certain extent.  
 As has been discussed, influences of the target culture and considerations 
taken on its behalf lead anthologist-translators to pay special attention to minor figures 
in the source canon. Poets who effectively demonstrate the “will” of the target culture 
include Han Shan, Li He and Meng Jiao. Han Shan’s heavy presence in translated 
                                                          
69  Besides the statistics detailed above and shown in the two tables, the anthologist-translator’s 
recognition of the three poets is also evident in the statements they made. For example, Du Fu and Li 
Bai have respectively been named “the greatest poet of the Chinese tradition” (Owen 1996: 413) and 
“one of the greatest Chinese poets of all times” (Mair 1994: 198). Wang Wei has been introduced as “a 
poet among the first rank in the golden age of Chines poetry” (Lau & Minford: 2000: 701). While the 
phrasing in various anthologies may differ, the underlying message of approval is the same, again 
illustrating that strong literary consensus of the source culture penetrates the target culture at times. 
70 Meng Haoran has 48 poems (11% of total space) in Tangxian sanmeiji, and subsequently allotted 15 
poems (5% total space) in Tangshi sanbaishou as Sun Zhu attempts to balance the contentions and 
promoted poets of three dominant poetic schools. In the target culture, Meng Haoran at most has three 
poems selected, accounting for no more than 3% of total space (see the statistics of Giles’s Gems and 
CA in Table 3 “Most-Selected Tang Poets in Translated Anthologies”).  
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anthologies is especially telling of the way target cultural interests sometimes override 
source cultural opinion, since he (along with the other poets named above) is 
marginalised in source anthologies. His drastic elevation in literary stature deserves 
separate discussion at the end of this chapter. Li He shares a similar situation with Han 
Shan, though not as extreme. Unlike Han Shan who is absent in all the Chinese 
anthologies surveyed, Li He does appear in Tangshi pinhui and Tangshi biecaiji, 
though his presence is not conspicuous.71 His limited presence in the two anthologies 
and absence from Tangshi sanbaishou contrast his reception in the Anglo-American 
world, as he has been “a particular favourite” (Liu 1975: 24). All his poems are 
translated into English, 72  and they also form substantial segments of translated 
anthologies such as White Pony, CA and Anchor Book. That Li He repeatedly appears 
as one of the most prominent poets in translated anthologies marks a significant 
deviation from the source literary opinion. It shows differences in Chinese and 
Western literary tastes: while the Chinese traditionally do not appreciate the 
unorthodox content of his poetry and the frequent mentioning of supernatural beings 
(Zou 2014: 94), it is precisely these unconventional qualities which spark Anglo-
American interest in him as he is celebrated as “one of the most original of Chinese 
poets” (Graham 1971: 560). Meng Jiao’s case also illustrates the Western predilection 
for originality. Meng Jiao is not particularly well represented in source anthologies, as 
the table “Meng Jiao and Han Yu’s Poems in Chinese Anthologies of Tang Poetry” 
demonstrates. In fact, his collection of poems is left unannotated from the Song 
dynasty to the Qing dynasty, indicating a lack of attention to his work (You 1984: 1). 
                                                          
71 Li He has 40 poems (accounting for 0.6% of total space) selected into Tangshi pinhui and 10 in 
Tangshi biecaiji (0.5%).  
72 J.D. Frodsham published his The Poems of Li Ho first in 1970, in which all 243 poems attributed to 
Li He are translated. The volume was subsequently revised in 1983 and most recently in 2017, 
appearing under new titles Goddesses, Ghosts, and Demons: The Collected Poems of Li He and The 
Collected Poems of Li He respectively.  
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But in the Anglo-American culture, Meng Jiao owes his high-profile appearances in 
certain translated anthologies (Sunflower Splendor and ACL) to the relatively little-
known nature of his work. The anthologists deliberately give him “substantial 
representation” because he is “neglected by scholars … and anthologists” (Liu & Lo 
1975: xx). It is illustrated that the attempt to show poets and poems hitherto new to 
the Anglo-American world is an important part of their agenda, so much so that they 
are willing to run the risk of departing from/ distorting the source literary consensus 
in their representation of it.   
 
Organisational Arrangements 
 
  Almost all anthologies of translated poems are organised according to 
chronological order, and poetic form recedes to be of minor importance in the 
organisation of anthologies. In the source tradition, organisation by poetic form is 
common practice adopted by a number of anthologists, such as Gao Bing, Li Panlong, 
Shen Deqian and Sun Zhu. For the latter two, such an organisation supports their 
educational purpose because their anthologies also function as guides to poetry writing 
for aspiring poets, in preparation for the civil service examination.   
Western anthologies also serve a pedagogical purpose in general, but the 
ability to compose classical Chinese poetry is never part of the curriculum. Rather, the 
emphasis lies more in comprehension and appreciation. The surveyed anthologies all 
follow a generally chronological scheme. As the dictum “literature and history are 
subjects not to be separated” (“wenshi bu fenjia” 文史不分家) suggests, Chinese 
literature is intricately linked with the social, political and cultural conditions under 
which they are produced (Kroll 2002: 987, Chan 2015: 55). Given this trait, an 
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arrangement according to historical chronology offers readers the advantage to 
understand China’s literary developments with a historical perspective, which would 
be especially helpful for students using the anthologies as textbooks in introductory-
level classes on Chinese literature.   
 
Translation 
 
Translation activities generally entail considerations for both culture and 
language. The two are intricately linked to each other, as language reflects culture and 
culture in turn shapes verbal expression as well as the thoughts and feelings which 
underlie it (Raffel 1988: 5). If the challenge of translation lies in extrapolating the 
cultural richness deposited in the source text and then reproducing some form of 
equivalence with the target language for an audience of a different cultural background 
(with its unique values and norms), then the translation of poetry naturally involves 
greater difficulties because “[p]oetry represents writing in its most compact, 
condensed and heightened form” (Connolly 1998: 171). Besides the usually pithy 
language (and hence connotative meaning), form is also an element translators must 
address since it has a symbiotic relationship with meaning/content (Boase-Beier 2009: 
194). In the context of classical Chinese poetry, poetic form may even be traceable to 
certain concepts of Chinese aesthetics and philosophy.73 Given the significance of 
form, it is therefore a key issue to be addressed by anthologist-translators in their 
compilations. The surveyed anthologies displayed a trend in their treatment of poetic 
                                                          
73 Scholars have proposed that the formal schemes of various recent-style poetic form are developed 
(perhaps unconsciously) to echo the cosmological yin-yang balance. The semantic, structural and 
prosodic contrasts and parallels in a poem are theorised as mirroring the dynamic relationship between 
yin and yang forces confronting one another but also coming together in harmony. Such an embodiment 
of “the grand cosmic order in a finite work has been a high artistic ideal long pursued by the Chinese” 
(Cai 2008: 173). For more details, see Cheng 1986: 32-48, Cai 2008: 161-180, and Li 2011: 49-67. 
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form: the conversion of poetic form common during the early 20th century is replaced 
by a selective preservation of source formal elements at around mid-century. Since 
then, a relatively organic strategy (to borrow Holmes’s phrasing) is applied to the 
source poems so that each translated text may “take on its own unique poetic shape” 
(Holmes 1988: 27) in order to fit the anthologist-translators’ purposes: to delight and 
instruct, with the emphasis being placed more on instruction towards the later half of 
the century.  
Before going into the details of translation strategies, a brief overview of the 
structural, linguistic and euphonic specificities of poetic form will help us understand 
the difficulties anthologist-translators are confronted with. To illustrate the formal 
elements of classical Chinese poetry, it will perhaps be helpful to use one of its most 
exacting specimen, lüshi 律詩  (regulated verse), as an explanatory example. 
Belonging to the category of jinti shi 近體詩 (recent-style poetry), lüshi is a heavily 
regulated poetic form with a set of strict and predetermined structural and prosodic 
rules, in contrast to the comparatively relaxed ancient-style poetic form (guti shi 古體
詩 ) (Wang 1979: 1-5). Structurally, lüshi usually has eight pentasyllabic or 
heptasyllabic end-stopped lines74 (though it may also be extended “ad infinitum to 
form a kind of sequence known as pailü [排律, extended regulated verse]” (Liu 1962: 
29), but this variant will not trouble us in this discussion); each line contains disyllabic 
and trisyllabic units separated by caesuras marking semantic and syntactic division. 
Every two lines form a couplet, with the middle two fixed as parallel ones. In terms of 
prosody, a fixed tonal pattern is imposed on the poem, requiring alternations of level 
                                                          
74 As James Liu has succinctly summed up, “in Chinese poetry, the number of syllables in each line is 
identical with that of characters” (1962: 21) due to the monosyllabic nature of Chinese characters. 
Therefore, to call a Chinese poetic line “pentasyllabic” or “heptasyllabic” is the same as calling it “five-
character” or “seven-character”.  
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and oblique tones (pingsheng平聲 and zesheng仄聲 respectively) between and within 
lines. Rhyming occurs at the end of each couplet, and the same rhyme is preserved 
throughout the poem. These structural and prosodic designs are predicated upon 
specific characteristics of the Chinese language,75 and together they produce a form 
unique to Chinese classical poetry which would require ingenuity to bring over to a 
foreign culture. 
As a way to show formal rules at work, their interdependent relationship with 
the linguistic capacities of the Chinese language, and the anthologist-translators’ 
strategies to engage them, we may take a look at Du Fu’s pentasyllabic lüshi, 
“Chunwang” 春望 (“Spring View”), and seven of its translations.76 The poem tells of 
Du’s despair over the sufferings of the country from war and his consequent separation 
from his family. Below is the source poem and its translations from seven anthologies:  
 
國破山河在，  
城春草木深。 
感時花濺淚， 
恨別鳥驚心。  
峰火連三月，  
家書抵萬金。  
白頭搔更短，  
渾欲不勝簪。  
 
                                                          
75 For example, the uniformity of line length is dependent on Chinese characters being monosyllabic 
and uninflected. That meaning can be concisely conveyed in only eight pentasyllabic or heptasyllabic 
lines (meaning at most 56 characters) also relies on the grammatical fluidity of Chinese. Chinese is a 
syntactically isolating language which is “not burdened with Cases, Genders, Moods, Tense, etc.” (Liu 
1962: 40), therefore it “gains in conciseness” (ibid.). The economy of the Chinese poetic line is also 
helped along by its allowance for omission of subject and verb, as well as the interchangeability of 
words’ parts of speech (ibid.: 40-7). In addition, the mono-rhyming scheme, too, is sustained by “the 
monosyllabic, isolating-analytic and tonal nature of classical Chinese, [as well as] its syllabic structure 
that facilitates a concentration of rhyme groups” (Kwong 2009: 206). 
76 This poem is chosen as an example because of its popularity among anthologists in the source culture 
and anthologist-translators in the target culture. It is selected in four out of the five Chinese anthologies 
of Tang poetry reviewed in Chapter 2 (it is only absent in Wang Shizhen’s Tangxian sanmeiji because 
he deliberately excludes Du Fu and Li Bai’s work), and it also appears in 7 of out of the 9 translated 
anthologies surveyed in Chapter 3(a). As the single most frequently selected poem in this survey, 
“Chunwang” is considered “an extremely famous poem by the most famous of all Chinese poets” 
(Fuller 2005: 74), and it enjoys a stable and secure position in the canon of translated Tang poems.   
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The Hope of Spring 
 
A nation though fallen, the land yet remains. 
    When Spring fills the City, its foliage is dense. 
In grief for the times, a tear the flower stains. 
    In woe for such parting, the birds fly from thence. 
 
For three months unceasing the bale fires now flare. 
    A letter from home costs a fortune to bring. 
These worries scratch off my last falling grey hair.  
  My own foolish wishes my pen cannot wing.  
(Fletcher 1919: (b)96) 
 
 
Advent of Spring 
 
The city has fallen; only hills and rivers remain. 
In spring the streets were green with grass and trees. 
Sorrowing over the times, the flowers are weeping. 
The birds startled my heart in fear of departing. 
The beacon fires were burning for three months, 
A letter from home was worth ten thousand pieces of gold. 
I scratch the scant hairs on my white head,  
And vainly attempt to secure them with a hairpin.  
(Payne 1947: 189) 
 
 
Spring Prospect 
 
The nation shattered, hills and streams remain. 
The city in spring, grass and trees deep: 
feeling the times, flowers draw tears; 
hating separation, birds alarm the heart. 
Beacon fires three months running, 
a letter from home worth ten thousand in gold — 
white hairs, fewer for the scratching, 
soon too few to hold a hairpin up.77 
(Watson 1984: 225) 
 
 
Spring View 
 
The nation is ruined,   but mountains and rivers remain. 
This spring the city   is deep in weeds and brush. 
Touched by the times   even flowers weep tears. 
Fearing leaving   the birds tangled hearts. 
                                                          
77 Here a footnote is supplied, reading “[m]en wore hairpins to keep their official caps in place.” 
(Watson 1984: 225) 
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Watch-tower fires   have been burning for three months 
To get a note from home   would cost ten thousand gold. 
Scratching my   white hair thinner 
Seething hopes   all in a trembling hairpin.  
(Translated by Gary Snyder, Mair 1994: 208) 
 
 
The View in Spring 
 
A kingdom smashed, its hills and rivers still here, 
spring in the city, plants and trees grow deep. 
 
Moved by the moment, flowers splash with tears, 
alarmed at parting, birds startle the heart. 
 
War’s beacon fires have gone on three months, 
letters from home are worth thousands in gold. 
 
Fingers run through hair until it thins, 
cap-pins will almost no longer hold.78   
(Owen 1996: 420) 
 
 
Spring Scene 
 
The state may fall, but the hills and streams remain. It is spring 
in the city: grass and leaves grow thick. The flowers shed tears 
of grief for the troubled times, and the birds seem startled, as if 
with the anguish of separation. For three months continuously 
the beacon-fires have been burning. A letter from home would 
be worth a fortune. My white hair is getting so scanty from 
worried scratching that soon there won’t be enough to stick my 
hairpin in!  
(Translated by David Hawkes, Lau & Minford 2000: 774) 
 
 
Gazing in Springtime 
 
The empire is shattered but rivers and peaks remain. 
Spring drowns the city in wild grass and trees. 
A time so bad, even the flowers rain tears. 
I hate this separation, yet birds startle my heart. 
The signal fires have burned three months; 
I’d give ten thousand gold coins for one letter.  
I scratch my head and my white hair thins 
till it can’t even hold a pin.  
(Barnstone & Chow 2005: 133) 
                                                          
78 A footnote is also provided here, telling leaders that “The cap that Du Fu would have pinned in this 
thinning hair was that of an official.” (Owen 1996: 420) 
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“Chunwang” displays careful architectural design in its poetic form. While the 
translators are all aware of the formal design (as they have attempted to explain the 
issue of form to the audience in introductions/prefaces/other paratextual devices), not 
all of them choose to preserve the formal elements of the source poem.  
David Hawkes’s prose translation in CCL clearly shows that Hawkes abandons 
the formal constraints of the source poem in the target text. In fact, Raffel comments 
that “[i]t is impossible to tell that Du Fu’s poem is in fact a poem, reading only 
Hawkes’s version.” (1988: 36) While Raffel’s criticism disregards the context in 
which the poem is presented,79 in terms of the poetic experience of the readers, he is 
right in questioning, “is this prose rendering in any functional sense still a translation 
at all?” (ibid.) Since Hawkes does convey the formal specificities of the original poem 
outside the translated text, we know he is neither ignorant nor unconcerned about 
poetic form. As a matter of fact, he is well aware of the difficulties of communicating 
poetic form. He says that… 
  
[t]he least communicable aspect of Chinese poetry is the formal or prosodic 
one. Some elements of Chinese prosody are totally incommunicable; others 
are theoretically communicable but are virtually incommunicable in practice 
(1989a: 83) 
 
Given his understanding, Hawkes’s decision to render the poem into prose form is a 
conscious decision to not fight an unwinnable battle and to focus on non-formal 
aspects of the poem, such as its semantic meaning.  
                                                          
79 Extracted from A Little Primer of Du Fu, Hawkes’s translation of “Chunwang” in CCL is actually 
accompanied by the original Chinese text, together with a commentary on the original poetic form as 
well as a word-for-word exegesis. The commentary on poetic form shows that Hawkes and the 
anthologists of CCL are conscious of the matter of form, and attempts to inform the readership of the 
matter as well. Therefore, readers are equipped with the knowledge to register that Hawke’s translation 
is in fact a translation of a poem.  
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Judging by the translations of “Chunwang” listed above, Hawkes’s decision to 
completely forsake form in poetry translation is not a mainstream practice, as the 
formal features of the original poem are either converted to fit the conventional 
English verse form or partially transposed to the translated texts. A very notable 
example of translators selectively observing the source formal conventions is in the 
number of lines all verse translations contain: all translators choosing to render in 
verse form trade an original line with a translated one, so that all translations are eight 
lines long like the Chinese lüshi form, and all lines are also end-stopped.  
But despite the preservation of certain macro elements of poetic form (such as 
the number of lines per poem and lines being end-stopped), many other less obvious 
but equally important formal elements in the source poem, such as prosody, are lost in 
the verse translations due to linguistic differences between Chinese and English. 
Firstly, in terms of rhyme, “Chunwang” abides by the strict prosodic rules of 
lüshi and employs the same level-tone end rhyme in all even-numbered lines. As in 
English poetry, end rhyme is the most common type of rhyme in Chinese poetry 
(Beum & Shapiro 2006: 87, Cai 2008: 6), and brings “an irreplaceable sense of unity 
and internal resonance to a poem” (Kwong 2004: 14). Yet despite the important 
function of end rhyme, all except one (Fletcher’s) translations listed above forfeit it. 
As per the norm of the earlier generation of translators, Fletcher set his verse 
translations in rhyme and meter, and as can be seen, rhyming comes at a price since 
the meaning of the original poem is altered (some would even say distorted) to fit the 
alternate rhyme scheme. Under the demand of rhyme, birds are made to “fly from 
thence” and the original hairpin turns into a pen which “cannot wing (foolish wishes)”. 
Both are creative inventions made by Fletcher as means to retain the rhyming effect 
of the source poem, but by using an English rhyme scheme: the original Chinese end 
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rhyme follows the pattern baca daea, while the rhyme scheme in Fletcher’s translation 
is abab cdcd. “Thence” in line 4 rhymes with “dense” in line 2, “wing” in line 8 rhymes 
with “bring” in line 6. Obviously, the pursuit of rhyme necessitates deviations from 
the message of the source poem. 
Verse translations of “Chunwang” done after Fletcher are all unrhymed, and 
this trend to translate in free verse finds explanation in the capacity of the target 
language and poetics. As noted earlier, Chinese rhymes easily. English, on the other 
hand, does not. Scholars have noted that English is “a language with limited rhyming 
resources” (Kwong 2009: 192) due to the paucity of rhyming words. English being a 
language with a more complex syllabic structure involving groupings of vowels and 
consonants in many possible combinations, its rhyme thus concerns not only the 
matching of vowels or vocalic groups like Chinese. Instead, “the words intended to 
rhyme must be identical in sound from the vowel of the accented syllable to the end 
[meaning any succeeding speech sounds must be included in the consideration], but 
the consonants preceding the accented syllable must be unlike in sound.” (Untermeyer 
1969: 260) The more complicated rhyming conditions denote that rhyming words in 
English are scarcer, and since “Chinese rhymes more readily than most other 
languages” (Chang 2012: 1183), rhymed English is a constricted medium for the 
translation of classical Chinese poetry. It thus makes sense for translators of the new 
generation to turn their focus from constructing rhyme to other aspects of the poem 
which travel cultural and language distance between East and West easier. A.C. 
Graham, for example, thinks that “the element in poetry which travels best is of course 
concrete imagery” (Chen 2014: 281). His comment coincides with opinions of imagist 
poets like Ezra Pound and Amy Lowell, who ushered in the growing trend of 
translation that forsake rhyme but pays special attention to imagery. The translators of 
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“Chunwang” above are not necessarily imagists, but they too exchange rhyme (among 
other formal constraints) for other pursuits, the most common target being faithfulness 
to the semantic meaning of the source.80 
Besides rhyme, another auditory aspect of “Chunwang” (and regulated 
classical Chinese poetry in general) not translated into English is the tonal patterning. 
All Chinese syllables carry one of the four main tones, and in poetic prosody the four 
tones are classified into two categories: the first tone is the level tone while the rest 
are all grouped as the oblique tone. Differing from each other in pitch, length and 
movement, the two tonal categories are fitted to function in different ways: the level 
tone is “better suited to conveying a sense of stability or finality” as it does not change 
in pitch, while the oblique tone, either moving up or down in pitch or being cut short, 
“more aptly suggest a sense of transition or process” (Kwong 2004: 16). In regulated 
verse forms, the two tones are organised to form fixed patterns (see Wang 1979: 27-
42 for the different patterns and their variant forms). The underlying principle 
governing the formation of patterns is the principle of symmetry, which seeks to 
maximise the tonal contrasts (Kao 1986b: 353-5). “Chunwang” follows the standard 
tonal pattern of lüshi (Wang 1977: 21), and it is shown below along with the verbal 
text (-- represents the level tone while / marks the oblique tone): 
 
 /    / --  --  /      
國破山河在， 
--  --  /   /  -- 
城春草木深。 
                                                          
80 Liu and Lo, as an instance, tell in their preface to Sunflower that they have paid “the most 
scrupulous attention to the original text and insisted upon accuracy…. The translation aims at 
preserving, in idiomatic English, the identity of the original… however, no attempts has been made 
… to reproduce the rhyme scheme.” (1975: x) Even Barnstone, who thinks that “as much attention 
should be given to the way Chinese poem triggers sound as to how it triggers sight”, says that a return 
to translating with rhyming iambics is not a recommended practice because it generally “overwhelms 
the Chinese poem” (2005: lii). 
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-- -- --   /   /       
感時花濺淚， 
 /   /   /  --  -- 
恨別鳥驚心。  
 /    / --  --  /      
峰火連三月， 
 --  --  /   /  -- 
家書抵萬金。 
 -- -- --   /   /        
白頭搔更短， 
/   /   /  --  -- 
渾欲不勝簪。 
 
Within each line, two pairs of opposite tones (each pair consists of two 
syllables) contrast each other, and the balance is tipped by a lone syllable. As an 
illustrative example, the first line is formed by a pair of oblique tones followed by a 
pair of level ones, with a lone syllable which is in oblique tone. The lone syllable could 
either conclude the line or be placed at the beginning. So depending on where it falls, 
the rhythm of the line could be /    / --  --  /  (as in lines 1 and 5) or -- -- --   /   / (as in 
lines 3 and 7). The logic of arrangement remains the same when the tones are cast 
antithetically in the following line of the couplet, as the rule of maximum tonal 
contrast dictates. The alternation of tones within and between lines brings a sense of 
musicality to the poems, and also makes them sound livelier since tonal monotony is 
avoided (ibid.: 8).  
Tonal regularity and the effects it brings to Chinese poetry is difficult to attain 
in translation, since the English language and poetic meter are both non-tonal. English 
versification is accentual, meaning the regulation of rhythm depends on “the number 
of stressed syllables within a line, without regard to the number of intervening 
unstressed syllables.” (Abrams & Harpham 2015: 218) Chinese and English prosody 
have very little in common, and as Raffel suggests, “it is impossible to re-create the 
prosody of a literary work composed in one language in another language.” (1988: 12) 
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Therefore, while anthologist-translators (such as Liu and Lo, Watson, Barnstone and 
Chow) inform their readers about tonal regularity in introductions and prefaces, none 
of them has attempted to/can reproduce this auditory effect in the translated texts, as 
can be gathered in the translations above.  
To gain a complete picture of Chinese prosodic form, the factor of semantic 
rhythm also needs to be considered. As Chinese characters are monosyllabic and either 
function as a simple word or part of a compound in a sentence, “a typical Chinese 
poetic line exhibits a predictable semantic rhythm, … [which] makes possible not only 
an intensified experience of the sound, but also … the sense of the poetry.” (Cai 2008: 
7) 
In the source poem, all original lines are five characters long and can be 
dissected into a disyllabic beat followed by a trisyllabic one with a caesura in between, 
forming a 2+3 semantic rhythm. For example, the first line would be read as “country 
broken (semantic pause/caesura) mountain river endure” (國破/山河在). Semantically, 
a “broken country” naturally groups together as a compound while the “enduring 
mountain (and) river” forms another trisyllabic compound. Within the trisyllabic 
compound, a secondary caesura further divides the unit into a monosyllabic word and 
disyllabic segment. Depending on where the secondary caesura falls within the 
trisyllabic beat, the 2+3 rhythm can be further “broken down into either a 2+(2+1) or 
a 2+(1+2) rhythm” (ibid.: 104). In lines 1 and 2, the trisyllabic beat at the end of the 
line can be deconstructed as “mountain (and) river (secondary caesura) endures” (山
河/在) and “grass (and) trees (secondary caesura) (grows) thick”(草木/深), thus 
creating the 2+(2+1) rhythm. On the other hand, trisyllabic beats in lines 5 and 6 are 
(1+2) beats, reading as  “continued (secondary caesura) (for) three months” (連/三月) 
and  “worthy (secondary caesura) (of) ten-thousands (in) gold” (抵/萬金). Overall, the 
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2+3 composition is considered to have a dynamic effect because “the imbalance of the 
disyllabic and trisyllabic units, together with the shifting of the secondary caesura, 
creates a varied, fluid rhythm.” (ibid.)   
Due to the polysyllabic nature of the English language, translators cannot 
preserve the consistent line length of the original, and the 2+3 rhythmic structure can 
also only be partially recreated in some translations. In the six verse translations, none 
reproduces strict uniformity in word or syllable count in lines. Except for Fletcher’s 
version, the remaining translations are all free verses not organised to rhyme or written 
in any regular metrical form. Fletcher set his verse translation in an imperfect iambic 
pentameter,81 and this is done with reliance on syntax inversion and at the expense of 
faithfulness to source meaning. Some of the remaining translators did try to (partially) 
bring over the semantic structure of the source poem: for example, Snyder’s rendition 
in CA has visible caesuras inserted in all lines of the poem to mirror the semantic and 
syntactic pause which breaks the original five-character line after the second syllable, 
and Fletcher, Watson and Owen signify the pause with a comma in some parts of their 
translations. The three all use commas in the first four lines of the translations, only 
Watson does the same in the seventh line as well. But the approximation of the original 
semantic structure can neither be sustained consistently nor without artificiality (as in 
Snyder’s use of extra spaces). So while it is undeniable that semantic rhythm is a 
formal aspect of classical Chinese poetry that some translators try to convey, its 
prosodic effect is weakened in translation. 
                                                          
81 Undeniably, when deciding the metre of a line/poem, a certain degree of ambiguity and arbitrariness 
is involved because the determination of metric stresses can have different possibilities. In lines 1 and 
2 of Fletcher’s translation, one could arguably say that there are only fout feet in the lines if “though” 
in line 1 is read unstressed and the secondary stress in “foliage” in line 2 is discounted. However, since 
line 3 shows a strong inclination towards being a pentameter line, and the rest of the poem could 
plausibly be read as pentameter as well, it is perhaps not unreasonable to determine the prevailing meter 
of the translated poem as iambic pentameter. 
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As the above mainly considers the handling of prosodic features of classical 
Chinese poetry in translation, here we turn our attention to parallelism, a formal 
architectural structure common in Tang poetry. It ought to be noted that parallelism 
has prosodic implications since it involves tonal symmetry between lines and couplets 
as well (Wang 1977: 11, 26-7), therefore this aesthetic feature is not completely 
irrelevant to the concept of prosody. But since we have already learnt that tonal 
regulation is incommunicable in English, this part of the discussion is primarily 
concerned with the structural, syntactic and semantic aspects of parallelism. 
Defined as “a repetition of structure or pattern in adjacent phrases, clauses, or 
sentences” (Greestein & O’Conner 2012: 997), parallelism is a literary feature seen in 
many traditions. For example, Plaks writes that “[t]here is no lack of examples in the 
Greek and Latin classics that to one degree or another exhibit a pattern of parallel 
constructions…” (1990: 523). But as Plaks also observes, “the workings of parallelism 
seem to go further in Chinese usage than in most comparable cases [because of] the 
linguistic basis of the classical Chinese literary medium” (ibid.: 527). He goes on to 
note that the “uninflected monosyllabic lexical units and the resulting grammatical 
fluidity make possible the strict match, word for word and syllable for syllable, of 
parallel clauses in a period or of parallel lines in a couplet — to a degree possible only 
in short, ornamental bursts in inflected languages.” (ibid.: 527-8) Put simply, the 
regular and natural use of parallelism in Chinese poetry is enabled by the linguistic 
capabilities of the language. 
The intensive use of parallelism in classical Chinese poetry is most apparent 
in the lüshi form. Poets composing lüshi are obligated to construct at least two parallel 
couplets with the middle four lines (the first two lines may or may not form a parallel 
structure, depending on the poet’s preference. The last two lines are normally 
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nonparallel). This means that at least half (or up to three quarters) of the poem is 
required to be syntactically and conceptually symmetrical. In “Chunwang”, 
parallelism is observed in the first three couplets. For the purpose of illustrating the 
multidimensional parallelism which confronts the translators, the second, most famous 
couplet is examined here as an example: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the couplet, balance and symmetry exist on structural, syntactic and 
conceptual levels. Obviously, the two lines of the couplet are of the same length in 
character (and syllable) count. In addition, characters in corresponding positions in the 
two lines match in parts of speech and semantic category.82 There is a conscious 
matching between “feel” and “hate” (both emotive verbs), “time” and “separation” 
(nouns signifying time and space), “flowers” and “bird” (nouns of natural life) and so 
on (Cai 2008: 164). As explained above, this level of exact correspondence is 
sustainable in Chinese because of its isolating and monosyllabic nature, as well as the 
resultant syntactic fluidity. In contrast, the English language limits the feasibility of 
neat parallelism since it is inflected and polysyllabic. It also has relatively stricter 
                                                          
82 In traditional Chinese versification, objects are sorted into thematic categories such as astronomy, 
seasons and time, architecture etc. If objects from the same or neighbouring categories are cast in 
corresponding positions in an antithetic couplet, then the construction is considered skilful and neat 
(Liu 1962: 148-9, Wang 2005: 173-188). In Du Fu’s couplet, “flower” and “bird” are under the category 
of flora and fauna while “tear” and “heart” are emotive nouns related to the human body. These 
examples, among others in the poem, illustrate the complexity of the stylised form and Du’s mastery of 
it. For details on the traditionally prescribed categories for use in forming antithesis, see versification 
handbooks such as Wang Li’s Hanyu shilü xue 漢語詩律學 (A Study of Chinese Versification).  
感 時 花 濺 淚， 
Feel Time Flower Splash Tears 
(verb) (noun) (noun) (verb) (noun) 
     
恨 別 鳥 驚 心。 
Hate Separation Bird Startle Heart 
(verb) (noun) (noun) (verb) (noun) 
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grammatical rules requiring “a host of little prepositions, articles, conjunctions, modal 
auxiliaries, prefixes and suffixes to make sense.” (Turner 2014: 256)  
Resulting from the linguistic differences between Chinese and English, not as 
many levels of parallelism are constructed in the translations. In terms of structural 
architecture, some translations approximate the neat structure of the original line by 
matching the word count between two lines of the couplet (e.g. Watson’s and 
Barnstone’s) while others match in syllable count (Owen’s). There are also 
translations like Payne’s and Synder’s which do not attempt either. 83  Fletcher’s 
translation is a rarity in which both syllable and word counts are the same, but the 
integrity of the original sense is compromised and the syntax is inverted (“a tear the 
flower stains” would more naturally be written/read as “a tear stains the flower”), thus 
undermining the fluidity of the reading experience. In terms of semantic 
correspondence, most translators stay relatively faithful to the content of the original 
couplet (Fletcher is a notable exception). Therefore, the semantic meaning of 
uncomplicated source characters (mostly nouns) is transported into English.84  But 
because of the grammatical items added, their positions in the lines do not match 
neatly. As for the syntactic composition of the couplet, the translated versions are 
generally not arranged according to the rigid requirement of strict matching between 
lines as in the original. Watson’s and Owen’s translations are better arranged, as a 
consistent syntactic structure between lines can be observed in their translated 
                                                          
83 See Table 5 “Translations of the Second Couplet in ‘Chunwang’” for specific numbers. 
84 Nouns such as 花 and 鳥 as well as 淚 and 心 are almost always straightforwardly translated as 
“flower” and “bird”, “tear” and “heart” in all renderings (the only exceptions are in the translations of 
Fletcher and Payne, where the former drops the element of the “heart” being startled in order to sustain 
his rhyming scheme and the later only implies “tears” as he renders 花濺淚 as “flowers are weeping”). 
The semantic content of verbs is more complicated as their translation involves other elements in the 
line and interpretation of the relationship between them. For example, the translation of 濺 varies from 
version to version: Fletcher translates it as “stain”, Payne and Snyder both uses “weep”, Owen chooses 
“splash (with tears)”, Watson prefers “draw (tears)” and Barnstone and Chow opt for “rain (tears)”, 
because translators have different understandings on the subject who carries out the action. The 
differences in interpretation shall be discussed later.  
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couplet. 85  Their renderings show that some translators do attempt to signify the 
parallelism required in couplets of the lüshi form, but it is not common practice. 
Moreover, at the risk of appearing to nit-pick, one may say that the English grammar 
(in the form of necessary articles and prepositions) dilute the effect of neatness and 
symmetry. Besides, a poem continuously translated in parallel syntactical structures 
may read unnaturally: while syntactic parallelism typically appears as complete 
sentences in Chinese poetry, English poetry tends to “pattern phrases in sequence in 
parallelism” (Greestein & O’Conner 2012: 999). One translator even comments that 
“[i]n English, an exact parallel in sound or grammar between two adjacent lines sounds 
heavy and contrived because [the lines] are not varied by the Chinese system of tonal 
contrasts.” (Turner 2014: 256) Owing to grammatical constraints and linguistic/poetic 
habits (parallel structures in English poetry tend to be shorter phrases instead of full 
sentences), translators generally do not force their renderings to fully replicate the 
multidimensional parallelism.  
   By now the example of “Chunwang” has shown that many formal features 
which define classical Chinese poetry — rhyme, tonal regulation, semantic rhythm 
and parallelism have difficulties finding their way into English translations. Some 
versifying-translators, especially those of the earlier generation, attempt to replace 
Chinese formal elements with near-corresponding elements of the receptor language. 
After the time of Fletcher and Giles, the importance of formal features in translation 
declines. Some critics and scholars have even commented that “most examples of the 
existing corpus [of translated classical Chinese poetry] ignore formal constraint” 
                                                          
85 The syntactic structure observed in Watson’s translated couplet (feeling the times, flowers draw tears; 
// hating separation, birds alarm the heart) is as follows: gerund + conceptual noun + comma + noun of 
nature + verb + emotive noun. Owen’s version (Moved by the moment, flowers splash with tears, // 
alarmed at parting, birds startle the heart) is defined by a similar pattern, only his couplet starts with a 
past participle instead of a gerund.  
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(Cayley 1995: 770) and that “poetic elements [and poetic form by extension] became 
the least of the translators’ concerns” (Hung 2000: 225). While the later translators 
indeed do not aim to fit the content into mimetic or analogous poetic form, to say that 
they “ignore” formal considerations is perhaps unfair. As reflected in the examination 
above, translators do utilise various means designed to reflect some aspects of the 
original form. Such efforts are sporadic and dependent upon the manoeuvrable space 
in various situations (different poems, couplets, lines, phrases), but they should not go 
unacknowledged.  
  Besides, when translators are unable to convey formal elements in the 
translated texts, anthologists (in some cases it is the role of the anthologist, since 
translator and anthologist can be the same person/team) render editorial assistance so 
that the matter of form is not completely lost in translation, as readers are made aware 
of the issue and its specificities. Introductions and prefaces are common venues for 
anthologist(-translators) to explain the formal composition of classical Chinese poetry. 
They also give their apologias and explanations there for not reproducing formal 
elements completely. In addition, anthologists such as Lau and Minford have even 
arranged for certain translations to appear in conjunction with “sensitive analysis of 
the form” (2000: 816). Therefore, even though translated texts cannot communicate 
the original poetic form in its entirety, paratextual devices are used as compensational 
measures to illustrate what cannot be achieved in translation.  
 Thus far, the examination of translation has been centred on the topic of form, 
as it is a key element of poetry. But there is more to poetry than poetic form, since  
“[n]o prosodic form can guarantee good poetry by itself” (Kwong 2013: 137). The 
following moves on to give a brief discussion on the translations of non-formal aspects 
of classical Chinese poetry such as its preference for impersonal statements.   
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The Chinese language is syntactically less rigid, and in poetry the freedom 
accorded by the language is amplified, as we commonly encounter lines without any 
personal pronouns or subjects. The effect this indeterminacy brings is the opening up 
of “an aesthetic space for readers to enter and re-enter for multiple perceptions.” (Yip 
1997: xiii) In the second couplet of “Chunwang”, the subjects of the first disyllabic 
segments are unspecified. The omission of subjects creates ambiguity as it invites 
many interpretations. Since there are no defined subjects in the disyllabic segments in 
both lines, readers will logically wonder whether the narration is voiced from the 
perspective of Du Fu or the objects of nature (i.e. flower and bird) in the subsequent 
trisyllabic segments. On a textual level, since there are no other subjects present, one 
would conclude that couplet is written from the point of view of the flower and bird. 
However, on an empirical level, we know that it is impossible for flowers to weep and 
there is no way to ascertain if a bird is startled in its heart. Therefore, we logically 
conclude that it is Du Fu who weeps as he is affected by times of hardship (and his 
tear stains the flower); it is also Du Fu who is startled in the heart (by a bird). The 
Chinese language and the original text enable a two layer effect which allows rich 
potential interpretations, and the different interpretations each have its own validity. 
If the couplet is interpreted from the human (Du Fu's) point of view, it is implied that 
nature stands separate and indifferent to human sufferings, thus highlighting the 
insignificance and transience of all human affairs compared to nature. But if nature is 
understood as the active agent which sheds tears and feels startled, then human and 
nature are connected since the latter gives physical expression to the emotions of the 
former, suggesting that the two are actually a unified whole (Fuller 2005: 74-77, Cai 
2008: 166-7). These readings are not exclusive, a native reader steeped in the source 
culture could and would appreciate both. 
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Faced with a source text impregnated with connotative richness which stems 
from syntactic ambiguity, translators handle the issue mostly in two ways. Some 
translators try to approximate the ambiguity by withholding personal pronouns 
throughout the couplet. For example, in Watson’s version (feeling the times, flowers 
draw tears; // hating separation, birds alarm the heart) there is still a certain sense of 
impersonal ambiguity since he does not supply a subject for the first segments, nor 
does he provide personal pronouns to indicate whose heart is alarmed and whose tear 
is drawn. Provided that the readers are equipped with the instinct to do so, this 
approach leaves room for imaginable and multiple interpretations. However, it may 
also cause confusion for the uninitiated reader, who is the anticipated audience of 
many anthologies.  
Another way through which translators address ambiguity is to simply bypass 
it. They frame their translations in a chosen perspective and then supply the missing 
syntactic links. The most obvious example is to be found in the second line (I hate this 
separation, yet birds startle my heart) of Barnstone and Chow’s translation. They have 
decided to let Du Fu be the voice of the narrative, therefore they have inserted the 
subject “I” into the first segment and added the possessive pronoun “my” in front of 
“heart” to further signify that it is the narrator who is startled, not the bird. Critics such 
as Yip Wai-lim would call this kind of translation a “gross distortion”, as the “tyranny 
of the framing functions of the English language” limits the potential of the source 
poem (1997: xiii-xiv). As an alternative, he proposes word-for-word translation aid by 
only “minimal workable syntax” (in fact this is actualised in his own anthology).  
However, other practitioners (and possibly readers) feel that such contrived attempts 
at re-creating the intensity of classical Chinese poetry “too often yields a poem that 
reads like pidgin English.” (Chow 2005: lxxi) Barnstone and Chow’s method 
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prioritises readability and semantic clarity over the retaining potential meaning in the 
translated text. The rich potential of classical Chinese poetry is explained in the 
introduction to their anthology. So even though this kind of translations can only 
express one of the interpretations, all is not completely lost because the reader is made 
aware of such potential. 
Due to constraints of space, I can only give a brief analysis of a single poem. 
But I hope to have shown that the translators’ treatment of formal and non-formal 
features stems from different expectations for their translated texts. Versifiers such as 
Fletcher and Giles are form-focused, working to fit the source content into their native 
poetic form. In doing so, they have prioritised a poetic form which readers find 
familiar over semantic fidelity. By adapting their material to the dominant poetics of 
the target culture,86 they acculturate Chinese poetry into English, thus making their 
work more approachable for the expected readership (“the average foreign resident in 
China” and “the general public”). Their goal is not necessary to impart knowledge 
through translating accurately, but rather to let the Anglo-American world get 
acquainted with the then still unfamiliar and exotic China through appreciating their 
poetry. The poems translated for the readers may not be the most authentic reflection 
of the nation and its culture as the translation process have already homogenised, to a 
certain extent, the literary and cultural attributes of the source poems. But since the 
translated poems take on a familiar form, it is perhaps easier to feel interested and 
empathy for a seemingly alien nation and culture, thereby serving their purpose.  
                                                          
86 Besides Fletcher and Giles, other translators choosing to versify their renderings of Chinese poetry 
include William Alexander Parsons Martin, Charles Budd, Launcelot Alfred Cranmer-Byng, Helel 
Waddel and C.E.R. Allen. They have all, one way or another, domesticated China’s poetry to fit the 
“Victoria style”, therefore showing that in the late 19th to early 20th century, the norms in translation 
Chinese poetry is to conform to the target culture versification rules.  (Zhu 2009: 43-4,55-6) 
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  Translations produced after Fletcher and Giles’s times grow increasingly 
academic, so are the translators who produce them and the readers they are intended 
for. More and more so, classical Chinese poetry in translation is conceived by 
specialist scholars, printed by academic publishers, and produced with classroom 
needs in mind. These scholarly translations are marked by attentiveness to semantic 
fidelity and clarity over all else. This is not to say that formal considerations are 
completely disregarded, as we have seen that the later translators do attempt to produce 
some sort of formal equivalent or signify the original form when possible, but it is 
commonly done so when no significant changes will be made to the (perceived) 
meaning. Another characteristic of scholarly translations is that they are often 
accompanied by extensive and detailed materials such as introductions, prefaces, 
footnotes and annotations. Besides providing necessary background information, they 
are also frequently used as paratextual remedies to compensate the inadequacies in the 
translations. If the translation cannot express certain aspects (formal, cultural or 
otherwise) of classical Chinese poetry, the paratextual devices at least inform the 
readership of what is weakened or incommunicable, and what could be possible.   
 The use of paratextual devices comes with drawbacks. In the words of Waley, 
“by the time the reader has coped with the necessary explanations he is likely to have 
lost the mood in which one reads a poem as a poem, rather than as a document.” 
(1970:105) As the trend of translating classical Chinese poetry grows more and more 
academic, factual knowledge (about Chinese culture, history, poetic form, and specific 
information one would encounter in a poem such as allusions and conventional 
symbols) becomes the priority of the target text. Thick translation87 is an effective 
                                                          
87 By “thick translation”, I refer to the concept put forward by Appiah, which denotes the kind of 
translation “that seeks with its annotations and its accompanying glosses to locate the text in a rich 
cultural and linguistic context” (1993: 817). The term is coined in analogy to the anthropological notion 
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means to introduce Chinese poetry/literature/culture in depth and in its own terms, but 
when translators focus heavily on the message and ignore the medium, the literary 
appeal of classical Chinese poetry diminishes. As an issue of translation, this problem 
is not exclusive to the genre of poetry, but as Eva Hung points out, poetry in translation 
will “suffer considerably more than other genres” (2000: 227). Poetry is the integration 
of meaning with form and sound. But as illustrated before, many formal and auditory 
features of classical Chinese poetry cannot be expressed in English. If the remaining 
component is heavily burdened with footnotes and explanations, then reading classical 
Chinese poetry and learning about China through it may lose its appeal.  
 The problem of translated classical Chinese poetry losing its appeal may find 
a solution in the act of anthologising. To completely avoid notes or annotations in 
anthologies is not possible (nor advisable since it offers context), but through careful 
selection and planning, poets (and poems) requiring heavily explanation may be 
interspaced with those whose charm lies in effortless simplicity and communicable 
naturalness. In this way, the experience of reading an anthology of translated classical 
Chinese poetry as a whole may be more enjoyable. Furthermore, anthologising the 
work of multiple translators could be another solution as well. As Paull Kroll notes, 
when an anthology “exhibits enough different translators, every reader is bound to 
find several styles that please” (2002: 991). Lastly, as anthologists enjoy a relative 
degree of autonomy and freedom (that of the translators’ is prescribed by the source 
text and the linguistic capacities of the English language in comparison), they have 
more leeway in their role to include “pieces that are animated and aesthetically 
pleasing, since these are often the most attractive and memorable” (Mair 1994: xxvii) 
                                                          
“thick description”, which is made well-known by Ryle and Geertz. See Hermans 2003, Venuti 2000 
and Flynn 2010.  
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for readers, both in school or at home. Anthologists can use (and indeed have used) 
interesting and unusual specimens of Chinese poetry to balance the complicated but 
necessary ones. The work of the anthologists and that of the translators are mutually 
dependent and powerful. Working together, they enable that the Anglo-American 
readership gets a compact, coherent and intriguing representation of Tang poetry in an 
anthology. On a higher level, they are also capable of “establishing foreign writers, 
works, literary genres or even a whole body of foreign literature in translation” (Chan 
2015: 54), as the case study on Han Shan will show in what follows.  
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Case Study: The Han Shan Phenomenon  
 
This part of the thesis probes into the case of Han Shan’s drastically elevated 
stature to further the discussion on anthologist-translators’ role as shaper of literary 
perception. Through this case study, an extension of Chapter 3, the power and 
capabilities of the anthologist-translator are seen more clearly. With the example of 
Han Shan, the general observations regarding anthologising and translation made in 
previous chapters will be highlighted, and the circumstances and factors which 
influence anthologist-translators to favour and promote Han Shan will also be 
considered in greater detail. 
 
Han Shan is a figure of uncertain identity and stature in traditional Chinese 
literature. From his time of existence to identity, and from the poems’ authorship to 
their merit, these issues continue to be debated. Yet the suspense and uncertainty do 
not seem to trouble the Anglo-American readership, as Han Shan, since the 1960s, has 
been one of the most widely-read Chinese poets in the West to date, claiming a fame 
competitive with that of major poets such as the trio Du Fu, Li Bai and Wang Wei. 
Since the Han Shan phenomenon of contrasting prestige originates from his 
lack of appeal among the traditional Chinese readership, a look into the poet’s 
background, the rejection he faces and its underlying causes will be relevant.  
Very little can be ascertained about Han Shan. Traditionally, Han Shan is 
believed to have lived between 627-649 (Emperor Taizong’s太宗 reign) because the 
putative author of the preface to Han Shan’s collection of 307 poems, Lüqiu Yin閭丘
胤, is documented to have served at the Taishan 台山 prefecture during that time.88 
                                                          
88 Other than his collection of poems and its preface, there are no other authoritative documents which 
can help concretely determine his background. “The Preface to the Poems of Han Shan” 寒山子詩集
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However, scholars such as Hu Shi 胡適 and Yu Jiaxi 余嘉錫 conclude from their 
respective studies that Han Shan lived during 700-780 or 691-795 instead (Hu 2014: 
248).  These different speculations are all based on the premise that Han Shan is indeed 
a real historical figure. However, this assumption has also been contested by some 
researchers as well. Some of them believe Han Shan to be fictional, created in 
an attempt to substantiate the collection of poems; others allege that due to the 
linguistic and philosophical discrepancies in the poems, that Han Shan is an allonym 
taken up by more than one nameless poet. The mysteries surrounding Han Shan are 
well evinced by these disputes, among many others such as the editorship of the 
collection, its genesis as well as evolution, all of which may never be settled.  
Put simply, Han Shan is a minor figure in the traditional Chinese literary 
system. The collection of Han Shan poems is kept out of the traditional canon and is 
absent from major anthologies. Besides the five Ming and Qing anthologies surveyed 
in Chapter 2, Han Shan’s work is also excluded from Tangshi jishi 唐詩紀事 from the 
Song period and Tang yin 唐音 from the Yuan period (Cui 2010:7), showing that the 
lack of recognition given to Han Shan has been persistent. It took Han Shan and his 
collection around one thousand years to finally be included in Quan Tangshi 全唐詩, 
but even then the inclusion is not an indication of poetic merit.89 
Han Shan did receive brief popular attention during the May Fourth Movement, 
but it did not last. In the 1920s to 30s, an interest in Han Shan and his poems surfaced 
when reform in language and literature were called for in the cultural movement (Kahn 
                                                          
序 by Lüqiu Yin has been dismissed by some as a forgery because of the loopholes in its chronology. 
But a relatively more open attitude also exists among the scholarly discussions of Han Shan, treating it 
as a “first-hand historical account” (Cui 2010:8) with considerable credibility. 
89 Quan Tangshi is a government-commissioned collection compiled in 1707 and intended to be an 
exhaustive repository of all surviving Tang poems. Han Shan’s inclusion in this non-selective 
compilation, therefore, does not suggest affirmation for his poetic merit. Rather, it only means that Han 
Shan’s poems are documented in the archive of Tang poetry.    
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1986: 143). In Hu Shi’s Baihua wenxueshi 白話文學史 , Han Shan is glorified 
alongside Wang Fanzhi 王梵志 (?-670) and Wang Ji王績(585-644) as the pioneer of 
vernacular poetry (Hu 1989:47). As one of the few poets who writes in the vernacular, 
Han Shan fits the reformative agenda, and thus became a subject of interest during the 
movement. But the celebration of him and his poems are highly charged with 
utilitarian expediency. Thus when vernacular Chinese was accepted as the official 
written language, the short-lived enthusiasm for Han Shan faded away, and Han Shan 
was once again relegated to a minor position.  
 Han Shan is traditionally belittled because of religious-philosophical reasons, 
especially taken in an aesthetic context. Han Shan’s collection of poems carries a 
mixture of religious-philosophical messages. Chung Ling, one of the earlier scholars 
who studied the Han Shan phenomenon, observes that:   
 
The persona of these poems upholds the doctrine of Buddhism as well as that 
of Taoism; however, because this persona did not live in temple, he is not 
necessarily a monk, and since he ridiculed Taoist alchemy, nor is he a 
wholehearted religious Taoist. This persona never proclaimed himself to be a 
Buddhist monk or Taoist priest. … The Cold Mountain Poems Speak of the 
Wheel and retribution, so they would certainly be sneered at by the 
Confucianists who follow the teaching of ‘never speaking of prodigies, 
violence, disorders, and spirits’子不語怪力亂神. … Because of their religious 
and philosophical flavour, Cold Mountain Poems were neglected by the 
Orthodox tradition in China… (Chung 1980: 87-8) 
 
 
Previous researchers attribute the orthodoxy’s rejection of Han Shan to the mixed 
“religious and philosophical flavour” in his poems. While it should be made clear that 
religion, or more specifically Buddhism, is not a sufficient reason for any poet or poem 
to be routinely ignored, 90 the Han Shan collection is actually a synthesis of various 
strands of philosophical and/or religious thought, couched in verse form.  
                                                          
90 Even though Buddhism is not as major an influence as Confucianism and Taoism, Buddhist poetry 
is nonetheless an established and acknowledged part of the tradition. A convenient example to illustrate 
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The incompatibility between Han Shan’s poems and the traditional Chinese 
aesthetic preferences is another, perhaps more important, cause for the poet’s inferior 
standing in the tradition. The content of Han Shan’s poems includes personal 
expressions, social criticisms and religious messages. Admittedly, some of the poems, 
especially those depicting landscape and portraying the writer’s state of mind, are 
indeed composed beautifully, so much so that they even appeal to foreign translators 
and readers. But a substantial portion of the collection is “little more than conventional 
satires on the follies of the world or Buddhist sermons on the sin of meat-eating or 
other doctrinal matters…” (Watson 1984: 259). This evaluation is echoed by Chinese 
critics. In Liu Dajie’s 劉大杰 Zhongguo wenxue fazhanshi 中國文學發展史(History 
of Chinese Literary Development),  Han Shan’s poems are characterised as 
“indistinguishable from Buddhist hymns” 詩偈不分 (1958: 54); in a monograph 
dedicated to the collation and criticism of Han Shan’s poems, they are critiqued as 
“acutely lacking in spiritual resonance” 寒山詩最欠神韻  (Qian 1998: 296) and 
“somewhat crude in language and wanting charm” 語句稍嫌粗淺而無韻致 (ibid.: 
123). An example which may support these criticisms is poem number 70 91 of Han 
Shan’s original collection:  
 
豬吃死人肉， 
人吃死豬腸；  
豬不嫌人臭， 
人反道豬香。  
豬死拋水內， 
                                                          
the recognition granted to works by poet-monks would be the inclusion of poems by Jiao Ran 皎然 and 
Jia Dao 賈島 (a monk turned official) in Tangshi sanbaishou. Buddhist influences are even traceable 
in some of Wang Wei’s selected poems (also dubbed as shifo 詩彿, poetic Buddha) such as “luchai” 鹿
柴 (“Deer Enclosure”). The inclusion of these poets and poems in an anthology as selective as Tangshi 
Sanbaishou shows that within the literary tradition, poets with a religious background do not necessarily 
suffer from systematic bias.   
91 Han Shan’s poems do not have titles. They are thus usually referred to by their first lines or by their 
number in appearance order in the original collection.  
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人死掘地藏；  
彼此莫相吃， 
蓮花生沸湯。 (ibid.: 183) 
 
 
Pigs devour dead human flesh 
humans savour dead pig guts 
pigs don't mind human stink 
humans say pork smells fine 
throw dead pigs in the river 
bury human bodies deep 
if they ever stop eating each other 
lotuses will bloom in boiling soup   (Red Pine 2000: 85) 
 
Han Shan is very forthright in his condemnation of animal-killing and openly 
preaches religious teachings. Evaluated against the traditional aesthetics which values 
restraint and prefers implicit grace in poetic language, his poems may read too explicit 
and didactic to be considered as “proper poetry”. Poems similar to the one quoted 
above are not rare in Han Shan’s collection, other examples include poem number 207 
and 267. In fact, it has been identified that there are over 80 poems in the 307-poem 
collection which engage in religious preaching (Qian 1998: 76). Accordingly, it comes 
as no surprise when Siku quanshu 四庫全書 states that Han Shan’s poetry “cannot be 
evaluated by [normal] standards of poetry” 不可復以詩格繩之 (Ye 2005: 19), 
implying that the traditional orthodoxy is critical of the poetic merit, or lack thereof, 
in Han Shan's work. That Han Shan’s mode of expression is colloquial vernacular 
instead of the classical language further separates the collection apart as iconoclastic. 
The poems’ non-conventional nature and lack of refinement (in a traditional sense) 
are perhaps the most relevant reasons for their marginalisation in the Chinese tradition 
and why they have been kept out of the canon. 
Posing as a stark contrast to his mostly apathetic reception in China, Han 
Shan’s (or Cold Mountain as he is often translated literally into) popularity in the West 
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is enduring and widespread. Han Shan attracted the interest of Arthur Waley after the 
second world war, and is first translated into English by him in 1954. Subsequent 
translations by Gary Snyder (1958), Burton Watson (1962), Red Pine (1983, 2000) 
and Robert Henricks (1990) followed, and interest Han Shan continued well into the 
21st century.92 In fact, Han Shan is among a very small group of poets whose entire 
body of work is available in English (Hung 2000: 226).  
Even more indicative of the special position Han Shan occupies in the Anglo-
American literary landscape is his frequent appearance in translated anthologies. In 
1965, Han Shan made his debut as Snyder’s Cold Mountain in Cyril Birch and Donald 
Keene’s Anthology of Chinese Literature. The following decades witnessed Han Shan 
becoming a regular figure in many other anthologies, those surveyed and discussed in 
Chapter 3(a) included. So often anthologised, Han Shan and his poems can no longer 
be considered as minor. Instead, as members of academia would later come to realise, 
anthologist-translators “canonised [Han Shan’s poems] as masterpieces of Chinese 
Literature in English translation.” (Chung 2011: 545) 
 That Han Shan is frequently anthologised despite his continued rejection in 
China is exceptional. What is even more remarkable is the relatively large space Han 
Shan’s poems are allotted in anthologies. In the compilation of an anthology where 
constraints of space frequently trouble the editor(s),93 the size of a segment allotted to 
each poet is necessarily measured to reflect his/her conceived relative importance. 
                                                          
92 Listed above are only some of the better-known translators of Han Shan. Others who attempted to 
render the poet’s work include Wu Chi-Yu 吳其昱 (1957), Edward Schafer (1975), Eugene Eoyang 
(1975), Xu Yuan-zhong 許淵冲 (1994), Peter Stambler (1996), Stephen Owen (1996), Peter Hobson 
(2003), Tony Barnstone (2005), Davind Hinton (2008) and J.P. Seaton (2009). They all helped along 
Han Shan’s journey to the West. Special credit, however, must be given to Gary Snyder as the catalyst 
of Han Shan’s feverish reception in America. His 24 Cold Mountain Poems were very well 
received among the Beat Generation, and considered very fashionable in the 1950s - 60s.  
93 For example, Liu and Lo disclose in the preface to Sunflower Splendor that they originally selected 
1300 poems to be published in the collection. But due to limitations of space, they reduced the size of 
the book by one-third. It was a reluctant decision both anthologists found regrettable (Liu and Lo 1975: 
xi). 
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Table 6 in the appendix lists out Han Shan’s number of selected poems in various 
anthologies (those reviewed in Chapter 3(a) and a few others which were not). From 
it we can see that through the decisions and actions of anthologist-translators, Han 
Shan has not only risen from oblivion in his home culture, but is also placed in a 
prestigious position no other minor figure has ever laid claim to. 
Table 6 illustrates that Han Shan’s reception in Anglo-American culture is 
greatly different from that in the source culture. In contrast to his absence in Chinese 
anthologies, Han Shan has become a staple in many major anthologies of translated 
Tang poetry/classical Chinese literature (out of the nine anthologies surveyed in 
Chapter 3(a), he is only left out in the earliest three). Beyond that, other than a few 
exceptions (Liu & Lo’s Sunflower and Owen’s ACL) which show the general tendency, 
Han Shan is often highlighted in translated anthologies, sometimes promoted to a 
significant literary position comparable to that of the grand trio Du Fu, Li Bai (as in 
Mair’s CA) and Wang Wei (in Weinberger’s New Directions Anthology), at times even 
surpassing them (in Birch & Keene’s Anthology of Chinese Literature and Watson’s 
CBCP). It should be noted that in the three anthologies not reviewed in Chapter 3(a) 
but listed in Table 6, Han Shan appears alongside only a small number of Tang poets 
(Birch and Keene’s collection anthologised only 15 Tang poets, Weinberger has three 
more, and Hinton only 13). These anthologists’ insistence on including Han Shan 
despite the small size of their anthology/Tang section of their collection implies that 
Han Shan has become an essential component of translated Tang poetry/classical 
Chinese literature. Some scholars deem the anthologising and promotion of Han Shan 
as being akin to “rewriting the history of Chinese literature” (Chung 1996: 57), as the 
minor figure in the source culture achieves an unimaginable status abroad. 
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Han Shan owes his prominent status and common appearances in Anglo-
American anthologies to a matrix of reasons. Some are language and culture related, 
presenting themselves as favourable and timely opportunities which may be 
capitalised, but largely beyond the anthologist-translators’ control. For example, an 
advantage inherent in Han Shan’s poem is that the contrast between Han Shan’s 
vernacular language and the classical language is less noticeable in translation. In his 
home culture, Han Shan’s use of vernacular language is partly responsible for his 
exclusion from the traditional canon, which is dominated by poets who expressed 
themselves in the classical language.94 A fundamental tension exists between Han 
Shan’s poems and the aesthetic inclination of classical Chinese poetry. However, 
when translated into English, the stark differences between Han Shan’s vernacular 
poetry and classical poetry grows less conspicuous, at times even indistinguishable. 
Since the difference is hard to communicate in translation, Western readers, unlike 
their Chinese counterparts, have little reason to belittle Han Shan based on language. 
In translation, differences between the vernacular and classical languages are 
equalised in Han Shan’s favour. Of course, to say that Han Shan’s poetic language is 
in itself an advantage does not discount the contributions of his anthologist-translators, 
as they undoubtedly play a decisive role in Han Shan’s canonisation in the West.  
Firstly, that Han Shan’s poems are translated into English already satisfies the 
fundamental and necessary condition for the poet’s internationalisation and 
                                                          
94 Liu Ts’un-yan’s柳存仁, for example, says this about vernacular poetry from the Early and High 
Tang periods and Han Shan in his Zhongguo wenxue shi 中國文學史 (History of Chinese Literature): 
“Even though vernacular poetry is read popularly, they lack literary refinement and implicitness. From 
an aesthetic point of view, vernacular poetry has very little to be praised for, except for its capacity to 
reflect the social circumstances then. … one of the most famous vernacular poet during that time [Early 
and High Tang periods] is Wang Fanzhi王梵志. Others include monks like Han Shan, Feng Gan and 
Shi De” 白話詩歌…雖比較能通俗流傳，卻缺乏文學上的修飾和含蓄，在藝術的立場看來，除
了它的社會性，是沒有多大應當讚美稱頌的地方的。…白話詩人最出名的有王梵志。還有一
部份高僧如寒山、豐干、拾得等人。(1956: 118-119) 
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canonisation, for without being translated, Han Shan would “still suffer from being 
regarded as ‘dead’ or ‘marginalised’ in the English-speaking world.” (Wang 2014: 
80)95 As famously noted by Walter Benjamin, translators and translations bestow 
literary works with an “after life” or “continued life” (Benjamin 1997: 153), without 
which they continue to be nonexistent and marginalised in the international literary 
stage. Besides, Han Shan is not simply translated by any translators; his translators 
include some of the most renowned practitioners in the field such as Arthur Waley and 
Burton Watson. 96 These translators’ reputation also attracts attention by itself, thus 
giving Han Shan an extra advantage. The fine quality of their work helps Han Shan 
win approval as well. In Waley’s version, for example, he is praised as being 
“mellifluous throughout” (Kahn 1986: 169). In Gary Snyder’s, the poems “read like 
[true] poetry” (Hawkes 1962: 596). In the hands of translators whose command of the 
target language is beyond doubt, Han Shan gains an edge over poets without such good 
fortune (of being translated and by such good translators). Unlike some classical 
Chinese poets who may find their literary charm discounted in English, Han Shan 
finds himself “improved in translation” (Barnstone and Chou 2005: 200), thanks in no 
small part to his translators. 
Besides, by exercising their aesthetic judgement to decide which poems from 
Han Shan’s corpus to translate, translators magnified the overall artistic value of Han 
Shan’s, therefore giving the marginalised poet claim for canonicity and ultimately 
redefined the canonical landscape. In the original collection containing over three 
hundred poems, the aesthetic merit of the poems varies from piece to piece. Even 
Burton Watson, having translated one hundred of Han Shan’s poem and introduced 
                                                          
95 Wang Ning also says that “[i]f a literary work is to be included in the canon of world literature, it 
should have undergone translation and critical discussion in another language and cultural context.” 
(ibid.: 72) 
96 Seen as “something of an American Waley” by some. See Cayley 1995: 763.  
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him in CBCP as a “major Tang poet”, has also admitted that a portion of Han Shan’s 
work is “conventional” (1984: 259). Therefore, by applying certain criteria of 
selection when they decide what to translate, translators refine away mediocre pieces 
in the collection. Owing to translators who chose poems of higher aesthetic merit to 
represent his entire collection, Han Shan appears more deserving of acclaim than his 
original collection in its entirety would suggest.  
 Another means through which the appeal of Han Shan is enhanced by 
anthologist-translators is through their organisation of the translated poems. Han 
Shan’s original collection does not follow any organising principles, but some 
anthologist-translators of Han Shan make their own arrangements to create a narrative 
flow within their selected translations. For example, in Birch and Keene’s Anthology 
of Chinese Literature, where 24 Han Shan poems translated by Gary Snyder are 
included, Han Shan’s poems are structured to narrate his pursuit of spiritual 
transcendence, and the vacillating moods he experiences. The section begins with the 
poet expressing joy from finding a “good place to settle” in Cold Mountain (Birch & 
Keene 1965: 197, poem no.5). Han Shan’s contentment in solitary life away from 
“cities of boiling red dust” (ibid.: 199, poem no.12) is communicated subsequently. 
However, the audience is also given opportunities to hear about Han Shan’s 
lamentations of loneliness in lines such as “I face my lone shadow, suddenly my eyes 
are bleared with tears” (ibid.: 198, poem no. 10). Before it ends, the narration takes a 
positive turn and concludes with Han Shan reaffirming his way of life: “alone — I 
hum a song — utterly without regret” (ibid.: 202, poem no. 21). Through the 
anthologist-translator’s deliberate planning, narrative turns are supplied to the poems, 
and the section tells a coherent story. Such a narrative with a beginning, an end and 
plot twists in between is more interesting to read and easier to follow than the original 
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collection. Anthologist-translators crafted a more readable and intriguing Han Shan in 
their collections. It is therefore understandable that he finds a bigger audience in the 
West than at home.   
The factor of practical considerations resurfaces again in Birch and Keen’s 
decision to include 24 Han Shan poems translated by Snyder. The previous sections 
mention that ready-to-use translations offers an operational convenience to 
anthologist-translators, and incentivises the inclusion and/or highlighting of certain 
previously translated poets. Having seen that Han Shan is frequently and extensively 
represented by pre-existing translations in anthologies, a critical reader would be 
curious to know why Han Shan is an attractive subject for translators and anthologists. 
This question finds answer in the cultural conditions which first engendered interest 
in Han Shan.  
Culturally speaking, Han Shan’s poems speak to generations of readers in a 
way responsive to the particular cultural-historical background. To the post-war 
intellectuals, Han Shan’s poems were part of the countercultural narrative which is 
“useful as a criticism against modernity … [as they] transmit the importance of nature, 
religion and sense of the past.” (Fung 2001: 36) For the Beat generation in the 1960s 
who are rebellious against social constraints, the reclusive hermit was looked up to 
and followed as a role model (Hung 1999: 101). As for the general readers interested 
in Buddhism, pleasure is found in the poems’ “Buddhist images of spiritual ascension” 
(Kahn 1986: 143). Han Shan’s enthusiastic reception in the West is strongly connected 
to the historical and cultural background of the post-war eras.97 The poet and his work 
provide inspirations for different cultural phenomena such as the Hippie movement 
                                                          
97 See previous researches such as Hu 2011, Fung 2001, Chung 1996 and Kahn 1986 for more details.  
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and environmental campaigns (Song 1994: 232-6), thus attracting translators and 
readers, and solidifying his special standing in the Anglo-American culture.  
Considering Han Shan’s capability to attract Western readers, the 
extensiveness and frequency of his poems being translated and anthologised perhaps 
entail considerations of commercial interests as well. While this thesis is largely based 
on the premise that the formation of an anthology depends on factors such as aesthetic 
judgements, ideological and social norms as well as pedagogical effects, it would be 
naive to ignore that financial profit also has decisive effects on an anthology. David 
Damrosch, editor of The Longman Anthology of World Literature, admits that 
publishers and the market exert control on representation. He says that “[t]he 
publisher’s concern is naturally that they want to sell copies of the book; they want to 
reach the market.” (Hao 2014: 5) Therefore, while familiar and representative poets 
and texts are expected, there is also innovative quota to be met, since originality sells 
(ibid., Kilcup 2004: 117-8).  
An anthology is likely going to sell better if it offers some new and refreshing 
choices. This practical understanding helps one realises why many anthologies of 
translated Chinese poetry/literature (at least those reviewed in the previous part) are 
designed to have different emphasis from one another (such as Fletcher’s Gems 
highlighting the quality of peace in his selections, Sunflower Splendor making special 
efforts to introduce the underrepresented poets and poems, and CA and Anchor Book 
marketed as iconoclastic collections which skew the canon). Besides literary diversity 
and pedagogical effects, such designs carry pragmatic, economic implications as well. 
They are the anthologies’ unique selling points and potential reasons for consumers to 
choose one over others. In this sense, the inclusion of Han Shan’s poems has the added 
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value of helping an anthology distinguish itself as special, giving anthologist-
translators more reasons to feature the poet. 
 It needs to be acknowledged that Han Shan’s valorisation in the West is an 
unusual convergence of factors involving the right time (post-WWII) and people 
(anthologist-translators). Such opportune conditions are hard to replicate, and thus 
Han Shan’s success is perhaps singular. No other Chinese poet has achieved as great 
a leap in literary stature as him, since “most English translators [and anthologists] are 
governed by Chinese evaluations of individual poets.” (Hung 2000: 226) However, 
Han Shan’s example does effectively illustrate how influential anthologist-translators 
can be, since they work in a language setting where source language experts are 
marginalised in importance. 
Despite the opinion of the source culture, Han Shan is celebrated as an 
excavated gem in the Anglo-American world. Not only is he heavily anthologised, 
sharing the spotlight with the most renowned Chinese literary giants and sometimes 
even overshadowing them, Han Shan’s elevated status is also confirmed by his 
presence in collections like The Encyclopaedia of Literary Translation into English. 
Under the Chinese section of the volume, Han Shan appears alongside Bai Juyi, Du 
Fu, Han Yu, Li Bai, Li Shangyin, and Wang Wei as the only seven Tang poets to be 
listed in the encyclopaedia. His inclusion suggests that he is admitted into the canon 
of translated Chinese poetry/literature and occupies a central position in it. Beyond 
that, Han Shan also appears in anthologies of world literature such as The Norton 
Anthology of World Literature and The Longman Anthology of World Literature. He 
has gone a long way from being a little-known poet to becoming not only a central 
figure representing translated classical Chinese literature/ Tang poetry, but also one in 
the wider context of world literature as well.  
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Through Han Shan’s example, we see that as anthologist-translators translate 
a poet, include him in anthologies and strategically organise the translated poems, they 
are bestowing a new lease of life (possibly a robust one, as in Han Shan’s case) on the 
poet. In addition, when anthologist-translators choose to highlight a poet in a 
compilation, they direct the readership’s attention to the emphasised figure, and 
recontextualise the relationship in which the poet stands in relation to others. While 
one needs to be careful and not overstate the autonomy and capabilities of anthologist-
translators, since their work also is aided by various forces beyond their control, such 
as cultural conditions and preferences, the advantage of certain poetic languages and 
commercial interests, that anthologist-translators are important agents who shape the 
Anglo-American perception of classical Chinese poetry/literature is beyond doubt.  
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Chapter 4 Conclusion  
 
The introduction to one of the anthologies surveyed in Chapter 3 begins with 
an assertion which says, “there are no better means of instruction on China than letting 
China speak for herself” (Lau & Minford, 2000: xliv). But as we know now, “letting 
China speak for herself” in the format of a translated anthology necessarily entails 
tailoring source materials, purposefully arranging them to form a compact, coherent 
narrative, and mediating cultural and language differences. Therefore, China’s 
translated literature, or, what will be perceived as “China speaking for herself”, is 
actually filtered through anthologist-translators’ judgments and interpretations. 
Besides, literary or cultural exchanges are inseparable from intervening factors such 
as ideology, aesthetic predilections of the targeted readership, translatability and 
market considerations.  
 A small-scale historical survey of anthologies of Tang poetry, compiled at 
home and in the West, has been conducted in this study. Its purpose is to shed light on 
how the Anglo-American world formulates representations of China’s literary 
tradition in anthologies of translated Tang poetry, how these Anglo-American 
representations are different from the Chinese ones, and what circumstances and 
considerations exerted influences over their work.  
 This study has essentially adopted an evidence-based approach. Anthologist 
Sarah Lawall says that she sees “anthologies as a theoretically interesting form whose 
potential for opening up discourse has yet to be sufficiently explored” (2004: 47). Her 
observations are valid, as there are indeed few theoretical discussions revolving 
around anthologies and anthologising (and even fewer around translated anthologies). 
However, I have chosen not to use any specific theoretic framework in this study 
because for any discussion (theoretical or otherwise) to be meaningful and convincing, 
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it ought to be grounded in verifiable facts and evidence. Regrettably, basic factual 
information on anthologies of translated Tang poems which would facilitate 
theoretical discussions is scarce and scattered. It is noted that “the single most 
important venue for critically understanding anthologies has been book reviews” (Di 
Leo 2004: 7), but book reviews can be subjective, and they mostly focus on just the 
one anthology under review. There is thus room for an objective and diachronic study 
of anthologies based on evidence, and this thesis is an attempt at that. It is hoped that 
the information gathered in this research will aid future studies on the same topic, 
whatever their approaches may be.  
Up till now, anthologies of translated literature have remained in an area of 
academic inquiry which is understudied. The Routledge Encyclopaedia of Translation 
Studies describes anthologies of translations as “part of a ‘shadow culture’, over-
looked, by and large, by cultural critics, literary historians and translation scholars 
alike. Any attention they might have been afforded was desultory and rather 
unsophisticated.” (Frank 1998: 13) As a response, this research project studies the 
anthologising behaviours in both the source and target cultures, and investigates the 
various factors involved in the anthologising process. After an investigation of nine 
anthologies produced in the target culture and comparing them to their most renowned 
counterpart in the source culture, Tangshi sanbaishou, my findings can be summarised 
as follows: 
While the nine anthologies express different aims and emphases, a general 
description which would characterise the differences between them is that anthologies 
produced in the early 20th-century are oriented more towards “to delight”, while those 
published in latter decades gravitate more towards “to instruct”. This difference in 
orientation, along with the norms of translation, decide how the chosen poems are 
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rendered into English and how the target readers are to appreciate the translated 
poems. Anthologies not intended for classroom use prioritise the poetry-reading 
experience over semantic accuracy, and translate Tang poetry into English poetic 
conventions. As for collections anthologised with a more specific purpose (i.e. to serve 
as textbooks), their translations privilege knowledge (about Chinese history, culture 
and literary specificities such as allusions) over poetic experience. Most scholarly 
translations give up reproducing/mimicking the formal elements and auditory effect 
of Tang poetry in the translated texts (or only selectively preserve communicable ones 
which do not require significant deviations from the original sense). They are also 
frequently accompanied by pedagogical aids such as detailed introductions and 
extensive notes, suggested further readings, glossary, and so on. 
The duty to be representative of the source culture is observed by all 
anthologist-translators. But as the anthologising of Tang poetry becomes more 
common, anthologist-translators adopt a more expansive approach towards 
anthologising, and start to select, even highlight, “non-elite and nonstandard” (Mair 
1995: 231) members of the Chinese literary tradition in their collections. In both their 
prefatory statements and anthologising behaviours, anthologist-translators have 
generally shown respect for the source literary opinion (or at least the most important 
and unchallengeable part of it, such as the traditional recognition for the trio Du Fu, 
Li Bai and Wang Wei). This is attested by the fact that despite linguistic distances 
between Chinese and English making Du Fu’s dense and highly stylised poetry 
“difficult to translate” (Balcom 2005: 9), he is still the most frequently anthologised 
and translated poet in six out of nine surveyed anthologies. However, there are also 
anthologies which aim to be iconoclastic in their choices and intend to “skew the 
canon” (Barnstone and Chow 2005: xxxv). The choice to be iconoclastic is motivated 
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by many possible target-cultural factors, such as ease of translation, impulse for 
originality, the cultural and historical background at the time and personal interests. 
This signifies that while source-side considerations almost always exert a considerable 
pull over the anthologist’s decision, they are not the sole governing factors which 
influence the formation and configuration of the anthology. Target-side concerns 
frequently negotiate and rival with source-side ones to become the dominant factor on 
the agenda of anthologist-translators.  
Han Shan, the most dramatic example of elevation in literary status in this 
study, illustrates the host of factors and circumstances involved in the anthologising 
process. He also shows that anthologist-translators are powerful agents in shaping 
literary perception. The translators give Han Shan a new lease of life while the 
anthologists give him exposure and stature. Without losing sight of the favourable 
cultural conditions which aided Han Shan’s journey to the West, the anthologist-
translators’ contributing to introducing a foreign poet into the target culture and 
establishing him as a major figure are undeniable. 
Han Shan’s case is an anomaly. In fact, there exists a kind of opinion which 
holds that the “dislocation” or “displacement” of Han Shan in the target culture 
amounts to a kind of distortion, and “nothing Chinese gets transmitted.” (Chan 2003: 
332) While this view may be extreme, Han Shan’s unusual success in the West does 
make one wonder where the line between employing an expansive, inclusive 
anthologising strategy and misrepresentation (or even distortion) may lie.   
 When we look back to the origin of the concept of an anthology — “a 
collection of flowers”, it signifies a gathering of aesthetically pleasing writings. In its 
sense, artistic merit, being the only “intrinsic” factor in anthologising, should 
ultimately be the overriding principle. But since anthologies are often employed as an 
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educational instrument (in both China and the West), from a pedagogical standpoint 
(or simply on the level of a balanced introduction), different forms, styles, types of 
content, periods gender representation etc. of a literary tradition should be covered for 
the sake of comprehensiveness. Given a pedagogical purpose, what would originally 
be irrelevant to the anthologising decisions becomes relevant. Between being selective 
and inclusive, each anthologist has to exercise his own judgement to find a suitable 
“exchange rate” which suits his purpose best. 
 As a practitioner reflects, “[a]n anthology is by its nature a statement of taste 
and critical judgement [on the part of the anthologist].” (Lau 1995: 226) There is no 
formula to guarantee impartiality. But while anthologising cannot avoid subjectivity, 
what can and should be avoided are the following: any narrow agenda (political, moral, 
aesthetic, gender, etc.), inordinate personal bias, and so on. Here we recall that in 
Tangshi sanbaishou, intervening factors such as politics and dominant poetic theories 
impacted Sun Zhu’s compilation as well. But we have also observed that Sun has 
refrained from engaging in literary propaganda for the most part and emphasised 
aesthetic merit in his anthologising decisions. In Tangshi sanbaishou, an anthology 
still in wide circulation, the value of fairness and objectiveness in anthologising is 
demonstrated. 
 Finally, as this study comes to an end, it is perhaps pertinent to remind 
ourselves of the reality that while “[t]he tradition is a whole, no anthology can be that 
whole …. The anthologist could only create a version of a tradition (emphasis added)” 
(Owen 1997: xli). Users of anthologies ought to be more aware of that fact, and realise 
that the selections in an anthology are only part of the boarder range of authors and 
texts in the corpus of a literature. A raised awareness will hopefully remind readers 
not to take anthologies for granted, whether in the original language or in a translated 
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version. In the end, anthologies are stepping stones which should lead to more literary 
interaction and cultural understanding.  
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Tables and Appendices                          Table 1: Periodic and Generic Classification of Poems in Tangshi sanbaishou98 
 
Early Tang Period (7 Poems) 
 
Genre/ 
Poet 
5-ch. 
Gushi 
 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Gushi 
 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Lüshi 
7-ch. 
Lüshi 
 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Jueju 
 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Jueju 
 
Yuefu 
 
Total 
1. Shen Quanqi 沈佺期 — — — — 1 — 1 — — — — 2 
2. Chen Ziang 陳子昂 — — 1 — — — — — — — — 1 
3. Du Shenyan 杜審言 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
4. Luo Binwang 駱賓王 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
5. Song Zhiwen 宋之問 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
6. Wang Bo 王勃 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
High Tang Period (165 Poems) 
 Genre/ 
Poet 
5-ch. 
Gushi 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Gushi 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Lüshi 
7-ch. 
Lüshi 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Jueju 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Jueju 
Yuefu Total 
1. Du Fu 杜甫 5 — 5 4 10 10 — 1 — 1 — 36 
2. Li Bai 李白 3 3 4 5 5 1 — 2 1 2 3 29 
3. Wang Wei 王維 5 — — 3 9 4 — 5 — 1 2 29 
4. Meng Haoren 孟浩然 3 — 1 — 9 — — 2 — — — 15 
5. Wang Changling 王昌齡 1 2 — — — — — — — 3 2 8 
6. Cen Shen 岑參 1 — 3 — 1 1 — — — 1 — 7 
7. Li Qi 李頎 — — 5 1 — 1 — — — — — 7 
8. Cui Hao 崔顥 — — — — — 2 — — 2 — — 4 
9. Sikong Shu 司空曙 — — — — 3 — — — — — — 3 
10. Zhang Jiuling 張九齡 2 — — — 1 — — — — — — 3 
11. Chang Jian 常建 1 — — — 1 — — — — — — 2 
12. Gao Shi 高適 — — — 1 — 1 — — — — — 2 
                                                          
98 This table is adapted from Zou Meng-jie’s 鄒孟潔 “Tangshi sanbaishou zuopin fenlei tongjibiao” 〈《唐詩三百首》作品分類統計表〉 (2015: 135-137). 
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13. Wang Zhihuan 王之渙 — — — — — — — 1 — — 1 2 
14. Zu Yong 祖詠 — — — — — 1 — 1 — — — 2 
15. Cui Shu 崔曙 — — — — — 1 — — — — — 1 
16. He Zhizhang 賀知章 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
17. Huangfu Ran 皇甫冉 — — — — — 1 — — — — — 1 
18. Jiao Ran 皎然 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
19. Li Duan 李端 — — — — — — — 1 — — — 1 
20. Liu Shenxu 劉眘虛 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
21. Pei Di 裴迪 — — — — — — — 1 — — — 1 
22. Qiu Wei 丘為 1 — — — — — — — — — — 1 
23. Qiwu Qian 綦毋潛 1 — — — — — — — — — — 1 
24. Tang Xuanzong 唐玄宗 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
25. Wang Han 王翰 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
26. Wang Wan 王灣 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
27. Zhang Xu 張旭 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
Mid Tang Period (82 Poems) 
 Genre/ 
Poet 
5-ch. 
Gushi 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Gushi 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Lüshi 
7-ch. 
Lüshi 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Jueju 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Jueju 
Yuefu Total 
1. Wei Yingwe 韋應物 7 — — — 2 1 — 1 — 1 — 12 
2. Liu Changqing 劉長卿 — — — — 5 3 — 3 — — — 11 
3. Bai Juyi 白居易 — — 2 — 1 1 — 1 — 1 — 6 
4. Lu Lun 盧綸 — — — — 1 1 — — 4 — — 6 
5. Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 2 — 1 — — 1 — 1 — — — 5 
6. Zhang Hu 張祜 — — — — — — — 1 — 4 — 5 
7. Han Yu 韓愈 — — 4 — — — — — — — — 4 
8. Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫 — — — — 1 1 — — — 2 — 4 
9. Yuan Zhen 元稹 — — — — — 3 — 1 — — — 4 
10. Han Yi 韓翊 — — — — 1 1 — — — 1 — 3 
11. Li Yi 李益 — — — — 1 — — — 1 1 — 3 
12. Qian Qi 錢起 — — — — 2 1 — — — — — 3 
13. Liu Fangping 劉方平 — — — — — — — — — 2 — 2 
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14. Meng Jiao 孟郊 — 2 — — — — — — — — — 2 
15. Yuan Jie 元結 1 — 1 — — — — — — — — 2 
16. Zhu Qingyu 朱慶餘 — — — — — — — — — 2 — 2 
17. Dai Shulun 戴叔倫 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
18. Gu Kuang 顧況 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
19. Jia Dao 賈島 — — — — — — — 1 — — — 1 
20. Liu Zhongyong 柳中庸 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
21. Quan Deyu 權德輿 — — — — — — — 1 — — — 1 
22. Wang Jian 王建 — — — — — — — 1 — — — 1 
23. Zhang Ji 張籍 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
24. Zhang Ji 張繼 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
Late Tang Period (56 Poems) 
 Genre/ 
Poet 
5-ch. 
Gushi 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Gushi 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Lüshi 
7-ch. 
Lüshi 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Jueju 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Jueju 
Yuefu Total 
1. Li Shangyin 李商隱 — — 1 — 5 10 — 1 — 7 — 24 
2. Du Mu 杜牧 — — — — 1 — — — — 9 — 10 
3. Wen Tingyun 溫庭筠 — — — — 1 2 — — — 1 — 4 
4. Cui Tu 崔塗 — — — — 2 — — — — — — 2 
5. Ma Dai 馬戴 — — — — 2 — — — — — — 2 
6. Wei Zhuang 韋莊 — — — — 1 — — — — 1 — 2 
7. Xu Hun 許渾 — — — — 2 — — — — — — 2 
8. Chen Tao 陳陶 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
9. Du Gouhe 杜荀鶴 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
10. Du Qiuniang 杜秋娘 — — — — — — — — — — 1 1 
11. Han Xing 韓惺 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
12. Li Pin 李頻 — — — — — — — 1 — — — 1 
13. Qin Taoyu 秦韜玉 — — — — — 1 — — — — — 1 
14. Xue Feng 薛逢 — — — — — 1 — — — — — 1 
15. Zhang Mi 張泌 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
16. Zhang Qiao 張喬 — — — — 1 — — — — — — 1 
17. Zheng Tian 鄭畋 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
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Unidentifiable Period (3 Poems) 
 Genre/ 
Poet 
5-ch. 
Gushi 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Gushi 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Lüshi 
7-ch. 
Lüshi 
Yuefu 
5-ch. 
Jueju 
Yuefu 
7-ch. 
Jueju 
Yuefu Total 
1. Jin Changxu 金昌緒 — — — — — — — 1 — — — 1 
2. Wumingshi 無名氏 — — — — — — — — — 1 — 1 
3. Xibi ren 西鄙人 — — — — — — — 1 — — — 1 
Total 77 Poets 33 7 28 14 80 50 1 29 8 51 9 310 
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          Table 2: Most-selected Poets in Chinese Anthologies of Tang Poetry 
 
 
  
 
Tangshi pinhui 
唐詩品彙 
(1398) 
Tangshi xuan 
唐詩選 
(between 1570 
and 1620) 
Tangxian 
sanmeiji 
唐賢三昧集 
(1688) 
Tangshi 
biecaiji 
唐詩別裁集 
(1717, 1763) 
Tangshi 
sanbaishou 
唐詩三百首 
(1763) 
Total 
No. of 
Poems 
6723 742 446 1928 310 
    1. 
Du Fu 杜甫 
513 (7%) 
Du Fu 杜甫 
82 (11%) 
Wang Wei 
王維 
111 (25%) 
Du Fu 杜甫 
255 (13%) 
Du Fu 杜甫 
36 (12%) 
    2. 
Li Bai李白 
400 (6%) 
Li Bai李白 
70 (9%) 
Meng Haoran 
孟浩然 
48 (11%) 
Li Bai李白 
140 (7%) 
Li Bai李白 
29 (10%) 
    3. 
Liu Changqing 
劉長卿 
197 (3%) 
Wang Wei 
王維 
42 (6%) 
Cen Shen 
岑參 
38 (9%) 
Wang Wei 
王維 
104 (5%) 
Wang Wei 
王維 
29 (10%) 
    4. 
Qian Qi錢起 
181 (3%) 
Gao Shi高適 
40 (6%) 
Li Qi李頎 
36 (8%) 
Wei Yingwu 
韋應物 
63 (3%) 
Li Shangyin 
李商隱 
24 (8%) 
    5.  
Wang Wei 
王維 
165 (2%) 
Cen Shen 
岑參 
39 (5%) 
Wang 
Changling 
王昌齡 
35 (8%) 
Bai Juyi 
白居易 
61 (3%) 
Meng Haoran 
孟浩然 
15 (5%) 
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Table 3: Most-selected Tang Poets in Translated Anthologies 
 
 
Gems 
(Fletcher) 
Gems 
(Giles) 
White Pony 
(Payne) 
Sunflower 
(Liu & Lo) 
CBCP 
(Watson) 
CA 
(Mair) 
ACL 
(Owen) 
CCL 
(Lau & 
Minford) 
Anchor Book 
(Barnstone & 
Chow) 
Total Number 
of Poems 
285 132 222 418 170 105 271 410 258 
1. 
Du Fu 杜甫 
74 (26%) 
Li Bai 李白 
22 (17%) 
Li Bai 李白 
51 (23%) 
Du Fu 杜甫 
56 (13%) 
2 Poets 
(Han Shan 
寒山,  
Bai Juyi 
白居易) 
25 (15%) 
Du Fu 杜甫 
14 (13%) 
Du Fu 杜甫 
47 (17%) 
Du Fu 杜甫 
56 (17%) 
2 Poets  
(Du Fu 杜甫, 
 Wang Wei 
王維) 
37 (14%) 
2. 
Li Bai 李白 
51 (18%) 
2 Poets  
( Du Fu 杜甫, 
Bai Juyi 
白居易) 
12 (9%) 
Du Fu 杜甫 
39 (18%) 
Han Yu 
韓愈 
36 (9%) 
Du Fu 杜甫 
23 (14%) 
Han Shan 
寒山 
13 (12%) 
Wang Wei 
王維 
37 (14%) 
Li Bai 李白 
45 (11%) 
Li Bai 李白 
30 (12%) 
3. 
Wang Wei 
王維 
20 (7%) 
Han Yu 
韓愈 
6 (5%) 
Bai Juyi 
白居易 
27 (12%) 
Wen Tingyun 
溫庭筠 
25 (6%) 99 
Li Bai 李白 
19 (11%) 
Li Bai 李白 
12 (11%) 
Li Bai 李白 
30 (11%) 
Bai Juyi 
白居易 
37 (9%) 
Han Shan 
寒山 
23 (9%) 
4. 
Liu Changqing 
劉長卿 
8 (3%) 
3 Poets  
(Du Mu 杜牧,  
Wang Wei 
王維,  
Wei Yingwu 
韋應物) 
4 (3%) 
 
Li He 
李賀 
19 (9%) 
Li Bai 李白 
22 (5%) 
Wang Wei 
王維 
11 (6%) 
Anonymous 
(Lyrics from 
Dunhuang)  
敦煌詞 
4 (4%) 100 
Du Mu 
杜牧 
23 (8%) 
Wang Wei 
王維 
26 (6%) 
Bai Juyi 
白居易 
20 (8%) 
                                                          
99 Out of the 25 poems, 17 are ci.  
100  Li Yu 李煜 has 10 ci selected into the anthology, making him the 4th most selected “Tang” poet in CA. But since Li’s poems were produced during Southern Tang /early 
Song dynasty, they are not ranked in this table.  
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101 Sikong Tu’s 司空圖 renowned series “Ershisi shipin” 二十四詩品 (“24 Modes of Poetry”), are all included in CCL, thus, numerically, his work is better represented than 
the 2 poets. However, “24 Modes of Poetry” is technically classified as a work of literary criticism instead of shi, hence not ranked in this table either.  
 
         5. 
Li Shangyin 
李商隱 
7 (2%) 
Meng Haoran 
孟浩然 
3 (2%) 
Wang Wei  
王維 
14 (6%) 
2 Poets 
(Meng Jiao 
孟郊,  
 Bai Juyi 
白居易) 
18 (4%) 
Han Yu 
韓愈 
8 (5%) 
7 Poets 
(Chen Zi’ang 
陳子昂, 
Xue Tao 薛濤,  
Li He 李賀,  
Li Shangyin 
李商隱,  
Meng Haoran
孟浩然,  
 Bai Juyi 
白居易,  
 Wang Wei) 
王維 
3 (3%) 
Meng Jiao 
孟郊 
15 (6%) 
2 Poets  
(Du Mu 杜牧, 
 Han Shan 
寒山) 
14 (3%) 101 
Li He 
李賀 
13 (5%) 
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Table 4: Meng Jiao and Han Yu’s Poems in Chinese Anthologies of Tang Poetry 
 
  
 
Tangshi 
pinhui 
唐詩品彙 
(1398) 
Tangshi xuan 
唐詩選 
(between 
1570 and 
1620) 
Tangxian 
sanmeiji 
唐賢三昧集 
(1688) 
Tangshi 
biecaiji 
唐詩別裁集 
(1717, 1763) 
Tangshi 
sanbaishou 
唐詩三百首 
(1763) 
Total No. of 
Poems 
6723 742 446 1928 310 
Meng Jiao 
 (751-814) 
64 (0.9%) 1 (0.1%) — 13 (0.7%) 2 (0.6%) 
Han Yu  
(768-824) 
83 (1.2%) 1 (0.1%) — 43 (2.2%) 4 (1.3%) 
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Table 5: Translations of the Second Couplet in “Chunwang” 
 
 Translation Word Count Syllable Count 
Fletcher In grief for the times, a tear the flower stains. 10 11 
 In woe for such parting, the birds fly from thence. 10 11 
 
Payne Sorrowing over the times, the flowers are weeping. 8 13 
 The birds startled my heart in fear of departing. 9 12 
 
Watson feeling the times, flowers draw tears; 6 8 
 hating separation, birds alarm the heart. 6 11 
 
Snyder Touched by the times   even flowers weep tears. 8 10 
 Fearing leaving   the birds tangled hearts. 6 9 
 
Owen Moved by the movement, flowers splash with tears 8 10 
 alarmed at parting, birds startle the heart. 7 10 
 
Barnstone & Chow A time so bad, even the flowers rain tears. 9 11 
 I hate this separation, yet birds startle my heart. 9 13 
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Table 6: Han Shan’s Poems in Translated Anthologies 
 
Published 
Year 
Editor(s) Title 
Number of 
Han Shan 
Poems 
Included 
Tangs Poet(s) 
with Similar 
Number of 
Poems Included 
Number of 
Poems by Li 
Bai and Du 
Fu Included 
1975 
Wu-chi Liu & 
Irving 
Yucheng Lo 
Sunflower 
Splendor 
4 
(trans. by 
Schafer and 
Eoyang) 
Chen Zi’ang 
陳子昂 
(5 poems) 
Li Bai李白 
(22 poems) 
Du Fu杜甫 
(56 poems) 
1987 Burton Watson 
The Columbia 
Book of 
Chinese 
Poetry 
25  
(trans. by 
Watson) 
Bai Juyi白居易 
(25 poems) 
Li Bai李白 
(16 poems) 
Du Fu杜甫 
(23 poems) 
1994 Victor Mair 
The Columbia 
Anthology of 
Traditional 
Chinese 
Literature 
13  
(trans. by 
Red Pine) 
Nil 102 
Li Bai  李白 
(11 poems) 
Du Fu杜甫 
(14 poems) 
1996 Stephen Owen 
An Anthology 
of Chinese 
Literature 
5 
(trans. by 
Owen) 
Meng Haoran 
孟浩然 
(6 poems) 
Li Bai  李白 
(18 poems) 
Du Fu杜甫 
(27 poems) 
2000 
Joseph Lau & 
John Minford 
Classical 
Chinese 
Literature: An 
Anthology of 
Translations 
14  
(trans. by 
Snyder) 
Du Mu杜牧 
(13 poems) 
Li Shangyin  
李商隱 
(12 poems) 
Li Bai  李白 
(45 poems) 
Du Fu杜甫 
(56 poems) 
2005 
Tony 
Barnstone & 
Chou Ping 
The Anchor 
Book of 
Chinese 
Poetry 
23  
(trans. by 
Barnstone) 
Bai Juyi 白居易 
(20 poems) 
Li Bai  李白 
(30 poems) 
Du Fu杜甫 
(37 poems) 
 
1965 
Cyril Birch & 
Donald Keene 
Anthology of 
Chinese 
Literature 
24  
(trans. by 
Snyder) 
Nil 
Li Bai李白 
Du Fu杜甫 
(12 poems) 
2003 
Eliot 
Weinberger 
The New 
Directions 
Anthology of 
Classical 
Chinese 
Literature 
15 
(trans. by 
Snyder) 
Wang Wei王維 
(16 poems) 
Li Bai  李白 
(32 poems) 
Du Fu杜甫 
(32 poems) 
2008 David Hinton 
Classical 
Chinese 
Poetry: An 
Anthology 
13  
(trans. by 
Hinton) 
Meng Haoran 
孟浩然 
Li Shangyin 
李商隱 
 (15 poems) 
Li Bai  李白 
(23 poems) 
Du Fu杜甫 
(29 poems) 
                                                          
102 Boxes marked as “Nil” signify that no other Tang poets received more attention than Han Shan, Li Bai and Du 
Fu.  
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Appendix 1 103  
 
Fletcher, W.J.B. (1919). Gems of Chinese Verse. Shanghai: Commercial Press. 
Fletcher, W.J.B. (1925). More Gems of Chinese Poetry. Shanghai: Commercial Press.  
 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
1. Tu Fu 杜甫 74 37. Chia Chih 賈至 1 
2. Li Po 李白 51 38. Chu Kuang-i 儲光羲 1 
3. Wang Wei 王維 20 39. Cui Xingzong 崔興宗 1 
4. Liu Chang-ch‘ing 劉長卿  8 40. Han Wu 韓渥 1 
5. Li Shang-yin 李商隱 7 41. Ho Chih-chang 賀之章 1 
6. Meng Hao-jan 孟浩然 6 42. Hsü An-chen徐安貞 1 
7. Ts‘en Ts‘an 岑參 6 43. Jia Dao 賈島 1 
8. Wang Ch‘ang-ling 王昌齡 6 44. Jin Changxu 金昌緒 1 
9. Ch‘en Tse-ang 陳子昂 5 45. Li P‘in 李頻 1 
10. Chang Chiu-ling 張九齡 4 46. Li Tuan 李端 1 
11. Liao Tsung-yuan 柳宗元 4 47. Liu T‘ing-ch‘i 劉廷琦 1 
12. Liu Yu-hsi劉禹錫 4 48. Lo Pin-wang 駱賓王 1 
13. Po Chü-I 白居易 4 49. Lou Ying 樓穎 1 
14. Sung Chih-wen宋之問 4 50. Mrs. Tu Ch‘iu 杜秋娘 1 
15. Ch‘ien Ch‘i 錢起 3 51. Po Hsing-chien 白行簡 1 
16. Hsü Chün 許渾 3 52. Ssu K‘ung-shu 司空曙 1 
17. Kao Shih 高適 3 53. Ssu Ma Li 司馬禮  1 
18. Li I 李益 3 54. T‘ao Han 陶翰 1 
19. Meng Hsiao 孟郊 3 55. T‘eng Hen-ch‘ing 童翰卿 1 
20. Shen Ch‘uan-ch‘i 沈佺期 3 56. Ting Hsien-shih 丁仙芝 1 
21. Ts‘ui Hao崔顥 3 57. Ts‘ui Tao-jung 崔道融 1 
22. Tsu Yung 祖詠 3 58. Ts‘ui Kuo-fu 崔國輔 1 
23. Wang Chien 王建 3 59. Tu Hsün-ho 杜荀鶴 1 
24. Ch‘ang Chien 常建 2 60. Tu Ku-yuan 獨孤綬 1 
25. Ch‘iu Wei 丘為 2 61. Tu Mu 杜牧 1 
26. Chang Chi 張籍 2 62. Tu Shen-yen 杜審言 1 
27. Chao Ku趙嘏 2 63. Wang Chi 王績 1 
28. Hsieh Neng 薛能  2 64. Wang Piao 王表 1 
29. Li Ch‘i李頎  2 65. Wei Ch‘eng-ch‘ing 韋承慶 1 
30. Wang Chih-huan王之渙 2 66. Wen Ting-hsün 溫庭筠 1 
31. Zhang Yue張說 2 67. Yan Can 顏粲 1 
32. Chang Chi 張繼 1 68. Yang Shih-ngo 羊士諤 1 
33. Chang Chün 張均 1 69. Yü Liang-shih 于良史  1 
34. Chang Chung-sur 張仲素 1 70. Yuen Chen 元稹 1 
35. Chang Hsü 張旭 1 71. Huang Jingren 黃景仁104 1 
 36. Chang Jo-hsü 張若虛 1 
                                                          
103 In Appendices 1 to 9, names are romanised according to the system employed by individual anthologist-
translators, except when they attributed poems to the wrong author. In such cases, the names of the actual authors 
will be given in pinyin. For ease of reference, the romanisasions in Fletcher’s anthologies are reproduced as they 
were, even though they might deviate from the conventional Wade-Giles system. 
104 Huang Jinren 黃景仁 (1749-83) is actually a Qing poet. He is therefore not included in the total count of poets 
and poems. 
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 Selected Tang poems:  
 
1.  Li Po – The Old Pavilion  
李白：謝公亭 
(a) p. 2105 
2.  Li Po – Return with Spring  
李白：春思 
(a) p. 2 
3.  Li Po – Delights of the Palace  
李白：宮中行樂詞八首 (其七、其五、其二) 
(a) p. 4 
4.  Li Po – On the Frontier, 1 
李白：塞下曲六首 (其一) 
(a) p. 6 
5.  Li Po – On the Frontier, 2 
李白：塞下曲六首 (其五) 
(a) p. 7 
6.  Li Po – Absence 
李白：子夜四時歌：秋歌 
(a) p. 8 
7.  Li Po – The Wife’s Lament 
李白：秋思 
(a) p. 9 
8.  Li Po – The Crows that Caw by Night 
李白：烏夜啼 
(a) p. 10 
9.  Li Po – Our Parting at Kinlin Inn 
李白：金陵酒肆留別 
(a) p. 11 
10.  Li Po – Chang Liang 
李白：經下邳圯橋懷張子房 
(a) p. 13 
11.  Li Po – The Feast of Life 
李白：將進酒 
(a) p. 16 
12.  Li Po – Sung Shan 
李白：送楊山人歸嵩山 
(a) p. 18 
13.  Li Po – Coming Down from Chung-nan 
李白：下終南山過斛斯山人宿置酒 
(a) p. 22 
14.  Li Po – His Shih’s Wedding  
李白：烏棲曲 
(a) p. 23 
15.  Li Po – The Huang Ho Lou 
李白：黃鶴樓送孟浩然之廣陵 
(a) p. 24 
16.  Li Po – The Moon Shines Everywhere 
李白：靜夜思 
(a) p. 25 
17.  Li Po – The Boating Party 
李白：淥水曲 
(a) p. 25 
18.  Li Po – Quitting Po-ti at Dawn 
李白：早發白帝城 
(a) p. 26 
19.  Li Po – Kinkin 
李白：金陵三首 (其三) 
(a) p. 27 
20.  Li Po – Mr. Yung’s Secluded Retreat 
李白：尋雍尊師隱居 
(a) p. 29 
21.  Li Po – The Fallen Terrace 
李白：蘇臺覽古 
(a) p. 31 
22.  Li Po – Tung Shan Cave 
李白：憶東山二首 (其一) 
(a) p. 31 
23.  Li Po – The Lover of Scenery 
李白：獨坐敬亭山 
(a) p. 32 
24.  Li Po – Age’s Rime 
李白：秋浦歌十七首 (其十五) 
(a) p. 32 
25.  Li Po – The Steps of Disappointment 
李白：玉階怨 
(a) p. 33 
26.  Li Po – Cattle Isle (a) p. 34 
                                                          
105 (a) p. 2 signifies that the poem is listed in page 2 from Gems of Chinese Verse. Pages from Fletcher’s 
second collection More Gems of Chinese Poetry will be marked as (b) p. x.  
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李白：夜泊牛渚懷古 
27.  Li Po – The Northern Hall 
李白：秋登宣城謝朓北樓 
(a) p. 35 
28.  Li Po – The Water Pavilion 
李白：過崔八丈水亭 
(a) p. 36 
29.  Li Po – Lost! 
李白：清平調三首 (合併) 
(a) p. 38 
30.  Li Po – To Ho Chien 
李白：送賀監歸四明應制 
(a) p. 39 
31.  Wang Changling – The Autumn Fan106 
王昌齡：西宮春怨 
(a) p. 41 
32.  Li Po – A Fruitless Visit to the Priest of the Tai Tien Hills 
李白：訪戴天山道士不遇 
(a) p. 42 
33.  Li Po – A River Melody 
李白：江上吟 
(a) p. 44 
34.  Li Po – The Return to Wen Ch’üan 
李白：侍從遊宿溫泉宮作 
(a) p. 45 
35.  Wang Changling – “To Have Loved and Lost”107 
王昌齡：殿前曲 
(a) p. 46 
36.  Li Po – “Soft Stillness and the Night Become the Touches of Sweet 
Harmony” 
李白：春夜洛城聞笛 
(a) p. 47 
37.  Li Po – Grief  
李白：怨情 
(b) p. 1 
38.  Li Po – To Wuchang 
李白：送儲邕之武昌 
(b) p. 2 
39.  Li Po – Retirement (An Ode to Meng Hoa-jan) 
李白：春日歸山寄孟浩然 
(b) p. 5 
40.  Li Po – Adieu 
李白：送友人 
(b) p. 7 
41.  Li Po – That Parting At Ch’ang Kan 
李白：長干行二首 (其一) 
(b) p. 10 
42.  Li Po – We Three 
李白：月下獨酌四首 (其一) 
(b) p. 13 
43.  Li Po – The Moon over the Pass 
李白：關山月 
(b) p. 15 
44.  Li Po – A Song of Lu Shan 
李白：廬山謠寄盧侍御虛舟 
(b) p. 18 
45.  Li Po – A Dream of T’ien-mu Mountain 
李白：夢遊天姥吟留別 
(b) p. 22 
46.  Li Po – To Meng Hao-jan 
李白：贈孟浩然 
(b) p. 25 
47.  Li Po – Hard Are the Ways of Szechwan 
李白：蜀道難 
(b) p. 28 
48.  Li Po – Mutual Longing (The Man) 
李白：長相思三首 (其一) 
(b) p. 33 
49.  Li Po – Mutual Longing (The Woman) 
李白：長相思三首 (其二) 
(b) p. 35 
50.  Li Po – Hard is the Way 
李白：行路難 
(b) p. 37 
51.  Li Po – Parting Beyond Ching-men 
李白：渡荊門送別 
(b) p. 38 
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107 Attributed to Li Bai 李白 by the anthologist. 
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52.  Li Po – The Harper Priest 
李白：聽蜀僧濬彈琴 
(b) p. 39 
53.  Li Po – The Phoenix Tower of Nanking 
李白：登金陵鳳凰臺 
(b) p. 41 
54.  Tu Fu – The Reinforcements 
杜甫：後出塞五首 (其二) 
(a) p. 49 
55.  Tu Fu – to Wei Pa – of That Ilk 
杜甫：贈衛八處士 
(a) p. 52 
56.  Wang Wei – Hsi Shih108 
王維：西施詠 
(a) p. 54 
57.  Tu Fu – Ch’in Chou 
杜甫：秦州雜詩二十首 (其二、其七) 
(a) p. 56 
58.  Tu Fu – Unable to Visit Judge Wang, Owing to Rain 
杜甫：船下夔州郭宿雨溼不得上岸別王十二判官 
(a) p. 58 
59.  Tu Fu – The Runners of Shih-Hao (an Incident of civil War) 
杜甫：石壕吏 
(a) p. 61 
60.  Tu Fu – The Lost Beauty 
杜甫：佳人 
(a) p. 64 
61.  Tu Fu – A Farewell 
杜甫：送孔巢父謝病歸遊江東兼呈李白 
(a) p. 66 
62.  Tu Fu – The Chariots Go forth to War 
杜甫：兵車行 
(a) p. 69 
63.  Tu Fu – The River’s Brim 
杜甫：哀江頭 
(a) p. 72 
64.  Tu Fu – homesickness 
杜甫：絕句二首 (其二) 
(a) p. 74 
65.  Tu Fu – T’ai Shan 
杜甫：望嶽 
(a) p. 75 
66.  Tu Fu – Duke Wu’s Temple 
杜甫：武侯廟 
(a) p. 76 
67.  Tu Fu – The Music of the Spheres 
杜甫：贈花卿 
(a) p. 77 
68.  Tu Fu – Thoughts of Home 
杜甫：絕句四首 (其三) 
(a) p. 78 
69.  Tu Fu – The Crescent Moon 
杜甫：初月 
(a) p. 79 
70.  Tu Fu – To the Moon 
杜甫：月  
(a) p. 80 
71.  Tu Fu – The Tatar Horse 
杜甫：房兵曹胡馬 
(a) p. 81 
72.  Tu Fu – Pounding the Clothes 
杜甫：擣衣 
(a) p. 82 
73.  Tu Fu – The Harvest Moon (15th of 8th moon) 
杜甫：八月十五夜月二首 (其一) 
(a) p. 83 
74.  Tu Fu – The Waning Moon (16th of 8th moon) 
杜甫：十六夜翫月 
(a) p. 84 
75.  Tu Fu – The Fading Moon (17th of 8th moon) 
杜甫：十七夜對月 
(a) p. 85 
76.  Tu Fu – The Setting Sun  
杜甫：落日 
(a) p. 86 
77.  Tu Fu – The Pillar of the South 
杜甫：送翰林張司馬南海勒碑 
(a) p. 87 
78.  Tu Fu – A Boating Party (a) p. 88 
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杜甫：陪諸貴公子丈八溝攜妓納涼晚際遇雨二首 (其一) 
79.  Tu Fu – An Autumn View 
杜甫：野望 
(a) p. 89 
80.  Tu Fu – Yo-yang Tower 
杜甫：登岳陽樓 
(a) p. 90 
81.  Tu Fu – Snow at Changsha 
杜甫：對雪 
(a) p. 92 
82.  Tu Fu – A Farewell Ode  
杜甫：送遠 
(a) p. 93 
83.  Tu Fu – the Passing Shower 
杜甫：晚晴 
(a) p. 94 
84.  Tu Fu – The Kindly Rain 
杜甫：春夜喜雨 
(a) p. 95 
85.  Tu Fu – The Geese Return 
杜甫：歸雁 
(a) p. 96 
86.  Tu Fu – Dawn 
杜甫：曉望 
(a) p. 97 
87.  Tu Fu – My Reflection by Night 
杜甫：旅夜書懷 
(a) p. 98 
88.  Tu Fu – The Pair of Swallow 
杜甫：雙燕 
(a) p. 99 
89.  Tu Fu – The Hall of Harps 
杜甫：琴臺 
(a) p. 101 
90.  Tu Fu – The Temple to Yü 
杜甫：禹廟 
(a) p. 103 
91.  Tu Fu – The Imperial Tombs  
杜甫：洞房 
(a) p. 105 
92.  Tu Fu – the Mocking Bird  
杜甫：百舌 
(a) p. 106 
93.  Tu Fu – Thinking of My Brothers on a Moonlit Night 
杜甫：月夜憶舍弟 
(a) p. 107 
94.  Tu Fu – The Bride’s Lament  
杜甫：新婚別 
(a) p. 110 
95.  Tu Fu – Chiang Tsung 
杜甫：羌村三首 
(a) p. 113 
96.  Tu Fu – The Firefly 
杜甫：螢火 
(a) p. 115 
97.  Tu Fu – Yü Hwa Gung 
杜甫：玉華宮 
(a) p. 117 
98.  Tu Fu – The Milky Way 
杜甫：天河 
(a) p. 119 
99.  Tu Fu – Mr. Chang’s Secluded Retreat 
杜甫：題張氏隱居二首 (其一) 
(b) p. 43 
100.  Tu Fu – In a Galley 
杜甫：城西陂泛舟 
(b) p. 45 
101.  Tu Fu – To Chia Chih 
杜甫：奉和賈至舍人早朝大明宮 
(b) p. 47 
102.  Tu Fu – Rain on the River Ch’ü 
杜甫：曲江對雨 
(b) p. 49 
103.  Tu Fu – The House I Made 
杜甫：堂成 
(b) p. 51 
104.  Tu Fu – Ode to Autumn, No.1 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其一) 
(b) p. 53 
105.  Tu Fu – Ode to Autumn, No.2 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其二) 
(b) p. 55 
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106.  Tu Fu – Ode to Autumn, No.3 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其三) 
(b) p. 58 
107.  Tu Fu – Ode to Autumn, No.4 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其四) 
(b) p. 60 
108.  Tu Fu –Ode to Autumn, No.5 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其五) 
(b) p. 62 
109.  Tu Fu – Ode to Autumn, No.6 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其六) 
(b) p. 65 
110.  Tu Fu – Ode to Autumn, No.7 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其七) 
(b) p. 67 
111.  Tu Fu – Ode to Autumn, No.8 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其八) 
(b) p. 70 
112.  Tu Fu – The River Ch’ü, No.1 
杜甫：曲江二首 (其一) 
(b) p. 72 
113.  Tu Fu – The River Ch’ü, No.2 
杜甫：曲江二首 (其二) 
(b) p. 74 
114.  Tu Fu – An Ancient Story 
杜甫：詠懷古跡五首 (其三) 
(b) p. 76 
115.  Tu Fu – An Ancient Picture Chuko Liang  
杜甫：詠懷古跡五首 (其五) 
(b) p. 79 
116.  Tu Fu – Our Generals, No.1 
杜甫：諸將五首 (其三) 
(b) p. 81 
117.  Tu Fu – Our Generals, No.2 
杜甫：諸將五首 (其四) 
(b) p. 83 
118.  Tu Fu – The Heights 
杜甫：登高 
(b) p. 85 
119.  Tu Fu – On a Balcony at Night 
杜甫：閣夜 
(b) p. 87 
120.  Tu Fu – To My Uncle 
杜甫：王閬州筵奉酬十一舅惜別之作 
(b) p. 89 
121.  Tu Fu – My Return in Spring 
杜甫：春歸 
(b) p. 91 
122.  Tu Fu – A Dream of Li Po, No.1 
杜甫：夢李白二首 (其一) 
(b) p. 93 
123.  Tu Fu – A Dream of Li Po, No.2 
杜甫：夢李白二首 (其二) 
(b) p. 95 
124.  Tu Fu – The Hope of Spring 
杜甫：春望 
(b) p. 96 
125.  Tu Fu – A Spring Night in the Palace 
杜甫：春宿左省 
(b) p. 97 
126.  Tu Fu – Thinking of Li Po 
杜甫：天末懷李白 
(b) p. 98 
127.  Tu Fu – Chuko Liang 
杜甫：蜀相 
(b) p. 99 
128.  Tu Fu – A Guest Comes 
杜甫：客至 
(b) p. 100 
129.  Wang Wei – Flower Love 
王維：班婕妤 
(a) p. 120 
130.  Cui Xingzong – Life’s Road 109 
崔興宗：留別王維 
(a) p. 121 
131.  Wang Wei – To-day 
王維：孟城  
(a) p. 121 
132.  Wang Wei – A Silent Night (a) p. 122 
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王維：鳥鳴澗 
133.  Wang Wei – The Form of the deer 
王維：鹿柴 
(a) p. 123 
134.  Wang Wei – The Moon 
王維：竹里館 
(a) p. 123 
135.  Wang Wei – The Hunt 
王維：觀獵 
(a) p. 124 
136.  Wang Wei – Hsiang Chi Temple 
王維：過香積寺 
(a) p. 125 
137.  Wang Wei – Chung-nan Hill 
王維：終南山 
(a) p. 127 
138.  Wang Wei – My Villa at Chung-nan 
王維：終南別業 
(a) p. 129 
139.  Wang Wei – “So Farewell. And if Forever, Still Forever Fare Ye Well” 
王維：送別（「下馬飲君酒」） 
(a) p. 130 
140.  Wang Wei – Late Summer  
王維：山居秋暝 
(a) p. 132 
141.  Wang Wei – A Mountain Retreat 
王維：答張五弟 
(a) p. 133 
142.  Wang Wei – The Gorges of Szechwan 
王維：曉行巴峽 
(b) p. 102 
143.  Wang Wei – Farewell Ode to Chao Chen on His Returning to Japan (Eighth 
Century) 
王維：送秘書晁監還日本國 
(b) p. 104 
144.  Wang Wei – Wang Ch’uan 
王維：輞川閒居贈裴秀才迪 
(b) p. 105 
145.  Wang Wei – To A Friendly Visitor 
王維：酬張少府 
(b) p. 106 
146.  Wang Wei – Love Seeds 
王維：相思 
(b) p. 107 
147.  Wang Wei – Farewell 
王維：送別（「山中相送罷」） 
(b) p. 108 
148.  Wang Wei – Where I Was Born 
王維：雜詩三首 (其二) 
(b) p. 109 
149.  Meng Hao-jan – Waiting 
孟浩然：宿業師山房期丁大不至 
(a) p. 134 
150.  Meng Hao-jan – Springtide Dreams 
孟浩然：春曉 
(a) p. 135 
151.  Meng Hao-jan – Crossing the Siang at Night 
孟浩然：夜渡湘水 
(a) p. 136 
152.  Meng Hao-jan – the Taoist Lodge 
孟浩然：清明日宴梅道士房 
(b) p. 147 
153.  Meng Hao-jan – Amid the Hills 
孟浩然：西山尋辛諤 
(b) p. 149 
154.  Meng Hao-jan – Sleeping on Chien-te River 
孟浩然：宿建德江 
(b) p. 150 
155.  Ch‘iu Wei – On Jun Chou City Wall 
丘為：登潤州城 
(a) p. 137 
156.  Ch‘iu Wei – The Pear-Tree by the Side Door 
丘為：左掖梨花 
(a) p. 138 
157.  Ch‘en Tse-ang – Pereunt Etiam Ruinae 
陳子昂：薊邱覽古 
(a) p. 139 
158.  Ch‘en Tse-ang – Evening 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首 (其二) (節錄) 
(a) p. 140 
159.  Ch‘en Tse-ang – Ch’iu-hua Kuan in Spring (a) p. 141 
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陳子昂：春日登金華觀 
160.  Ch‘en Tse-ang – Po Ti 
陳子昂：白帝城懷古 
(b) p. 197 
161.  Ch‘en Tse-ang – Yu-chou Tower 
陳子昂：登幽州臺歌 
(b) p. 198 
162.  Po Chü-i – The Grass 
白居易：賦得古草原送別 
(a) p. 142 
163.  Jia Dao – A Mist Sketch110 
賈島：尋隱者不遇 
(a) p. 143 
164.  Po Chü-i – The Pond 
白居易：池上 (其二) 
(a) p. 144 
165.  Po Chü-i – War’s Aftermath 
白居易：自河南經亂關內阻飢兄弟離散各在一處因望月有感聊書所懷
寄上浮梁大兄於潛七兄烏江十五兄兼示符離及下邽弟妹 
(b) p. 117 
166.  Po Chü-i – The Ballad of Endless Woe 
白居易：長恨歌 
(b) p. 124 
167.  Shen Ch‘uan-ch‘i – A Night on the Chi Pan Hills 
沈佺期：夜宿七盤嶺 
(a) p. 145 
168.  Song Zhiwen – The Old Retired Official111 
宋之問：陸渾山莊 
(a) p. 147 
169.  Shen Ch‘uan-ch‘i – The Gorges of the Yangyze 
沈佺期：巫山高 
(a) p. 149 
170.  Shen Ch‘uan-ch‘i – The Moon of the Harem 
沈佺期：雜詩三首 (其三) 
(b) p. 182 
171.  Wang Ch‘ang-ling – “In the Spring” 
王昌齡：閨怨 
(a) p. 150 
172.  Wang Ch‘ang-ling – The Neglected Beauty 
王昌齡：西宮秋怨 
(a) p. 174 
173.  Wang Ch‘ang-ling – Beauty in Disgrace 
王昌齡：長信秋詞五首 (其三) 
(a) p. 210 
174.  Wang Ch‘ang-ling – Longing 
王昌齡：從軍行七首 (其一) 
(a) p. 211 
175.  Chang Chiu-ling – Longing 
張九齡：賦得自尋之出矣 
(a) p. 150 
176.  Chang Chiu-ling – The Solitary 
張九齡：感遇十二首 (其四) 
(a) p. 151 
177.  Chang Chiu-ling – The Waterfall 
張九齡：湖口望盧山瀑布泉 
(a) p. 152 
178.  Chang Chiu-ling – Moon Thoughts 
張九齡：望月懷遠 
(b) p. 206 
179.  Ts‘en Ts‘an – Crape Horas 
岑參：韋員外家花樹歌 
(a) p. 153 
180.  Ts‘en Ts‘an – Desolation 
岑參：登古鄴城 
(a) p. 534 
181.  Gao Shi – To Tu Fu112 
高適：人日寄杜二拾遺 
(a) p.156 
182.  Ts‘en Ts‘an – The Western Pavilion 
岑參：早秋與諸子登虢州西亭觀眺 
(b) p. 157 
183.  Ts‘en Ts‘an – Hua Shan’s Shadow on the Water Pavilion 
岑參：六月三十日水亭送華陰王少府還縣 
(b) p. 157 
184.  Ts‘en Ts‘an – The Levee (b) p. 157 
                                                          
110 Attributed to Bai Juyi 白居易 by the anthologist. 
111 Attributed to Shen Quanqi 沈佺期 by the anthologist. 
112 Attributed to Cen Shen 岑參 by the anthologist. 
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岑參：奉和中書舍人賈至早朝大明宮之作 
185.  Zhao Gu – Recollection 113 
趙嘏：江樓感舊 
(a) p. 157 
186.  Wen Ting-hsün – Springs of Willow 
溫庭筠：楊柳枝 
(a) p. 158 
187.  Chang Chi – Anchored by Night 
張繼：楓橋夜泊 
(a) p. 159 
188.  Zhang Ji – The Retort Courteous 114 
張籍：節婦吟 (a) p. 161 
189.  Ssu K‘ung-shu – A Village Scene 
司空曙：江村即事 
(a) p. 162 
190.  Hsieh Neng – The Song of the Willow Flowers 
薛能：詠柳花 
(a) p. 164 
191.  Hsieh Neng – The Falling Leaf 
薛能：一葉落 
(a) p.155 
192.  Chang Jo-hsü – Moon Thoughts 
張若虛：春江花月夜 
(a) p. 169 
193.  Ts‘ui Tao-jung – Spring in the Harem 
崔道融：春閨二首 (其二) 
(a) p. 171 
194.  Po Hsing-chien – Where comes the Spring? 
白行簡：春從何處來 (a) p. 173 
195.  Meng Hsiao – Leave Me Not 
孟郊：古別離 
(a) p. 175 
196.  Meng Hsiao – The Suttee 
孟郊：烈女操 
(b) p. 180 
197.  Meng Hsiao – The Song of the Wandering Son 
孟郊：遊子吟 
(b) p. 181 
198.  Ting Hsien-chih – An Invitation 
丁仙芝：餘杭醉歌賺吳山人 
(a) p. 177 
199.  Li Chang-yin – Hope 
李商隱：早起 
(a) p. 178 
200.  Li Chang-yin – Ma Wei 
李商隱：馬嵬二首 (其二) 
(b) p. 135 
201.  Li Chang-yin – The Flowers that Fall 
李商隱：落花 
(b) p. 139 
202.  Li Chang-yin – Pei Ch’ing Lo 
李商隱：北青蘿 
(b) p. 140 
203.  Li Chang-yin – The Inlaid Psaltery 
李商隱：錦瑟 
(b) p. 142 
204.  Li Chang-yin – ??? [sic] 
李商隱：無題 (「昨夜星辰昨夜風」) 
(b) p. 144 
205.  Li Chang-yin – The Palace of the Sui  
李商隱：隋宮 
(b) p. 146 
206.  Chang Chung-sur – The Spring 
張仲素：漢苑行二首 (其一) 
(a) p. 179 
207.  Tu Shen-yen – The Autumn Moon 
杜審言：和康五庭芝望月有懷 
(a) p. 180 
208.  Zhang Yue – Absence 115 
張說：蜀道後期 
(a) p. 181 
                                                          
113 Attributed to Wen Tingyun 溫庭筠 by the anthologist. 
114 Attributed to Zhang Ji 張繼 by the anthologist. 
115 Attributed to Wei Chengqing 韋承慶 by the anthologist. 
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209.  Wei Ch‘eng-ch‘ing – Eheu Fugaces 
韋承慶：南行別弟 
(a) p. 181 
210.  Liu Chang-ch‘ing – Piao Mu’s Tomb 
劉長卿： 經漂母墓 
(a) p. 183 
211.  Liu Chang-ch‘ing – A Winter Scene 
劉長卿：逢雪宿芙蓉山主人 
(a) p.184 
212.  Liu Chang-ch‘ing – A Farewell Ode to Cheng Erh on his Retiring to the Lu 
Chan 
劉長卿：送鄭十二還盧山別業 
(b) p. 111 
213.  Liu Chang-ch‘ing – Wu Kung Tower 
劉長卿：秋日登吳公台上寺遠眺 
(b) p. 112 
214.  Liu Chang-ch‘ing – Farewell 
劉長卿：餞別王十一南遊 
(b) p. 113 
215.  Liu Chang-ch‘ing – The Harp 
劉長卿：聽彈琴 
(b) p. 114 
216.  Liu Chang-ch‘ing – To Li Chung-ch’eng on His Retiring to Hanyang 
劉長卿：送李中丞之襄州 
(b) p. 115 
217.  Liu Chang-ch‘ing – A Visit to the Taoist Priest of Nan-ch’i 
劉長卿：尋南溪常山道人隱居 
(b) p. 116 
218.  Wang Chien – The Autumn Festival  
王建：十五夜望月 
(a) p. 185 
219.  Wang Chien – The Ancient Palace 
王建：故宮行 
(a) p. 186 
220.  Wang Chien – The Daughter-in-law 
王建：新嫁娘 
(b) p. 207 
221.  Lou Ying – His Shih’s Washing Stone 
樓穎：西施石 
(a) p. 187 
222.  Chang Hsü – Peach Flower Cave 
張旭：桃花谿 
(a) p. 188 
223.  Hsü Chün – Disappointment 
許渾：客有卜居不遂薄遊汧隴因題 
(a) p. 189 
224.  Ts‘ui Kuo-fu – Fallex Puer 
崔國輔：古意 
(a) p. 190 
225.  Yang Shih-ngo – The Tower 
羊士諤：登樓 
(a) p. 191 
226.  Tu Mu – Anchored at Night 
杜牧：泊秦淮 
(a) p. 192 
227.  Chao Ku – Regrets 
趙嘏：江樓書懷 
(a) p. 193 
228.  Liu T‘ing-ch‘i – The Brazen Tower 
劉廷琦：銅雀臺 
(a) p. 194 
229.  Wang Piao – Your Garden Flower 
王表：花發上林 
(a) p. 196 
230.  Ch‘ien Ch‘i – An Autumn Night 
錢起：效古秋夜長 
(a) p. 198 
231.  Ch‘ien Ch‘i – To a Priest Returning to Japan 
錢起：送僧歸日本 
(b) p. 164 
232.  Ch‘ien Ch‘i – Wang Shan Village 
錢起：題玉山村叟屋壁 
(b) p. 166 
233.  Kao Shih – Moon Dream 
高適：東平路作三首 (其三) 
(a) p. 199 
234.  Kao Shih – “None Shall Be Alone in His Appointed Times” 
高適：宋中十首 (其一) 
(a) p. 200 
235.  Chu Kuang-i – Rustic Felicity 
儲光羲：田家雜興八首 (其八) 
(a) p. 202 
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236.  Yan Can – The Amazon Corps116 
顏粲：吳宮教美人 
(a) p. 204 
237.  Tu Ku-yuan – The Pearl (Memoriam) 
獨孤綬：投珠於泉 
(a) p. 206 
238.  Lo Pin-wang – The Waters of E 
駱賓王：於易水送人 
(a) p. 207 
239.  Ho Chih-chang – Content 
賀之章：題袁氏別業 
(a) p. 207 
240.  Liao Tsung-yüan – The Fisherman 
柳宗元：漁翁 
(a) p. 208 
241.  Liao Tsung-yüan – Snow on the River 
柳宗元：江雪 
(b) p. 151 
242.  Liao Tsung-yüan – A Farewell Ode to My Brother 
柳宗元：別舍弟宗一 
(b) p. 153 
243.  Liao Tsung-yüan – The Tower on Liuchow Wall 
柳宗元：登柳州城樓寄漳汀封連四州刺史 
(b) p. 155 
244.  Wang Chi – The Debauch 
王績：過酒家五首 (其二) 
(a) p. 209 
245.  Chia Chih – The Pains of Love 
賈至：春思二首 (其一) 
(a) p. 212 
246.  Cen Shen – The Fallen Garden 117 
岑參：山房春事二首 (其二) 
(a) p. 213 
247.  Ch‘ang Chien – Parting 
常建：送宇文六 
(a) p. 214 
248.  Ch‘ang Chien – The Hall of Silence 
常建：題破山寺後襌院 
(a) p. 216 
249.  Wang Chih-huan – In Mongolia 
王之渙：涼州詞（「黃河遠上白雲間」） 
(a) p. 217 
250.  Wang Chih-huan – The Stork Tower 
王之渙：登鸛雀樓 
(a) p. 223 
251.  Li I – The Flute that Wails by Night 
李益：夜上受降城聞笛 
(a) p. 218 
252.  Li I – Yang Kuei-fei in Disgrace 
李益：宮怨 
(a) p. 219 
253.  Li I – A Song of Kiang-nan 
李益：江南曲 
(b) p. 208 
254.  Ssu Ma Li – The Dullness of the Harem  
司馬禮：宮怨 
(a) p. 220 
255.  Liu Yu-hsi– The Ruined City 
劉禹錫：石頭城 
(a) p. 221 
256.  Liu Yu-hsi– Tempus Edax 
劉禹錫：烏衣巷 
(a) p. 222 
257.  Liu Yu-hsi– The Wind of Autumn 
劉禹錫：秋風引 
(a) p. 223 
258.  Liu Yu-hsi– In the Temple to the Former Lords of Szechwan 
劉禹錫：蜀先生廟 
(b) p. 184 
259.  Li Tuan – Desire 
李端：拜新月 
(a) p. 224 
260.  Tsu Yung – Snow on Chung-nan Hills  
祖詠：終南望餘雪 
(a) p. 225 
261.  Tsu Yung – Su’s Pleasure 
祖詠：蘇氏別業 
(a) p. 226 
                                                          
116 Attributed to Wu Mi 吳秘 by the anthologist. 
117 Attributed to Jia Zhi 賈至 by the anthologist. 
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262.  Tsu Yung – In Sight of Chi-men Pass 
祖詠：望薊門 
(b) p. 188 
263.  T’ao Han – Tien Chu Temple 
陶翰：宿天竺寺 
(a) p. 229 
264.  Sung Chih-wen – The Maid I Met on Kuei-yang Bridge 
宋之問：和趙員外桂楊橋遇佳人 
(a) p. 231 
265.  Sung Chih-wen – The Exile’s Lament 
宋之問：早發始興江口至虛氏村作 
(b) p. 175 
266.  Sung Chih-wen – K’un-ming Lake 
宋之問：奉和晦日幸昆明池應制 
(b) p. 178 
267.  Ts‘ui Hao – The Huang Ho Lou 
崔顥：黃鶴樓 
(a) p. 233 
268.  Ts‘ui Hao – Along the Dyke 
崔顥：長干曲四首 (其一、其二) 
(b) p. 171 
269.  Ts‘ui Hao – Passing Through Hua Ming 
崔顥：行經華陰 
(b) p. 173 
270.  Yü Liang-shih – The Hills of Spring 
于良史：春山夜月 
(a) p. 234 
271.  Chang Chün – The Autumn Seen from Yo-yang Tower 
張均：岳陽晚景 
(a) p. 236 
272.  Han Wu – A Ruin 
韓渥：效崔國輔體四首 (其一) 
(a) p. 237 
273.  Jin Changxu – A Lover’s Dream 118 
金昌緒：春怨 
(a) p. 237 
274.  Huang Jingren – Lenore 119 
黃景仁：焦節婦行 
(a) p. 240 
275.  Hsü Chün – Early Autumn 
許渾：早秋 
(b) p. 162 
276.  Hsü Chün – The Tower in the T’ung Pass 
許渾：秋日赴闕題潼關驛樓 
(b) p. 163 
277.  Li Ch‘i – A Fareewell to Fei Ti at the Sheng Shan Ko 
李頎：聖善閣送裴迪入京 
(b) p. 168 
278.  Li Ch‘i – The Tyre 
李頎：古意 
(b) p. 170 
279.  Tu Hsün-ho – Alas! For Spring 
杜荀鶴：春宮怨 
(b) p. 186 
280.  Yuen Chen – The Grieving Heart 
元稹：遣悲懷三首 
(b) p. 191 
281.  Mrs. Tu Ch‘iu – Riches 
杜秋娘：金縷衣 
(b) p. 193 
282.  T‘eng Hen-ch‘ing – The Statue of the Weaver Girl by K’un-ming Lake 
童翰卿：昆明池織女石 
(b) p. 195 
283.  Li P‘in – A Farewell on the Hsiang River 
李頻：湘口送友人 
(b) p. 200 
284.  Chang Shuo – The New Year at Peking 
張說：幽州新歲作 
(b) p. 202 
285.  Hsü An-chen – My Neighbour’s Lute 
徐安貞：聞鄰家理箏 
(b) p. 204 
286.  Chang Chi – War 
張籍：沒番故人 
(b) p. 205 
 
                                                          
118 Attributed to an anonymous author by the anthologist. 
119 Attributed to an anonymous author by the anthologist, but the author is Huang Jingren 黃景仁 (1749-
83), a Qing poet. 
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Appendix 2 
 
Giles, Herbert Allen. (1923). Gems of Chinese Literature: Verse., Shanghai: Kelly & Walsh.  
 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
1. Li Po李白 22 32. Hsü An-chên 徐安貞 1 
2. Po Chü-i白居易 12 33. Hsü Hsüan-p‘ing 許宣平 1 
3. Tu Fu 杜甫 12 34. Huang-fu Jên 皇甫冉 1 
4. Han Yü 韓愈 6 35. Ka Chia-yün 蓋嘉運 1 
5. Tu Mu 杜牧 4 36. Kêng Wei 耿湋 1 
6. Wang Wei王維 4 37. Ku K‘ung 顧況 1 
7. Wei Ying-wu韋應物 4 38. Li Ch‘ang-fu 李昌符 1 
8. Mêng Hao-jan 孟浩然 3 39. Li Chia-yu 李嘉祐 1 
9. Ch‘ên Tzǔ-ang陳子昂 2 40. Li Ho 李賀 1 
10. Chang Chiu-ling張九齡 2 41. Li Pin 李頻 1 
11. Chang Yen張演 2 42. Li Shih-chih 李適之 1 
12. Li Shang-yin 李商隱 2 43. Li Tuan 李端 1 
13. Li Shê李涉 2 44. Li I 李益 1 
14. Liu Yü-hsi劉禹錫 2 45. Liu Ch‘ang-ch‘ing 劉長卿 1 
15. Sung Chih-wên 宋之問 2 46. Liu Chia 劉駕 1 
16. Wang Ch‘ang-ling 王昌齡 2 47. Liu Fang-p‘ing 劉方平 1 
17. Wang Chi王績 2 48. Liu Shang 劉商 1 
18. Yang Chü-yüan 楊巨源 2 49. Liu T‘ing-chih 劉庭芝 1 
19. Yüan Chên元稹 2 50. Mu Tsung 穆宗 1 
20. Ch‘ang Chien 常建 1 51. Shao Yeh 邵謁 1 
21. Ch‘ên T‘ao 陳陶 1 52. Ssǔ-k‘ung Shu 司空曙 1 
22. Ch‘in T‘ao-yü 秦韜玉 1 53. Tai Shu-lun 戴叔倫 1 
23. Chang Chi 張籍 1 54. Ts‘ên Ts‘an 岑參 1 
24. Chang Wei 張謂 1 55. Ts‘ui Hao 崔顥 1 
25. Chao Chia 趙嘏 1 56. Ts‘ui Hu 崔護 1 
26. Chia Chih 賈至 1 57. Ts‘ui T‘u 崔塗 1 
27. Chu Ch‘ing-yü 朱慶餘 1 58. Tsu Yung 祖詠 1 
28. Ch‘üan Tê-yü 權德輿 1 59. Tu Ch‘iu-niang 杜秋娘 1 
29. Han Wu 韓偓 1 50. Wang Chia 王駕 1 
30. Ho Chih-chang 賀知章 1 61. Wang Han 王翰 1 
31. Hsieh Jung 薛瑩 1 62. Wang Pieh 王勃 1 
 
Total: 132 Tang poems by 62 poets. 
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Selected Tang poems: 
 
1.  Wang Chi – To a Kill-joy 
王績：過酒家五首（其二） 
p. 54 
2.  Wang Chi – In Absence 
王績：野望 
p. 55 
3.  Wang Pieh – Ichabod 
王勃：滕王閣 
p. 56 
4.  Ch‘ên Tzǔ-ang – Regrets 
陳子昂：登幽州臺歌 
p. 58 
5.  Ch‘ên Tzǔ-ang – Against Idols  
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首 （其十九） 
p. 59 
6.  Ho Chih-chang – The Return 
賀知章：回鄉偶書二首 （其一） 
p. 61 
7.  Sung Chih-wên – A Vision 
宋之問：和趙員外桂陽橋遇佳人 
p. 62 
8.  Sung Chih-wên – “This Gentleman”  
宋之問：綠竹引 
p. 63 
9.  Chang Chiu-ling – By Moonlight 
張九齡：望月懷遠 
p. 64 
10.  Chang Chiu-ling – An Absent Husband 
張九齡：賦得自君之出矣 
p. 65 
11.  Mêng Hao-jan – Waiting 
孟浩然：宿業師山房期丁大不至 
p. 66 
12.  Mêng Hao-jan – In Dreamland 
孟浩然：夏日南亭懷辛大 
p. 67 
13.  Mêng Hao-jan – An Anchor 
孟浩然：宿建德江 
p. 68 
14.  Li Shih-chih – Out of Office 
李適之：罷相作 
p. 69  
 
15.  Wang Wei – Overlooked 
王維：竹里館 
p. 70 
16.  Wang Wei – Goodbye 
王維：送別（「山中相送罷」） 
p. 71 
17.  Wang Wei – A Rencontre 
王維：雜詩三首（其二） 
p. 72 
18.  Wang Wei – Goodbye 
王維：送別（「下馬飲君酒」） 
p. 73 
19.  Ts‘ui Hao – Home Longings 
崔顥：黃鶴樓 
p. 74 
20.  Li Po – To a Firefly 
李白：螢火 
p. 75 
21.  Li Po – At Parting 
李白：江夏別宋之悌 
p. 76 
22.  Li Po – Night Thoughts 
李白：靜夜思 
p. 77 
23.  Li Po – Companion  
李白：獨坐歇亭山 
p. 78 
24.  Li Po – From a Belvidere 
李白：秋思 
p. 79 
25.  Li Po – For Her Husband 
李白：烏夜啼 
p. 80 
26.  Li Po – “The Best of life is But…” 
李白：春日醉起言志 
p. 81 
27.  Li Po – Farewell by the River p. 82 
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李白：金陵酒肆留別 
28.  Li Po – Gone 
李白：黃鶴樓送孟浩然之廣陵 
p. 83 
29.  Li Po – No Inspiration  
李白：三五七言 
p. 84 
30.  Li Po – General Hsieh An 
李白：夜泊牛渚懷古 
p. 85 
31.  Li Po – A Snap-shot  
李白：丹陽湖（節譯） 
p. 86  
32.  Li Po – A Farewell 
李白：送友人 
p. 87  
33.  Li Po – Boyhood Fancies 
李白：古朗月行 
p. 88 
34.  Li Po – From the Palace 
李白：玉階怨 
p. 90 
35.  Li Po – The Poet 
李白：山中問答 
p. 91 
36.  Li Po – Tears 
李白：怨情 
p. 92 
37.  Li Po – A Favourite 
李白：宮中行樂詞八首（其一） 
p. 93 
38.  Li Po – In Exile  
李白：客中作 
p. 94 
39.  Li Po – Anti-pussyfoot 
李白：月下獨酌四首（其二） 
p. 95 
40.  Li Po – In a Mirror 
李白：秋浦歌十七首（其十五） 
p. 96 
41.  Li Po – Last Words 
李白：月下獨酌四首（其一） 
p. 97 
42.  Tu Fu – In Absence 
杜甫：絕句二首（其二） 
p. 99 
43.  Tu Fu – Wine 
杜甫：落日 
p. 100 
44.  Tu Fu – To His Brother 
杜甫：月夜憶舍弟 
p. 101 
45.  Tu Fu – A Landscape 
杜甫：絕句四首（其三） 
p. 102 
46.  Tu Fu – Home Joys 
杜甫：江村 
p. 103 
47.  Tu Fu – Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju 
杜甫：琴臺 
p. 104 
48.  Tu Fu – The Hermit 
杜甫：題張氏隱居二首（其一） 
p. 105 
49.  Wei Yingwu – Superseded 120 
韋應物：滁州西澗 
p. 106 
50.  Tu Fu – Solo Chi Segue Cio Che Piace E Saggio 
杜甫：曲江二首 （其一） 
p. 107 
51.  Tu Fu – Dum Res Et Aetas 
杜甫：曲江二首（其二） 
p. 108 
52.  Tu Fu – A Picnic 
杜甫：陪諸貴公子丈八溝攜妓納涼晚際遇雨二首（其一） 
p. 109 
53.  Tu Fu – The Pressgang 
杜甫：石壕吏 
p. 110 
                                                          
120 Attributed to Du Fu 杜甫 by the anthologist.  
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54.  Ch‘ang Chien – Dhyana 
常建：題破山寺後襌院 
p. 112 
55.  Hsü Hsüan-p‘ing – “Bacche, Plenum Tui” 
許宣平：負薪行 
p. 113 
56.  Chia Chih – Spring Sorrows 
賈至：春思二首（其一） 
p. 114 
57.  Wei Yingwu – An Absent Husband  
韋應物：擬古詩十二首（其二） 
p. 115 
58.  Tu Fu – Spring Joys 121 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首（其五） p. 116 
59.  Wei Yingwu – Remembrances 
韋應物：秋夜寄丘二十二員外 
p. 117 
60.  Wei Yingwu – A Promise  
韋應物：寄李儋元錫 
p. 118 
61.  Hsü An-chên – My Neighbour 
徐安貞：閒鄰家理箏 
p. 119 
62.  Ts‘ên Ts‘an – In Praise of Buddhism 
 岑參：登總持閣 
p. 121 
63.  Kêng Wei – Lonely  
耿湋：秋日 
p. 122 
64.  Liu Ch‘ang-ch‘ing – The Washerwoman’s Grave 
劉長卿：經漂母墓 
p. 123 
65.  Ka Chia-yün – At Dawn 
蓋嘉運：春怨 
p. 125 
66.  Chang Wei – Nostalgia  
張謂：同王徵君湘中有懷 
p. 126 
67.  Wang Ch‘ang-ling – At the Wars 
王昌齡：閨怨 
p. 127 
68.  Wang Ch‘ang-ling – A Message 
王昌齡：芙蓉樓送辛漸 
p. 128 
69.  Huang-fu Jên – Spretae Injuria Formae 
皇甫冉：婕妤怨 
p. 129 
70.  Tsu Yung – A Grotto 
祖詠：蘇氏別業 
p. 130  
71.  Ts‘ui Hu – A Retrospect 
崔護：題都城南莊 
p. 131 
72.  Liu T‘ing-chih – “Youth at the Prow” 
劉庭芝：公子行 
p. 132 
73.  Ch‘üan Tê-yü – Hope 
權德輿：玉臺體十二首（其十一） 
p. 135 
74.  Han Yü – The Wounded Falcon 
韓愈：病䲭 p. 136 
75.  Han Yü – Hours of Idleness 
韓愈：(Unidentifiable Source) 
p. 139 
76.  Han Yü – In Camp 
韓愈：(Unidentifiable Source) 
p. 140 
77.  Han Yü – Meditations 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首（其八） 
p. 141 
78.  Han Yü – Discontent 
韓愈：感春四首（其四） 
p. 142 
79.  Han Yü – Humanity 
韓愈：雜詩四首（其一） 
p. 144 
                                                          
121 Attributed to Wei Yingwu 韋應物 by the anthologist.  
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80.  Li Ho – Neera’s Tangles 
李賀：少年樂 
p. 145 
81.  Liu Yü-hsi – Summer Dying 
劉禹錫：秋風引 
p. 146 
82.  Liu Yü-hsi – The Odalisque 
劉禹錫：和樂天春詞 
p. 147 
83.  Mu Tsung (Li Heng) – Eunuch Domination 
李恆(唐穆宗) ：(Unidentifiable Source) 
p. 148 
84.  Po Chü-i– “The Gay Licentious Crowd” 
白居易：輕肥 
p. 149 
85.  Po Chü-i– The Tao Te Ching 
白居易：讀老子 
p. 150 
86.  Po Chü-i– Untitled 
白居易：簡簡吟 
p. 151  
87.  Po Chü-i– “I Can’t Get Out” 
白居易：鸚鵡 
p. 153 
88.  Po Chü-i– “Vina liques” 
白居易：花下自勸酒 
p. 154 
89.  Po Chü-i– To a Lost Crane 
白居易：失鶴 
p. 155 
90.  Po Chü-i– Sic Vos Non Vobis 
白居易：自感 
p. 156 
91.  Po Chü-i– A Birth 
白居易：予與微之老而無子發於言嘆著在詩篇今年冬各有一子戲作二
什一以相賀一以自嘲（其二） 
p. 157 
92.  Po Chü-i– A Death 
白居易：哭崔兒 p. 158 
93.  Po Chü-i– “Multa Decendentes Adimunt” 
白居易：六十六 
p. 159 
94.  Po Chü-i– “Sweet Auburn” 
白居易：朱陳村 
p. 160 
95.  Po Chü-i– Deserted  
白居易：後宮詞 
p. 164 
96.  Yüan Chên – At an Old Palace 
元稹：行宮 
p. 165 
97.  Yüan Chên –  Taking Orders 
元稹：離思（其四） 
p. 166 
98.  Li I – A Cast-off Favourite  
李益：宮怨 
p. 167 
99.  Ssǔ-k‘ung Shu – Oh Stay 
司空曙：留盧秦卿 
p. 168 
100. Chu Ch‘ing-yü – In the Harem 
朱慶餘：宮詞 
p. 169 
101. Ku K‘ung – At a Grave 
顧況：傷子 
p. 170 
102. Chang Chi – The Chaste Wife’s Reply 
張籍：節婦吟寄東平李司空師道 
p. 171 
103. Yang Chü-yüan– Taste 
楊巨源：城東早春 
p. 172 
104. Yang Chü-yüan– A Glimpse 
楊巨源：艷女詞 
p. 173 
105. Tu Mu – A Lost Love 
杜牧：嘆花 
p. 174 
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106. Tu Mu – The Old Place 
杜牧：金谷園 
p. 175 
107. Tu Mu – The Last Night 
杜牧：贈別二首（其二） 
p. 175 
108. Tu Mu –  Lovers Parted 
杜牧：秋夕 
p. 176 
109. Li Shang-yin – The Night Comes 
李商隱：樂遊園 
p. 177 
110. Li Shang-yin – Souvenirs 
李商隱：夜雨寄北 
p. 178 
111. Shao Yeh – Time’s Havoc 
邵謁 ：覽鏡 
p. 179 
112. Liu Chia – With Wine and Flowers 
劉駕：醒後 
p. 180 
113. Liu Shang – A Lament 
劉商：懷張璪 
p. 181 
114. Chang Yen – A Spring Feast 
張演：社日村居 
p. 182 
115. Chang Yen – “Fill the Bumper Fair” 
張演：(Unidentifiable Source) 
p. 183 
116. Li Shê – On Highwaymen 
李涉：井欄砂宿遇夜客 
p. 184 
117. Li Shê – Spring Passes 
李涉：題鶴林寺僧舍 
p. 185 
118. Wang Chia – A Storm 
王駕：雨晴 
p. 186 
119. Chao Chia – Where are They? 
趙嘏：江樓舊感 
p. 189 
120. Tai Shu-lun – New Year’s Eve at an Inn 
戴叔倫：除夜宿石頭驛 
p. 190 
121. Hsieh Jung – Musing  
薛瑩：秋日湖上 
p. 191 
122. Ch‘in T‘ao-yü – The Sempstress 
秦韜玉：貧女 
p. 194 
123. Ts‘ui T‘u – The Traveller 
崔塗：春夕（水流花謝兩無情） 
p. 195 
124. Tu Ch‘iu-niang – Golden Sands 
杜秋娘：金鏤衣 
p. 196 
125. Li Ch‘ang-fu – Wanderjahre 
李昌符：旅遊傷春 
p. 197 
126. Li Tuan – Music Hath Charms 
李端：聽箏 
p. 198 
127. Li Chia-yu – In Retirement 
李嘉祐：寄王舍人竹樓 
p. 199 
128. Liu Fang-p‘ing – The Spinster 
劉方平：春怨 
p. 200 
129. Han Wu – Contemplation  
韓偓：效崔國輔體四首（其一） 
p. 202 
130. Li Pin – Homeward 
李頻：渡漢江 
p. 204 
131. Ch‘ên T‘ao – An Oath 
陳陶：隴西行四首（其二） 
p. 205 
132. Wang Han – A Reason Fair 
王翰：涼州詞（「葡萄美酒夜光杯」） 
p. 206 
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Appendix 3 
 
Payne, Robert. (1947). The White Pony. New York: The John Day Company. 
 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
1. Li Po 李白 51 19. Chien Hsu 錢起 1 
2. Tu Fu 杜甫 39 20. Chu Wan 朱灣 1 
3. Po Chu-i 白居易 27 21. Hsu Hun 許惲 1 
4. Li Ho 李賀 19 22. Li Hua 李華 1 
5. Wang Wei 王維 14 23. Li Jing 李璟 1 
6. Li Yu 李煜 13 24. Li Shih-ming 李世民 1 
7. Hsuan-chueh 玄覺 10 25. Liu Fangping 劉方平 1 
8. Li Shang-yin 李商隱 7 26. Liu The-jen 劉得仁 1 
9. Ts’en Ts’an 岑參 6 27. Liu Tsung-yuan 柳宗元 1 
10. Tu Mu杜牧 6 28. Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫 1 
11. Lu Lun 盧綸 3 29. Liu Zhongyong 柳中庸 1 
12. Chen Tzu-ang 陳子昂 2 30. Meng Haoran 孟浩然 1 
13. Li Yi 李益 2 31. Wang Chi-wen 王之渙 1 
14. Wang Ts’ang-ling 王昌齡 2 32. Wang Han 王翰 1 
15. Chang Chi 張籍 1 33. Wei Ying-wu 韋應物 1 
16. Chang Chi’en 常建 1 34. Wen T’ing-yan 溫庭筠 1 
17. Chang Hsu 張旭 1 35. Yang Ch’u-yang 楊巨源 1 
18. Chia Tao 賈島 1 
 
Total: 222 Tang poems by 35 poets. 
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Selected Tang poems (shi and ci):  
 
1.  Li Shih-ming – To the tune of “Horse Drinking by the Great Wall” 
唐太宗 : 飲馬長城窟行 
p. 148 
2.  Chen Tzu-ang – The Ancients 
陳子昂 : 登幽州台歌 
p. 150 
3.  Chen Tzu-ang – Men of Affairs 
陳子昂 : 感遇詩三十八首 (其五) 
p. 150 
4.  Wang Wei – Morning 
王維：田園樂七首 (其六) 
p. 151 
5.  Wang Wei – The Cold Mountain 
王維：輞川閒居贈裴秀才迪 
p. 152 
6.  Wang Wei – Beside the Lake 
王維：欹湖 
p. 152 
7.  Wang Wei – After Long Rain 
王維：積雨輞川莊作 
p. 152 
8.  Wang Wei – In a Bamboo Grove 
王維：竹里館 
p. 152 
9.  Wang Wei – Verses 
王維：雜詩三首 (其二) 
P. 152 
10.  Wang Wei – A Song for Wei City 
王維：渭城曲 
p. 152 
11.  Wang Wei – Desolation 
王維：鹿柴 
p. 153 
12.  Wang Wei – Thinking of My Brother in Shantung on the Ninth Day of 
the Ninth Moon 
王維：九月九日憶山東兄弟 
p. 153 
13.  Wang Wei – Meditation 
王維：相思 
p. 153 
14.  Wang Wei – Departure 
王維：送別 （「山中相送罷」） 
p. 153 
15.  Wang Wei – On Going Away 
王維：送別 （「下馬飲君酒」） 
p. 153 
16.  Wang Wei – Walking at Leisure 
王維：鳥嗚澗 
p. 154 
17.  Wang Wei – In the Hills 
王維：闕題二首 (其一) 
p. 154 
18.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 1 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「獅子吼，無畏說」) 
p. 155 
19.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 2 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「行亦禪，坐亦禪」) 
p. 155 
20.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 3 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「淨五眼得五力」) 
p. 156 
21.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 4 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「常獨行，常獨步」) 
p. 156 
22.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 5 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「游江海，涉山川」) 
p. 156 
23.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 6 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「江月照，松風吹」」) 
p. 156 
24.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 7 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「降龍鉢，解虎錫」) 
p. 156 
25.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 8 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「旃檀林，無雜樹」) 
p. 156 
26.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 9 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「獅子兒，眾隨後」) 
p. 157 
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27.  Hsuan-chueh – The Song of Experiencing the Tao, 10 
玄覺：永嘉證道歌 (「從他謗，任他非」) 
p. 157 
28.  Li Po – Grief for the Jade Stairs 
李白：玉階怨 
p. 160 
29.  Li Po – Song Before Offering Wine 
李白：將進酒 
p. 162 
30.  Li Po – Conversation in the Mountains 
李白：山中問答 
p. 163 
31.  Li Po – To a Beautiful Lady Encountered on the Road 
李白：陌上贈美人 
p. 163 
32.  Li Po – You Have a Yellow Horse 
李白：君馬黃 
p. 163 
33.  Li Po – A Meeting 
李白：相逢行 
p. 164 
34.  Li Po – The Girl of Yueh 
李白：越女詞五首 (其三) 
p. 164 
35.  Li Po – A Song of Chang-kan 
李白：長干行二首 (其一) 
p. 164 
36.  Li Po – A Second Song of Chang-kan 
李白：長干行二首 (其二) 
p. 165 
37.  Li Po – Verses 
李白：秋風詞 
p. 166 
38.  Li Po – The Moon over the Mountain Pass  
李白：關山月 
p. 166 
39.  Li Po – Fighting on the South Frontier 
李白：戰城南 
p. 166 
40.  Li Po – Meditation on a Quiet Night 
李白：靜夜思 
p. 167 
41.  Li Po – Song of the Blue Water 
李白：淥水曲 
p. 167 
42.  Li Po – In the Mountains on a Summer Day 
李白：夏日山中 
p. 167 
43.  Li Po – To Tan Ch’iu 
李白：題元丹丘山居 
p. 167 
44.  Li Po – A Girl of Yueh 
李白：越女詞五首 (其五) 
p. 168 
45.  Li Po – On Hearing the Sound of Flutes at Loyang on a Spring Night 
李白：春夜洛城聞笛 
p. 168 
46.  Li Po – The Girls of Yueh 
李白：浣紗石上女 
p. 168 
47.  Li Po – Leaving White Emperor City at Dawn  
李白：早發白帝城 
p. 168 
48.  Li Po – A Poem for Wang Lung 
李白：贈江倫 
p. 168 
49.  Li Po – Song for the Moon on Mount Omei  
李白：峨嵋山月歌 
p. 169 
50.  Li Po – Boating Song  
李白：江上吟 
p. 169 
51.  Li Po – For the Dancer of the King of Wu, When She is Half Drunk 
李白：口號吳王美人半醉 
p. 169 
52.  Li Po – An Elegy for Yueh 
李白：越中覽古 
p. 169 
53.  Li Po – On Seeing off Meng Hao-jan 
李白：黃鶴樓送孟浩然之廣陵 
p. 170 
54.  Li Po – Saying Farewell to a Friend p. 170 
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李白：送友人 
55.  Li Po – Resentment 
李白：怨情 
p. 170 
56.  Li Po – A Song of Ching-Ping, 1 
李白：清平調三首 (其一) 
p. 171 
57.  Li Po – A Song of Ching-Ping, 2 
李白：清平調三首 (其二) 
p. 171 
58.  Li Po – A Song of Ching-Ping, 3 
李白：清平調三首 (其三) 
p. 171 
59.  Li Po – To ---- 
李白：長相思三首 (其三) 
p. 171 
60.  Li Po – The Summit Temple 
李白：夜宿山寺 
p. 172 
61.  Li Po – Listening to the Monk of Szechuan Playing on His Lute 
李白：聽蜀僧浚彈琴 
p. 172 
62.  Li Po – White sun and Bright Moon  
李白：雜詩 
p. 172 
63.  Li Po – Drinking Alone under Moonlight  
李白：月下獨酌四首(其一) 
p. 172 
64.  Li Po – The Song of the Four Seasons, Spring 
李白：子夜四時歌：春歌 
p. 173 
65.  Li Po –The Song of the Four Seasons, Summer 
李白：子夜四時歌：夏歌 
p. 173 
66.  Li Po –The Song of the Four Seasons, Autumn 
李白：子夜四時歌：秋歌 
p. 173 
67.  Li Po –The Song of the Four Seasons, Winter 
李白：子夜四時歌：冬歌 
p. 173 
68.  Li Po – Awakening from Drunkenness on a Spring Day 
李白：春日醉起言志 
p. 174 
69.  Li Po – Drinking Alone in Moonlight 
李白：月下獨酌四首(其二) 
p. 174 
70.  Li Po – On a Journey 
李白：客中作 
p. 174 
71.  Li Po – Looking toward Mount Wu 
李白：望盧山五老峰 
p. 175 
72.  Li Po – On Climbing the Phoenix Tower at Chin-Ling 
李白：登金陵鳳凰台  
p. 175 
73.  Li Po – To My Wife form Yeh-lang, the Place of Exile 
李白：南流夜郎寄內 
p. 175 
74.  Li Po – To Tu Fu 
李白：戲贈杜甫 
p. 175 
75.  Li Po – Amusing Myself 
李白：自遣 
p. 175 
76.  Meng Haoran – Spring Dawn122 
孟浩然：春曉 
p. 176 
77.  Li Yi – A Song of War 123 
李益：夜上受降城聞笛 
p. 176 
78.  Li Po – A Few Words to Meng Hao-jan 
李白：贈孟浩然 
p. 176 
79.  Li Po – The Bravo of Chao 
李白：俠客行 
p. 176 
                                                          
122 Attributed to Li Bai 李白 by the anthologist.  
123 Attributed to Li Bai 李白 by the anthologist. 
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80.  Li Po – Dreaming of Wandering through the Tien-Mu Mountain – A 
Farewell  
李白：夢遊天姥吟留別 
p. 177 
81.  Ts’en Ts’an – Two Songs for General Chao, 1 
岑參：胡歌 
p. 179 
82.  Ts’en Ts’an –Two Songs for General Chao, 2 
岑參：趙將軍歌 
p. 179 
83.  Ts’en Ts’an – Horsemen on the Great Szechuan Road  
岑參：走馬川行奉送封大夫出師西征 
p. 179 
84.  Ts’en Ts’an – Farewell  
岑參：白雪歌送武判官歸京 
p. 180 
85.  Ts’en Ts’an – On Meeting a Messenger to the Capital 
岑參：逢入京使 
p. 180 
86.  Ts’en Ts’an – Ode to a Monk on the Tai-Pei Mountains 
岑參：太白胡僧歌 
p. 181 
87.  Tu Fu – On a Historic Landmark 
杜甫：詠懷古跡五首 (其三) 
p. 186 
88.  Tu Fu – Prelude 
杜甫：詠懷古跡五首 (其一) 
p. 186 
89.  Tu Fu – Night in the Villa by the River  
杜甫：宿江邊閣 
p. 186 
90.  Tu Fu – The Empty Purse 
杜甫：空囊 
p. 187 
91.  Tu Fu – Song of the Vermeil Phoenix 
杜甫：朱鳳行 
p. 187 
92.  Tu Fu – Lament for a Quince Tree Uprooted by the Storm 
杜甫：楠樹為風雨所拔歌 
p. 187 
93.  Tu Fu – A Farewell to Ho Yung on His Leaving Min Valley for the 
Capital 
杜甫：贈別何邕 
p. 188 
94.  Tu Fu – Autumn Countryside 
杜甫：秋野五首 (其三) 
p. 188 
95.  Tu Fu – Quatrain 
杜甫：絕句五首 (其三) 
p. 188 
96.  Tu Fu – The Painting of an Eagle 
杜甫：畫鷹 
p. 188 
97.  Tu Fu – Riding in a Boat on the Day before the Spring Festival 
杜甫：小寒食舟中作 
p. 189 
98.  Tu Fu –Advent of Spring 
杜甫：春望 
p. 189 
99.  Tu Fu –In My Late Age 
杜甫：羌村三首 (其二) 
p. 189 
100. Tu Fu – The Return 
杜甫：羌村三首 (其一) 
p. 189 
101. Tu Fu – The Village and the River 
杜甫：江村 
p. 190 
102. Tu Fu – To My Youngest Son 
杜甫：憶幼子 
p. 190 
103. Tu Fu – My Brother 
杜甫：狂歌行贈四兄 
p. 190 
104. Tu Fu – Song of Autumn 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其七) 
p. 191 
105. Tu Fu – Cocks Are Crowing  
杜甫：羌村三首 (其三) 
p. 191 
106. Tu Fu – The Roof Whirled Away by Winds p. 192 
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杜甫：茅屋為秋風所破歌 
107. Tu Fu – Jade Flower Palace 
杜甫：玉華官 
p. 193 
108. Tu Fu – The Chariots To Forth to War 
杜甫：兵車行 
p. 193 
109. Tu Fu – On Climbing the Heights on the Ninth Day of the Ninth Moon 
杜甫：登高 
p. 194 
110. Tu Fu – A Meeting  
杜甫：贈衛八處士 
p. 194 
111. Tu Fu – The Rain at Night 
杜甫：春夜喜雨 
p. 195 
112. Tu Fu – At the Frontier 
杜甫：後出塞五首 (其二) 
p. 195 
113. Tu Fu – Spring 
杜甫：絕句二首 (其一) 
p. 196 
114. Tu Fu – Parting from My Old Wife 
杜甫：垂老別 
p. 196 
115. Tu Fu – Summer Night 
杜甫：倦夜 
p. 197 
116. Tu Fu – Chengtu 
杜甫：成都府 
p. 197 
117. Tu Fu – The Recruiting Officer 
杜甫：石壕吏 
p. 197 
118. Tu Fu – On Hearing That Our Arms Have Captured Honan and Hupeh 
杜甫：聞官軍收河南河北 
p. 198 
119. Tu Fu – On a Pine Tree Shown to Me by the Taoist Scholar Li  
杜甫：題李尊師松樹障子歌 
p. 198 
120. Tu Fu – Staying at the Official Residence on a Spring Night 
杜甫：春宿左省 
p. 199 
121. Tu Fu – To Li Po on a Spring Day 
杜甫：春日憶李白 
p. 199 
122. Tu Fu – To Li Po 
杜甫：天末懷李白 
p. 199 
123. Tu Fu – Thinking of Li Po 
杜甫：不見 
p. 200 
124. Tu Fu – Thinking of My Brothers on a Moonlit Night 
杜甫：月夜憶舍弟 
p. 200 
125. Tu Fu – Journey to the North 
杜甫：北征 
p. 201 
126. Po Chu-i – The Everlasting Sorrow 
白居易：長恨歌 
p. 207 
127. Po Chu-i – Captives from the Western Tribes 
白居易：縳戎人 
p. 211 
128. Po Chu-i – Sitting at Night 
白居易：村雪夜坐 
p. 212 
129. Po Chu-i – Seeing Hsia Chan off by River 
白居易：臨江送夏瞻 
p. 213 
130. Po Chu-i – Sleeping Alone at the Hsien-Yu Temple 
白居易：仙游寺獨宿 
p. 213 
131. Po Chu-i – Lonely Night in Early Autumn 
白居易：早秋獨夜 
p. 213 
132. Po Chu-i – The Harp  
白居易：琴 
p. 213 
133. Po Chu-i – Song of the Pines  
白居易：松聲 
p. 213 
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134. Po Chu-i – On the Tower Overlooking the River  
白居易：望江樓上作 
p. 214 
135. Po Chu-i – On an Ancient Tomb East of the Village 
白居易：登村東古家 
p. 214 
136. Po Chu-i – Visiting the Hermit Cheng 
白居易：過鄭處士 
p. 214 
137. Po Chu-i – The Heart in Autumn 
白居易：秋居書懷 
p. 215 
138. Po Chu-i – Woodpeckers’ Song  
白居易：啄木曲 
p. 215 
139. Po Chu-i – Buying Flowers 
白居易：買花 
p. 216 
140. Po Chu-i – On the Fasting Monk Chu Chuan 
白居易：同錢員外題絕糧僧巨川 
p. 216 
141. Po Chu-i – Sauntering Through Chao Village at Apricot-Blossoming 
Time 
白居易：遊趙村杏花 
p. 216 
142. Po Chu-i – The Charcoal-Burner  
白居易：賣炭翁 
p. 217 
143. Po Chu-i – The Sand and the Waves  
白居易：浪淘沙 
p. 217 
144. Po Chu-i – Looking in the Lake  
白居易：湖中自照 
p. 218 
145. Po Chu-i – A Flower? 
白居易：花非花 
p. 218 
146. Po Chu-i –Myself 
白居易：自詠 
p. 218 
147. Po Chu-i – At I-Ye Temple 
白居易：遺愛寺 
p. 218 
148. Po Chu-i – The Mirror 
白居易：照鏡 
p. 218 
149. Po Chu-i – To the Distant One 
白居易：寄遠 
p. 219 
150. Po Chu-i – Heavy Taxes 
白居易：重賦 
p. 219 
151. Po Chu-i – The North Garden 
白居易：北園 
p. 219 
152. Po Chu-i – Grass 
白居易：賦得古原草送別 
p. 219 
153. Li Hua – The Old Battlefield 
李華：弔古戰場文 
p. 220 
154. Wang Ts’ang-ling – The Young Wife 
王昌齡：閨怨 
p. 224 
155. Wang Ts’ang-ling – Recruiting Song 
王昌齡：從軍行七首 (其四、其五) 
p. 224 
156. Chang Hsu – The Ravine of the Flowering Peach Tree 
張旭：桃花谿 
p. 225 
157. Chien Hsu – The Stone Well 
錢起：石井 
p. 225 
158. Chu Wan – A Retreat in the Mountains 
朱灣：尋隱者韋九山人於東溪草堂 
p. 226 
159. Liu The-jen – Strolling in a Village 
劉得仁：村中閑步 
p. 226 
160. Wei Ying-wu – The Cuckoo Sings 
韋應物：子規啼 
p. 227 
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161. Wen T’ing-yan – Beyond the Tower 
溫庭筠：更漏子 
p. 227 
162. Yang Ch’u-yang – East of the City, Early Spring 
楊巨源：城東早春 
p. 228 
163. Liu Tsung-yuan – Ice in a Stream 
柳宗元：江雪 
p. 228 
164. Chia Tao – Searching for the Hermit in Vain 
賈島：尋隱者不遇 
p. 229 
165. Wang Han – The Song of Liangchow 
王翰：涼州詞 （「葡萄美酒夜光杯」） 
p. 229 
166. Chang Chi – Song of a Modest Woman 
張籍：節婦吟 
p. 230 
167. Lu Lun – On Meeting a Sick Soldier 
盧綸：逢病軍人 
p. 231 
168. Lu Lun – On Seeing Ch’ang-an in Spring 
盧綸：長安春望 
p. 231 
169. Lu Lun – Dark Night, the Wild Geese Fly High 
盧綸：和張僕射塞下曲 
p. 231 
170. Li Yi – Following the Army to the Northern Expedition 
李益：從軍北征 
p. 232 
171. Hsu Hun – Song at the Frontier 
許惲：塞下 
p. 232 
172. Chang Chi’en – Sanctuary in Po-Shan Temple 
常建：題破山寺後禪院 
p. 232 
173. Wang Chi-wen – Going beyond the Jade Gate Pass 
王之渙：涼州詞（「黃河遠上白雲間」） 
p. 233 
174. Li Ho – Song of Ch’un K’u 
李賀：昌谷詩 
p. 237 
175. Li Ho – Journey among Ruins 
李賀：古悠悠行 
p. 240 
176. Li Ho – Song of the Arrowhead 
李賀：長平箭頭歌 
p. 240 
177. Li Ho – A Lady’s Sepulcher 
李賀：蘇小小墓 
p. 240 
178. Li Ho – Departure of Autumn 
李賀：秋來 
p. 241 
179. Li Ho – Meditation 
李賀：感諷五首 (其三) 
p. 241 
180. Li Ho – A Long Song after Short Songs 
李賀：長歌續短歌 
p. 242 
181. Li Ho – Plant No Trees 
李賀：莫種樹 
p. 242 
182. Li Ho – Song of Returning to Kwei-chi 
李賀：還自會稽歌 
p. 242 
183. Li Ho – Song for the Bronze God 
李賀：金銅仙人辭漢歌 
p. 243 
184. Li Ho – “Die for His Majesty” 
李賀：雁門太守行 
p. 243 
185. Li Ho – To the Harp Player 
李賀：李憑箜篌引 
p. 244 
186. Li Ho – I Pass the Great Hall 
李賀：高軒過 
p. 244 
187. Li Ho – Below the City of P’ing 
李賀：平城下 
p. 245 
188. Li Ho – A King Drinks Wine p. 245 
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李賀：秦王飲酒歌 
189. Li Ho – A Sword in the Spring Office 
李賀：春坊正字劍子歌 
p. 246 
190. Li Ho – A Song of Heaven 
李賀：天上謠 
p. 246 
191. Li Ho – A Great Song 
李賀：浩歌 
p. 247 
192. Li Ho – The Twelve Moons  
李賀：河南府試十二月樂詞  
p. 247 
193. Tu Mu – Separation 
杜牧：贈別三首 (其二) 
p. 251 
194. Liu Fangping – The Silk Curtain124 
劉方平：春怨 
p. 251 
195. Liu Zhongyong – Gold Rivers and Jade Gates125 
柳中庸：徵人怨 
p. 251 
196. Liu Yuxi – The Red Bridge126 
劉禹錫：烏衣巷 
p. 251 
197. Tu Mu – Happy Regret 
杜牧：遣懷 
p. 252 
198. Tu Mu – The Garden of the Gold Valley 
杜牧：金谷園 
p. 252 
199. Tu Mu – The Nightingales 
杜牧：江南春絕句 
p. 252 
200. Tu Mu – Morning at Chien-wei River 
杜牧：泊秦淮 
p. 252 
201. Tu Mu – To Hen Chu, Magistrate of Yangchow 
杜牧：寄揚州韓綽判官 
p. 252 
202. Li Shang-yin – A Letter Home  
李商隱：夜雨寄北 
p. 253 
203. Li Shang-yin – No Title 
李商隱：無題 (「相見時唯別亦難」) 
p. 253 
204. Li Shang-yin – The Inlaid Psaltery 
李商隱：錦瑟 
p. 253 
205. Li Shang-yin – Ma Wei 
李商隱：馬嵬二首 (其二) 
p. 254 
206. Li Shang-yin – Fallen Flowers 
李商隱：落花 
p. 254 
207. Li Shang-yin – Coming and Going 
李商隱：無題 (「來是空言去絕蹤」) 
p. 254 
208. Li Shang-yin – The Lo-yu Tombs 
李商隱：樂遊園 
p. 255 
209. Li Yu – To the Tune of “The South River Song” 
李煜：望江南 · 多少恨 p. 257 
210. Li Yu – To the Tune of “Crows Crying by Night” 
李煜：烏夜啼 · 無言獨上西樓 p. 257 
211. Li Yu – To the Tune of “Meeting Happiness” 
李煜：相見歡 · 林花謝了春紅 p. 257 
212. Li Yu – Meditation 
李煜：長相思 · 一重山 p. 257 
                                                          
124 Attributed to Tu Mu 杜牧 by the anthologist. 
125 Attributed to Tu Mu 杜牧 by the anthologist. 
126 Attributed to Tu Mu 杜牧 by the anthologist. 
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213. Li Jing – To the Tune of “Mountain Flowers”127 
李璟：攤破浣溪沙 · 菡萏香銷翠葉殘 p. 258 
214. Li Yu – To the Tune of “A Clear Calm Music” 
李煜：清平樂 · 別來春半 p. 258 
215. Li Yu – Native Land 
李煜：渡中江望石城泣下 p. 258 
216. Li Yu – Before the Pavilion 
李煜：採桑子 ·亭前春逐紅英盡 p. 259 
217. Li Yu – Melancholy 
李煜：病中感懷 p. 259 
218. Li Yu – Spring Blossoms 
李煜：虞美人 · 春花秋月何時了 p. 259 
219. Li Yu – An Angel Enclosed 
李煜：菩薩蠻 · 蓬萊院閉天台女 p. 259 
220. Li Yu – The Past 
李煜：浪淘沙 · 往事只堪哀 p. 260 
221. Li Yu – To the Tune of “Breaking through Battle” 
李煜：破陣子 · 四十年來家國 p. 260 
222. Li Yu – Fisherman’s Song 
李煜：漁父詞兩首 p. 260 
 
                                                          
127 Attributed to Li Yu 李煜 by the anthologist. 
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Appendix 4 
 
Liu, Wu-chi & Lo, Irving Yucheng. (1975). Sunflower Spledor: Three Thousand Years of 
Chinese Poetry. Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 
 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
1. Tu Fu 杜甫 56 28. Huseh T’ao 薜濤 4 
2. Han Yü 韓愈 36 29. Ku K’uang 顧況 4 
3. Wen T’ing-yün 溫庭筠 25 30. Shih Te 拾得 4 
4. Li Po 李白 22 31. Wang Ch’ang-ling 王昌齡 4 
5. Meng Chiao 孟郊 18 32. Yü Hsüan-chi 魚玄機 4 
6. Po Chü-yi 白居易 18 33. Yuan Chieh 元結 4 
7. Yüan Chen 元稹 14 34. Chang Chih-ho 張志和 3 
8. Li Shang-yi 李商隱 13 35. Chang Yu 張祜 3 
9. Wei Chuang 韋莊 12  36. Chu Ch’ing-yü 朱慶餘 3 
10. Li Ho 李賀 11 37. Lo Yin 羅隱 3 
11. Liu Yü-his 劉禹錫 11 38. Lu Chao-lin 盧照鄰 3 
12. Wang Chien 王建 11 39. Lu Kuei-meng 陸龜蒙 3 
13. Meng Hao-jan 孟浩然 10 40. Lu Lun 盧綸 3 
14. Liu Tsung-yüan 柳宗元 9 41. Tai Shu-lun 戴叔倫 3 
15. P’I Jih-hsiu 皮日休 8 42. Wang Ya 王涯 3 
16. Ts’en Shen岑參 8 43. Ch’u Kuang-his 儲光羲 2 
17. Tu Mu 杜牧 8 44. Han Wo 韓偓 2 
18. Wan Fan-chih 王梵志 8 45. Kao Shih 高適 2 
19. Wang Wei 王維 8 46. Li Shan-fu 李山甫 2 
20. Li Hsün 李珣 6 47. Li Yi 李益 2 
21. Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing 劉長卿 6 48. Wang Chi 王績 2 
22. 
Lyrics from Tun-huang  
敦煌詞 
6 49. Ch’ang Chien 常建 1 
23. Ssu-k’ung Tu 司空圖 6 50. T’ang Yen-ch’ien 唐彥謙 1 
24. Wei Ying-wu 韋應物 6 51. Tu Hsün-ho 杜荀鶴 1 
25. Ch’en Tzu-ang 陳子昂 5 52. Wang Chi-yu 王季友 1 
26. Chia Tao 賈島 5 53. Yü Wu-ling 于武陵 1 
27. Han Shan 寒山 4 
 
Total: 418 Tang poems by 53 poets. 
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Selected Tang poems (shi and ci): 
 
1.  Wan Fan-chih – Eight Untitled Poems, 1 
王梵志: 「草屋足風塵」  
p. 83 
2.  Wan Fan-chih – Eight Untitled Poems, 2 
王梵志 : 「我見那漢死」  
p. 83 
3.  Wan Fan-chih – Eight Untitled Poems, 3 
王梵志 : 「他人騎大馬」  
p. 83 
4.  Wan Fan-chih – Eight Untitled Poems, 4 
王梵志: 「城外土饅頭」  
p. 83 
5.  Wan Fan-chih – Eight Untitled Poems, 5 
王梵志 : 「世無百年人」  
p. 84 
6.  Wan Fan-chih – Eight Untitled Poems, 6 
王梵志 : 「梵志翻著襪」  
p. 84 
7.  Wan Fan-chih – Eight Untitled Poems, 7 
王梵志 : 「有勢不煩意」  
p. 84 
8.  Wan Fan-chih – Eight Untitled Poems, 8 
王梵志 : 「黃金未是寶」  
p. 84 
9.  Wang Chi – Sent to Recluse Ch’eng 
王績：贈程處士 
p. 84 
10.  Wang Chi – In Praise of Carnations 
王績：石竹詠 
p. 85 
11.  Lu Chao-lin – Lotuses on the Crooked Pond 
盧照鄰：曲池荷 
p. 85 
12.  Lu Chao-lin  –“Mount Wu Is High” 
盧照鄰：巫山高 
p. 85 
13.  Lu Chao-lin  – “The Weary Road” 
盧照鄰：行路難 p. 86 
14.  Ch’en Tzu-ang – A Song on Climbing the Gate Tower at Yu-chou 
陳子昂：登幽州臺歌 p. 88 
15.  Ch’en Tzu-ang – Inscription on a Tree atop Mount Sacrifice (Ssu Shan) 
and Sent to Censor Ch’iao (Chih-chih) 
陳子昂：題祀山烽樹贈喬十二侍御 
p. 88 
16.  Ch’en Tzu-ang – Impressions of Things Encountered, 1 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首 (其一) 
p. 88 
17.  Ch’en Tzu-ang – Impressions of Things Encountered, 2 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首 (其二) 
p. 89 
18.  Ch’en Tzu-ang – Impressions of Things Encountered, 3 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首 (其三) 
p. 89 
19.  Han Shan – Four Untitled Poems, 1 
寒山：「鸚鵡宅西國」 
p. 90 
20.  Han Shan – Four Untitled Poems, 2 
寒山：「豬吃死人肉」 
p. 90 
21.  Han Shan – Four Untitled Poems, 3 
寒山：「人生在塵蒙」 
p. 90 
22.  Han Shan – Four Untitled Poems, 4 
寒山：「有個王秀才」 
p. 91 
23.  Shih Te – Four Untitled Poems, 1 
拾得：「若見月光明」 
p. 91 
24.  Shih Te – Four Untitled Poems, 2 
拾得：「獼猴尚教得」 
p. 91 
25.  Shih Te – Four Untitled Poems, 3 
拾得：「自笑老夫筋力敗」 
p. 92 
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26.  Shih Te – Four Untitled Poems, 4 
拾得：「迢迢山徑峻」 
p. 92 
27.  Meng Hao-jan – Passing the Night on a River in Chien-te 
孟浩然：宿建德江 
p. 92 
28.  Meng Hao-jan – The First of Autumn  
孟浩然：初秋 
p. 93 
29.  Meng Hao-jan – On the Street of Lo-yang 
孟浩然：同儲十二洛陽道中作 
p. 93 
30.  Meng Hao-jan – Paying a Visit to Monk Yung’s Cloister 
孟浩然：過融上人蘭若 
p. 93 
31.  Meng Hao-jan – Starting Early from Yu-p’u Deep 
孟浩然：早發漁浦潭 
p. 93 
32.  Meng Hao-jan – Crossing the Hsiang River at Night 
孟浩然：夜渡湘水 
p. 94 
33.  Meng Hao-jan – Parting from Wang Wei 
孟浩然：留別王侍御雜 
p. 94 
34.  Meng Hao-jan – Sopping at a Friend’s Farm 
孟浩然：過故人莊 
p. 95 
35.  Meng Hao-jan – Spending the Night at the Hillside Lodge of Master 
Yeh and Waiting for Friend Ting, who Does Not Arrive 
孟浩然：宿業師山房期丁大不至 
p. 95 
36.  Meng Hao-jan – Seeking Hsin E in the Western Hills 
孟浩然：西山尋辛諤 
p. 95 
37.  Wang Wei – Seeing Someone off  
王維：送別（「下馬飲君酒」） 
p. 96 
38.  Wang Wei – To Subprefect Chang 
王維：酬張少府 
p. 96 
39.  Wang Wei – Bridsong Brook 
王維：鳥嗚澗 
p. 96 
40.  Wang Wei – Red Peonies 
王維：紅牡丹 
p. 97 
41.  Wang Wei – The Farms at Wei River 
王維：渭川田家 
p. 97 
42.  Wang Wei – On Returning to Sung Mountain 
王維：歸嵩山作 
p. 97 
43.  Wang Wei – Suffering from Heat 
王維：苦熱 
p. 98 
44.  Wang Wei – Enjoying Coolness 
王維：納涼 
p. 98 
45.  Ch’u Kuang-hsi – The Cowherd: A song  
儲光羲：牧童詞 
p. 99 
46.  Ch’u Kuang-hsi – Farm Routine  
儲光羲：田家即事 
p. 99 
47.  Wang Ch’ang-ling – Listening to a Wanderer’s “Water Melody” 
王昌齡：聽流人水調子 
p. 100 
48.  Wang Ch’ang-ling – “Following the Army on Campaign”, 1 
王昌齡：從軍行七首 (其二) 
p. 100 
49.  Wang Ch’ang-ling – “Following the Army on Campaign”, 2 
王昌齡：從軍行七首 (其三) 
p. 100 
50.  Wang Ch’ang-ling – “Following the Army on Campaign”, 3 
王昌齡：從軍行七首 (其七) 
p. 100 
51.  Ch’ang Chien – A Visit to the Broken Hill Temple 
常建：題破山寺後禪院 
p. 101 
52.  Li Po – Calling on a Taoist Priest in Tai-t’ien Mountain but Failing to 
See Him 
p. 101 
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李白：訪戴天山道士不遇 
53.  Li Po – Seeing Meng Hao-jan off to Kuang-ling 
李白：黃鶴樓送孟浩然之廣陵 
p. 101 
54.  Li Po – “Song of Hsiang -yang” 
李白：襄陽歌 
p. 102 
55.  Li Po – “Moon over Mountain Pass” 
李白：關山月 
p. 103 
56.  Li Po – In Imitation of Ancient Songs 
李白：擬古十二首 (其十一) 
p. 103 
57.  Li Po – Thoughts while Studying at Hanlin Academy Sent to My 
Colleagues at the Chi-hsien Academy 
李白：翰林讀書言懷呈集賢諸學士 
p. 104 
58.  Li Po – “The Road to Shu Is Hard” 
李白：蜀道難 
p. 104 
59.  Li Po – To Secretary Lu Ch’ien of Jen City 
李白：贈任城盧主簿 
p. 106 
60.  Li Po – T’ien-mu Mountain Ascended in a Dream: A Farewell Song 
李白：夢遊天姥吟留別 
p. 106 
61.  Li Po – “They Fought South of the Walls” 
李白：戰城南 
p.108 
62.  Li Po – Drinking Alone Beneath the Moon, 1 
李白：月下獨酌四首 (其一) 
p. 109 
63.  Li Po – Drinking Alone Beneath the Moon, 2 
李白：月下獨酌四首 (其二) 
p. 109 
64.  Li Po – Sitting Alone in Ching-t’ing Mountain 
李白：獨坐敬亭山 
p. 110 
65.  Li Po – To Amuse Myself 
李白：自遣 
p. 110 
66.  Li Po – Listening to a Monk from Shu Playing the Lute 
李白：聽蜀僧濬彈琴 
p. 110 
67.  Li Po – Songs of Ch’iu-p’u, 1 
李白：秋浦歌十七首 (其五) 
p. 111 
68.  Li Po – Songs of Ch’iu-p’u, 2 
李白：秋浦歌十七首 (其十二) 
p. 111 
69.  Li Po – Songs of Ch’iu-p’u, 3 
李白：秋浦歌十七首 (其十四) 
p. 111 
70.  Li Po – Songs of Ch’iu-p’u, 4 
李白：秋浦歌十七首 (其十五) 
p. 11 
71.  Li Po – Written in Behalf of My Wife 
李白：自代內贈 
p. 112 
72.  Li Po – Climbing Phoenix Terrace at Chin-ling 
李白：登金陵鳳凰臺 
p. 113 
73.  Li Po – Ancient Airs  
李白：古風五十九首 (其一) 
p. 113 
74.  Kao Shih – “The Youth of Han-tan: A Song” 
高適：邯鄲少年行 
p. 114 
75.  Kao Shih – “Song of Yen” 
高適：燕歌行 
p. 114 
76.  Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing – Replying to a Poem by the Monk Ling-yi at the 
New Spring 
劉長卿：和靈一上人新泉 
p. 116 
77.  Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing – At an Inn in Yü-kan 
劉長卿：餘干旅舍 
p. 116 
78.  Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing – Sent to the Taoist of Dragon Mountain, Hsü Fa-
leng 
p. 116 
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劉長卿：寄龍山道士許法稜 
79.  Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing – Encountering a Snowstorm, I Stay with the 
Recluse of Mount Hibiscus 
劉長卿：逢雪宿芙蓉山主人 
p. 117 
80.  Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing – Saying Goodbye to the Monk Ling-ch’e 
劉長卿：送靈澈上人 
p. 117 
81.  Liu Ch’ang-ch’ing – Listening to the Washblock in the Moonlight 
劉長卿：月下聽砧 
p. 117 
82.  Tu Fu – For Li Po  
杜甫：贈李白 
p. 117 
83.  Tu Fu – To Li Po  
杜甫：贈李白 
p. 118 
84.  Tu Fu – Frontier Songs, Frist Series, 1  
杜甫：前出塞九首 (其一) 
p. 118 
85.  Tu Fu – Frontier Songs, Frist Series, 2 
杜甫：前出塞九首 (其三) 
p. 119 
86.  Tu Fu – Frontier Songs, Frist Series, 3 
杜甫：前出塞九首 (其六) 
p. 119 
87.  Tu Fu – The Elegant Women 
杜甫：麗人行 
p. 119 
88.  Tu Fu – Ch’iang Village, 1 
杜甫：羌村三首 (其一) 
p. 120 
89.  Tu Fu – Ch’iang Village, 2 
杜甫：羌村三首(其二) 
p. 121 
90.  Tu Fu – Journey North, 1-5 
杜甫：北征 
p.  121 
91.  Tu Fu – Meandering River, 1 
杜甫：曲江二首 (其一) 
p.  127 
92.  Tu Fu – Meandering River, 2 
杜甫：曲江二首 (其二) 
p. 127 
93.  Tu Fu – Dreaming of Li Po, 1 
杜甫：夢李白二首 (其一) 
p. 128 
94.  Tu Fu – Dreaming of Li Po, 2 
杜甫：夢李白二首 (其二) 
p. 128 
95.  Tu Fu – Farewell of an Old Man 
杜甫：垂老別 
p. 129 
96.  Tu Fu – Recruiting Officer of Shih-hao 
杜甫：石壕吏 
p. 130 
97.  Tu Fu – At Horizon’s End, Thinking of Li Po 
杜甫：天末懷李白 
p. 131 
98.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs Written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 1 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同谷縣作歌七首 (其一) 
p. 131 
99.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs Written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 2 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同谷縣作歌七首 (其二) 
p. 132 
100.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs Written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 3 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同谷縣作歌七首 (其三) 
p. 132 
101.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs Written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 4 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同谷縣作歌七首 (其四) 
p. 132 
102.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs Written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 5 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同谷縣作歌七首 (其五) 
p.133 
103.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs Written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 6 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同谷縣作歌七首 (其六) 
p. 133 
104.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs Written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 7 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同谷縣作歌七首 (其七) 
p. 133  
105.  Tu Fu – A Spring Night – Rejoicing in Rain p. 134 
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杜甫：春夜喜雨 
106.  Tu Fu – Strolling Along the Riverbank, Looking for Flowers: Seven 
Quatrains, Two Selections, 1 
杜甫：江畔獨步尋花七絕句 (其二) 
p. 134 
107.  Tu Fu – Strolling Along the Riverbank, Looking for Flowers: Seven 
Quatrains, Two Selections, 2 
杜甫：江畔獨步尋花七絕句 (其七) 
p. 134  
108.  Tu Fu – Random Pleasures: Nine Quatrains, 1 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首 (其一) 
p.134 
109.  Tu Fu – Random Pleasures: Nine Quatrains, 2 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首 (其二) 
p. 135 
110.  Tu Fu – Random Pleasures: Nine Quatrains, 3 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首 (其三) 
p. 134 
111.  Tu Fu – Random Pleasures: Nine Quatrains, 4 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首 (其四) 
p. 135 
112.  Tu Fu – Random Pleasures: Nine Quatrains, 5 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首 (其五) 
p. 135 
113.  Tu Fu – Random Pleasures: Nine Quatrains, 6 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首 (其六) 
p. 135 
114.  Tu Fu – Random Pleasures: Nine Quatrains, 7 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首 (其七) 
p. 135 
115.  Tu Fu – Random Pleasures: Nine Quatrains, 8 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首 (其八) 
p. 136 
116.  Tu Fu – Random Pleasures: Nine Quatrains, 9 
杜甫：絕句漫興九首 (其九) 
p. 136 
117.  Tu Fu – Two Quatrains, 1 
杜甫：三絕句(其一) 
p.136 
118.  Tu Fu – Two Quatrains, 2 
杜甫：三絕句(其二) 
p. 136 
119.  Tu Fu – A Tired Night 
杜甫：倦夜 
p. 136 
120.  Tu Fu – No Word 
杜甫：不見 
p. 
137 
121.  Tu Fu – Rain, Four Poems: Two Selections, 1 
杜甫：雨四首 (其一) 
p. 127 
122.  Tu Fu – Rain, Four Poems: Two Selections, 2 
杜甫：雨四首 (其四) 
p. 137 
123.  Tu Fu – The City of White Emperor 
杜甫：白帝 
p. 138 
124.  Tu Fu – Night 
杜甫：夜 
p. 138 
125.  Tu Fu – Two poems on Night, 1 
杜甫：夜二首 (其一) 
p. 138 
126.  Tu Fu – Two poems on Night, 2 
杜甫：夜二首 (其二) 
p. 139 
127.  Tu Fu – Written on the Thirtieth Day, Ninth Month, Second Year of the 
Ta-li Reign 
杜甫：大曆二年九月三十日 
p. 139 
128.  Tu Fu – I Spend the night in a Room by the River 
杜甫：宿江邊閣 
p. 139 
129.  Tu Fu – Thoughts on Historical Sites: Wang Chao-chun 
杜甫：詠懷古跡五首 (其三) 
p. 140 
130.  Tu Fu – Climbing the Heights  
杜甫：登高 
p. 140 
131.  Tu Fu – Autumn Thoughts, Three Selections, 1 p. 141 
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杜甫：秋興八首 (其一) 
132.  Tu Fu – Autumn Thoughts, Three Selections, 2 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其四) 
p. 141 
133.  Tu Fu – Autumn Thoughts, Three Selections, 3 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其七) 
p. 142 
134.  Tu Fu – Two Quatrains, 1 
杜甫：絕句二首 (其一) 
p. 142 
135.  Tu Fu – Two Quatrains, 2 
杜甫：絕句二首 (其二) 
p. 142 
136.  Tu Fu – Upon Seeing the Fireflies 
杜甫：見螢火 
p. 143 
137.  Tu Fu – Night Thoughts Aboard a Boat  
杜甫：旅夜書懷 
p. 143 
138.  Ts’en Shen – Autumn Thought 
岑參：秋思 
p. 143 
139.  Ts’en Shen – Fisherman 
岑參：漁夫 
p. 144 
140.  Ts’en Shen – Song of the White Snow: Saying Farewell to Supervisor 
Wu Returning to the Capital 
岑參：白雪歌送武判官歸京 
p. 144  
141.  Ts’en Shen – Composed at Sunset at the Dunes of Ho-yen 
岑參：日沒賀延磧作 
p. 145 
142.  Ts’en Shen – Replying to “On the Occasion of Morning Audience After 
Snow” Poem by Assistant Secretary Wang of the Board of Sacrifices 
岑參：和祠部王員外雪後早朝即事 
p. 145 
143.  Ts’en Shen – On Climbing the Pagoda of the Temple of Gracious 
Benevolence with Lao Shih and Hsueh Chu 
岑參：與高適薛據登慈恩寺浮圖 
p. 146 
144.  Ts’en Shen – A Song of the Running Horse River: Presented on Seeing 
General Feng off on a Campaign to the West 
岑參：走馬川行奉送出師西征 
p. 147 
145.  Ts’en Shen – A Song of the Bay Steed of Governor Wei 
岑參：衛節度赤驃馬歌 
p. 148 
146.  Yuan Chieh – The Palace of Rocks, Four Verses, 1 
元結：石宮四詠 (其一) 
p. 149 
147.  Yuan Chieh – The Palace of Rocks, Four Verses, 2 
元結：石宮四詠 (其二) 
p. 149 
148.  Yuan Chieh – The Palace of Rocks, Four Verses, 3 
元結：石宮四詠 (其三) 
p. 149 
149.  Yuan Chieh – The Palace of Rocks, Four Verses, 4 
元結：石宮四詠 (其四) 
p. 150 
150.  Ku K’uang – Written Upon Returning to the Mountains 
顧況：歸山作 
p. 150 
151.  Ku K’uang – On the River 
顧況：江上 
p. 150 
152.  Ku K’uang – Upon a Brook  
顧況：溪上 
p. 150 
153.  Ku K’uang – “Sonny” 
顧況：囝一章 
p. 151 
154.  Tai Shu-lun – Living in the Mountains  
戴叔倫：山居 
p. 152 
155.  Tai Shu-lun – Wang Chao-chun 
戴叔倫：昭君詞 
p. 152 
156.  Tai Shu-lun – An Accidental Meeting with an Old Friend While 
Travelling at Night  
戴叔倫：客夜與故人偶集 
p. 152 
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157.  Wei Ying-wu – “Longing in My Heart” 
韋應物：有所思 
p. 153 
158.  Wei Ying-wu – In Imitation of T’ao P’eng-tse 
韋應物：效陶彭澤 
p. 153 
159.  Wei Ying-wu – On Dewdrop 
韋應物：詠露珠 
p. 153 
160.  Wei Ying-wu – On Sound 
韋應物：詠聲 
p. 154 
161.  Wei Ying-wu – Crossing the Lang-yeh Mountain with a Friend (Chao 
P’i-ch’iang, a Young Student) 
韋應物：同越瑯琊山 
p. 154 
162.  Wei Ying-wu – Tune: “Song of Flirtatious Laughter” 
韋應物：調笑令 · 胡馬  
p. 154 
163.  Wang Chi-yu – Viewing Mr. Yu’s Landscape Painting on the Wall 
王季友：觀于舍人壁畫山水 
p. 156 
164.  Chang Chih-ho – Fisherman’s songs, Three Selection, 1 
張志和：漁夫歌 · 西塞山前白鷺飛  
p. 155 
165.  Chang Chih-ho – Fisherman’s songs, Three Selection, 2 
張志和：漁夫歌 · 松江蟹舍主人歡 
p. 155 
166.  Chang Chih-ho – Fisherman’s songs, Three Selection, 3 
張志和：漁夫歌 · 青草湖中月正圓 
p. 156 
167.  Lu Lun – “Frontier Songs”: Replying to Assistant Executive Secretary 
Chang, Three Selections, 1 
盧綸：和張僕射塞下曲六首 (其二) 
p. 156 
168.  Lu Lun – “Frontier Songs”: Replying to Assistant Executive Secretary 
Chang, Three Selections, 2 
盧綸：和張僕射塞下曲六首 (其三) 
p. 156 
169.  Lu Lun – “Frontier Songs”: Replying to Assistant Executive Secretary 
Chang, Three Selections, 3 
盧綸：和張僕射塞下曲六首 (其五) 
p. 156 
170.  Li Yi – At Night atop Shou-hsiang Citadel, Hearing Tartar Flutes 
李益：夜上受降城聞笛 
p.157 
171.  Li Yi – Looking in a Mirror the Day Before the Advent of Autumn 
李益：立秋前一日鑒鏡 
p. 157 
172.  Meng Chiao – Ballad of Ching Mountain  
孟郊：京山行 
p. 157 
173.  Meng Chiao – Expressing My Feelings 
孟郊：感興 
p. 158 
174.  Meng Chiao – Failing the Examination 
孟郊：落第 
p. 158 
175.  Meng Chiao – Seeing off Master T’an 
孟郊：送淡公 
p. 158 
176.  Meng Chiao – Laments of the Gorges, Two Selections, 1 
孟郊：峽哀 
p. 159 
177.  Meng Chiao – Laments of the Gorges, Two Selections, 2 
孟郊：峽哀 
p. 159 
178.  Meng Chiao – Apricots Die Young, Six Selections, 1 
孟郊：杏殤 (其一) 
p. 160 
179.  Meng Chiao – Apricots Die Young, Six Selections, 2 
孟郊：杏殤 (其二) 
p. 160 
180.  Meng Chiao – Apricots Die Young, Six Selections, 3 
孟郊：杏殤 (其三) 
p. 160 
181.  Meng Chiao – Apricots Die Young, Six Selections, 4 
孟郊：杏殤 (其四) 
p. 161 
182.  Meng Chiao – Apricots Die Young, Six Selections, 5 
孟郊：杏殤 (其五) 
p. 161 
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183.  Meng Chiao – Apricots Die Young, Six Selections, 6 
孟郊：杏殤 (其六) 
p. 161 
184.  Meng Chiao – Autumn Meditations Four Selections, 1 
孟郊：秋懷 (其一) 
p. 162 
185.  Meng Chiao – Autumn Meditations Four Selections, 2 
孟郊：秋懷 (其二) 
p. 162 
186.  Meng Chiao – Autumn Meditations Four Selections, 3 
孟郊：秋懷 (其四) 
p. 162 
187.  Meng Chiao – Autumn Meditations Four Selections, 4 
孟郊：秋懷  (其七) 
p. 163 
188.  Meng Chiao – Lament for Lu Yin 
孟郊：弔盧殷 
p. 163 
189.  Meng Chiao – After Passing the Examination 
孟郊：登科後 
p. 164 
190.  Wang Ya – “Song of Spring Journeying” 
王涯：春遊曲二首 
p. 164 
191.  Wang Ya – “Song of Autumn Night” 
王涯：秋夜曲 
p. 164 
192.  Wang Ya – “Palace Poem” 
王涯：宮詞三十首 (其十三) 
p. 164 
193.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 1 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其一) 
p. 165 
194.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 2 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其二) 
p. 165 
195.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 3 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其三) 
p. 166 
196.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 4 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其四) 
p. 166 
197.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 5 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其五) 
p. 167 
198.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 6 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其六) 
p. 167 
199.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 7 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其七) 
p. 167 
200.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 8 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其八) 
p. 168 
201.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 9 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其九) 
p. 169 
202.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 10 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其十) 
p. 169 
203.  Han Yü – Sentiments at Autumn: Eleven Poems, 11 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首 (其十一) 
p. 170 
204.  Han Yü – Occasional Poem 
韓愈：雜詩 
p. 170 
205.  Han Yü – To the Wooden Hermit, Two Poems, 1 
韓愈：題來居士二首 (其一) 
p. 171 
206.  Han Yü – To the Wooden Hermit, Two Poems, 2 
韓愈：題來居士二首 (其二) 
p. 171 
207.  Han Yü – Poem on Losing One’s Teeth 
韓愈：落齒 
p. 172 
208.  Han Yü – the Girl from Flower Mountain  
韓愈：華山女 
p. 173 
209.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 1 
韓愈：南山詩 (其一) 
p. 175 
210.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 2 p. 176 
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韓愈：南山詩 (其二) 
211.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 3 
韓愈：南山詩 (其三) 
p. 176 
212.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 4 
韓愈：南山詩 (其四) 
p. 177 
213.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 5 
韓愈：南山詩 (其五) 
p. 178 
214.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 6 
韓愈：南山詩 (其六) 
p. 178 
215.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 7 
韓愈：南山詩 (其七) 
p. 179 
216.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 8 
韓愈：南山詩 (其八) 
p. 180 
217.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 9 
韓愈：南山詩 (其九) 
p. 180 
218.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 10 
韓愈：南山詩 (其十) 
p. 183 
219.  Han Yü – Southern Mountains, 11 
韓愈：南山詩 (其十一) 
p. 184 
220.  Han Yü – The Pond in a Bowl, Five Poems, 1 
韓愈：盆池五首 (其一) 
p. 185 
221.  Han Yü – The Pond in a Bowl, Five Poems, 2 
韓愈：盆池五首 (其二) 
p. 185 
222.  Han Yü – The Pond in a Bowl, Five Poems, 3 
韓愈：盆池五首 (其三) 
p. 186 
223.  Han Yü – The Pond in a Bowl, Five Poems, 4 
韓愈：盆池五首 (其四) 
p. 186 
224.  Han Yü – The Pond in a Bowl, Five Poems, 5 
韓愈：盆池五首 (其五) 
p. 186 
225.  Han Yü – Short Poems on Various Subjects, Two Selections, 1 
韓愈：雜詩四首 (其一) 
p. 187 
226.  Han Yü – Short Poems on Various Subjects, Two Selections, 2 
韓愈：雜詩四首 (其四) 
p. 187 
227.  Han Yü – The Officer at the Rapids 
韓愈：瀧吏 
p. 188 
228.  Han Yü – Demoted I Arrive at Lan-t’ian Pass and Show this Poem to 
My Brother’s Grandson Han Hsiang 
韓愈：左遷至藍關示姪孫湖 
p. 190 
229.  Huseh T’ao – The Moon 
薜濤：月 
p. 190 
230.  Huseh T’ao – Farewell to a Friend  
薜濤：送友人 
p. 190 
231.  Huseh T’ao – Willow Catkins 
薜濤：柳絮 
p. 191 
232.  Huseh T’ao – Autumn Spring  
薜濤：秋泉 
p. 191 
233.  Wang Chien – “A Boatman’s Song” 
王建：水夫謠 
p. 191 
234.  Wang Chien – “Weaving at the Window” 
王建：當窗織 
p. 192 
235.  Wang Chien – “Palace Poems”, Nine Selections, 1 
王建：宮詞一百首 (其五十一) 
p. 193 
236.  Wang Chien – “Palace Poems”, Nine Selections, 2 
王建：宮詞一百首 (其三十八) 
p. 193 
237.  Wang Chien – “Palace Poems”, Nine Selections, 3 p. 193 
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王建：宮詞一百首 (其三十三) 
238.  Wang Chien – “Palace Poems”, Nine Selections, 4 
王建：宮詞一百首 (其六十九) 
p. 194 
239.  Wang Chien – “Palace Poems”, Nine Selections, 5 
王建：宮詞一百首 (其二十三) 
p. 194 
240.  Wang Chien – “Palace Poems”, Nine Selections, 6 
王建：宮詞一百首 (其十七) 
p. 194 
241.  Wang Chien – “Palace Poems”, Nine Selections, 7 
王建：宮詞一百首 (其十八) 
p. 195 
242.  Wang Chien – “Palace Poems”, Nine Selections, 8 
王建：宮詞一百首 (其二十七) 
p. 195 
243.  Wang Chien – “Palace Poems”, Nine Selections, 9 
王建：宮詞一百首 (其八十四) 
p. 195 
244.  Liu Yü-hsi – Sorrowing for the Past at Western Pass Mountain 
劉禹錫：西塞山懷古 
p. 196 
245.  Liu Yü-hsi – Chin-ling 
劉禹錫：金陵五題：石頭城 
p. 196 
246.  Liu Yü-hsi – “Looking at My Knife-hilt” 
劉禹錫：視刀環歌 
p. 196 
247.  Liu Yü-hsi – Willow Branches 
劉禹錫：楊柳枝 
p. 197 
248.  Liu Yü-hsi – Song of Miss T’ai 
劉禹錫：泰娘歌 
p. 197 
249.  Liu Yü-hsi – “Bamboo Branch Song”, Two Selections, 1 
劉禹錫：竹枝詞九首并序 (其八) 
p. 199 
250.  Liu Yü-hsi – “Bamboo Branch Song”, Two Selections, 2 
劉禹錫：竹枝詞九首并序 (其九) 
p. 200 
251.  Liu Yü-hsi – “Willow Branch Song” 
劉禹錫：楊柳枝詞九首 (其五) 
p. 200 
252.  Liu Yü-hsi – Coming Again to Heng-yang, I Mourn for Liu Tsung-yuan 
劉禹錫：重至衡陽傷柳儀曹 并引 
p. 200 
253.  Liu Yü-hsi – A Song of Spring, Replying to a Poem by Po Chü-yi 
劉禹錫：和樂天春詞 
p. 201 
254.  Liu Yü-hsi – Tune: “Ripples Sifting Sand” (Lang T’ao Sha) 
劉禹錫：浪淘沙九首 (其四) 
p. 201 
255.  Po Chü-yi – Grass on Ancient Plain: A Song of Farewell  
白居易：賦得古原草送別 
p. 201 
256.  Po Chü-yi – Watching the Wheat-reapers  
白居易：觀刈麥 
p. 202 
257.  Po Chü-yi – Bitter Cold, Living in the Village 
白居易：村居苦寒 
p. 203 
258.  Po Chü-yi – The Old Man of Hsin-feng with the Broken Arm 
白居易：新豐折臂翁 
p. 203 
259.  Po Chü-yi – Red Embroidered Carpet 
白居易：紅線毯 
p. 205 
260.  Po Chü-yi – An Old Charcoal Seller 
白居易：賣炭翁 
p. 204 
261.  Po Chü-yi – A Traveller’s Moon 
白居易：客中月 
p. 207 
262.  Po Chü-yi – Painting Bamboo: A Song  
白居易：畫竹歌 
p. 205 
263.  Po Chü-yi – On a Moonlit Night, Sent to My Brothers and Sisters 
白居易：自河南經亂關內阻飢兄弟離散各在一處因望月有感聊書所
懷寄上浮梁大兄於潛七兄烏江十五兄兼示符離及下邽弟妹 
p. 208 
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264.  Po Chü-yi – Reading the Collected Works of Li Po and Tu Fu: A 
Colophon 
白居易：讀李杜詩集因題卷後 
p. 209 
265.  Po Chü-yi – Parrot 
白居易：鸚鵡 
p. 209 
266.  Po Chü-yi – “Lotus-gatherer’s Song” 
白居易：採蓮曲 
p. 210 
267.  Po Chü-yi – “Song of the Rear Palace” 
白居易：後宮詞 
p. 210 
268.  Po Chü-yi – Evening View at River Pavilion, Inviting Guest 
白居易：江樓夕望招客 
p. 210 
269.  Po Chü-yi – “the Crow Cries at Night” 
白居易：烏夜啼 p. 210 
270.  Po Chü-yi – Tune: “Flower Unlike Flower” 
白居易：花非花 
p. 211 
271.  Po Chü-yi – Tune: “Ripples Sifting Sand”, Two Lyrics, 1 
白居易：浪淘沙六首 (其四) 
p. 211 
272.  Po Chü-yi – Tune: “Ripples Sifting Sand”, Two Lyrics, 2 
白居易：浪淘沙六首 (其五) 
p. 211 
273.  Liu Tsung-yüan – Visiting Mountains with Hiu Reverence Hao Ch’u to 
My Friends and Relatives in the Capital 
柳宗元：與浩初上人同看山寄京華親故 
p. 212 
274.  Liu Tsung-yüan – Arriving at North Pond by Stupid Brook on a 
Morning Walk after the Rain 
柳宗元：雨後曉行獨正愚溪北池 
p. 212 
275.  Liu Tsung-yüan – Written in Jest on Elder Stonegate’s Eastern Balcony 
柳宗元：戲題石門長老東軒 
p. 212 
276.  Liu Tsung-yüan – Drinking at Night in the Western Pavilion of the Fa-
hua Temple 
柳宗元：法華寺西亭夜飲 
p. 213 
277.  Liu Tsung-yüan – Meditation Hall 
柳宗元：禪堂 
p. 213 
278.  Liu Tsung-yüan – Feeling Old Age 
柳宗元：覺衰 
p. 213 
279.  Liu Tsung-yüan – Farmers, Two Selections, 1 
柳宗元：田家三首 (其二) 
p. 214 
280.  Liu Tsung-yüan – Farmers, Two Selections, 2 
柳宗元：田家三首 (其三) 
p. 214 
281.  Liu Tsung-yüan – On Covering the Bones of Chang Chin, the Hired 
Man 
柳宗元：掩役夫張進骸 
p. 215 
282.  Yüan Chen – Three Dreams at Chiang-ling, 1 
元稹：江陵三夢 (其一) 
p. 216 
283.  Yüan Chen – Three Dreams at Chiang-ling, 2 
元稹：江陵三夢 (其二) 
p. 218 
284.  Yüan Chen – Three Dreams at Chiang-ling, 3 
元稹：江陵三夢 (其三) 
p. 218 
285.  Yüan Chen – To the Waters of the Chia-ling, Two Poems, 1 
元稹：嘉陵水 (其一) 
p. 219 
286.  Yüan Chen – To the Waters of the Chia-ling, Two Poems, 2 
元稹：嘉陵水 (其二) 
p. 219 
287.  Yüan Chen – Drunk too Soon 
元稹：先醉 
p. 219 
288.  Yüan Chen – Recalling when I was Drunk  
元稹：憶醉 
p. 219 
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289.  Yüan Chen – Sobering up 
元稹：酒醒 
p. 220 
290.  Yüan Chen – Late Spring 
元稹：晚春 
p. 220 
291.  Yüan Chen – Sent to Lo-t’ien (Po Chu-yi) for Thinking of Me after the 
Rainfall 
元稹：酬樂天雨後見憶 
p. 220 
292.  Yüan Chen – Apricot Garden 
元稹：杏園 
p. 220 
293.  Yüan Chen – Mourning My Son 
元稹：哭子十首 (其四) 
p. 221 
294.  Yüan Chen – Song of the Weaving Woman 
元稹：織婦詞 
p. 221 
295.  Yüan Chen – On Lien-ch’ang Palace 
元稹：連昌宮詞 
p. 222 
296.  Chia Tao – Weeping for the Zen Master Po-yen 
賈島：哭柏岩和尚 
p. 226 
297.  Chia Tao – Evening View as the Snow Clears 
賈島：雪晴晚望 
p. 226 
298.  Chia Tao – Spending the Night at a Mountain Temple 
賈島：宿山寺 
p. 226 
299.  Chia Tao – Passing by a Mountain Village: Evening 
賈島：暮過山村 
p. 227 
300.  Chia Tao – Sick Cicada 
賈島：病蟬 
p. 227 
301.  Chang Yu – Presented to a Lady within the Palace 
張祜：贈內人 
p. 227 
302.  Chang Yu – “Song of Farewell” in the Tartar Mode 
張祜：胡渭洲 
p. 228 
303.  Chang Yu – Yellow Sunflower of Szechwan 
張祜：黃蜀葵花 
p. 228 
304.  Li Ho – In Protest 
李賀：感諷五首 (其三) 
p. 228 
305.  Li Ho – Ravine on a Cold Evening  
李賀：溪晚涼 
p. 229 
306.  Li Ho – Pleasure of the Night 
李賀：夜來樂 
P. 229 
307.  Li Ho – Young Man with a Yellow Hat 
李賀：黃頭郎 
p. 230 
308.  Li Ho – Temple of the Orchid Fragrance 
李賀：蘭香神女廟 
p. 230 
309.  Li Ho – Lamentation of the Bronze Camels 
李賀：銅駝悲 
p. 232 
310.  Li Ho – Ch’ang-ku 
李賀：昌谷詩 
p. 232 
311.  Li Ho – About Horse, Two Selections, 1 
李賀：馬詩二十三首 (其二) 
p. 235 
312.  Li Ho – About Horse, Two Selections, 2 
李賀：馬詩二十三首 (其九) 
p. 235 
313.  Li Ho – New Bamboo in the North Garden at Ch’ang-ku 
李賀：昌谷北園新筍四首 (其二) 
p. 236 
314.  Li Ho – Young Noble at Night’s End: A Song 
李賀：貴公子夜闌曲 
p. 236 
315.  Chu Ch’ing-yü – “Palace Poem” 
朱慶餘：宮詞 
p. 236 
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316.  Chu Ch’ing-yü – “Gathering Lotus” 
朱慶餘：采蓮 
p. 237 
317.  Chu Ch’ing-yü – The Great Wall 
朱慶餘：長城 
p. 237 
318.  Tu Mu – Climbing Up to the Lo-yu Plain 
杜牧：登樂遊原 
p. 237 
319.  Tu Mu – Pond in a Basin 
杜牧：盆池 
p. 238 
320.  Tu Mu – Sighing over Flower 
杜牧：歎花 
p. 238 
321.  Tu Mu – Red Embankment 
杜牧：朱坡絕句三首 (其三) 
p. 238 
322.  Tu Mu – Returning Home  
杜牧：歸家 
p. 238 
323.  Tu Mu – The Crane  
杜牧：鶴 
p. 238 
324.  Tu Mu – Early Geese 
杜牧：早雁 
p. 239 
325.  Tu Mu – Egrets 
杜牧：鷺鷥 
p. 239 
326.  Li Shang-yi – The Richly Painted Zither 
李商隱：錦瑟 
p. 240 
327.  Li Shang-yi – Without Title  
李商隱：無題 (「來是空言去絕蹤」) 
p. 240 
328.  Li Shang-yi – Fallen Flowers  
李商隱：落花 
p. 241 
329.  Li Shang-yi – Wang Chao-chun 
李商隱：王昭君 
p. 241 
330.  Li Shang-yi – Night Chill 
李商隱：夜冷 
p. 241 
331.  Li Shang-yi – Hibiscus Flowers 
李商隱：槿花 
p. 241 
332.  Li Shang-yi – Boudoir Feelings 
李商隱：閨情 
p. 242 
333.  Li Shang-yi – For Lotus Flower 
李商隱：贈荷花 
p. 242  
334.  Li Shang-yi – About Geese 
李商隱：題鵝 
p. 242 
335.  Li Shang-yi – In a Day 
李商隱：即日 
p. 242 
336.  Li Shang-yi – Little Peach Blossoms in the Garden 
李商隱：小桃園 
p. 243 
337.  Li Shang-yi – Cicada 
李商隱：蟬 
p. 243 
338.  Li Shang-yi – Willow 
李商隱：柳 
p. 244 
339.  Wen T’ing-yün – A Song of Chang Ching-yuan Picking Lotus Flowers 
溫庭筠：張靜婉採蓮歌并序 
p. 244 
340.  Wen T’ing-yün – A Song of Distant Waters 
溫庭筠：遐水謠 
p. 245 
341.  Wen T’ing-yün – A Crossing South of Li-chou 
溫庭筠：利州南渡 
p. 245 
342.  Wen T’ing-yün – Early Autumn in the Mountains 
溫庭筠：早秋山居 
p. 246 
343.  Wen T’ing-yün – An Early Walk on Shang Mountain p. 246 
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溫庭筠：商山早行 
344.  Wen T’ing-yün – A Spring Day in the Countryside 
溫庭筠：春日野行 
p. 246 
345.  Wen T’ing-yün – A Song of Wildfire 
溫庭筠：燒歌 
p. 247 
346.  Wen T’ing-yün – A Fishing Trapping Song 
溫庭筠：罩魚歌 
p. 248 
347.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 1 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 小山重疊金明滅 
p. 248 
348.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 2 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 水精簾裏頗黎枕 
p. 249 
349.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 3 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 蕊黃無限當山額 
p. 249 
350.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 4 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 翠翹金縷雙鸂鶒 
p. 249 
351.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 5 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 玉樓明月長相憶 
p. 250 
352.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Song of Water Clock at Night”, Three Lyrics, 
1 
溫庭筠：更漏子 · 柳絲長  
p. 250 
353.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Song of Water Clock at Night”, Three Lyrics, 
2溫庭筠：更漏子 · 金雀钗 
p. 250 
354.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Song of Water Clock at Night”, Three Lyrics, 
3 
溫庭筠：更漏子 · 玉爐香 
p. 251 
355.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Pacifying the Western Barbarians”, Two 
Lyrics, 1 
溫庭筠：定西番 · 漢使昔年離別 
p. 251 
356.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Pacifying the Western Barbarians”, Two 
Lyrics, 2 
溫庭筠：定西番 · 海燕欲飛調羽 
p. 252 
357.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “A Southern Song” 
溫庭筠：南歌子 · 倭堕低梳髻 
p. 252 
358.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Telling Innermost Feelings” 
溫庭筠：訴衷情 · 鶯語 
p. 252 
359.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Dreaming of the South” 
溫庭筠：夢江南 · 千萬恨 
p. 253 
360.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “River Message” 
溫庭筠：河傳 · 江畔 
p. 253 
361.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Lotus-leaf Cup”, Three Lyrics, 1 
溫庭筠：荷葉杯 · 一點露珠凝冷 
p. 253 
362.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Lotus-leaf Cup”, Three Lyrics, 2 
溫庭筠：荷葉杯 · 鏡水夜來秋月 
p. 254 
363.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Lotus-leaf Cup”, Three Lyrics, 3 
溫庭筠：荷葉杯 · 楚女欲歸南浦 
p. 254 
364.  Yü Wu-ling – Offered to a Man Who Sells Pines 
于武陵： 贈賣松人 
p. 254 
365.  Lu Kuei-meng – Fisherman on a Southern Stream 
陸龜蒙：南涇漁父 
p. 255 
366.  Lu Kuei-meng – A Lone Wilde Goose 
陸龜蒙：孤雁 
p. 256 
367.  Lu Kuei-meng – Replying to His-mei’s (P’I Jih-hsiu’s) “Thoughts in 
Early Autumn: Thirty Rhymes” 
陸龜蒙：奉和襲美新秋言懷三十韻次韻 
p. 257 
368.  P’I Jih-hsiu – Lament of a Woman Acorn-gatherer 
皮日休：橡媼歎 
p. 260 
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369.  P’I Jih-hsiu – Song of a Farmer  
皮日休：農夫謠 
p. 261 
370.  P’I Jih-hsiu – Lament for the People of Lung 
皮日休：哀隴民 
p. 262 
371.  P’I Jih-hsiu – A Woodcutter’s Axe  
皮日休：樵斧 
p. 262 
372.  P’I Jih-hsiu – On a Crab 
皮日休：詠蟹 
p. 263 
373.  P’I Jih-hsiu – Mosquitoes 
皮日休：蚊子 
p. 263 
374.  P’I Jih-hsiu – Reading 
皮日休：讀書 
p. 263 
375.  P’I Jih-hsiu – Thoughts in Early Autumn: Thirty Rhymes Sent to Lu-
wang (Lu Kuei-meng) 
皮日休：新秋言懷魯望三十韻次韻 
p. 264  
376.  Lo Yin – The Book-burning Pit 
羅隱：焚書坑 
p. 266 
377.  Lo Yin – Thinking of the Way Home: A Song  
羅隱：思歸行 
p. 267 
378.  Lo Yin – Sent to the Ch’an Master Wu-hsiang 
羅隱：贈無相禪師 
p. 267 
379.  Wei Chuang – The Lament of the Lady of Ch’in 
韋莊：秦婦吟 
p. 267 
380.  Wei Chuang – Spoken to Pines and Bamboos 
韋莊：語松竹 
p. 281 
381.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Sand of Silk-washing Stream”, Five Lyrics, 1 
韋莊：浣溪沙 · 清曉妝成寒食天 
p. 281 
382.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Sand of Silk-washing Stream”, Five Lyrics, 2 
韋莊：浣溪沙 · 欲上秋千四體慵 
p. 282 
383.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Sand of Silk-washing Stream”,  Five Lyrics, 3 
韋莊：浣溪沙 · 惆悵夢餘山月斜 
p. 282 
384.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Sand of Silk-washing Stream”, Five Lyrics, 4 
韋莊：浣溪沙 · 綠樹藏鶯鶯正啼 
p. 282 
385.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Sand of Silk-washing Stream”, Five Lyrics, 5 
韋莊：浣溪沙 · 夜夜相思更漏殘 
p. 283 
386.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 1 
韋莊：菩薩蠻 · 紅樓別夜堪惆悵 
p. 283 
387.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 2 
韋莊：菩薩蠻 ·人人盡說江南好 
p. 283 
388.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 3 
韋莊：菩薩蠻 · 如今卻憶江南樂 
p. 283 
389.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 4 
韋莊：菩薩蠻 · 勸君今夜須沈醉 
p. 284 
390.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Five Lyrics, 5 
韋莊：菩薩蠻 · 洛陽城裏春光好 
p. 284 
391.  Ssu-k’ung Tu – Oxhead Temple 
司空圖：牛頭寺 
p. 285 
392.  Ssu-k’ung Tu – In the Country 
司空圖：下方 
p. 285 
393.  Ssu-k’ung Tu – In the Mountains 
司空圖：山中 
p. 285 
394.  Ssu-k’ung Tu – In Heaven 
司空圖：上方 
p. 285 
395.  Ssu-k’ung Tu – An Occasional Poem 
司空圖：偶題 
p. 286 
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396.  Ssu-k’ung Tu – Exhorting Myself 
司空圖：自誡 
p. 286 
397.  Yü Hsüan-chi – Composed on the Theme “Willows by the Riverside” 
魚玄機：賦得江邊柳 
p. 286 
398.  Yü Hsüan-chi – Replying to a Poem by a New Graduate Lamenting the 
Loss of His Wife 
魚玄機：和新及第悼亡詩二首 (其一) 
p. 287 
399.  Yü Hsüan-chi – To Tzu-an 
魚玄機：寄子安 
p. 288 
400.  Yü Hsüan-chi – On the River 
魚玄機：江行 
p. 288 
401.  Tu Hsün-ho –Climbing to a Mountain Monastery 
杜荀鶴：登山寺 
p. 288 
402.  Li Shan-fu – My Detached Villa 
李山甫：別墅 
p. 289 
403.  Li Shan-fu – The Temple of Hsiang Yu 
李山甫：項羽廟 
p. 289 
404.  Li Hsün – Tune: “Song of the Southern Country”, Five Lyrics, 1 
李珣：南鄉子 · 歸路近 
p. 290 
405.  Li Hsün – Tune: “Song of the Southern Country”, Five Lyrics, 2 
李珣：南鄉子 ·漁市散 
p. 290 
406.  Li Hsün – Tune: “Song of the Southern Country”, Five Lyrics, 3 
李珣：南鄉子 · 登畫舸 
p. 290 
407.  Li Hsün – Tune: “Song of the Southern Country”, Five Lyrics, 4 
李珣：南鄉子 · 雙髻墜 
p. 290 
408.  Li Hsün – Tune: “Song of the Southern Country”, Five Lyrics, 5 
李珣：南鄉子 ·紅豆蔻 
p. 291 
409.  Li Hsün – Tune: “A Stretch of Cloud over Mount Wu” 
李珣：巫山一段雲 · 古廟依青嶂 
p. 291 
410.  T’ang Yen-ch’ien – A Walk in the Country 
唐彥謙：野行 
p. 289 
411.  Han Wo – Summer Night 
韓偓：夏夜 
p. 291 
412.  Han Wo – Sent to a Ch’an Master 
韓偓：寄禪師 
p. 292 
413.  Lyrics from Tun-huang – Tune: “Willow Branches” 
敦煌詞：楊柳枝 · 春來春去春復春 
p. 292 
414.  Lyrics from Tun-huang – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Two Lyrics, 1 
敦煌詞：菩薩蠻 · 霏霏點點迴塘雨 
p. 292 
415.  Lyrics from Tun-huang – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian”, Two Lyrics, 2 
敦煌詞：菩薩蠻 · 敦煌古往出神將 
p. 293 
416.  Lyrics from Tun-huang – Tune: “Eternal Longing”, Three Lyrics, 1 
敦煌詞：長相思 · 旅客在江西 
p. 293 
417.  Lyrics from Tun-huang – Tune: “Eternal Longing”, Three Lyrics, 2 
敦煌詞：長相思 · 哀客在江西 
p. 293 
418.  Lyrics from Tun-huang – Tune: “Eternal Longing”, Three Lyrics, 3 
敦煌詞：長相思 · 作客在江西 p. 294 
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Appendix 5 
 
Watson, Burton. (1984). The Columbia Book of Chinese Poetry: From Early Times to the 
Thirteenth Century. New York: Columbia University Press. 
 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
1. Han-Shan 寒山  25 22. Chang Chi張繼 1 
2. Po Chü-I 白居易 25 23. Chang Yüeh 張說 1 
3. Tu Fu 杜甫 23 24. Chin Ch’ang-Hsü 金昌緒 1 
4. Li Po 李白 19 25. Hsiang Ssu 項斯 1 
5. Wang Wei 王維 11 26. Li Tung 李洞 1 
6. Han Yü 韓愈 8 27. Liu Ch’ang-Ch’ing 劉長卿  1 
7. Li Ho 李賀 5 28. Liu Yü-hsi劉禹錫 1 
8. Li Shang-Yin 李商隱 5 29. Meng Chiao 孟郊 1 
9. 
Tz’u from Tun-huang  
敦煌詞  
4 30. P’i Jin-Hsiu 皮日休 1 
10. Wei Chuang 韋莊 4 31. Li Shen 李紳 1 
11. Wei Ying-Wu 韋應物 4 32. 
The Buddhist Priest 
Chiao-Jan 皎然 
1 
12. Wen T’ing-Yün 溫庭筠 3 33. 
The Recluse T’ai-shang 
太上隱者 
1 
13. Ch’u Kuang-His 儲光羲 2 34. Ts’ui Hao崔顥 1 
14. Chia Tao 賈島  2 35. Tu Hsün-Ho 杜荀鶴 1 
15. Liu Tsung-Yüan 柳宗元 2 36. Tu Mu 杜牧 1 
16. Ssu-K’ung Shu 司空曙 2 37. Wang Ch’ang-Ling 王昌齡 1 
17. Wang Chien 王建 2 38. Wang Chia 王駕 1 
18. Ch’en Tao 陳陶 1 39. Yü Hu 于鵠 1 
19. Ch’en Tsu-Ang 陳子昂 1 40. Yü Wu-Ling 于武陵 1 
20. Ch’iu Wei 丘為 1 41. Yüan Chen 元稹 1 
21. Chang Chiu-Ling 張九齡 1 
 
Total: 170 Tang poems by 41 poets. 
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Selected Tang poems (shi and ci): 
 
1.  Wang Wei – Lady Hsi 
王維：息夫人 
p. 200 
2.  Wang Wei – Meng-Ch’eng Hollow 
王維：孟城坳 p. 200 
3.  Wang Wei – Deer Frence 
王維：鹿柴 
p. 200 
4.  Wang Wei – Bamboo Mile Lodge 
王維：竹裡館 
p. 201 
5.  Wang Wei – Duckweed Pond 
王維：萍地 
p. 201 
6.  Wang Wei – Joys of the Country: Seven Poems (Fourth in the series) 
王維：田園樂七首（其四） p. 201 
7.  Wang Wei – Seeing Someone Off 
王維：送別（「下馬飲君酒」） 
p. 202 
8.  Wang Wei – At My Country Home in Chung-nan 
王維：終南別業 
p. 202 
9.  Wang Wei – Visiting the Temple of Accumulated Fragrance 
王維：過香績寺 
p. 202 
10.  Wang Wei – Weather Newly Cleared, the View at Evening 
王維：新時野望 
p. 203 
11.  Wang Wei – Weeping for Ying Yao 
王維：哭殷遙 
p. 204 
12.  Li Po – Tzu-yeh Song 
李白：子夜四時歌．秋歌 
p. 207 
13.  Li Po – Bring the Wine! 
李白：將進酒 p. 207 
14.  Li Po – At Su Terrance Viewing the Past 
李白：蘇台覽古 
p. 208 
15.  Li Po – In Yüeh Viewing the Past 
李白：越中覽古 
p. 209 
16.  Li Po – Autumn Cove 
李白：秋浦歌 
p. 209 
17.  Li Po – Viewing the Waterfall at Mount Lu 
李白：望廬山瀑布 
p. 209 
18.  Li Po – Spring Night in Lo-yang – Hearing a Flute 
李白：春夜洛城聞笛 
p. 210 
19.  Li Po – Still Night Thoughts 
李白：靜夜思 p. 210 
20.  Li Po – Summer Day in the Mountains 
李白：夏日山中 
p. 210 
21.  Li Po – Presented to Wang Lun 
 李白：贈汪倫 
p. 211 
22.  Li Po – At Yellow Crane Tower Taking Leave of Meng Hao-jan as 
He Sets off for Kuang-ling 
李白：黃鶴樓送孟浩然之廣陵 
p. 211 
23.  Li Po – Thinking of East Mountain 
李白：憶東山二首（其一） p. 211 
24.  Li Po – Seeing a Friend Off 
李白： 送友人 
p. 212 
25.  Li Po – A Night with a Friend 
李白： 友人會宿 
p. 212 
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26.  Li Po – Facing Wine with Memories of Lord Ho: Introduction and 
Two Poems (First of the two) 
李白：對酒憶賀監二首（其一） 
p. 213 
27.  Li Po – In Rely When Lesser Officials of Chung-tu brought a Pot of 
Wine and Two Fish to My Inn as Gifts 
李白：酬中都小吏攜鬥酒雙魚於逆旅見贈 
p. 213 
28.  Li Po – Poem No. 19 in the Old Manner 
李白：古風其十九 
p. 214 
29.  Li Po – Scent to My Two Little Children in the East of Lu 
李白：寄東魯二稚子 
p. 215 
30.  Li Po – Song of a Dream Visit to T’ien-mu: Farewell to Those I 
Leave Behind 
李白：夢遊天姥吟留別 
p. 216 
31.  Tu Fu – On the Border, First Series (Fourth in the Series) 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其四） 
p. 221 
32.  Tu Fu – On the Border, First Series (Sixth in the Series) 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其六） 
p. 221 
33.  Tu Fu – Song Of the Beautiful Ladies 
杜甫：麗人行 
p. 222 
34.  Tu Fu – Song of P’eng-ya 
杜甫：彭衙行 
p. 223 
35.  Tu Fu – Moonlight Night 
杜甫：月光夜 
p. 224 
36.  Tu Fu – Spring Prospect 
杜甫：春望 
p. 225 
37.  Tu Fu – Passing Chao-ling Again 
杜甫：重經昭陵 p. 225 
38.  Tu Fu – Lovely Lady 
杜甫：佳人 
p. 226 
39.  Tu Fu – Presented to Wei Pa, Gentleman in Retirement 
杜甫：贈衛八處士 
p. 227 
40.  Tu Fu – The Man with No Family to Take Leave Of 
杜甫：無家別 
p.228 
41.  Tu Fu – Seven Song Written During the Ch’ien-yüan Era While 
Staying at T’ung-ku-hsien (First in the series) 
杜甫：乾元中寓居間穀縣作歌七首（其一） 
p. 229 
42.  Tu Fu – Seven Song Written During the Ch’ien-yüan Era While 
Staying at T’ung-ku-hsien (Second in the series) 
杜甫：乾元中寓居間穀縣作歌七首（其二） 
p. 229 
43.  Tu Fu – Seven Song Written During the Ch’ien-yüan Era While 
Staying at T’ung-ku-hsien (Third in the series) 
杜甫：乾元中寓居間穀縣作歌七首（其三） 
p. 230 
44.  Tu Fu – Seven Song Written During the Ch’ien-yüan Era While 
Staying at T’ung-ku-hsien (Forth in the series) 
杜甫：乾元中寓居間穀縣作歌七首（其四） 
p. 230 
45.  Tu Fu – Seven Song Written During the Ch’ien-yüan Era While 
Staying at T’ung-ku-hsien (Sixth in the series) 
杜甫：乾元中寓居間穀縣作歌七首（其六） 
p. 230 
46.  Tu Fu – Dreaming of Li Po (First in the series) 
杜甫：夢李白二首（其一） 
p. 231 
47.  Tu Fu – A Guest Arrives 
杜甫：客至 
p. 231 
48.  Tu Fu – On the Spur of the Moment 
杜甫：漫成 
p. 232 
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49.  Tu Fu – Restless Night 
杜甫：倦夜 
p. 232 
50.  Tu Fu – Chüeh-chü (First in the series) 
杜甫：絕句二首（其一） 
p. 232 
51.  Tu Fu – They Say You’re Staying in a Mountain Temple (Second in 
the series) 
杜甫：第五弟豐獨在江左近三四載寂無消息覓使寄此二首（其
二） 
p. 233 
52.  Tu Fu – A Traveler at Night Writes His Thoughts 
杜甫：旅夜書懷 
p. 233 
53.  Tu Fu – On the River 
杜甫：江上 
p. 234 
54.  Han Yü – The Girl of Mt. Hua 
韓愈：華山女 
p. 237 
55.  Han Yü – Autumn Thoughts (Second in the series) 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首（其二） 
p. 238 
56.  Han Yü – Autumn Thoughts (Sixth in the series) 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首（其六） 
p. 238 
57.  Han Yü – Autumn Thoughts (Eighth in the series) 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首（其八） 
p. 239 
58.  Han Yü – Written on My Way into Exile When I Reached the Lan-
t’ien Pass and Shown to My Brother’s Grandson Hsiang 
韓愈：左遷至藍關示姪侄孫湘 
p. 240 
59.  Han Yü – A Pond in a Jardiniere (First in the series) 
韓愈：盆池五首（其一） 
p. 240 
60.  Han Yü – A Pond in a Jardiniere (Third in the series) 
韓愈：盆池五首（其三） 
p. 240 
61.  Han Yü – A Pond in a Jardiniere (Fifth in the series) 
韓愈：盆池五首（其五） 
p. 241 
62.  Po Chü-I – A Quiet House in Ch’ang-lo Ward 
白居易：常樂里閒居 
p. 243 
63.  Po Chü-I – Pine Sounds 
白居易：松聲 
p. 244 
64.  Po Chü-I – Feeling Wakened by a Mirror 
白居易：感鏡 p. 245 
65.  Po Chü-I – Liao-ling 
白居易：新樂府繚綾念女工之勞也 
p. 245 
66.  Po Chü-I – Light Furs, Fat Horses 
白居易：輕肥 
p. 246 
67.  Po Chü-I – The Traveler’s Moon 
白居易：客中月 
p. 247 
68.  Po Chü-I – Pouring Out My Feelings after Parting from Yüan Chen 
白居易：別元九後詠所懷 
p. 247 
69.  Po Chü-I – Village Night 
白居易：村夜 
p. 248 
70.  Po Chü-I – Aboard a Boat, Reaching Yüan Chen’s Poem 
白居易：舟中獨元九詩 
p. 248 
71.  Po Chü-I – Night Snow 
白居易：夜雪 
p. 248 
72.  Po Chü-I – Song of the Lute: Preface and Poem 
白居易：答琵琶引 
p. 249 
73.  Po Chü-I – Sentimental Poem 
白居易：感情 
p. 253 
74.  Po Chü-I – After Eating 
白居易：食後 
p. 253 
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75.  Po Chü-I – A Question Addressed to Liu Shih-chiu 
白居易：問劉十九 
p. 254 
76.  Po Chü-I – A New Thatched Hall 
白居易：香爐峰下新人山居草堂初成偶題東 
p. 254 
77.  Po Chü-I – Writing Again on the Same Theme 
白居易：重題 
p. 255 
78.  Po Chü-I – The Temple of Bequeathed Love 
白居易：遣愛寺 
p. 255 
79.  Po Chü-I – Drunk, Facing Crimson Leaves 
白居易：醉中對紅葉 
p. 256 
80.  Po Chü-I – Idle Droning 
白居易：閒吟 
p. 256 
81.  Po Chü-I – Better Come Drink Wine with Me (First in the series) 
白居易：勸酒十四首．不如來飲酒七首（其一） 
p. 256 
82.  Po Chü-I – Better Come Drink Wine with Me (Second in the series) 
白居易：勸酒十四首．不如來飲酒七首（其二） 
p. 257 
83.  Po Chü-I – Better Come Drink Wine with Me (Third in the series) 
白居易：勸酒十四首．不如來飲酒七首（其三） 
p. 257 
84.  Po Chü-I – Better Come Drink Wine with Me (Fourth in the series) 
白居易：勸酒十四首．不如來飲酒七首（其四） 
p. 257 
85.  Po Chü-I – Spring River 
白居易：春江 
p. 258 
86.  Po Chü-I – Half in the Family, Half Out 
白居易：在家出家 
p. 258 
87.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 1 
寒山：「父母續經多」 
p. 261 
88.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems 2 
寒山：「我在村中住」 
p. 261 
89.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 3 
寒山：「東家一老婆」 
p. 261 
90.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 4 
寒山：「有個王秀才」 p. 262 
91.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 5 
寒山：「何以長惆悵」 
p. 262 
92.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 6 
寒山：「憶昔遇逢處」 
p. 262 
93.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 7 
寒山：「鳥語情不堪」 
p. 262 
94.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 8 
寒山：「登陟寒山道」 
p. 263 
95.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 9 
寒山：「寒山多幽奇」 
p. 263 
96.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 10 
寒山：「以我棲遲處」 p. 263 
97.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 11 
寒山：「可笑寒山道」 
p. 263 
98.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 12 
寒山：「自樂平生道」 
p. 264 
99.  Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 13 
寒山：「去年春鳥鳴」 
p. 264 
100. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 14 
寒山：「時人見寒山」 
p. 264 
101. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 15 
寒山：「自見天台頂」 
p. 264 
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102. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 16 
寒山：「昨夜夢還家」 
p. 265 
103. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 17 
寒山：「智者君拋我」 
p. 265 
104. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 18 
寒山：「時人尋山路」 
p. 265 
105. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 19 
寒山：「欲向東岩去」 
p. 265 
106. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 20  
寒山：「自有慳惜人」 
p. 266 
107. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 21 
寒山：「一向寒山坐」 
p. 266 
108. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 22 
寒山：「今日岩前坐」 
p. 266 
109. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 23 
寒山：「有身與無身」 
p. 267 
110. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 24 
寒山：「寒山出此語」 
p. 267 
111. Han-Shan – Untitled Poems, 25 
寒山：「家有寒山詩」 
p. 267 
112. Ch’en Tsu-Ang – Song on Climbing Yu-chou Gate Tower 
陳子昂：登幽州台歌 
p. 272 
113. Chang Yüeh – Written When Drunk 
張說：醉中作 
p. 272 
114. Chang Chiu-Ling – Watching the Moon with Thoughts of Far Away 
張九齡：望月懷遠 
p. 273 
115. Ch’iu Wei – Visiting a Recluse on West Mountain and Not Finding 
Him In 
丘為：尋西山隱若不遇 
p. 273 
116. Wang Ch’ang-Ling – Castleside Song 
王昌齡：塞上曲 p. 274 
117. Ts’ui Hao – Songs of Ch’ang-kan 
崔顥：長干行 p. 274 
118. Ch’u Kuang-His – The Streets of Ch’ang-an 
儲光羲：長安道 
p. 275 
119. Ch’u Kuang-His – A Farmer’s Thoughts 
儲光羲：田家離興八首（其一） 
p. 275 
120. Liu Ch’ang-Ch’ing – Rejoicing that the Zen Master Pao Has Arrived 
from Dragon Mountain 
劉長卿：喜鮑禪師自龍山自 
p. 276 
121. The Buddhist Priest Chiao-Jan – Looking for Lu Hung-chien but 
Failing To Find Him 
皎然：尋陸鴻漸不遇 
p. 277 
122. Wei Ying-Wu – To Send to Li Tan and Yüan Hsi 
韋應物：寄李儋元錫 
p. 277 
123. Wei Ying-Wu – Sent to the Taoist Holy Man of Ch’üan-chiao 
韋應物：寄全椒山中道士 
p. 278 
124. Wei Ying-Wu – West Creek at Ch’u-chou 
韋應物：滁州西澗 
p. 278 
125. Wei Ying-Wu – Tune: “Flirtatious Laughter” 
韋應物：調笑令 · 胡馬  
p. 357 
126. Ssu-K’ung Shu – The Rebellion Over, I See Off a Friend Who Is 
Returning North 
司空曙：賊平後送人北歸 
p. 278 
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127. Ssu-K’ung Shu – In Illness, Dismissing My Singing Girl  
司空曙：病中嫁女妓 
p. 279 
128. Yü Hu – Thoughts South of the Yangtze 
于鵠：江南曲 
p. 279 
129. Meng Chiao – On Failing the Examination 
孟郊：落第 p. 280 
130. Chang Chi – Tying Up for the Night at Maple River Bridge 
張繼：楓橋夜泊 
p. 280 
131. Wang Chien – Words of the Newly Wed Wife 
王建：新嫁娘 
p. 281 
132. Wang Chien – Palace Song 
王建：宮詞 
p. 281 
133. Li Shen – Pitying the Farmer 
李紳：憫農 
p. 281 
134. Liu Tsung-Yüan – River snow 
柳宗元：江雪 
p. 282 
135. Liu Tsung-Yüan – A Poem to send to Friends in the Capital 
柳宗元：寄京華親故 
p. 282 
136. Yüan Chen – Airing Painful Memories 
元稹：遣悲懷三首（其一） p. 282 
137. Li Ho – For the Examination at Ho-nan-fu: Songs of the Twelve 
Months (with Intercalary Month) 
李賀：河南府試十二月樂辭 
p. 283 
138. Li Ho – Song of the Sacred Strings 
李賀：神弦曲 
p. 283 
139. Li Ho – The Northland in Cold 
李賀：北中寒 
p. 284 
140. Li Ho – At Ch’ang-ku, Reading: To Show to My Man Pa 
李賀：昌谷讀書示巴童 
p. 284 
141. Li Ho – My Man Pa Replies 
李賀：巴童答 
p. 285 
142. Chia Tao – Looking for a Recluse but Failing to Find Them 
賈島：尋隱者不遇 
p. 285 
143. Chia Tao – The Last Night of the Third Month 
賈島：三月晦日贈劉評事 
p. 285 
144. Tu Mu – Sent in Parting 
杜牧：贈別 
p. 286 
145. Li Shang-Yin – Spring Rain 
李商隱：春雨 
p. 286 
146. Li Shang-Yin – Thoughts in the Cold 
李商隱：涼思 
p. 286 
147. Li Shang-Yin – Untitled 
李商隱：無題(「昨夜星辰昨夜風」) 
p. 287 
148. Li Shang-Yin – Untitled 
李商隱：無題(「八歲偷照鏡」) 
p. 287 
149. Li Shang-Yin –Poems for My Little Boy 
李商隱：驕兒詩 
p. 288 
150. P’I Jin-Hsiu – Impromptu on a Hangover 
皮日休：酒病發作 
p. 290 
151. Wei Chuang – Late Rising on Spring Days 
韋莊：晏起 
p. 290 
152. Wei Chuang – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian” 
韋莊：菩薩蠻 ·人人盡說江南好 p. 358 
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153. Wei Chuang – Tune: “Lotus-leaf Cup” 
韋莊：荷葉杯·記得那年花下 
p. 360 
154. Wei Chuang – Tune: “The Taoist Priestess” 
韋莊：女冠子·昨夜夜半 
p. 360 
155. Tu Hsün-Ho – Traveler’s Thoughts 
杜荀鶴：旅舍遇雨 
p. 291 
156. Wang Chia – Shrine Festival 
王駕：社日 
p. 291 
157. Hsiang Ssu – The Ailing Japanese Monk 
項斯：日東病僧 
p. 291 
158. Ch’en Tao – Song of Lung-hsi  
陳陶：隴西行 
p. 292 
159. Li Tung – For the Monk San-tsang on His Returning to the Western 
Regions 
李洞：送三藏歸西天國 
p. 293 
160. Yü Wu-Ling – Offering Wine 
于武陵：勸酒 
p. 293 
161. Chin Ch’ang-Hsü – Spring Grievance 
金昌緒：春怨 
p. 294 
162. The Recluse T’ai-shang – In Reply to Questions 
太上隱者：答人 
p. 294 
163. Liu Yü-hsi – “Bamboo Branch Song” 
劉禹錫：竹枝詞九首并序 (其二) 
p. 358 
164. Wen T’ing-Yün – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian” 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 小山重疊金明滅 
p. 358 
165. Wen T’ing-Yün – Tune: “Deva-like Barbarian” 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 玉樓明月長相憶 
p. 358 
166. Wen T’ing-Yün – Tune: “Dreaming of the South” 
溫庭筠：望江南 · 梳洗罷 
p. 359 
167. Tz’u from Tun-huang – Tune: “Eternal Longing”, 1 
敦煌詞：長相思 · 旅客在江西 
p. 356 
168. Tz’u from Tun-huang – Tune: “Eternal Longing”, 2 
敦煌詞：長相思 · 哀客在江西  
p. 356 
169. Tz’u from Tun-huang – Tune: “Eternal Longing”, 3 
敦煌詞：長相思 · 作客在江西 
p. 357 
170. Tz’u from Tun-huang – Tune: “Maggie on the Branch” 
敦煌詞：鵲踏枝 · 叵耐靈鵲多謾語 
p. 357 
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Appendix 6 
 
Mair, Victor. (1994). The Columbia Anthology of Traditional Chinese Literature. New 
York: Columbia University Press.  
 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
1. Tu Fu 杜甫 25 22. Han Yü 韓愈 1 
2. Cold Mountain寒山 25 23. Ho Chih-chang 賀知章  1 
3. Li Po 李白 23 24. Li Shen 李紳 1 
4. Li Yü 李煜 19 25. Li Te-yü 李德裕 1 
5. 
Anonymous (Lyrics from 
Tun-huang) 敦煌詞 
11 26. 
Liu Tsung-yüan  
柳宗元 
1 
6. Ch’en Tsu-ang 陳子昂 8 27. Liu Yü-his 劉禹錫 1 
7. Hsüeh T’ao 薛濤 5 28. Lo Pin-Wang 駱賓王  1 
8. Li Ho 李賀 5 29. Mao Wen-his 毛文錫 1 
9. Li Shang-yin 李商隱 4 30. Meng Chiao 孟郊 1 
10. Meng Hao-jan 孟浩然 4 31. P’I Jih-hsiu 皮日休 1 
11. Po Chü-yi 白居易 4 32. Ssu-k’ung Shu 司空曙 1 
12. Wang Wei 王維 3 33. Ssu-k’ung T’u 司空圖 1 
13. Liu chang-ch’ing 劉長卿 2 34. Ts’en Shen 岑參 1 
14. Wei Chuang 韋莊 2 35. Tu Mu 杜牧 1 
15. Autumn Maid Tu 杜秋娘 2 36. 
Wang Ch’ang-ling  
王昌齡 
1 
16. 
Brahmacarin Wang  
王梵志 
2 37. 
Wang Chih-huan  
王之渙 
1 
17. Ch’u kuang-his 儲光羲 2 38. Wen T’ing-yün 溫庭筠 1 
18. Chang Chi 張繼 1 39. Wu Yün 吳筠 1 
19. Chang Chiu-ling 張九齡 1 40. Yü Hsüan-chi 魚玄機 1 
20. Cheng Huan 鄭浣 1 41. Yüan Chen 元稹 1 
21. Chia Tao 賈島 1 
 
Total: 105 Tang poems by 41 poets 
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Selected Tang poems (shi and ci): 
 
1.  Brahmacarin Wang – Untitled 
王梵志：「吾有十畝田」 
P. 190 
2.  Lo Pin-Wang – On the Cicada: In Prison 
駱賓王：「在獄詠蟬並序」  
P. 190 
3.  Ho Chih-chang – Written Impromptu upon Returning to My 
Hometown 
賀知章：「在獄詠蟬並序」  
P. 191 
4.  Ch’en Tsu-ang – Poems of Reflection on the Vicissitude of Life (Fifth 
in the series) 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首（其五） 
P. 192 
5.  Ch’en Tsu-ang – Poems of Reflection on the Vicissitude of Life 
(Tenth in the series) 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首（其十） 
P. 192 
6.  Ch’en Tsu-ang – Poems of Reflection on the Vicissitude of Life 
(Thirteenth in the series) 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首（其十三） 
P. 192 
7.  Chang Chiu-ling – Poems of Reflection on the Vicissitudes of Life 
(Twelfth in the series) 
張九齡：感遇詩三十八首（其十二） 
P. 193 
8.  Wang Chih-huan – Climbing the Stork Pavilion 
王之渙：登觀雀樓 
P. 193 
9.  Meng Hao-jan – Seeking out Master Chan on Incense Mountain 
孟浩然：尋香山湛上人 
P. 194 
10.  Meng Hao-jan – Spring Dawn 
孟浩然：春曉 
P. 195 
11.  Meng Hao-jan – Passing Seven-League Rapids  
孟浩然：經七裡灘 
P. 195 
12.  Wang Ch’ang-ling – Silent at Her Window 
王昌齡：閨怨 
P. 196 
13.  Wang Wei – Climbing Pien-chüeh Temple 
王維：登辨覺寺 
P. 196 
14.  Wang Wei –Second Song for the Worship of the Goddess at Yü 
Mountain: “Bidding the Goddess Farewell” 
王維：相和歌辭·祠漁山神女歌·送神 
P. 197 
15.  Wang Wei – Deer Enclosure 
王維：鹿柴 
P. 198 
16.  Li Po – To Meng Hao-jan 
李白：曾孟浩然 
P. 198 
17.  Li Po – Up into the Cloud Music 
李白：上雲樂 
P. 199 
18.  Li Po – Late Bloomer at the Front of My Garden  
李白：庭前晚開花 
P. 202 
19.  Li Po – To Send to Tu Fu as a Joke 
李白：戲贈杜甫 
P. 203 
20.  Li Po – Drinking Alone in the Moonlight (First in the series) 
李白：月下獨酌四首（其一） 
P. 203 
21.  Li Po – Autumn Cove 
李白：秋浦歌 
P. 204 
22.  Li Po – Viewing the Waterfall at Mount Lu 
李白：望廬山瀑布 
P. 204 
23.  Li Po – Still Night Thoughts 
李白：靜夜思 
P. 204 
24.  Li Po – Poems in an Old Style (First in the series) 
李白：古風（其一） 
P. 205 
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25.  Li Po – Poems in an Old Style (Twenty-First in the series) 
李白：古風（其二十一） 
P. 205 
26.  Li Po – Poems in an Old Style (Fifty-Forth in the series) 
李白：古風（其五十四） 
P. 206 
27.  Li Po – A Suite in the Ch’ing-p’ing Mode 
李白：清平調 
P. 300 
28.  Ch’u kuang-hsi – The Streets of Ch’ang-an 
儲光羲：長安道 
P. 206 
29.  Liu chang-ch’ing – Rejoicing that the Zen Master Pao Has Arrived 
from Dragon Mountain 
劉長卿：喜鮑禪師自龍山至 
P. 207 
30.  Liu chang-ch’ing – Sent to the Taoist of Dragon Mountain, Hsü Fa-
leng 
劉長卿：寄龍山道士許法棱 
P. 207 
31.  Tu Fu – Spring View 
杜甫：春望 
P. 208 
32.  Tu Fu – A Guest Arrives  
杜甫：客至 
P. 208 
33.  Tu Fu – Journey North  
杜甫：北征 
P. 209 
34.  Tu Fu – Recruiting Officer of Shih-hao 
杜甫：石壕吏 
P. 214 
35.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 1 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同穀縣作歌七首（其一） 
P. 214 
36.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 2 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同穀縣作歌七首（其二） 
P. 215 
37.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 3 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同穀縣作歌七首（其三） 
P. 215 
38.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 4 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同穀縣作歌七首（其四）  
P. 215 
39.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 5 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同穀縣作歌七首（其五） 
P. 216 
40.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 6 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同穀縣作歌七首（其六） 
P. 216 
41.  Tu Fu – Seven Songs written While Living at T’ung-ku in 759, 7 
杜甫：乾元中寓居同穀縣作歌七首（其七） 
P. 216 
42.  Tu Fu – Thinking of My Little Boy 
杜甫：憶幼子 
P. 216 
43.  Tu Fu – Jade Flower Palace  
杜甫：玉華官 
P. 217 
44.  Tu Fu – At the Sky’s end, Thinking of Li Po 
杜甫：天末憶李白 
P. 217 
45.  Chang Chi – Maple Bridge Night Mooring 
張繼：楓橋夜泊 
P. 219 
46.  Ts’en Shen – A Song of the Running Horse River: Presented on 
Saying Farewell to the Army Going on Campaign to the West 
岑參：走馬川行奉送封大夫出師西征 
P. 220 
47.  Ssu-k’ung Shu – In Illness, dismissing My Singing Girl 
司空曙：病中嫁女妓 
P. 221 
48.  Meng Chiao – On failing the Examination 
孟郊：落第 
P. 222 
49.  Han Yü – The Girl of Mount Hua 
韓愈：華山女 
P. 222 
50.  Hsüeh T’ao – Wind 
薛濤：風 
P. 224 
51.  Hsüeh T’ao – Listening to a Monk play the Reed Pipes P. 225 
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薛濤：聽僧吹蘆管 
52.  Hsüeh T’ao –Lotus-Gathering Boat 
薛濤：採蓮舟 
P. 225 
53.  Liu Tsung-yüan – River Snow 
柳宗元：江雪 
P. 226 
54.  Cheng Huan – Presented to the Taoist Paragon Mao 
鄭浣：贈毛仙翁 
P. 226 
55.  Wu Yün – Apotheosis (Eleventh in the series) 
吳筠：遊仙二十四首（其十一） 
P. 228 
56.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 2 
寒山：「凡讀我詩書」 
P. 228 
57.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 16 
寒山：「人問寒山道」 
P. 229 
58.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 29 
寒山：「快搒三翼舟」 
P. 229 
59.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 128 
寒山：「雍容美少年」 
P. 229 
60.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 173 
寒山：「養女畏太多」 
P. 230 
61.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 183 
寒山：「笑我田舍兒」 
P. 230 
62.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 200 
寒山：「憐底眾生病」 
p. 230 
63.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 201 
寒山：「讀書豈免死」 
P. 230 
64.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 228 
寒山：「心高如山嶽」 
P. 231 
65.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 246 
寒山：「昨到雲霞觀」 
P. 231 
66.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 267 
寒山：「自從出家後」 
P. 232 
67.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 283 
寒山：「有個王秀才」 
P. 232 
68.  Cold Mountain – Untitled Poems, 307 
寒山：「家有寒山詩」 
P. 232 
69.  Chia Tao – Looking for a Recluse but Failing to Find Him 
賈島：尋隱者不遇 
P. 233 
70.  Li Shen – Pitying the Farmer 
李紳： 憫農 
P. 233 
71.  Li Te-yü – To Patriarch Sun at Hua-yang Grotto 
李德裕：寄茅山孫煉師 
P. 234 
72.  Li Ho – At Ch’ang-ku, Reading To Show to My Man Pa 
李賀：昌谷讀書示巴童 
P. 235 
73.  Li Ho – My Man Pa Replies 
李賀：巴童答 
P. 235 
74.  Li Ho – Ravine on a Cold Evening 
李賀：溪晚涼 
P. 235 
75.  Autumn Maid Tu – The Robe of Golden Thread 
杜秋娘：金鏤衣 
P. 236 
76.  Tu Mu – Red Embankment 
杜牧：朱坡絕句三首 
P. 236  
77.  Li Shang-yin – Boasting of My Son 
李商隱：驕兒詩 
P. 237 
78.  Li Shang-yin – Master Chia 
李商隱：賈生 
P. 240 
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79.  Li Shang-yin – Alone by the Autumn River 
李商隱：暮秋獨遊曲江 
P. 240 
80.  P’I Jih-hsiu – Impromptu on a Hangover 
皮日休：酒病偶作 
P. 240 
81.  Ssu-k’ung T’u – Oxhead Temple 
司空圖：牛頭寺 
P. 241 
82.  Yü Hsüan-chi – On a visit to Ch’ung-chen Taoist Temple I See in the 
South Hall the List of Successful Candidates in the Imperial 
Examination 
魚玄機：遊崇真觀南樓睹新及第題名處 
P. 241 
83.  Po Chü-yi – The Song of Lasting Regret 
白居易：長恨歌 
P. 478 
84.  Po Chü-yi – Iranian Whirling Girls 
白居易：胡旋女  
P. 485 
85.  Po Chü-yi – Tune: “Memories of the South” A Reminiscence 
白居易：憶江南三首 
P. 304 
86.  Yüan Chen – Iranian Whirling Girls 
元稹：胡旋女 
P. 487 
87.  Anonymous – Four Lyrics from Tun-huang – Tune: “Eternal 
Longing”, 1 
敦煌詞：長相思 · 旅客在江西  
P. 302 
88.  Anonymous – Tune: “Eternal Longing”, 2 
敦煌詞：長相思 · 哀客在江西  
P. 303 
89.  Anonymous – Tune: “Eternal Longing”, 3 
敦煌詞：長相思 · 作客在江西 P. 303 
90.  Anonymous – Tune: “Magpie on the Branch” 
敦煌詞：鵲踏枝 · 叵耐靈鵲多謾語 
P. 303 
91.  Liu Yü-hsi – Tune: “Memories of the South” A Spring Lyrics After 
Po Chü-yi 
劉禹錫：憶江南 · 春去也 
P. 305 
92.  Wen T’ing-yün – Tune: “Deva-Like Barbarian” 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 小山重疊金明滅 
P. 305 
93.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “Thinking of the Imperial Capital” 
韋莊：思帝鄉 · 春日遊 
P. 306 
94.  Wei Chuang – Tune: “The Bodhisattva Foreigner” 
韋莊：菩薩蠻 · 如今卻憶江南樂 
P. 307 
95.  Mao Wen-hsi – Tune: “Drunk Among the Flowers” 
毛文錫：醉花間 · 休相問 
P. 307 
96.  Li Yü – Tune: “The Crow’s Nocturnal Cry” 
李煜：烏夜啼 · 昨夜風兼雨  
P. 309 
97.  Li Yü – Tune: “Beating Silk Floss”: Autumn Boudoir 
李煜：搗練子 · 深院靜 
P. 309 
98.  Li Yü – Tune: “New Bounty of Royalty” 
李煜：謝新恩 · 冉冉秋光留不住 
P. 310 
99.  Li Yü – Tune: “Joy of Encounter” Autumn Boudoir 
李煜：相見歡 · 無言獨上西樓 
P. 310 
100. Li Yü – Tune: “Pure Serene Music” 
李煜：清平樂 · 別來春半 
P. 311 
101. Li Yü – Tune: “Sand Washed by Waves” 
李煜：浪淘沙 · 帘外雨潺潺 
P. 311 
102. Li Yü – Tune: “Joy of Encounter” 
李煜：相見歡 · 林花謝了春紅 
P. 312 
103. Li Yü – Tune: “Sand Washed by Waves” 
李煜：浪淘沙 · 往事只堪哀 
P. 312 
104. Li Yü – Tune: “The Beauty of Yü” A Reminiscence P. 313 
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李煜：虞美人 · 風回小院庭蕪綠 
105. Li Yü – Tune: “Memories of the South” A Reminiscence 
李煜：望江南 ·多少淚 
P. 313 
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Appendix 7 
 
Owen, Stephen. (1996). An Anthology of Chinese Literature: Beginnings to 1911. New 
York: W.W. Norton & Company. 
 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
1. Du Fu 杜甫 47 23. Jia Zhi 賈至 2 
2. Wang Wei 王維 37 24. Lu Lun 盧綸 2 
3. Li Bo 李白 30 25. Yuan Zhen 元稹 2 
4. Du Mu 杜牧 23 26. Zhang Ji 張籍 2 
5. Meng Jiao 孟郊 15 27. He Ning 和凝 1 
6. Li He 李賀 13 28. Huang-fu Song 皇甫松 1 
7. Li Shang-yin 李商隱 13 29. Jia Dao 賈島 1 
8. Bo Ju-yi 白居易 12 30. Jing-yun 景雲 1 
9. Meng Hao-ran 孟浩然 7 31. Li Duan 李端  1 
10. Wang Chang-ling 王昌齡 6 32. Liu Yu-xi 劉禹錫 1 
11. 
Anonymous (Dun-huang)
敦煌詞 
5 33. 
Lu Zhao-lin 盧照鄰 
1 
12. Han-shan 寒山 5 34. Luo Bin-wang 駱賓王 1 
13. Han Yu 韓愈 5 35. Pei Di 裴迪 1 
14. Wang Jian 王建 5 36. Qiu Wei 丘為 1 
15. Wen Ting-yun 溫庭筠 4 37. Si-kong Tu 司空圖 1 
16. Cen Shen 岑參 3 38. Wang Han 王翰  1 
17. Wang Zhi-huan 王之渙 3 39. Wei Ying-wu 韋應物 1 
18. Wei Zhuang 韋莊 3 40. Xue Zhao-yun 薛昭蘊 1 
19. Yu Xuan-ji 魚玄機 3 41. Yin E 尹鶚 1 
20. Chu Guang-xi 儲光羲 2 42. Yu Hu 于鵠 1 
21. Cui Guo-fu 崔國輔 2 43. Yu Shi-nan 虞世南 1 
22. Guan-xiu 貫休 2 44. Zhang Xu 張旭 1 
 
Total:  271 Tang poems by 44 poets. 
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Selected Tang poems (shi and ci): 
 
1.  Meng Hao-ran – Written at Wan Mountain Pool 
孟浩然：萬山潭作 
p. 33 
2.  Meng Hao-ran – Spending the Night in Reverend Ye’s Mountain 
Chamber. I was expecting the senior Mr. Ding, but he did not come.  
孟浩然：宿業師山房期丁大不至 
p. 373 
3.  Meng Hao-ran – Parting from Mr. Xue at Guag-ling 
孟浩然：廣陵別薛八 
p. 375 
4.  Meng Hao-ran – Stopping by the Manor of an Old Friend 
孟浩然：過故人莊 
p. 389 
5.  Meng Hao-ran – Going from Luo-yang to Yue 
孟浩然：自洛之越 
p. 396 
6.  Meng Hao-ran – Gazing from a Boat in the Early Morning 
孟浩然：丹中曉望 
p. 396 
7.  Meng Hao-ran – Early Cold on the River: Something on My Mind 
孟浩然：早寒江上有懷 
p. 396 
8.  Yuan Zhen – A Winter “White Linen Song” 
元稹：舞曲歌辭 · 冬白紵歌 
p. 100 
9.  Yuan Zhen – The Girl Who Danced the Whirl 
元稹：胡旋女 
p. 455 
10.  Li Bo – The Old Airs IX 
李白：古風其九 
p. 122 
11.  Li Bo – Hard Way to Shu 
李白：蜀道難 
p. 213 
12.  Li Bo – South of the Wall We Fought 
李白：戰城南 p. 244 
13.  Li Bo – Yang Pan-er 
李白：楊叛兒 
p. 247 
14.  Li Bo – Bing In the Wine 
李白：將進酒 
p. 284 
15.  Li Bo – A Song Ming-gao: Sending Off Mr. Cen, a Gentleman in 
Retirement Who Was Summoned to Court 
李白：鳴皋歌送岺徵 時染國三尺雪 
p. 376 
16.  Li Bo – Locus-Picking Song 
李白：採蓮曲 
p. 381 
17.  Li Bo – Lyrics for the Girls of Yue, I 
李白：越女詞四首（其一） 
p. 382 
18.  Li Bo – Lyrics for the Girls of Yue, II 
李白：越女詞四首（其二） 
p. 382 
19.  Li Bo – Lyrics for the Girls of Yue, III 
李白：越女詞四首（其三） 
p. 382 
20.  Li Bo – Lyrics for the Girls of Yue, IV 
李白：越女詞四首（其四） 
p. 382 
21.  Li Bo – Parting by Great Distances 
李白：遠別離 
p. 398 
22.  Li Bo – The Crows Cry by Night 
李白：烏夜啼 
p. 399 
23.  Li Bo – Reproach 
李白：怨情 
p. 400 
24.  Li Bo – The Old Airs V 
李白：古風（其五） 
p. 400 
25.  Li Bo – The Old Airs VII 
李白：古風（其七） 
p. 401 
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26.  Li Bo – A Song on Visiting Heaven’s Crone Mountain in a Dream: 
On Parting 
李白：夢遊天姥吟留別 
p. 401 
27.  Li Bo –Dialogue in the Mountains 
李白：山中問答 
p. 403 
28.  Li Bo – Drinking Alone by Moonlight 
李白：月下獨酌四首（其一） 
p. 403 
29.  Li Bo – Summer Day in the Mountains 
李白：夏日山中 
p. 404 
30.  Li Bo – Rising Drunk on a Spring Day, Telling My Intent 
李白：春日醉起言志 
p. 404 
31.  Li Bo – Getting Out What I Feel 
李白：自遣 p. 404 
32.  Li Bo – A Lament for Old Mr. Ji, the Finest Brewer in Xuan-
cheng 
李白：哭宣城善釀紀叟 
p. 404 
33.  Li Bo – Accompanied by My Kinsman Li Ye, Formerly Vice 
Director of the Ministry of Justice, and by Jia Zhi, Formerly 
Drafter in the Secretariat, I Go on an Excursion on Lake Dong-
ting, 1 
李白：陪族叔刑部侍郎曄及中書賈舍人至遊洞庭五首（其
一） 
p. 411 
34.  Li Bo – Accompanied by My Kinsman Li Ye, Formerly Vice 
Director of the Ministry of Justice, and by Jia Zhi, Formerly 
Drafter in the Secretariat, I Go on an Excursion on Lake Dong-
ting, 2 
李白：陪族叔刑部侍郎曄及中書賈舍人至遊洞庭五首（其
二） 
p. 411 
35.  Li Bo – Accompanied by My Kinsman Li Ye, Formerly Vice 
Director of the Ministry of Justice, and by Jia Zhi, Formerly 
Drafter in the Secretariat, I Go on an Excursion on Lake Dong-
ting, 4 
李白：陪族叔刑部侍郎曄及中書賈舍人至遊洞庭五首（其
四）  
p. 412 
36.  Li Bo – Accompanied by My Kinsman Li Ye, Formerly Vice 
Director of the Ministry of Justice, and by Jia Zhi, Formerly 
Drafter in the Secretariat, I Go on an Excursion on Lake Dong-
ting, 5 
李白：陪族叔刑部侍郎曄及中書賈舍人至遊洞庭五首（其
五） 
p. 412 
37.  Li Bo – The Old Airs XIV 
李白：古風（其十九） 
p. 463 
38.  Li Bo – Moon Over the Mountains Passes 
李白：關山月 
p. 464 
39.  Li Bo – The Turks Are Gone! 
李白：胡無人 
p. 465 
40.  Jia Zhi – On First Arriving in Ba-ling, Joining Li Bo and Pei, We 
Go Boating on Lake Dong-ting, I 
賈至：初至巴陵與李十二白 · 裴九同泛洞庭湖三首（其一） 
p. 412 
41.  Jia Zhi – On First Arriving in Ba-ling, Joining Li Bo and Pei, We 
Go Boating on Lake Dong-ting, II 
賈至：初至巴陵與李十二白 · 裴九同泛洞庭湖三首（其二） 
p. 412 
42.  Wang Wei – Songs for the Goddess’ Shrine on Fish Mountain – 
Song Welcoming the Goddess 
王維：相和歌辭·祠漁山神女歌·迎神 
p. 199 
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43.  Wang Wei – Songs for the Goddess’ Shrine on Fish Mountain – 
Song Sending the Goddess on Her Way 
王維：相和歌辭·祠漁山神女歌·送神 
p. 199 
44.  Wang Wei – Answering the Poem Left by Mr. Su, Nominally of 
the Bureau of Forestry, When He Stopped by My Villa at Lan-tian 
王維：酬虞部蘇員外過藍田別業不見留之作 
p. 371 
45.  Wang Wei – Answering Pei Di 
王維：答裴迪輞口遇雨憶終南山之作 
p. 374 
46.  Wang Wei – Sending Mr. Yuan on His Way on a Mission to An-xi 
王維：送元二使安西 p. 375 
47.  Wang Wei – Stopping by the Temple of Incense Massed 
王維：過香積寺 p. 384 
48.  Wang Wei – Written crossing the Yellow River to Qing-he  
王維：渡河到清河作 
p. 386 
49.  Wang Wei – Watching a Hunt 
王維：觀獵 
p. 386 
50.  Wang Wei –Sight-Seeing in the moors Outside of Liang-zhou 
王維：涼州郊外游望（時為節度判官，在涼州作） 
p. 387 
51.  Wang Wei – Farming Homes by Wei River 
王維：渭川田家 
p. 387 
52.  Wang Wei –Gazing into the Wilds Under Newly Cleared Skies  
王維：新晴野望 
p. 389 
53.  Wang Wei – To Pei Di 
王維：贈裴迪 
p. 389 
54.  Wang Wei –When Living Quietly at Wang-chuan I Gave This to 
Pei Di 
王維：輞川閒居贈裴秀才迪 
p. 390 
55.  Wang Wei – Villa  on Zhong-nan Mountian 
王維：終南別業 p. 390 
56.  Wang Wei – Answering Magistrate Zhang 
王維：酬張少府 
p. 390 
57.  Wang Wei – Wang Stream Collection – The Hollow by Meng’s 
Walls 
王維：孟城坳 
p. 392 
58.  Wang Wei – Hua-zi Hill 
王維：華子岡 
p. 392 
59.  Wang Wei – Fine-Grained Apricot Wood Lodge 
王維：文杏館 
p. 392 
60.  Wang Wei – Jin Bamboo Apricot Ridge 
王維：斤竹嶺 
p. 392 
61.  Wang Wei – Deer Fence  
王維： 鹿柴 
p. 393 
62.  Wang Wei – Magnolia Fence 
王維：木蘭柴 
p. 393 
63.  Wang Wei – Dogwood Strand 
王維：茱萸沜 
p. 393 
64.  Wang Wei – The Lane of Palace Ash Trees 
王維：官槐陌 p. 393 
65.  Wang Wei – Pavilion Overlooking the Lake 
王維：臨湖亭 
p. 393 
66.  Wang Wei – South Cottage 
王維：南垞 
p. 394 
67.  Wang Wei – Lake Qi p. 394 
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王維：欹湖 
68.  Wang Wei – Willow Waves 
王維：柳浪 
p. 394 
69.  Wang Wei –  Rapids by the Luan Trees 
王維：欒家瀨 
p. 394 
70.  Wang Wei –  Gold Dust Spring 
王維：金屑泉 
p. 394 
71.  Wang Wei – White Stone Rapids 
王維：白石灘 
p. 394 
72.  Wang Wei – North Cottage 
王維：北垞 
p. 395 
73.  Wang Wei – Lodge in the Bamboo 
王維：竹里館 
p. 395 
74.  Wang Wei – Magnolia Dell 
王維：辛夷䲧 
p. 395 
75.  Wang Wei – Lacquer Tree Garden 
王維：漆園 p. 395 
76.  Wang Wei – Pepper Tree Garden 
王維： 椒園 
p. 395 
77.  Wang Wei – With the Army: A Ballad 
王維：從軍行 
p. 461 
78.  Wang Wei – Long-xi: A Ballad 
王維：隴西行 
p. 463 
79.  Li He – String Music for the Gods 
李賀：神弦 p. 199 
80.  Li He – Bing In the Wine 
李賀：將進酒 p. 289 
81.  Li He – Song for the Governor of Wild Goose Barrier  
李賀：雁門太守行 
p. 471 
82.  Li He – By the Passes: A Song 
李賀：塞下曲 
p. 471 
83.   Li He – Song of an Arrowhead from the Battlefield of Chang-ping  
李賀：長平箭頭歌 
p. 489 
84.  Li He – Little Su’s Tomb 
李賀：蘇小小墓 
p. 490 
85.  Li He –Dream of Heaven 
李賀：夢天 
p. 491 
86.  Li He – Song of a Nobleman at the End of Night 
李賀：貴公子夜闌曲 
p. 491 
87.  Li He – Release from Melancholy: Song (Written under the 
flowers) 
李賀：開愁歌 
p. 491 
88.  Li He – Long Songs Following Short Songs 
李賀：長歌續短歌 
p. 493 
89.  Li He – The King of Qin Drinking 
李賀：秦王飲酒 
p. 493  
90.  Li He – Don’t Go Out the Gate! 
李賀：公無出門 
p. 495 
91.  Li He – Don’t Plant Trees 
李賀：莫種樹 p. 496 
92.  Wen Ting-yun: Written on the Temple of Mount Xiao 
溫庭筠：題蕭山廟 
p. 200 
93.  Wen Ting-yun: A Song of Lord Xie’s Villa  p. 332 
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溫庭筠：謝公墅歌 
94.  Wen Ting-yun: Song for the Bank Where the Cock Crowed 
溫庭筠：雞鳴堟曲 
p. 333 
95.  Wen Tingyun – to “Boddhisattva Barbarian” 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 水精簾裏頗黎枕 
p. 565 
96.  Guan-xiu – Shrine by the River 
貫休：江邊祠 p. 200 
97.  Guan-xiu – By the Passes: Song (Second of Four) 
貫休：古塞下曲四首（其二） 
p. 472 
98.  Du Mu – Getting Something Off My Mind 
杜牧：遣懷 
p. 631 
99.  Du Mu – Presented to Someone on Parting 
杜牧：贈別二首（其一） 
p. 631 
100. Du Mu – Yang-zhou (First of Three) 
杜牧：揚州三首（其一） 
p. 631 
101. Du Mu – Written on Chan-zhi Temple in Yang-zhou 
杜牧：題揚州禪智寺 
p. 632 
102. Du Mu – Early Migrating Geese 
杜牧：沙上鴈 
p. 380 
103. Du Mu – On Passing by Hua-qing Palace (Three Quatrains), 1 
杜牧：過華清宮絕句三首（其一）
   
p. 452 
104. Du Mu – On Passing by Hua-qing Palace (Three Quatrains), 2 
杜牧：過華清宮絕句三首（其二） p. 452 
105. Du Mu – On Passing by Hua-qing Palace (Three Quatrains), 3 
杜牧：過華清宮絕句三首（其三） 
p. 452 
106. Du Mu – Pouring Wine Alone  
杜牧：獨酌 
p. 503 
107. Du Mu – Written on the Kai-yuan Temple at Xuan-zhou 
杜牧：題宣州開無寺 
p. 503 
108. Du Mu – I Wrote This on  the Tower 
杜牧：題宣州開無寺水閣 · 閣下宛溪，夾溪居人 
p. 504 
109. Du Mu – Spring in the Southland 
杜牧：江南春 
p. 504 
110. Du Mu – Three Poems Thinking on Past Travels, 1 
杜牧：念昔遊三首（其一） 
p. 505 
111. Du Mu – Three Poems Thinking on Past Travels, 2 
杜牧：念昔遊三首（其二） 
p. 505 
112. Du Mu – Three Poems Thinking on Past Travels, 3 
杜牧：念昔遊三首 （其三） 
p. 505 
113. Du Mu –Going Out on the Le-you Plain 
杜牧：登樂游原 
p. 506 
114. Du Mu – Late Autumn in the Qi-an District  
杜牧：齊安郡晚秋 
p. 506 
115. Du Mu –A Quatrain on the Pool Behind the District Office in Qi-
an  
杜牧：齊安郡後池絕句 
p. 507 
116. Du Mu – Egrets 
杜牧：鷺鷥 
p. 507 
117. Du Mu – At the Yangzi and Han 
杜牧：漢江 
p. 507 
118. Du Mu – Sent to Judge Han Chuo in Yang-zhou 
杜牧：寄揚州韓綽判官 
p. 507 
119. Du Mu – The Yellow River at Bian-zhou Blocked by Ice p. 508 
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杜牧：汴河阻涷 
120. Du Mu – A Quatrain Written on the Road 
杜牧：途中一絕 
p. 508 
121. Wei Ying-wu – Going to Visit Censor Wang Wang on My Day 
Off and not Finding Him Home 
韋應物：休暇日訪王侍御不遇 
p. 372 
122. Qiu Wei – Walking in the Hills and Looking for the Recluse, But 
Finding Him Not In 
丘為：尋西山隱者不遇 
p. 372 
123. Jia Dao – Looking for the Recluse and Not Finding Him Home 
賈島：尋隱者不遇 
p. 373 
124. Pei Di – I Chanced on Rain at Wang-kou and Recalled Mount 
Zhong-nan: Thus I Offered the Following Quatrain 
裴迪：輞口遇雨憶終南山因獻王維 
p. 374 
125. Du Fu – Having Fallen off My Horse Drunk, Various Gentlemen 
Come to Visit Me Bringing Wine 
杜甫：醉為馬墜，諸公攜酒相看 
p. 285 
126. Du Fu – Lone Wild Goose 
杜甫：孤雁 
p. 379 
127. Du Fu –Another Poem on Mr. Zheng’s Eastern Pavilion 
杜甫：重題鄭氏東亭 
p. 414 
128. Du Fu – A Mei-pi Lake Song 
杜甫：渼股行 
p. 414 
129. Du Fu – Boating On the Reservoir West of the City 
杜甫：城西坡泛舟 
p. 416 
130. Du Fu – A Song of My cares When Going from the Capital to 
Feng-xian 
杜甫：自京赴奉先縣詠懷五百字 
p. 417 
131. Du Fu – The View in Spring 
杜甫：春望 
p. 420 
132. Du Fu –Lament for Chen-tao 
杜甫：悲陳陶 
p. 421 
133. Du Fu – Lament for Greenslope 
杜甫：悲青坂 
p. 421 
134. Du Fu – Lament by the River 
杜甫：哀江頭 
p. 422 
135. Du Fu – Jiang Village, 1 
杜甫：羌村三首（其一） 
p. 423 
136. Du Fu – Jiang Village, 2 
杜甫：羌村三首（其三） 
p. 423 
137. Du Fu – Bending River, 1  
杜甫：曲江二首（其一） p. 424 
138. Du Fu – The Officer at Tong Pass 
杜甫：潼關吏 
p. 425 
139. Du Fu – Taking Down a Trellis 
杜甫：除架 
p. 426 
140. Du Fu –I Stand Alone 
杜甫：獨立 
p. 426 
141. Du Fu –The River Flooded 
杜甫：江漲 
p. 427 
142. Du Fu – River Village 
杜甫：江村 
p. 427 
143. Du Fu – Enjoying Rain on a Spring Night 
杜甫：春夜喜雨 
p. 427 
144. Du Fu – Painted Hawk p. 428 
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杜甫：畫鷹 
145. Du Fu – Ballad of the Painted Eagle 
杜甫：畫鶻行 
p. 428 
146. Du Fu – Song of a Painting 
杜甫：丹青引贈曹將軍霸 
p. 429 
147. Du Fu – The Diagram of Eight Formation 
杜甫：八陣圖 
p. 432 
148. Du Fu – Ballad of an Old Cypress 
杜甫：古柏行 
p. 432 
149. Du Fu – Autumn Stirrings, 1 
杜甫：秋興八首（其一） 
p. 434 
150. Du Fu – Autumn Stirrings, 2 
杜甫：秋興八首（其二） p. 439 
151. Du Fu – Autumn Stirrings, 3 
杜甫：秋興八首（其三） 
p. 439 
152. Du Fu – Autumn Stirrings, 4 
杜甫：秋興八首（其四） 
p. 439 
153. Du Fu – Autumn Stirrings, 5 
杜甫：秋興八首（其五） 
p. 439 
154. Du Fu – Autumn Stirrings, 6 
杜甫：秋興八首（其六） 
p. 439 
155. Du Fu – Autumn Stirrings, 7 
杜甫：秋興八首（其七） 
p. 439 
156. Du Fu – Autumn Stirrings, 8 
杜甫：秋興八首（其八） 
p. 439 
157. Du Fu – Quatrain 
杜甫：絕句二首（其二） p. 439 
158. Du Fu –Where Yangzi Meets the Han 
杜甫：江漢 
p. 439 
159. Du Fu – End of Spring: On My Newly Rented Thatched Cottage at 
Rang-xi III 
杜甫：暮春題瀼西新賃草屋五首（其三） 
p. 439 
160. Du Fu – Night’s Midpoint 
杜甫：中宵 
p. 439 
161. Du Fu – Sunlight Cast Back 
杜甫：返照 
p. 440 
162. Du Fu – The Army Wagons: A Ballad 
杜甫：兵車行 
p. 468 
163. Du Fu – Out to the Frontier, I 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其一） 
p. 473 
164. Du Fu – Out to the Frontier, II 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其二） 
p. 473 
165. Du Fu – Out to the Frontier, III 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其三） 
p. 473 
166. Du Fu – Out to the Frontier, IV 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其四） 
p. 473 
167. Du Fu – Out to the Frontier, V 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其五） 
p. 473 
168. Du Fu – Out to the Frontier, VI 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其六） 
p. 473 
169. Du Fu – Out to the Frontier, VII 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其七） 
p. 473 
170. Du Fu – Out to the Frontier, VIII 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其八） 
p. 473 
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171. Du Fu – Out to the Frontier, IX 
杜甫：前出塞九首（其九） 
p. 473 
172. Wang Jian – Palace Lyrics XCV 
王建：官詞 
p. 381 
173. Wang Jian – Gazing on Hua-qing Palace at Daybreak 
王建：曉望華清宮 
p. 453 
174. Wang Jian – Ballad of the Former Palace  
王建：故行宮 
p. 454 
175. Wang Jian – Passing by Lace-Crest Palace 
王建：過綺岫宮 
p. 455 
176. Wang Jian – With the Army: A Ballad 
王建：古從軍 p. 470 
177. Yu Hu – Song of the Southland 
于鵠：江南曲 
p. 381 
178. Bo Ju-yi – An Invitation for Mr. Liu 
白居易：問劉十九 
p. 289 
179. Bo Ju-yi – Lotus-Picking Song 
白居易：采蓮曲 p. 383 
180. Bo Ju-yi – Song of Lasting Pain 
白居易：長恨歌 
p. 442 
181. Bo Ju-yi – The Girl Who Danced the Whirl 
白居易：胡旋女  
p. 457 
182. Bo Ju-yi – On My Portrait 
白居易：自題寫真 
p. 496 
183. Bo Ju-yi – What Came to Mind When Chanting My Poems 
白居易：自吟拙什 · 因有所懷 p. 497 
184. Bo Ju-yi – Reciting Alone, Alone in the Mountains 
白居易：山中獨吟 
p. 498 
185. Bo Ju-yi – On My Laziness 
白居易：詠慵 
p. 498 
186. Bo Ju-yi – Choosing a Dwelling Place in Luo-yang 
白居易：洛下卜居 
p. 499 
187. Bo Ju-yi – Eating Bamboo Shoots 
白居易：食荀 
p. 500 
188. Bo Ju-yi – Winter Night 
白居易：冬夜 
p. 500 
189. Bo Ju-yi – Salt Merchant’s Wife (in hatred of Profiteers) 
白居易：鹽商婦 
p. 501 
190. Han-shan – Untitled Poems, III 
寒山：「可笑寒山道」 
p. 405 
191. Han-shan – Untitled Poems, XVI 
寒山：「 人問寒山道」 p. 405 
192. Han-shan – Untitled Poems, XXXII 
寒山：「 登陟寒山道」 
p. 405 
193. Han-shan – Untitled Poems, CCXXXII 
寒山：「寒山出此語 」 
p. 406 
194. Han-shan – Untitled Poems, CCXXXIII 
寒山：「人生在塵蒙 」 
p. 406 
195. Zhang Xu – Peach Blossom Creek 
張旭：桃花溪 
p. 406 
196. Wang Han, Song of Liang-zhou 
王翰：涼州詞 （「葡萄美酒夜光杯」）  
p. 407 
197. Wang Zhi-huan – Song of Liang-zhou  p. 407 
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王之渙：涼州詞（「黃河遠上白雲間」）  
198. Wang Zhi-huan – Parting 
王之渙：送別 
p. 408 
199. Wang Zhi-huan – Climbing Stork Tower 
王之渙：登鸛雀樓 
p. 408 
200. Cui Guo-fu – Song of Xiang-yang, 1 
崔國輔：襄陽曲二首(其一) 
p. 408 
201. Cui Guo-fu – Midcurrent Song 
崔國輔：中流曲 
p. 409  
202. Wang Chang-ling – Army Song 
王昌齡：從軍竹 
p. 409 
203. Wang Chang-ling – Song of the Spring Palace 
王昌齡：春宮怨 
p. 409 
204. Wang Chang-ling – Reproach in the Women’s Chambers 
王昌齡：閨怨 
p. 410 
205. Wang Chang-ling – Out the Passes 
王昌齡：出塞 p. 462 
206. Wang Chang-ling – Variation on “Hard Traveling” 
王昌齡：變行路難 
p. 465 
207. Wang Chang-ling – By the Passes: A Song (Second of a Set) 
王昌齡：塞下曲 (其二) 
p. 466 
208. Chu Guang-xi – The roads of Luo-yang: Presented to the Direction 
Lu Xiang, 1 
儲光羲：洛陽道五首獻呂四郎中（其一） 
p. 410 
209. Chu Guang-xi – Song of the Southland, 1 
儲光羲：江南曲四首（其一） 
p. 410 
210. Jing-yun – Painting of a Pine 
景雲：畫松 
p. 410 
211. Cen Shen – On the Terrace of Cang Jie’s Invention of Characters 
at the San-Hui Temple 
岑參：題三會寺倉頡造字臺 
p. 411 
212. Cen Shen – Song of White Snow: Sending Off Assistant Wu on 
His Return to the Capital  
岑參：白雪歌送武判官歸京 
p. 466 
213. Cen Shen – The Ballad of Running Horse River: Sending Off the 
Army on a Western Campaign 
岑參：走馬川行奉送封大天出師西征 
p. 467 
214. Li Shang-yin – Dragon Pool 
李商隱：龍池 
p. 454 
215. Li Shang-yin – Stirred by Something at Mount Li 
李商隱：驪山有感 
p. 454 
216. Li Shang-yin – Left Untitled, (Second of Two) 
李商隱：無題（「重幃深下莫愁堂」） 
p. 511 
217. Li Shang-yin – Left Untitled (One of Four) 
李商隱：無題（「來是空言去絕蹤」） 
p. 511 
218. Li Shang-yin – Against Passing the Shrine of the Goddess 
李商隱：重過聖女祠 
p. 512 
219. Li Shang-yin – Citadel of Sapphire Walls 
李商隱：碧城 （「碧城十二曲闌干」） 
p. 512 
220. Li Shang-yin – Midnight 
李商隱：夜半 
p. 514 
221. Li Shang-yin – Sunbeams Shoot 
李商隱：日射 
p. 514 
222. Li Shang-yin – Frost and Moon 
李商隱：霜月 
p. 514 
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223. Li Shang-yin – Chang E 
李商隱：嫦娥 
p. 515 
224. Li Shang-yin – Written During the Rain One Night and Sent Back 
North 
李商隱：夜雨寄北 
p. 515 
225. Li Shang-yin – The Sui Palace (Two Versions) 
李商隱：隋宮（「紫泉宮殿鎖煙霞」 ） 
p. 516 
226. Li Shang-yin – The Sui Palace (Two Versions) 
李商隱：隋宮（「乘興南遊不戒嚴」 ） 
p. 517 
227. Yu Shi-nan – I Watered My Horse at a Spring by the Wall: 
Imitating the Old Ballad 
虞世南：相和歌辭 · 飲馬長城窟行 
p. 460 
228. Lu Zhao-lin – Falling Snow: A Ballad 
盧照鄰：雨雪曲 
p. 461 
229. Luo Bin-wang – With the Army: A Ballad 
駱賓王：從軍行 
p. 461 
230. Lu Lun – By the Passes 
盧綸：塞下曲六首（其三） 
p. 470 
231. Lu Lun – A Lamentation at an Ancient Battlefield 
盧綸：逢病軍人 
p. 475 
232. Zhang Ji – A Ballad of the Yong-jia 
張籍：永嘉行 
p. 331 
233. Zhang Ji – Long-tou Ballad 
張籍：橫吹曲辭 · 隴頭（一曰隴頭水） 
p. 471 
234. Meng Jiao – Inviting Writers to Drink 
孟郊：招文士飲 
p. 288 
235. Meng Jiao – Tormented  
孟郊：懊惱 
p. 478 
236. Meng Jiao – Lying Sick  
孟郊：臥病 
p. 479 
237. Meng Jiao – What Was in My Heart on a Spring Day 
孟郊：春日有感 
p. 480 
238. Meng Jiao – Informal Composition 
孟郊：偶作 
p. 480 
239. Meng Jiao – What Came to Me in a Mood 
孟郊：感興 
p. 480  
240. Meng Jiao – Plagiarizing Poems  
孟郊：偷詩 
p. 480 
241. Meng Jiao – Old Man’s Bitterness 
孟郊：老恨 
p. 481 
242. Meng Jiao – Something Touched Me One Night and I Try to Get It 
Out 
孟郊：夜感自遣 
p. 481 
243. Meng Jiao – Autumn Cares, II 
孟郊：秋懷（其二） 
p. 482 
244. Meng Jiao – A Visit to the South Mountains 
孟郊：遊終南山 
p. 482 
245. Meng Jiao – A Ballad of Mount Jing 
孟郊：京山行 
p. 482 
246. Meng Jiao – Seeing Off Reverend Dan XII 
孟郊：送淡公（其十二） p. 482 
247. Meng Jiao – Answering a Friend’s Gift of Charcoal 
孟郊：答友人赠炭 
p. 483 
248. Meng Jiao – I tried to Climb Zhao-cheng tower 
孟郊：上昭成閣不得，於從侄僧悟空院歎嗟 
p. 483 
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249. Han Yu – Drunk, to Zhang Shu of the Imperial Library 
韓愈：醉贈張秘書 
p. 287 
250. Han Yu – Autumn Thoughts (Eighth of Eleven) 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首（其八） 
p. 484 
251. Han Yu – Visiting the Temple of Mount Heng, Then Spending the 
Night at the Buddhist Monastery: I Wrote This on the Gate Tower  
韓愈：謁衡岳廟逐宿岳寺題門樓 
p. 485 
252. Han Yu – Written Playfully to Zhang Ji 
韓愈：調張籍 
p. 485 
253. Han Yu – Mountain Stones 
韓愈：山石 
p. 488 
254. Liu Yu-xi – Quitting My Post at He-zhou and Visiting Jian-kang 
劉禹錫：罷和州游建康 
p. 505 
255. Si-kong Tu – The Pavilion of Revising History 
司空圖：修史亭三首（其三） 
p. 508 
256. Yu Xuan-ji – Selling Tattered Peonies 
魚玄機：賣殘牡丹 
p. 509 
257. Yu Xuan-ji – Visiting the Southern Tower of Chong-zhen Temple: 
Seeing Where the Recent Graduates of the Examinations Have 
Written Their Names 
魚玄機：遊崇真觀南樓 · 賭新及第題名處 
p. 510 
258. Yu Xuan-ji – On Yin-wu Pavilion 
魚玄機：題隱霧亭 
p. 510 
259. Li Duan  – Bowing to the New Moon 
李端：拜新月 
p. 560 
260. Anonymous (Dun-huang) – to “Bowing to the New Moon” 
敦煌詞：拜新月 · 蕩子他州去 p. 560 
261. Anonymous (Dun-huang) – to “The Magpie Steps on the Branch” 
敦煌詞：鵲踏枝 · 叵耐靈鵲多謾語 p. 561 
262. Anonymous (Dun-huang) – to “Washing Creek Sands” 
敦煌詞：浣溪紗 · 倦卻詩書上釣船 p. 562 
263. Anonymous – to “ The Drunken Lord” 
無名氏: 醉公子 · 門外猧兒吠 p. 562 
264. Anonymous (Dun-huang) – to “Fisherman’s Lyrics” 
敦煌詞：魚歌子 · 繡簾前 p. 563 
265. Wei Zhuang – to “Immortal in Heaven” 
韋莊：天仙子 · 深夜歸來長酩酊 p. 563 
266. Wei Zhuang – to “Boddhisattva Barbarian” 
韋莊：菩薩蠻 · 人人盡說江南 p. 566 
267. Wei Zhuang – to “Boddhisattva Barbarian” 
韋莊：菩薩蠻 · 如今卻憶江南樂 p. 567 
268. Xue Zhao-yun – to “The Drunken Lord” 
薛昭蘊：醉公子 · 慢綰青絲發 p. 563 
269. Yin E – to “The Drunken Lord” 
尹鶚：醉公子 · 暮煙籠蘚砌 p. 564 
270. Huang-fu Song – to “Dream of the Southland” 
皇甫松：夢江南 · 蘭燼落 p. 565 
271. He Ning –  to “Mountain Flower” 
和凝：山花子 · 銀字笙寒調正長 p. 566 
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Lau, Joseph S. M. & Minford, John. (2000). Classical Chinese Literature: An Anthology of 
Translations. Hong Kong: Chinese University Press. 
 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
1. Du Fu 杜甫 56 33. Qian Qi 錢起 3 
2. Li Bo 李白 45 34. Cen Shen 岑參 2 
3. Bo Juyi 白居易 37 35. Du Shenyan 杜審言 2 
4. Wang Wei 王維 26 36. Lingche 靈澈 2 
5. Sikong Tu 司空圖 24 37. Lu Lun 盧綸 2 
6. Cold Mountain 寒山 14 38. Luo Binwang 駱賓王 2 
7. Du Mu 杜牧 14 39. Wang Bo 王勃 2 
8. Li Shangyin 李商隱 12 40. Wang Jian 王建 2 
9. Wen Tingyun 溫庭筠 12 41. Zhang Yue 張說 2 
10. 
Lyrics from the 
Dunhuang Manuscripts 
敦煌詞 
8 42. Chang Jian 常建 1 
11. Han Yu 韓愈 8 43. Cui Hao 崔顥 1 
12. Li He 李賀 8 44. Dai Shulun 戴叔倫 1 
13. Meng Haoran 孟浩然 8 45. Geng Wei 耿湋 1 
14. Chen Zi’ang 陳子昂 7 46. Gu Kuang 顧況 1 
15. Meng Jiao 孟郊 7 47. Guan Panpan 關盼盼 1 
16. Wei YingWu 韋應物 7 48. Han Wo 韓偓 1 
17. Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫 6 49. He Zhizhang 賀知章 1 
18. Wang Ji 王績 6 50. Li Cunxu 李存勖 1 
19. Wei Zhuang 韋莊 6 51. Li Qi 李頎 1 
20. Liu Zhangqing 劉長卿 5 52. Li Ye 李治 1 
21. Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 5 53. Li Yi 李益 1 
22. Xue Tao 薛濤 5 54. Lu Zhaolin 盧照鄰 1 
23. Yu Xuanji 魚玄機 5 55. Niu Xiji 牛希濟 1 
24. Yuan Zhen 元稹 5 56. Qiu Wei 丘為 1 
25. Zhao Luanluan 趙鸞鸞 5 57. Shen Quanqi 沈佺期 1 
26. Gao Shi 高適 4 58. Song Zhiwen 宋之問 1 
27. Guanxiu 貫休 4 59. Wang Han 王翰 1 
28. Jia Dao 賈島 4 60. Wang Zhihuan 王之渙 1 
29. Jiaoran 皎然 4 61. Yuan Jie 元結 1 
30. Wang Changling 王昌齡 4 62. Zhang Ji 張繼 1 
31. Wang the Zealot 王梵志 4 63. Zhang Jiuling 張九齡 1 
32. Chu Guangxi 儲光羲 3 64. Zhang Ruoxu 張若虛 1 
 
Total: 410 Tang poems by 64 poets. 
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Selected Tang poems (shi and ci): 
 
1.  Wang Ji - Farmers 
王績：田家 
p. 678 
2.  Wang Ji – View of the Wilds 
王績：野望 
p. 679 
3.  Wang Ji – Written on the Tavern Wall 
王績：題酒店壁 p. 680 
4.  Wang Ji – Drinking Alone 
王績：獨酌 
p. 680 
5.  Wang Ji – To a Kill-Joy 
王績：過酒家 
p. 681 
6.  Wang Ji – Record of Drunk-Land 
王績：醉鄉記 
p. 681 
7.  Lu Zhaolin – Chang’an 
盧照鄰：長安古意 
p. 682 
8.  Luo Binwang – On the Cicada: In Prison 
駱賓王：在獄詠蟬 
p. 688 
9.  Luo Binwang – Mooring by Jiangzhen in the Evening 
駱賓王：晚泊江鎮 
p. 689 
10.  Wang Bo – Parting by Moonlight in a River Pavilion 
王勃：江亭夜月送別 
p. 690 
11.  Wang Bo – Departing from Yiyang in the Early Morning 
王勃：易陽早發 
p. 690 
12.  Chen Zi’ang – Meditation on the Past at White Emperor City 
陳子昂：白帝城懷古 
p. 690 
13.  Chen Zi’ang –Staying in Luoxiang County for the Evening 
陳子昂：晚次樂鄉縣 
p. 691 
14.  Chen Zi’ang – Entering Qiao Gorge and Anju Creek: The Source 
of Wood-Chopping Creek was Hidden Far Away, Forest and 
Peaks Brightened One Another – A Wondrous Experiance 
陳子昂：入峭峽安居谿伐木谿源幽䆳林嶺相映有奇致焉 
p. 692 
15.  Chen Zi’ang – Song on Youzhou Terrace 
陳子昂：登幽州臺歌 p. 692 
16.  Chen Zi’ang – Stirred by My Experiences – Three of a Series of 
Thirty-Eight Poems, 1 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首 
p. 693 
17.  Chen Zi’ang – Stirred by My Experiences – Three of a Series of 
Thirty-Eight Poems, 2 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首 
p. 693 
18.  Chen Zi’ang – Stirred by My Experiences – Three of a Series of 
Thirty-Eight Poems, 3 
陳子昂：感遇詩三十八首 
p. 693 
19.  Du Shenyan – Written at Jumble-Rock Mountain by the South Sea 
杜審言：南海亂石山作 
p. 694 
20.  Du Shenyan – Lodging in Annam 
杜審言：族寓安南 
p. 965 
21.  Song Zhiwen – On Old Zhang’s Pine Tree 
宋之問：題張老松樹 
p. 695 
22.  Shen Quanqi – First Reaching Huanzhou 
沈佺期：初達驩州 
p. 696 
23.  Zhang Yue – Hearing Bells at Night in the Mountains 
張說：山夜聞鐘 
p. 696 
24.  Zhang Yue – Composition in Drunkenness 
張說：醉中作 
p. 697 
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25.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: The Cove of the Wall of 
Meng 
王維：孟城坳 
p. 702 
26.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: The Hill of Huazi 
王維：華子岡 
p. 703 
27.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: The Hill of the Hatchet-
Leaved Bamboos 
王維：斤竹嶺 
p. 704 
28.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: The Deer Enclosure 
王維：鹿柴 
p. 704 
29.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: The Magnolia Enclosure 
王維：木蘭柴 
p. 705 
30.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: The Path of the Ashtrees 
王維：宮槐陌 
p. 705 
31.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: Lake Yi 
王維：欹湖 
p. 705 
32.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: The Steam at the House of 
the Luans 
王維：欒家瀬 
p. 706 
33.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: The Hermitage of the 
Bamboos 
王維：竹里館 
p. 706 
34.  Wang Wei – Poems from Wheel River: The Bank of the 
Magnolias 
王維：辛夷塢 
p. 707 
35.  Wang Wei – To Magistrate Zhang 
王維：酬張少府 
p. 709 
36.  Wang Wei – Mount Zhongnan 
王維：終南山 p. 709 
37.  Wang Wei – Passing Hidden Fragrance Temple 
王維：過香積寺 
p. 710 
38.  Wang Wei – On the Mountain 
王維：山中 
p. 711 
39.  Wang Wei – Birdsong Torrent  
王維：鳥鳴澗 
p. 711 
40.  Wang Wei – In Retirement at Zhongnan 
王維：終南別業 
p. 711 
41.  Wang Wei – Autumn Mountain Evening 
王維：山居秋瞑 
p. 712 
42.  Wang Wei – Mission to the Frontier  
王維：使至塞上 
p. 712 
43.  Wang Wei – Dike of the Cormorants  
王維：鸕鶿堰 p. 713 
44.  Wang Wei – A Poem of Farewell (7 Other Versions Available) 
王維：送別（「下馬飲君酒」） 
p. 713 
45.  Wang Wei – Farewell to Spring 
王維：送春辭 
p. 716 
46.  Wang Wei – Playfully Inscribed on a Large Boulder 
王維：戲題盤石 
p. 717 
47.  Wang Wei – Melody of Wei City 
王維：送元二使安西 
p. 717 
48.  Wang Wei – You Come from My Village 
王維：雜詩三首（其二） 
p. 718 
49.  Wang Wei – Weeping for Ying Yao  p. 718 
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王維：哭殷遙 
50.  Wang Wei – Climbing to the Monastery of Perception 
王維：登辦覺寺 
p. 719 
51.  Li Bo – Preface for the Poetry from a Spring Evening Party for 
My Cousins in a Peach Blossom Garden 
李白：春夜宴從弟桃花園序 
p. 723 
52.  Li Bo – Quiet Night Thought  
李白： 靜夜詩 
p. 723 
53.  Li Bo – The Road to Shu Is Hard 
李白：蜀道難 
p. 723 
54.  Li Bo – My Trip in a Dream to the Lady of Heaven Mountain 
AFarewell to Several Gentlemen of Easter Lu 
李白：夢遊天姥吟留別 
p. 725 
55.  Li Bo – Xiangyang Song 
李白：襄陽歌 p. 728 
56.  Li Bo – Take Wine 
李白：對酒 
p. 729 
57.  Li Bo – Bring On the Wine  
李白：將進酒 
p. 730 
58.  Li Bo – Song of the Heavenly Horse  
李白：天馬歌 
p. 731 
59.  Li Bo – Early Departure from White Emperor Fortress 
李白：早發白帝城 
p. 732 
60.  Li Bo – A Lu Mountain Song For the Palace Censor Empty-Boat 
Lu 
李白：廬山謠寄侍御虛舟 
p. 733 
61.  Li Bo – Climbing Xie Tiao’S north Tower at Xuan in Autumn 
李白：秋登宣城謝脁北樓 
p. 735 
62.  Li Bo – A Farewell Dinner for My Uncle Li Yun, the Collator, at 
Xie Tiao’s Tower in Xuan Prefecture 
李白：宣州謝脁樓餞別校書叔雲 
p. 735 
63.  Li Bo – Inscribed at Summit Temple 
李白：題峰頂寺 
p. 735 
64.  Li Bo – In Praise of a Golds and Silver Painted Scene of the 
Buddha Manifestation in the Pure Land of the West With a 
Preface 
李白：金銀泥畫西方淨土變相讚并序 
p. 736 
65.  Li Bo – Up Into the Clouds Music  
李白：上雲樂 
p. 738 
66.  Li Bo – Drinking Alone in the Moonlight, 1 
李白：月下獨酌四首（其一） 
p. 740 
67.  Li Bo – Drinking Alone in the Moonlight, 2 
李白：月下獨酌四首（其二） 
p. 740 
68.  Li Bo – Drinking Alone in the Moonlight, 3 
李白：月下獨酌四首（其三） 
p. 740 
69.  Li Bo – Drinking Alone in the Moonlight, 4 
李白：月下獨酌四首（其四） 
p. 740 
70.  Li Bo – Inscription on an Old Tomb at Guangling 
李白：廣陵古冢石刻 
p. 742 
71.  Li Bo – Old Dai’s Wine Shop 
李白：戴老酒店 
p. 742 
72.  Li Bo – The River Merchant’s Wife: A Letter 
李白：長干行 
p. 743 
73.  Li Bo – Poem by the Bridge at Ten-shin 
李白：古風 
p. 744 
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74.  Li Bo – The Jewel Stairs’ Grievance 
李白：玉階怨 
p. 744 
75.  Li Bo – Exile’s Letter 
李白：憶舊游寄譙郡元參軍 
p. 745 
76.  Li Bo – Separation on the River Kiang 
李白：黃鶴樓送孟浩然之廣陵 
p. 747 
77.  Li Bo – Taking Leave of a Friend 
李白：送友人 
p. 748 
78.  Li Bo – On Visiting a Taoist Master in the Daitian Mountains and 
Not Finding Him 
李白：訪戴天山道士不遇 
p. 748 
79.  Li Bo – Abandon 
李白：自遣 
p. 749 
80.  Li Bo – Longing 
李白：長相思 
p. 749 
81.  Li Bo – Hard Is the Journey 
李白：行路難 
p. 750 
82.  Li Bo – For Du Fu  
李白：戲贈杜甫 
p. 751 
83.  Li Bo – To Wang Lun 
李白：贈汪倫 p. 752 
84.  Li Bo – Conversation among the Mountains 
李白：山中問答 
p. 752 
85.  Li Bo – Autumn Lines 
李白：三五七言 
p. 752 
86.  Li Bo – A Statement of Resolutions After Being Drunk on a 
Spring Day (3 Other Versions Available) 
李白：春日醉起言志 
p. 753 
87.  Li Bo – River Chant (Another Version Available) 
李白：江上吟 
p. 756 
88.  Li Bo – Ivresse d’Amour (3 Other Versions Available) 
李白：口號吳王美人半醉 
p. 758 
89.  Li Bo – La Flute Mysterieuse (2 Other Versions Available) 
李白：春夜洛城聞笛 p. 760 
90.  Li Bo – A Solitary Carouse on a Day in Spring 
李白：春日獨酌 
p. 761 
91.  Li Bo – A Snapshot  
李白：姑熟十詠（其三）：丹陽湖 
p. 761 
92.  Li Bo – Drinking with a Friend, Among the Mountains 
李白：山中與幽人對酌 
p. 761 
93.  Li Bo – Night Mooring at Cow’s Creek: I Think of the Old Man 
李白：夜泊牛渚懷古 
p. 762 
94.  Li Bo – A Night with a Friend 
李白：友人會宿 
p. 762 
95.  Li Bo – Her Presence Was a Roomful of Flowers 
李白：寄遠 
p. 762 
96.  Du Fu – On a Prospect of Mount Tai 
杜甫：望嶽 
p. 767 
97.  Du Fu – Moonlit Night 
杜甫：月夜 
p. 769 
98.  Du Fu – Spring Scene 
杜甫：春望 
p. 772 
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99.  Du Fu – Thinking of My Brothers on a Moonlit Night 
杜甫：月夜憶舍弟 p. 774 
100. Du Fu – Dreaming of Li Bo 
杜甫：夢李白 
p. 777 
101. Du Fu – From a Height 
杜甫：登高 
p. 780 
102. Du Fu – On Yueyang Tower 
杜甫：登岳陽樓 
p. 782 
103. Du Fu – Song of the Beautiful Ladies 
杜甫：麗人行 
p. 785 
104. Du Fu – Song of Penya 
杜甫：彭衙行 
p. 786 
105. Du Fu – Lovely Lady 
杜甫：佳人 
p. 787 
106. Du Fu – Presented to Wei Ba, Gentleman Retirement 
杜甫：贈衛八處士 
p. 788 
107. Du Fu – The Man with No Family to Take Leave of  
杜甫：無家別 
p. 789 
108. Du Fu – Five of Seven Songs Written During the Qian-yuan Era 
While Staying at Tong’guxian, 1 
杜甫：乾元中寓居谷縣作歌七首（其一） 
p. 790 
109. Du Fu – Five of Seven Songs Written During the Qian-yuan Era 
While Staying at Tong’guxian, 2 
杜甫：乾元中寓居谷縣作歌七首（其二） 
p. 790 
110. Du Fu – Five of Seven Songs Written During the Qian-yuan Era 
While Staying at Tong’guxian, 3 
杜甫：乾元中寓居谷縣作歌七首 (其三) 
p. 790 
111. Du Fu – Five of Seven Songs Written During the Qian-yuan Era 
While Staying at Tong’guxian, 4 
杜甫：乾元中寓居谷縣作歌七首（其四） 
p. 790 
112. Du Fu – Five of Seven Songs Written During the Qian-yuan Era 
While Staying at Tong’guxian, 6 
杜甫：乾元中寓居谷縣作歌七首（其六） 
p. 790 
113. Du Fu – On the Spur of the Moment 
杜甫：漫成 
p. 791 
114. Du Fu – A Guest Arrives  
杜甫：客至 p. 791 
115. Du Fu – Restless Night 
杜甫：倦夜 
p. 792 
116. Du Fu – Quatrain: In Late Sun 
杜甫：絕句 (「遲日江山麗」) 
p. 792 
117. Du Fu – They Say You’re Staying in a Mountain Temple 
杜甫：第五弟豐獨在江左近三四載 
p. 792 
118. Du Fu – On the River 
杜甫：江上 
p. 793 
119. Du Fu – Wasteland – Grazing Far Away 
杜甫：野望 
p. 794 
120. Du Fu – A Traveler at Night Writes His Thought 
杜甫：旅夜書懷 
p. 794 
121. Du Fu – Six Cut-Shorts: Sun Lenthens 
杜甫：絕句 (「遲日江山麗」) 
p. 794 
122. Du Fu – Six Cut-Shorts: River Jade-Gray 
杜甫：絕句 (「江碧鳥逾白」)  
p. 794 
123. Du Fu – Six Cut-Shorts: Sun Rises from Water 
杜甫：絕句六首 (「日出籬東水」)  
p. 794 
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124. Du Fu – Six Cut-Shorts: Shady, Shady 
杜甫：絕句六首 (「藹藹花蘂亂」)  
p. 794 
125. Du Fu – Six Cut-Shorts: West of Hut  
杜甫：絕句六首 (「堂西長筍別開門」)  
p. 794 
126. Du Fu – Six Cut-Shorts: Yellow Orioles 
杜甫：絕句六首 (「兩個黃鸝鳴翠柳」)  
p. 794 
127. Du Fu – Flying from Trouble 
杜甫：逃難 
p. 795 
128. Du Fu – Written on the Wall at Zhang’s Heritage 
杜甫：題張氏隱居 
p. 796 
129. Du Fu – Visiting Zan, Abbot of Dayun 
杜甫：大雲寺贊公房 
p. 797 
130. Du Fu – Jade Flower Palace  
杜甫：玉華宮 
p. 797 
131. Du Fu – Traveling Northward 
杜甫：北征 
p. 798 
132. Du Fu – By the Winding River 
杜甫：曲江 p. 798 
133. Du Fu - Loneliness 
杜甫：獨立 
p. 798 
134. Du Fu – Clear After Rain 
杜甫：雨晴 
p. 799 
135. Du Fu – Brimming Water 
杜甫：漫成一絕 
p. 799 
136. Du Fu – Facing the Snow 
杜甫：對雪 
p. 799 
137. Du Fu – Walking Alone by the Riverbank Seeking Flowers 
杜甫：江畔獨步尋花 
p. 800 
138. Du Fu – My Thatched Roof Is Ruined by the Autumn Wind 
杜甫：茅屋為秋風所破歌 
p. 801 
139. Du Fu – Autumn Meditation: 7 
杜甫：秋興八首 (其七) 
p. 802 
140. Du Fu – The Ballad of the Army Wagons 
杜甫：兵車行 
p. 803 
141. Du Fu – Ballad on Seeing a Pupil of the Lady Gongsun Dance the 
Sword Mime 
杜甫：觀公孫大娘弟子舞劍器行 
p. 804 
142. Du Fu – Village by the River 
杜甫：江村 
p. 807 
143. Du Fu – Second Letter to My Nephew Wulang 
杜甫：又呈吳郎 
p. 808 
144. Du Fu - Night Feast, Zuo Family Village 
杜甫：夜宴左氏莊 p. 808 
145. Du Fu – Thinking of My Little Boy                     
杜甫：憶幼子 
p. 809 
146. Du Fu - Midnight 
杜甫：中宵 
p. 809 
147.          Du Fu – The Autumn Wastes, 1 
杜甫：秋夜二首（其一） 
p. 809 
148. Du Fu – The Autumn Wastes, 2 
杜甫：秋夜二首（其二） 
p. 809 
149. Du Fu – Deep in Winter 
杜甫：冬秋 
p. 810 
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150. Du Fu – An Evening Shower in Spring (5 Other Versions 
Available) 
杜甫：春夜喜雨 
p. 810 
151. Du Fu – The Pressgang (2 Other Versions Available)  
杜甫：石壕吏 
p. 813 
152. Zhang Ruoxu – Spring, River, Flowers, Moon, Night 
張若虛：春江花月夜 
p. 820 
153. Wang Han – A Reason Fair 
王翰：涼州詞 （「葡萄美酒夜光杯」） 
p. 823 
154. He Zhizhang – The Return 
賀知章：回鄉偶書 
p. 823 
155. Zhang Jiuling – Climbing a Tall Building on an Autumn Evening: 
I Gaze to Where the South River Touches the Shixing Road 
張九齡：秋晚登樓望南江入始興郡路 
p. 824 
156. Wang Zhihuan – Hooded Crane Tower 
王之渙：登鸛雀樓 
p. 824 
157. Meng Haoran – A Night Mooring on the Jiande River 
孟浩然：宿建德江 
p. 825 
158. Meng Haoran – A Spring Morning 
孟浩然：春曉 
p. 825 
159. Meng Haoran – From a Mooring on the Tonglu to a Friend in 
Yangzhou 
孟浩然：宿桐廬江寄廣陵舊游 
p. 825 
160. Meng Haoran – Taking Leave of Wang Wei 
孟浩然：留別王維 
p. 826 
161. Meng Haoran – In Summer at the South Pavilion Thinking of 
Xing 
孟浩然：夏日南亭懷辛大 
p. 826 
162. Meng Haoran – At the Mountain-Lodge of the Buddhist Priest Ye 
Waiting in Vain for My Friend Ding 
孟浩然：宿業師山房期丁大不至 
p. 826 
163. Meng Haoran – Returning at Night to Lumen Mountain 
孟浩然：夜歸鹿門歌 
p. 827 
164. Meng Haoran – In Passing an Old Friend’s Farm 
孟浩然：過故人莊 p. 827 
165. Cui Hao – Yellow Crane Tower 
崔顥：王鶴樓 
p. 827 
166. Li Qi – To Zhang Xu 
李頎：贈張旭 
p. 828 
167. Wang Changling – Autumn Evening on the Great Lake 
王昌齡：太湖秋夕 
p. 829 
168. Wang Changling – Song by the Walls 
王昌齡：城傍曲 
p. 830 
169. Wang Changling – At the Stream’s Source in Spring: A Party 
王昌齡：宴春源 
p. 830 
170. Wang Changling – Under a Border-Fortress 
王昌齡：塞下曲 
p. 830 
171. Liu Zhangqing – On Parting with the Buddhist Pilgrim Lingche 
劉長卿：送零澈上人 
p. 831 
172. Liu Zhangqing – While Visiting on the South Stream the Taoist 
Priest Chang 
劉長卿：尋南溪常山人隱居 
p. 831 
173. Liu Zhangqing – Climbing in Autumn for a View from the 
Temple on the Terrace of General Wu 
劉長卿：秋日登吳公臺上寺 
p. 832 
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174. Liu Zhangqing – On Seeing Wang Leaves for the South  
劉長卿：餞別王十一南游 
p. 832 
175. Liu Zhangqing – Snow on Lotus Mountain 
劉長卿：逢雪宿芙蓉山主人 
p. 833 
176. Cen Shen – Song for General Zhao 
岑參：趙將軍歌 
p. 834 
177. Cen Shen – On the West Tower in Guangzhou 
岑參：題虢州西樓 
p. 834 
178. Gao Shi – The Ruined Terrace 
高適：宋中 
p. 835 
179. Gao Shi – Ji Gate 
高適：薊門行 
p. 835 
180. Gao Shi – The North Tower of Golden Fort 
高適：金城北樓 
p. 835 
181. Gao Shi – The Song of the Fisherman 
高適：漁父歌 
p. 836 
182. Chu Guangxi – A Mountain Spring 
儲光羲：詠山泉 
p. 837 
183. Chu Guangxi – Tea 
儲光羲：喫茗粥作 
p. 837 
184. Chu Guangxi – Evening in the Garden, Clear After Rain 
儲光羲：晚霽中園赦作 
p. 838 
185. Yuan Jie – After the Raiders Have Gone: To Clerks and Officials 
元結：賊退示官吏 
p. 838 
186. Qian Qi – Kingfisher with Fish in Beak 
錢起：銜魚翠鳥 
p. 839 
187. Qian Qi – From My Study at the Mouth of the Valley: A Message 
to Censor Yang 
錢起：谷口書齋寄楊補闕 
p. 839 
188. Qian Qi – Dedicated to the Hermit Cui 
錢起：題崔逸人山亭 
p. 841 
189. Chang Jian – A Buddhist Retreat Behind Broken-Mountain 
Temple 
常建：題破山寺後禪院 
p. 841 
190. Qiu Wei – Seeking a Hermit on West Mountain and Not Finding 
Him 
丘為：尋西山隱者不遇 
p. 841 
191. Gu Kuang – Hard Traveling 
顧況：行路難 
p. 842 
192. Geng Wei – Autumn Day 
耿湋：秋日 
p. 843 
193. Dai Shulun – Su Creek Pavilion 
戴叔倫：蘇溪亭 p. 844 
194. Wei YingWu – Autumn Night Message: To Qiu 
韋應物：秋夜寄邱二十二員外 
p. 844 
195. Wei YingWu – At Chuzhou on the Western Stream 
韋應物：滁州西澗 
p. 844 
196. Wei YingWu – A Poem to a Taoist Hermit on Quanjiao Mountain 
韋應物：寄全椒山道士 
p. 845 
197. Wei YingWu – Mooring at Twilight in Yuji district 
韋應物：夕次盱眙縣 
p. 845 
198. Wei YingWu – East of the Town 
韋應物：東郊 
p. 845 
199. Wei YingWu – Tartar Horse 
韋應物：調笑令 ·  胡馬，胡馬 
p. 1116 
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200. Wei YingWu – Milky Way 
韋應物：調笑令 ·  河漢，河漢 
p. 1116 
201. Lu Lun – Two Frontier Songs: Matching Rhymes with General 
Zhang, 1 
盧綸：和張僕射塞下曲二首 (其一) 
p. 846 
202. Lu Lun – Two Frontier Songs: Matching Rhymes with General 
Zhang, 2 
盧綸：和張僕射塞下曲二首 （其二） 
p. 846 
203. Meng Jiao – Laments of the Gorge, 1  
孟郊：峽哀 (其一) 
p. 849 
204. Meng Jiao – Laments of the Gorge, 2 
孟郊：峽哀 (其二) 
p. 849 
205. Meng Jiao – Apricots Die Young, 1 
孟郊：杏殤 (其一) 
p. 850 
206. Meng Jiao – Apricots Die Young, 2 
孟郊：杏殤 (其二) 
p. 850 
207. Meng Jiao – Laments for Lu Yin 
孟郊：弔盧殷 
p. 851 
208. Meng Jiao – The Stones Where the Haft Rotted  
孟郊：爛柯石 
p. 851 
209. Meng Jiao – Risks 
孟郊：偶作 
p. 852 
210. Li Yi – On Hearing a Flute at Night from the Wall of Shouxiang 
李益：夜上受降城聞笛 
p. 852 
211. Zhang Ji – A Night-Mooring near Maple Bridge 
張繼：楓橋夜泊 
p. 852 
212. Han Yu – Autumn Thoughts 
韓愈：秋懷詩十一首（其二、六、八） 
p. 852 
213. Han Yu – A Withered Tree 
韓愈：枯樹 
p. 854 
214. Han Yu – To Hou Xi 
韓愈：贈候喜 
p. 854 
215. Han Yu – Loosing a Tooth 
韓愈：落牙 
p. 855 
216. Han Yu – Song of the Stone Drums 
韓愈：石鼓歌 
p. 857 
217. Han Yu – The Wounded Falcon 
韓愈：病鴟 
p. 859 
218. Han Yu – Humanity 
韓愈：雜詩 
p. 861 
219. Han Yu – Discontent 
韓愈：感春 
p. 861 
220. Liu Yuxi – Raven Robe Lane 
劉禹錫：烏衣巷 
p. 862 
221. Liu Yuxi – Grazing on Lake Dongting 
劉禹錫：望洞庭 
p. 862 
222. Liu Yuxi – Looking at My Knife-Hilt: A Song 
劉禹錫：視刀環歌 
p. 863 
223. Liu Yuxi – The City of Stones 
劉禹錫：石頭城 
p. 863 
224. Liu Yuxi – Red Blossoms 
劉禹錫：竹枝詞九首并序 (其二) 
p. 1117 
225. Liu Yuxi – Parrot Island 
劉禹錫：浪淘沙 · 鸚鵡洲頭浪颭沙 
p. 1117 
226. Liu Zongyuan – River-Snow p. 865 
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柳宗元：江雪 
227. Liu Zongyuan – Reading Buddhist Classics with Chao at His 
Temple in the Early Morning  
柳宗元：晨詣超師院讀禪經 
p. 865 
228. Liu Zongyuan – Dwelling by a Stream  
柳宗元：溪居 p. 865 
229. Liu Zongyuan – From the City-Tower of Liuzhou To My Four  
Fellow-Officials at Zhang, Ding, Feng, and Lian Districts 
柳宗元：登柳州城樓寄漳、汀、封、連四州刺史 
p. 865 
230. Liu Zongyuan – An Old Fisherman 
柳宗元：漁翁 
p. 866 
231. Jia Dao – Weeping for the Zen Master Boyan 
賈島：哭柏巖和尚 
p. 867 
232. Jia Dao – Evening View as the Snow Clears 
賈島：雪晴晚望 
p. 867 
233. Jia Dao – Looking for the Recluse and Not Finding Him 
賈島：訪隱者不遇 
p. 868 
234. Jia Dao – Spending the Night at a Mountain Temple 
賈島：宿山寺 
p. 868 
235. Bo Juyi – Madly Singing in the Mountain 
白居易：山中獨吟 
p. 871 
236. Bo Juyi – Letter to his friend Yuan Zhen 
白居易：與元九書 
p. 871 
237. Bo Juyi – Planting Bamboos 
白居易：新栽竹 
p. 873 
238. Bo Juyi – Passing Tianmen Street in Chang’an and Seeing a 
Distant View of Zhongnan Mountains 
白居易：過天門街 
p. 873 
239. Bo Juyi – The Flower Market  
白居易：買花 
p. 873 
240. Bo Juyi – The Chancelor’s Gravel Drive 
白居易：官牛 
p. 874 
241. Bo Juyi – The Charcoal-Seller 
白居易：賣炭翁 
p. 874 
242. Bo Juyi – Golden Bells 
白居易：金鑾子睟日 
p. 875 
243. Bo Juyi – Lazy Man’s Song 
白居易：詠慵 
p. 876 
244. Bo Juyi – Winter Night 
白居易：冬夜 
p. 876 
245. Bo Juyi – The Chrysanthemums in the Eastern Garden  
白居易：東園玩菊 
p. 877 
246. Bo Juyi – Remembering Golden Bells 
白居易：念金鑾子 
p. 878 
247. Bo Juyi – Madly Singing in the Mountains 
白居易：山中獨吟 
p. 878 
248. Bo Juyi – Eating Bamboo-Shoots 
白居易：食筍 
p. 879 
249. Bo Juyi – The Red Cockatoo 
白居易：紅鸚鵡 
p. 879 
250. Bo Juyi – Climbing the Lingying Terrace and Looking North 
白居易：登靈應臺北望 
p. 879 
251. Bo Juyi – Realizing the Futility of Life  
白居易：感悟妄緣，題如上人壁  
p. 880 
252. Bo Juyi – The Cranes p. 880 
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白居易：西風 
253. Bo Juyi – On His Baldness 
白居易：嗟髮落 
p. 880 
254. Bo Juyi – Ta a Talkative Guest 
白居易：贈談客 
p. 881 
255. Bo Juyi – Inscription Written by Me in My Small Garden 
白居易：自題小園 
p. 881 
256. Bo Juyi – Sitting Quietly: Written During My Illness 
白居易：病中宴坐 
p. 881 
257. Bo Juyi – A Dream of Mountaineering  
白居易：夢上山 
p. 882 
258. Bo Juyi - Laozi 
白居易：讀《老子》 
p. 882 
259. Bo Juyi – Last Poem 
白居易：自詠老身，示諸家屬 
p. 883 
260. Bo Juyi – The Everlasting Wrong 
白居易：長恨歌 
p. 883 
261. Bo Juyi – Song of the Lute: Preface and Poem 
白居易：琵琶行（并序） 
p. 890 
262. Bo Juyi – Poem for Yuan Zhen 
白居易：贈元稹 
p. 894 
263. Bo Juyi – At the End of Spring To Yuan Zhen 
白居易：春暮寄元九 
p. 894 
264. Bo Juyi – The Letter  
白居易：初與元九別後，忽夢見之 
p. 894 
265. Bo Juyi - Bo Juyi to Yuan Zhen: A Letter 
白居易：與徽之書 
p. 896 
266. Bo Juyi – Dreaming That I Went with Li and Yu to Visit Yuan 
Zhen 
白居易：夢與李七、庾三十二同訪元九 
p. 898 
267. Bo Juyi – Dreaming of Yuan Zhen 
白居易：夢徽之 
p. 899 
268. Bo Juyi – On Hearing Someone Sing a Poem by Yuan Zhen 
白居易：聞歌者唱徽之詩 
p. 899 
269. Bo Juyi – Jiangnan 
白居易：憶江南 · 江南好，風景舊曾諳 
p. 1118 
270. Bo Juyi – Hangzhou 
白居易：憶江南 ·江南憶，最憶是杭州 
p. 1118 
271. Bo Juyi – Wu 
白居易：憶江南 ·江南憶，其次憶吳宮 
p. 1118 
272. Yuan Zhen – Yuan Zhen to Bo Juyi 
元稹：酬樂天赴江州路上見寄 p. 896 
273. Yuan Zhen – The Pitcher 
元稹：夢井 
p. 900 
274. Yuan Zhen – You’re No Exception 
元稹：君莫非 
p. 901 
275. Yuan Zhen – The Song of the Pearl-Fishers 
元稹：採珠行 
p. 901 
276. Yuan Zhen – Nearly a Sky Half Clear, Not Yet Half Light 
元稹：春曉 p. 901 
277. Li He – Chang’gu A Poem Written on the Twenty-Seven Day of 
the Fifth Month 
李賀：昌谷歌 
p. 905 
278. Li He – Under the Walls of Ping City p. 909 
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李賀：平城下 
279. Li He – Song of the Magic Strings 
李賀：神弦曲 
p. 909 
280. Li He – Magic Strings 
李賀：神弦 
p. 910 
281. Li He – Farewell Song of Magic Strings 
李賀：神弦別曲 
p. 911 
282. Li He – Songs of an Arrowhead from Changping 
李賀：長平箭頭歌 
p. 912 
283. Li He – Song: A Lovely Girl Combing Her Hair 
李賀：美人梳頭歌 
p. 913 
284. Li He – Song: Dragons at Midnight 
李賀：龍夜吟 
p. 914 
285. Du Mu – Easing My Heart 
杜牧：遣懷 
p. 915 
286. Du Mu – To Judge Han Chuo at Yangzhou 
杜牧：寄揚州韓綽判官 
p. 915 
287. Du Mu – Recalling Former Travels, 1 
杜牧：念昔遊 (其一) 
p. 916 
288. Du Mu – Recalling Former Travels, 2 
杜牧：念昔遊 (其二) 
p. 916 
289. Du Mu – Egrets 
杜牧：鷺鷥 
p. 916 
290. Du Mu – A Mountain Walk 
杜牧：山行 
p. 916 
291. Du Mu – Spring South of the River 
杜牧：江南春絕句 
p. 916 
292. Du Mu – A Tower by the Yangtze River 
杜牧：江樓 
p. 917 
293. Du Mu – Basin Pond 
杜牧：盆池 
p. 917 
294. Du Mu – Plantains 
杜牧：芭蕉 
p. 918 
295. Du Mu – Too Late 
杜牧：倀詩 
p. 918 
296. Du Mu – A Wilderness 
杜牧：金谷園 
p. 918 
297. Du Mu – Old Love 
杜牧：贈別 
p. 919 
298. Du Mu – Take the Bottle, and Ascend 
杜牧：九日齊安登高 
p. 919 
299. Li Shangyin – Without Title  
李商隱：無題 (「八歲偷照鏡」) 
p. 920 
300. Li Shangyin – High Noon 
李商隱：日高 
p. 921 
301. Li Shangyin – Chamber Music 
李商隱：房中曲 
p. 922 
302. Li Shangyin – Untitled Poems, 1 
李商隱：無題（「來是空言去絕蹤」） 
p. 924 
303. Li Shangyin – Untitled Poems, 2 
李商隱：無題（「颯颯東風細雨來」） 
p. 924 
304. Li Shangyin – Untitled Poems, 3 
李商隱：無題（「含情春啘晚」） 
p. 924 
305. Li Shangyin – Untitled Poems, 4 
李商隱：無題（「相見時唯別亦難」） 
p. 924 
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306. Li Shangyin – Untitled Poems, 5 
李商隱：無題（「何處哀箏隨急管」） 
p. 924 
307. Li Shangyin – The Walls of Emerald, 1 
李商隱：碧城（「碧城十二曲闌干」） 
p. 927 
308. Li Shangyin – The Walls of Emerald, 2 
李商隱：碧城（「對影聞聲已可憐」） 
p. 927 
309. Li Shangyin – The Walls of Emerald, 3 
李商隱：碧城（「七夕來時先有期」） 
p. 927 
310. Li Shangyin – The Patterned Lute 
李商隱：錦瑟 
p. 928 
311. Wen Tingyun – She Sighs on Her Jade Lute 
溫庭筠：瑤瑟怨 
p. 930 
312. Wen Tingyun – To a Friend Bound East 
溫庭筠：送人東歸 
p. 930 
313. Wen Tingyun – Near the Lizhou Ferry 
溫庭筠：利洲南渡 
p. 930 
314. Wen Tingyun – The Temple of Su Wu 
溫庭筠：蘇武廟 
p. 931 
315. Wen Tingyun – In the Mountains as Autumn Begins 
溫庭筠：早秋山居 
p. 932 
316. Wen Tingyun – Passing a Ruined Palace 
溫庭筠：經李徵君故居 
p. 932 
317. Wen Tingyun – Gold Glimmers and Fades 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 · 小山重疊金明滅 
p. 1119 
318. Wen Tingyun – News So Seldom Comes  
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 ·  翠翹金縷雙鸂鶒 
p. 1119 
319. Wen Tingyun – In Her Moonlit Chamber 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 ·  玉樓明月常相憶 
p. 1119 
320. Wen Tingyun – In the South Courtyard 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 ·  南園滿地堆輕絮 
p. 1119 
321. Wen Tingyun – A Brilliant Moon 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻 ·  夜來皓月才當午 
p. 1120 
322. Wen Tingyun – Embers of Incense 
溫庭筠：更漏子 ·  玉爐香 
p. 1120 
323. Wei Zhuang – The Lament of the Lady of Qin 
韋莊：秦婦吟 
p. 933 
324. Wei Zhuang – A Candle Dies 
韋莊：訴衷情 · 燭燼香殘簾未卷 
p. 1121 
325. Wei Zhuang – A Green Pond 
韋莊：訴衷情 · 碧沼紅芳煙雨靜 
p. 1121 
326. Wei Zhuang – Hidden Tears 
韋莊：更漏子 · 鐘鼓寒 
p. 1121 
327. Wei Zhuang – The Moon Dips Low 
韋莊：酒泉子 · 月落星沉 
p. 1122 
328. Wei Zhuang – I Remember 
韋莊：荷葉杯 · 記得那年花下 
p. 1122 
329. Sikong Tu – Energy – Absolute 
司空圖：雄渾 p. 944 
330. Sikong Tu – Tranquil Respose 
司空圖：沖淡 
p. 945 
331. Sikong Tu – Slim – Stout  
司空圖：纖穠 
p. 945 
332. Sikong Tu – Concentration 
司空圖：沉著 
p. 945 
333. Sikong Tu – Height – Antiquity  p. 946 
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司空圖：高古 
334. Sikong Tu – Refinement 
司空圖：典雅 
p. 946 
335. Sikong Tu – Wash – Smelt  
司空圖：洗煉 
p. 947 
336. Sikong Tu – Strength 
司空圖：勁健 
p. 947 
337. Sikong Tu – Embroideries 
司空圖：綺麗 
p. 948 
338. Sikong Tu – The Natural 
司空圖：自然 
p. 948 
339. Sikong Tu – Conservation 
司空圖：含蓄 
p. 948 
340. Sikong Tu – Set Free 
司空圖：豪放 
p. 949 
341. Sikong Tu – Animal Spirits 
司空圖：精神 
p. 949 
342. Sikong Tu – Close Woven 
司空圖：縝密 
p. 950 
343. Sikong Tu – Seclusion 
司空圖：疏野 
p. 950 
344. Sikong Tu – Fascination 
司空圖：清奇 
p. 950 
345. Sikong Tu – In Tortuous Ways 
司空圖：委屈 
p. 951 
346. Sikong Tu – Actualities 
司空圖：實境 
p. 951 
347. Sikong Tu – Despondent 
司空圖：悲慨 
p. 951 
348. Sikong Tu – Form and Feature 
司空圖：形容 
p. 952 
349. Sikong Tu – The Transcendental  
司空圖：超詣 
p. 952 
350. Sikong Tu – Abstraction 
司空圖：飄逸 
p. 953 
351. Sikong Tu – Illumined 
司空圖：曠達 
p. 953 
352. Sikong Tu – Motion 
司空圖：流動 
p. 953 
353. Li Ye – A Greeting to Lu Yu 
李治：湖上臥病喜陸鴻漸至 
p. 965 
354. Zhao Luanluan – Slender Fingers 
趙鸞鸞：纖指 
p. 965 
355. Zhao Luanluan – Red Sandalwood Mouth 
趙鸞鸞：檀口 
p. 966 
356. Zhao Luanluan – Willow Eyebrows 
趙鸞鸞：柳眉 p. 966 
357. Zhao Luanluan – Cloud Hairdress 
趙鸞鸞：雲鬟 
p. 966 
358. Zhao Luanluan – Creamy Breasts 
趙鸞鸞：酥乳 
p. 966 
359. Xue Tao – Cicadas 
薛濤：蟬 
p. 967 
360. Xue Tao – Wind 
薛濤：風 
p. 967 
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361. Xue Tao – Dog Parted from Her Master 
薛濤：犬離主 
p. 968 
362. Xue Tao – Parrot Parted from Her Cage 
薛濤：鸚鵡離籠 
p. 968 
363. Xue Tao – Crabapple Brook 
薛濤：海棠溪 
p. 968 
364. Guan Panpan – Mourning  
關盼盼：燕子樓 
p. 969 
365. Yu Xuanji – Divided by the Han River 
魚玄機：隔漢江寄子安 
p. 970 
366. Yu Xuanji – Spring Passion 
魚玄機：春情寄子安 
p. 970 
367. Yu Xuanji – Voicing Deepest Thoughts 
魚玄機：遣懷 
p. 971 
368. Yu Xuanji – Selling Wilted Peonies 
魚玄機：賣殘牡丹 
p. 971 
369. Yu Xuanji – Vanishing Spring Moves to Regret 
魚玄機：暮春有感寄友人 
p. 972 
370. Wang the Zealot – Bumping on an Ass 
王梵志：「他人騎大馬」 
p. 977 
371. Wang the Zealot – Get Blink Drunk  
王梵志：「共受虛假身」  
p. 978 
372. Wang the Zealot – A Piece of the Loot 
王梵志：「造作莊田猶未已」  
p. 978 
373. Wang the Zealot – The Ghost Clap Hands 
王梵志：「世無百年人」 
p. 978 
374. Cold Mountain – Body Asking Shadow 
寒山：「可笑寒山道」 
p. 979 
375. Cold Mountain – In a Tangle of Cliffs 
寒山：「重岩我卜居」 p. 979 
376. Cold Mountain – In the Mountains 
寒山：「山中何太冷」 
p. 980 
377. Cold Mountain – The Wrecked Town 
寒山：「驅馬度荒城」 
p. 980 
378. Cold Mountain – Cold Mountain 
寒山：「欲得安身處」 
p. 980 
379. Cold Mountain – The Way to Cold Mountain 
寒山：「人問寒山道」 
p. 980 
380. Cold Mountain – Settled at Cold Mountain 
寒山：「粵自居寒山」 
p. 981 
381. Cold Mountain – The Cold Mountain Path 
寒山：「登陟寒山道」 
p. 981 
382. Cold Mountain – Rough and Dark 
寒山：「杳杳寒山道」 
p. 981 
383. Cold Mountain – Back at Cold Mountain 
寒山：「出生三十年」 
p. 982 
384. Cold Mountain – House Without Walls 
寒山：「寒山有一宅」 
p. 982 
385. Cold Mountain – Happy Among These cliffs 
寒山：「一自遯寒山」 
p. 982 
386. Cold Mountain – Like a Drifting Boat 
寒山：「一住寒山萬事休」 
p. 983 
387. Cold Mountain – Try and Make It 
寒山：「時人見寒山」 
p. 983 
388. Jiaoran – Cold Mountain p. 983 
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皎然：寒山 
389. Jiaoran – Playful Poem 
皎然：戲題 
p. 983 
390. Jiaoran – Spontaneous Poem, 1 
皎然：偶然 (其一) 
p. 984 
391. Jiaoran – Spontaneous Poem, 2 
皎然：偶然 (其二) 
p. 984 
392. Lingche – In Reply to Wei Dan 
靈澈：東林寺酬韋丹刺吏 
p. 984 
393. Lingche – Spending the Night at East Forest Temple 
靈澈：宿東林寺 
p. 985 
394. Guanxiu – Four Paradise Poems, 1 
貫休：夢遊仙四首 (其一) 
p. 986 
395. Guanxiu – Four Paradise Poems, 2 
貫休：夢遊仙四首 (其二) 
p. 986 
396. Guanxiu – Four Paradise Poems, 3 
貫休：夢遊仙四首 (其三) 
p. 986 
397. Guanxiu – Four Paradise Poems, 4 
貫休：夢遊仙四首 (其四) 
p. 986 
398. Han Wo – Letter to a Zen Master 
韓偓：寄禪師 
p. 987 
399. Lyrics from the Dunhuang Manuscripts – The Girl and 
Her Companion 
敦煌詞：西江月· 女伴同尋煙水 
p. 1113 
400. Lyrics from the Dunhuang Manuscripts – Reed Flowers 
Turn White 
敦煌詞：「天暮蘆花白」  
p. 1113 
401. Lyrics from the Dunhuang Manuscripts – Over the Pillow 
敦煌詞：菩薩蠻 · 枕前發盡千般願 
p. 1114 
402. Lyrics from the Dunhuang Manuscripts – Yesterday 
Morning 
敦煌詞：菩薩蠻 · 昨朝為送行人早 
p. 1114 
403. Lyrics from the Dunhuang Manuscripts –  Behind the 
Mountain 
敦煌詞：浣溪沙 · 山后開園種藥葵 
p. 1114 
404. Lyrics from the Dunhuang Manuscripts – The Red Stove 
Warms the Room 
敦煌詞：菩薩蠻 · 紅爐暖閣佳人睡 
p. 1114 
405. Lyrics from the Dunhuang Manuscripts – Drop by Drop 
敦煌詞：菩薩蠻 · 霏霏點點迴塘雨 
p. 1115 
406. Lyrics from the Dunhuang Manuscripts – Do Not Pluck 
Me 
敦煌詞：望江南 · 莫攀我 
p. 1115 
407. Wang Jian – Round Fan 
王建：調笑令 ·  團扇 
p. 1116 
408. Wang Jian – Willow 
王建：調笑令 ·  楊柳 
p. 1117 
409. Li Cunxu – Deep Peach Glades 
李存勖：憶仙姿 · 曾宴桃源深洞 
p. 1123 
410. Niu Xiji – Spring Mountains 
牛希濟：生查子 · 春山煙欲收 p. 1123 
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Appendix 9 
 
Barnstone, Tony and Chow, Ping. (2005) The Anchor Book of Chinese Poetry: From 
Ancient to Contemporary, The Full 3000-Year Tradition, New York: Anchor Books.  
 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
 Poet 
No.of 
Selected 
Poems 
1. Du Fu 杜甫 37 20. Liu Caichun 劉采春  3 
2. Wang Wei 王維 37 21. Meng Haoran 孟浩然 3 
3. Li Bai 李白 30 22. Zhang Ji 張籍 3 
4. Han Shan 寒山 23 23. Li Jing 李璟 2 
5. Bai Juyi 白居易 20 24. Liu Changqing 劉長卿 2 
6. Li He 李賀 13 25. Chu Guangxi 儲光羲 1 
7. Xue Tao 薛濤 10 26. Du Qiuniang 杜秋娘 1 
8. Li Yu 李煜 7 27. He Zhizhang賀知章 1 
9. Meng Jiao 孟郊 7 28. Jia Dao 賈島 1 
10. Sikong Tu 司空圖 7 29. Jiao Ran 皎然 1 
11. Du Mu 杜牧 6 30. Lady Liu 柳氏 1 
12. Liu Zongyuan 柳宗元 5 31. Madam Huarui 花蕊夫人 1 
13. Yu Xuanji 魚玄機 5 32. Qi Ji 齊己 1 
14. Han Yu 韓愈 4 33. Wang Bo 王勃 1 
15. Li Shangyin 李商隱 4 34. Wang Changling 王昌齡 1 
16. Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫 4 35. Wang Wan 王灣 1 
17. Wei Zhuang 韋莊 4 36. Wu Ke 無可 1 
18. Wen Tingyun 溫庭筠 4 37. Zhang Ji 張繼 1 
19. Yuan Zhen 元稹 4 38. Zhang Ruoxu 張若虛 1 
 
Total: 258 Tang poems by 38 poets. 
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Selected Tang poems (shi and ci): 
 
1.  Wang Bo – On the Wind 
王勃：詠風 
p. 93 
2.  He Zhizhang – Willow 
賀知章：詠柳 p. 94 
3.  Zhang Ruoxu – Spring, River, and Flowers on a Moonlit Night 
張若虛：春江花月夜 
p. 95 
4.  Meng Haoran – Parting from Wang Wei  
孟浩然：留別王維 
p. 97 
5.  Meng Haoran – Spring Dawn  
孟浩然：春曉 
p. 97 
6.  Meng Haoran – Spending the Night on Jiande River 
孟浩然：宿過德江 
p. 97 
7.  Wang Changling – Song from the Borders 
王昌齡：塞下曲（「飲馬渡秋水」） 
p. 98 
8.  Wang Wan – Stopping at Beigu Mountain 
王灣：次北固山下 
p. 97 
9.  Wang Wei – Watching the Hunt 
王維：觀獵 
p. 101 
10.  Wang Wei – Walking into the Liang Countryside 
王維：涼州郊外遊望 
p. 102 
11.  Wang Wei – A Young Lady’s Spring Thoughts 
王維：閏人春思 
p. 101 
12.  Wang Wei – For Someone Far Away 
王維：贈遠二首 (其一) 
p. 102 
13.  Wang Wei – Climbing the City Tower North of the River 
王維：登河北城樓作 
p. 102 
14.  Wang Wei – Deep South Mountain 
王維：終南山 
p. 102 
15.  Wang Wei – Living in the Mountain on an Autumn Night 
王維：山居秋暝 
p. 103 
16.  Wang Wei – Drifting on the Lake 
王維：泛前坡 
p. 103 
17.  Wang Wei – Cooling Off 
王維：納涼 
p. 103 
18.  Wang Wei – Return to Wang River 
王維：歸輞川作 
p. 104 
19.  Wang Wei – Written on a Rainy Autumn Night After Pei Di’s Visit 
王維：黎拾遺聽裴秀才迪見過秋夜對兩之作 
p. 104 
20.  Wang Wei – To Pei Di, While We Are Living Lazily at Wang River 
王維：輞川閒居贈裴秀才迪 p. 104 
21.  Wang Wei – Birds Sing in the Ravine 
王維：鳥嗚澗 
p. 104 
22.  Wang Wei – Sketching Things 
王維：書事 
p. 105 
23.  Wang Wei – Deer Park  
王維：鹿柴 
p. 106 
24.  Wang Wei – House Hidden in the Bamboo Grove 
王維：竹裡館 
p. 106 
25.  Wang Wei – Luan Family Rapids 
王維：欒家瀨 
p. 106 
26.  Wang Wei – White Pebble Shoal 
王維：白石灘 p. 106 
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27.  Wang Wei – Lakeside Pavilion  
王維：臨湖亭 
p. 107 
28.  Wang Wei – Magnolia Basin 
王維：辛夷塢 
p. 107 
29.  Wang Wei – Things in a Spring Garden 
王維：春園即事 p. 107 
30.  Wang Wei – Answering the Poem Su Left in My Blue Field Mountain 
Country House, on Visiting and Finding Me Not Home 
王維：酬虞部蘇員外過藍田別業不見留之作 
p. 107 
31.  Wang Wei – About Old Age, in Answer to a Poem by Subprefect 
Zhang 
王維：酬張少府 
p. 108 
32.  Wang Wei – To My Cousin Qiu, Military Supply Official  
王維：贈從弟司庫員外絿 p. 108 
33.  Wang Wei – On Being Demoted and Sent Away to Qizhou 
王維：初出濟州別城中放人 
p. 109 
34.  Wang Wei – For Zhang, Exiled in Jingzhou, Once Adviser to the 
Emperor 
王維：寄荊州張丞相 
p. 111 
35.  Wang Wei – Seeing Off Prefect Ji Mu as He Leaves Office and Goes 
East of the River 
王維：送綦毋秘書棄官還江東 
p. 109 
36.  Wang Wei – Winter Night, Writing About My Emotion 
王維：冬夜書懷 p. 110 
37.  Wang Wei – Seeing Zu Off at Qizhou 
王維：齊州書懷 
p. 111 
38.  Wang Wei – A White Turtle Under a Waterfall 
王維：白黿渦 
p. 111 
39.  Wang Wei – Song of Peach Tree Spring  
王維：桃源行 
p. 112 
40.  Wang Wei – Sitting Alone on an Autumn Night  
王維：秋夜獨坐 
p. 113 
41.  Wang Wei – Green Creek 
王維：青溪 
p. 113 
42.  Wang Wei – Visiting the Mountain Courtyard of the Distinguished 
Monk Tanxing at Enlightenment Monastery 
王維：過感化寺曇興上人山院 
p. 114 
43.  Wang Wei – Questioning a Dream  
王維：移夢 
p. 114 
44.  Wang Wei – Weeping for Ying Yao 
王維：哭殷遙 
p. 114 
45.  Wang Wei – Suffering from Heat 
王維：苦熱行 
p. 115 
46.  Li Bai – A Song of Zhanggan Village  
李白：長幹行 
p. 118 
47.  Li Bai –  Grievance at the Jade Stairs  
李白：玉階怨 p. 119 
48.  Li Bai –  Seeing a Friend off at Jingmen Ferry 
李白：渡荊門送別 
p. 119 
49.  Li Bai –  Watching the Waterfall at Lu Mountain 
李白：望廬山瀑布 
p. 119 
50.  Li Bai –  Hearing a Flute on a Spring Night in Luoyang 
李白：春夜洛城聞笛 
p. 120 
51.  Li Bai –  River Song p. 120 
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李白：江上吟 
52.  Li Bai –  I Listen to Jun, Monk from Shu, Play His Lute 
李白：聽蜀僧涘彈琴 
p. 120 
53.  Li Bai –  Seeing a Friend 
李白：送友人 
p. 121 
54.  Li Bai –  Drinking Alone by Moonlight 
李白：月下獨酌四首（其一） 
p. 120 
55.  Li Bai – Seeing Meng Haoran Off to Guangling at the Yellow Crane 
Tower 
李白：送孟洛然之廣陵 
p. 121 
56.  Li Bai – Saying Good-bye to Song Zhiti 
李白：江夏別宋之悌 
p. 121 
57.  Li Bai –  Song 
李白：菩薩蠻（「平杯漠漠煙如織」） 
p. 121 
58.  Li Bai –  In Memory of He Zhizhang 
李白：對酒憶賀監 (其一) 
p. 122 
59.  Li Bai –  Confessional 
李白：對酒 
p. 123 
60.  Li Bai –  Zazen on Jingting Mountain 
李白：獨坐敬亭山 
p. 123 
61.  Li Bai –  Questioning in the Mountains 
李白：山中問答 
p. 124 
62.  Li Bo –  Missing the East Mountains 
李白：憶東山二首 (一) 
p. 124 
63.  Li Bai –  Having a Good Time by Myself 
李白：自遣 
p. 124 
64.  Li Bai –  Drinking Wine with the Hermit in the Mountain 
李白：山中與幽人對酌 
p. 124 
65.  Li Bai –  Sent Far Off 
李白：寄遠十二首 (其十一) 
p. 124 
66.  Li Bai –  Inscription for Summer Temple 
李白：題峰頂寺 
p. 125 
67.  Li Bai –  Summer Day in the Mountains 
李白：夏日山中 
p. 125 
68.  Li Bai –  Brooding in the Still Night 
李白：靜夜思 
p. 125 
69.  Li Bai –  Singing by Green Water in Autumn 
李白：秋浦歌 (十三) 
p. 125 
70.  Li Bai –  Drunk All Day 
李白：春日醉起言志 
p. 126 
71.  Li Bai –  Song on Bringing in the Wine 
李白：將進酒 
p. 126 
72.  Li Bai –  On My Way Down Zhongnan Mountain I Passed by Hermit 
Fusi’s Place and He Treated Me to Wine While I Spent the Night 
There 
李白：下終南山過斛斯山人宿置酒 
p. 127 
73.  Li Bai –  Song of the North Wind  
李白：北風行 
p. 128 
74.  Li Bai –  War South of the Great Wall 
李白：戰城南 
p. 128 
75.  Li Bai –  Hunting Song 
李白：行行遊且獵篇 
p. 129 
76.  Chu Guangxi –Jiangnan Melodies, 2 
儲光羲：江南曲四首 (其二) 
p. 130 
77.  Du Fu – Facing Snow p. 132 
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杜甫：對雪 
78.  Du Fu – Gazing in Springtime 
杜甫：春望 
p. 133 
79.  Du Fu – Ballad of the War Wagons 
杜甫：兵車行 
p. 133 
80.  Du Fu – Moonlit Night 
杜甫：月夜 
p. 134 
81.  Du Fu – Thinking of My Brothers on a Moonlit Night 
杜甫：月夜憶舍弟 
p. 135 
82.  Du Fu – Broken Lines 
杜甫：絕句二首 (其二) 
p. 135 
83.  Du Fu – Thoughts While Night Traveling 
杜甫：旅夜書懷 
p. 135 
84.  Du Fu – A Hundred Worries 
杜甫：百憂集行 
p. 135 
85.  Du Fu – Standing Alone 
杜甫：獨立 
p. 136 
86.  Du Fu – To Wei Ba 
杜甫：贈衛八處士 
p. 136 
87.  Du Fu – Dreaming of Li Bai 
杜甫：夢李白二首 (其一) 
p. 137 
88.  Du Fu – A Painted Falcon 
杜甫：晝鷹 
p. 137 
89.  Du Fu – New Moon 
杜甫：初月 
p. 138 
90.  Du Fu – Spring Night Happy About Rain 
杜甫：春夜喜雨 
p. 138 
91.  Du Fu – Brimming Water 
杜甫：漫成一絕 
p. 139 
92.  Du Fu – River Village 
杜甫：江村 
p. 139 
93.  Du Fu – Looking at Mount Tai 
杜甫：望嶽 
p. 139 
94.  Du Fu – Jiang Village, 1 
杜甫：羌村三首（其一） 
p. 140 
95.  Du Fu – Jiang Village, 2 
杜甫：羌村三首（其二） 
p. 140 
96.  Du Fu – Jiang Village, 3  
杜甫：羌村三首（其三） p. 140 
97.  Du Fu – Jade Flower Palace 
杜甫：玉華宮 
p. 141 
98.  Du Fu – Newlyweds’ Departure 
杜甫：新婚別 
p. 142 
99.  Du Fu – Old Couple’s Departure 
杜甫：垂老別 
p. 143 
100. Du Fu – A Homeless Man’s Departure 
杜甫：無家別 
p. 144 
101. Du Fu – Song of a Thatched Hut Damaged in Autumn Wind 
杜甫：茅屋為秋風所破歌 
p. 145 
102. Du Fu – The Song of a Roped Chicken 
杜甫：縛雞行 
p. 145 
103. Du Fu – Poem to Officer Fang’s Foreign Horse 
杜甫：房兵曹朝馬詩 
p. 146 
104. Du Fu – Qu River, 1 
杜甫：曲江二首（其一） 
p. 146 
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105. Du Fu – Qu River, 2  
杜甫：曲江二首（其二） 
p. 146 
106. Du Fu – Leaving in My Boat 
杜甫：進艇 
p. 147 
107. Du Fu – Guest’s Arrival: Happy About County Governor Cui’s Visit 
杜甫：客至 
p. 147 
108. Du Fu – A Lone Goose 
杜甫：孤雁 
p. 147 
109. Du Fu – A Traveler’s Night 
杜甫：客夜 
p. 148 
110. Du Fu – Five Poems About Historical Sites, 3 
杜甫：詠懷古蹟五首 (其三) 
p. 148 
111. Du Fu – On Yueyang Tower 
杜甫：登嶽陽樓 
p. 149 
112. Du Fu – Climbing High 
杜甫：登高 
p. 149 
113. Du Fu – Traveler’s Pavilion  
杜甫：客亭 
p. 150 
114. Liu Changqing – Spending the Night at Hibiscus Mountain When It 
Was Snowing  
劉長卿：逢雪宿芙蓉山主人 
p. 150 
115. Liu Changqing – To Official Fei on His Demotion to State Ji 
劉長卿：重送裴郎中貶吉州 
p. 151 
116. Jiao Ran – On Lu Jianhong’s Absence During My Visit to Him 
皎然：尋陸漸鴻不遇 
p. 151 
117. Meng Jiao – Complaints 
孟郊：怨詩 p. 153 
118. Meng Jiao – Songs of the Homebound Letter 
孟郊：歸信吟 
p. 153 
119. Meng Jiao – Statement of Feelings in a Shabby Residence on an 
Autumn Evening 
孟郊：秋夕貧居述懷 
p. 154 
120. Meng Jiao – Visiting Zhongnan Mountain 
孟郊：遊終南山 
p. 154 
121. Meng Jiao – Frustration  
孟郊：懊惱 
p. 154 
122. Meng Jiao – Borrowing a Wagon 
孟郊：借車 
p. 155 
123. Meng Jiao – After Passing the Highest Imperial Examination 
孟郊：登科後 
p. 155 
124. Lady Liu – To the Tune of “Yangliuzhi” 
柳氏：楊柳枝 
p. 156 
125. Zhang Ji – Moored by the Maple Bridge at Night 
張繼：楓橋夜泊 
p. 157 
126. Han Yu – Mountain Rocks  
韓愈：山石 
p. 158 
127. Han Yu – Losing My Teeth 
韓愈：落齒 
p. 159 
128. Han Yu – Listening to Yinshi Play His Instrument 
韓愈：聽穎師彈琴 
p. 160 
129. Han Yu – Poem to Commander Zhang at the Meeting of the Bian and 
Si Rivers 
韓愈：汴泗交流贈張僕射 
p. 161 
130. Xue Tao – Seeing a Friend Off 
薛濤：送友人 p. 162 
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131. Xue Tao – Sending Old Poems to Yuan Zhen 
薛濤：寄舊詩與元微之 
p. 162 
132. Xue Tao – A Spring in Autumn 
薛濤：秋泉 
p. 162 
133. Xue Tao – Spring Gazing, 1 
薛濤：春望四首 （其一） 
p. 163 
134. Xue Tao – Spring Gazing, 2 
薛濤：春望四首 （其二） 
p. 163 
135. Xue Tao – Spring Gazing, 3 
薛濤：春望四首 （其三） 
p. 163 
136. Xue Tao – Spring Gazing, 4 
薛濤：春望四首（其四） 
p. 163 
137. Xue Tao – Willow Catkins 
薛濤：柳絮詠 
p. 163 
138. Xue Tao – Hearing Cicadas 
薛濤：蟬 
p. 164 
139. Xue Tao – Moon 
薛濤：月 
p. 164 
140. Liu Yuxi – Mooring at Niuzhu at Dusk 
劉禹錫：晚泊牛渚 
p. 165 
141. Liu Yuxi – Bamboo Branch Song 
劉禹錫：竹枝詞二首 (其一) 
p. 165 
142. Liu Yuxi – Black-Uniform Lane 
劉禹錫：烏衣巷 
p. 165 
143. Liu Yuxi – Looking at Dongting Lake 
劉禹錫：望洞庭 
p. 165 
144. Bai Juyi – Assignment Under the Title “Departure at Ancient Grass 
Field” 
白居易：賦得古原草送別 
p. 167 
145. Bai Juyi –Night Rain 
白居易：夜雨 p. 167 
146. Bai Juyi – Song of an Evening River 
白居易：暮江吟 
p. 167 
147. Bai Juyi – Lament for Peony Flowers 
白居易：惜牡丹花二首 (其一) 
p. 167 
148. Bai Juyi – Buying Flowers 
白居易：買花 
p. 168 
149. Bai Juyi –Light Fur and Fat Horses 
白居易：輕肥 
p. 168 
150. Bai Juyi – Watching the Reapers 
白居易：觀刈麥 
p. 169 
151. Bai Juyi – The Old Charcoal Seller 
白居易：賣炭翁 
p. 170 
152. Bai Juyi – Song of Everlasting Sorrow 
白居易：長恨歌 
p. 170 
153. Bai Juyi – Song of the Lute 
白居易：琵琶行 
p. 174 
154. Bai Juyi – Seeing Yuan Zhen’s Poem on the Wall at Blue Bridge Inn 
白居易：藍橋驛見元九詩 
p. 177 
155. Bai Juyi –On Laziness 
白居易：詠慵 
p. 178 
156. Bai Juyi –On Laozi 
白居易：讀老子 
p. 178 
157. Bai Juyi – Madly Singing in the Mountains 
白居易：山中獨吟 
p. 178 
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158. Bai Juyi – After Getting Drunk, Becoming Sober in the Night 
白居易：飲欲夜醒人 
p. 179 
159. Bai Juyi – Resignation (Part of a Poem) 
白居易：有感三首(其三 節錄) 
p. 180 
160. Bai Juyi – On His Baldness 
白居易：嗟髮落 
p. 180  
161. Bai Juyi –Old Age 
白居易：詠老贈夢得 
p. 181 
162. Bai Juyi – Since I Lay Ill 
白居易：臥疾來早晚 
p. 181 
163. Bai Juyi – A Dream of Mountaineering  
白居易：夢上山 (時足疾未平) 
p. 182 
164. Liu Zongyuan – River Snow 
柳宗元：江雪 
p. 183 
165. Liu Zongyuan – Poem to Relatives and Friends in the Capitals After 
Looking at Mountains with Monk Hoa Chu 
柳宗元：與浩初上人同看山寄京華親故 
p. 183 
166. Liu Zongyuan – Summer Day 
柳宗元：夏晝偶作 
p. 183 
167. Liu Zongyuan – Fisherman  
柳宗元：漁翁 
p. 184 
168. Liu Zongyuan – The Caged Eagle 
柳宗元：籠鷹詞 
p. 184 
169. Zhang Ji – A Soldier’s Wife Complains  
張籍：征婦怨 
p. 185 
170. Zhang Ji – Song of a Virtuous Woman 
張籍：節婦吟 
p. 185 
171. Zhang Ji – Arriving at a Fisherman’s House at Night 
張籍：夜到漁家 
p. 186 
172. Wu Ke – To Cousin Jia Dao in Autumn 
無可：秋寄從兄賈島 p. 187 
173. Jia Dao – Looking for the Hermit and Not Finding Him 
賈島：尋隱者不遇 
p. 188 
174. Yuan Zhen – When Told Bai Juyi Was Demoted and Sent Jiangzhou 
元稹：聞樂天授江州司馬 
p. 189 
175. Yuan Zhen – Late Spring  
元稹：晚春 
p. 190 
176. Yuan Zhen – Petals Falling in the River 
元稹：使東州、江花落 p. 190 
177. Yuan Zhen – Missing Her After Separation, 2 
元稹：離思五首 （其二） 
p. 190 
178. Liu Caichun – Songs of Luogen, 1 
劉采春：囉嗊曲六首（其一） 
p. 191 
179. Liu Caichun – Songs of Luogen, 2 
劉采春：囉嗊曲六首（其三） 
p. 191 
180. Liu Caichun – Songs of Luogen, 3 
劉采春：囉嗊曲六首（其四） 
p. 191 
181. Li He – Twenty-three Horse Poems, 4 
李賀：馬詩二十三首（其四） 
p. 192 
182. Li He – Twenty-three Horse Poems, 5 
李賀：馬詩二十三首（其五） 
p. 192 
183. Li He – Shown to My Younger Brother 
李賀：示弟 
p. 192 
184. Li He – Speaking My Emotions, 2 p. 193 
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李賀：詠懷二首（其二） 
185. Li He – Flying Light 
李賀：苦晝短  
p. 193 
186. Li He – Thirteen South Garden Poems, 13 
李賀：南國十三首（其十三） 
p. 195 
187. Li He – Su Xiaoxiao’s Tomb 
李賀：蘇小小墓 
p. 195 
188. Li He – Song of Goose Gate Governor 
李賀：雁門太守行 
p. 196 
189. Li He – Under the City Wall at Pingcheng 
李賀：平城下  
p. 196 
190. Li He – Song of an Old Man’s Jade Rush 
李賀：老夫采玉歌 
p. 197 
191. Li He – A Piece of Magic Strings 
李賀：神弦曲 p. 197 
192. Li He – An Arrowhead from the Ancient Battlefield of Changping 
李賀：長平箭頭歌 
p. 198 
193. Li He – A Sky Dream 
李賀：夢天 
p. 199 
194. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 5 
寒山：「吾心似秋月」 
p. 200 
195. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 72 
寒山：「豬吃死人肉」 
p. 200 
196. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 87 
寒山：「貪人好聚財」 
p. 201 
197. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 92 
寒山：「天高高不窮」 
p. 201 
198. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 100 
寒山：「欲識生死譬」 
p. 201 
199. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 125 
寒山：「新穀尚未熟」 
p. 201 
200. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 128 
寒山：「雍容美少年」 
p. 202 
201. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 131 
寒山：「出生三十年」 
p. 202 
202. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 140 
寒山：「董郎年少時」 
p. 202 
203. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 141 
寒山：「個是誰家子」 
p. 203 
204. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 146 
寒山：「我行經古墳」 
p. 203 
205. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 158 
寒山：「有樹先林生」 p. 203 
206. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 165 
寒山：「閑自訪高僧」 
p. 203 
207. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 194 
寒山：「眾星羅列夜明深」 
p. 204 
208. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 204 
寒山：「我何前溪照碧流」 
p. 204 
209. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 210 
寒山：「說食終不飽」 
p. 204 
210. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 218 
寒山：「時人見寒山」 
p. 204 
211. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 225 p. 204 
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寒山：「大海水無邊」 
212. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 237 
寒山：「人生在塵蒙」 
p. 205 
213. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 262 
寒山：「我見世間人」 
p. 205 
214. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 265 
寒山：「隱士遁人問」 
p. 205 
215. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 266 
寒山：「寄語食肉漢」 
p. 206 
216. Han Shan – Untitled Poems, 307 
寒山：「家有寒山詩」 
p. 206 
217. Du Qiuniang – The Coat of Gold Brocade 
杜秋娘：金縷衣 
p. 206 
218. Du Mu – Written While Moored on the Qinhuai River 
杜牧：泊秦淮 
p. 207 
219. Du Mu – Two Poems Improvised at Qi An Country, 1 
杜牧：齊安郡中偶題二首（其一） 
p. 207 
220. Du Mu – Two Poems Improvised at Qi An Country, 2 
杜牧：齊安郡中偶題二首（其二） 
p. 207 
221. Du Mu – On Purebright Day 
杜牧：清明 
p. 208 
222. Du Mu – The Han River 
杜牧：漢江 p. 208 
223. Du Mu – Visiting Leyou Park 
杜牧：登樂遊原 
p. 208 
224. Wen Tingyun – To the Tune of “The Water Clock Sings at Night”, 1 
溫庭筠：更漏子．柳絲長 
p. 210 
225. Wen Tingyun – To the Tune of “The Water Clock Sings at Night”, 3 
溫庭筠：更漏子．玉爐香 
p. 210 
226. Wen Tingyun – To the Tune of “Dreaming of the South Side of the 
River” 
溫庭筠：憶江南．梳洗罷 
p. 210 
227. Wen Tingyun – To the Tune of “Beautiful Barbarian” 
溫庭筠：菩薩蠻．小山重疊金明滅 
p. 211 
228. Li Shangyin – The Patterned Zither 
李商隱：錦瑟 
p. 212 
229. Li Shangyin – Visiting Leyou Park 
李商隱：登樂遊原  
p. 212 
230. Li Shangyin – Untitled 
李商隱：無題 (「相見時難別亦難」) 
p. 213 
231. Li Shangyin – Poem Sent as a Letter to the North on a Rainy Night 
李商隱：夜雨寄北 
p. 213 
232. Wei Zhuang – To the Tune of “Silk-Washing Brook” 
韋莊：浣溪沙．惆悵夢餘山月斜 p. 214 
233. Wei Zhuang – To the Tune of “The River City” 
韋莊：江城子．恩重嬌多情易傷 
p. 214 
234. Wei Zhuang – To the Tune of “Missing the Emperor’s Hometown” 
韋莊：思帝鄉．春日遊 p. 215 
235. Wei Zhuang – To the Tune of “Daoist Priestess” 
韋莊：女冠子．四月十七日 
p. 215 
236. Sikong To – The Twenty-four Styles of Poetry – The Placid Style 
司空圖：沖淡 
p. 217 
237. Sikong To – The Potent Style 
司空圖：沉落 
p. 217 
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238. Sikong To – The Natural Style 
司空圖：自然 
p. 218 
239. Sikong To – The Implicit Style 
司空圖：含蓄 
p. 218 
240. Sikong To – The Carefree and Wild Style 
司空圖：疏野 
p. 219 
241. Sikong To – The Bighearted and Expansive Style 
司空圖：曠達 
p. 219 
242. Sikong To – The Flowing Style 
司空圖：流動 
p. 220 
243. Yu Xuanji – Visiting Chongzhen Temple’s South Tower and Looking 
Where the Names of Candidates Who Pass the Civil Service Exam Are 
Posted 
魚玄機：遊崇真觀南樓，睹新及弟題名處 
p. 221  
244. Yu Xuanji – To Zian: Misisng You at Jianling 
魚玄機：江陵愁望寄子安  
p. 221 
245. Yu Xuanji – A Farewell 
魚玄機：送別  
p. 221 
246. Yu Xuanji – Sent in an Orchid Fragrance Letter 
魚玄機：寄國香 
p. 222 
247. Yu Xuanji – Autumn Complaints 
魚玄機：秋怨 
p. 222 
248. Qi Ji – Looking at the Zhurong Peak in a Boat at Twilight 
齊己：舟中晚望祝融峰 
p. 223 
249. Li Jing – To the Tune of “Silk-Washing Brook” 
李璟：浣溪沙 ．手卷真珠上玉鈎 
p. 223 
250. Li Jing – To the Tune of “Silk-Washing Brook” 
李璟：浣溪沙 ．菡萏香銷翠葉殘 
p. 224 
251. Madam Huarui – On the Fall of the Kingdom, to the Tune of 
“Mulberry-Picking Song” 
花蕊夫人：述亡國詩 
p. 224 
252. Li Yu – To the Tune of “A Bushel of Pearls” 
李煜：一斛珠．晚妝初過 
p. 225 
253. Li Yu – To the Tune of “Bodhisattva Barbarian” 
李煜：菩薩蠻．花明月暗雲輕霧 
p. 226 
254. Li Yu – To the Tune of “Clear and Even Music” 
李煜：清平樂．別來春平 
p. 226 
255. Li Yu – To the Tune of “Lost Battle” 
李煜：破陣子．四十年來家國 
p. 226 
256. Li Yu – To the Tune of “Beauty Yu” 
李煜：虞美人．春花秋月何時了 
p. 227 
257. Li Yu – To the Tune of “Crows Cry at Night” 
李煜：烏夜啼．林花謝了春紅 
p. 227 
258. Li Yu – To the Tune of “Encountering Joy” 
李煜：相見歡．無言獨上西樓 
p. 228 
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